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ABSTRACT:
This thesis investigates aspects of Australian rural
society in the period 1920-1939.

It concentrates on a wheat-

growing region of New South Wales which lies between Hillston,
Griffith, Temora, and Lake Cargelligo - the South West of the
State.

Evidence for this study came from published government

documents, the local press, and unpublished governmental,
institutional, and private records of the period.

Details of

these, and methodological problems associated with their use
are discussed in the introduction and in appendices.
The first section begins with an analysis of the
origins and experience of ex-soldiers and civilians who took
up farms in the region in the early and mid-1920s.

Their

parochial outlook was reinforced by their farm work, their
recreation, and by the local press.

These forces also

combined to create a belief in rural independence which
co-existed with a contradictory expectation of government aid
as a matter of course.

Although the local society accepted a

need for consensus in community relations which contributed
to the maintenance of social cohesion, its celebration in the
rural press did not reflect reality.
The second part deals with the economic, social,
and political impact of the collapse of wheat prices in 1930/1.
This crisis for the wheat industry was accompanied by
"restriction of credit by both private and government agencies.
Farmers attempted to reduce their production costs and
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' expenditures, and to increase their income by diversifying
their farms

economy .

Farme rs

families were also required

to do more to help the farm survive by doing more farm work,
and by helping to produce an income.

The consequent 'making

do ' reduced, but did not destroy, local social life.
However, the stresses imposed by the crisis found
expression in community groups, new as well as old.

The

farmers' impatience with governments, particularly that of
J . T . Lang, was demonstrated in the Riverina Movement, but the
Movement's unsuccessful drive for secession did not still
farmers ' demands for more government aid .
In the third section the evolution and impact of
Federal and State government relief measures is traced.
Although few farmers made use of the State's legislation, it
appears to have assisted them to remain in production:
population and bankruptcy data reveal no large scale dispossession by creditors .
The turning point in the farmers' battle with
seasonal vagaries

and the burden of debt appears to have been

in the mid 1930s.

Federal funds for debt adjustment made the

reduction of debt more likely, and a poor season appears to
have led farmers to accept that there would be no immediate
economic recovery.
In the latter half of the 1930s renewed local
agitation and political pressure eventually brought a

vi

government response.

Farmers were encouraged to leave the

land, there'by making the farms of those who remained
economically more viable .
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION:

AIMS, SOURCES, AND METHODS

To generations that did not live through it, the
Great Dep ression o f th e 1930s is known throu gh books,

fil~s ,

broadca sts, and the recollections of their parents and
grandparents .

Much has been written, mo re is remembered ,

about an experience that influenced the lives of millions of
Australians.

But the full exten t of t h e Depression's

ramifications has ye t to b e studied.

Published histories of

Australia between the two World Wars concentrate on
politicians, policies, parties, business, organi se d labour,
l
and economics.
G.C. Bolton's detailed study of Western
Australia, for example, is remark ab l e for its at t ention to
the rural sector, but his main interest lies with metropolltan
·
Pert h an d po 1 1·tlCS
.2

Yet at the time of th e depression one person in thre
lived outside the cit ie s and their suburbs, and the provinclal
municipalities . 3 Pr imary industry, on the basis of ' a very
relative importance', accounted for two fair index of
thirds of the to tal nati onal val ue of produc ion , and 97 er
1

E.g . P.H. Partridge, 'Depre ssion and War , 1929-50' , in
G. Greenwood , (Ed.), Austral ia: A Social and Political
History, Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 19 9 . Hereafter,
Partridge, Depression, and Greenwood, Australia,
re spectively).
R.B. Ward, Australia, Horwitz Public tions,
Sydney, 1965.
(Hereafter, Ward, Austral ia), Chapter Six,
'War and Depression'.
F. Alexander, Australia Since
Federation: A Narrative and Critical An lysis, Nelson,
Melbourne, 1967.
(Here fter, Alexander, Australia),
Chapter IV, 'Econ omic Depression and its aftermath
1929-1939'.

2

G.C . Bolton, A Fine Country to Starve In, Univer si ty of
Western Australia Press, Nedlands, 1972 .
(Hereafter,
Bolton, Fine Country) .

3

Commonwealth Statist ic ian, Census of the Commonwealth of
Australia 30 June, 1933, Government Frint r, Canb rra,
n.d.
(Hereafter, Census, 19 33) , pp. 705 - 708 .
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cent of the value of exports .

Agricultural production

alone was responsible for over one-fifth of these values. 4
A study of Australian rural society

lS

an essential

part of the examination of Australia's inter-war history,
but it presents an overwhelming task unless it is carefully
limited.

It is necessary to search for benchmarks

nd for

groups and areas that can be precisely lo cated within the
broad spectrum of experiences.

Studies of the unemployed

have concentrated on the worst affected of the employee
group in society (usually in cities) and because of this can
be taken as a base from which the experience of other
similar, but less affected, people might be gauged.

This

thesis identifies a similar rural group.
The first characteristic I sought was an area that
was chiefly dependent for its livelihood on one key depressed
primary industry.

The area had to be one in which communities,

not just isolated families, existed.

In Australia, wheat

growing was a seriously depressed industry.

The wheat belt

is a large area from which to select a region for in estigation.
However, during the hearings before the 1934 Royal Con@ission
5
on the Wheat Flour and Bread Industries various witnesses
were asked to define the region which was worst affected.
In Victoria they chose the northern Mallee, in New South Wal s
their answers defined the area that was later to become
designated 'The South West', and from which the State
6
Government eventually began to remov settlers.
4

5

6

Official Yearbook of the Commonwealth of Australia,
No. 26-1933, Government Printer, Canberra, 1933, p . 261.
(Hereafter, Commonwealth Yearbook, 1933, etc.).
Hereafter referred to as the Royal Commission on Wheat .
Commonwealth Archives, Holding CP 656 , Prime Minister ' s
Department 'Royal Commission on Wheat', Serie s 3,
Transcripts of Evidence, New South Wales:
Sydney,
pp. 139, 495, 503, 520.
Victor ia, p. 1093, Victoria:
Melbourne, p. 533.
(Hereafter, CP656/3 etc .).
See
Figure 1 . 1.

3

A comparative study of these two areas might have
led to a wider underst nding of the impact of the d pr ·ssian
on rural society.
b ec aus e

Howev r this was by no means certain

the widely differing nature of the sources

available for e ach region meant that the scope for comparative
assessment would have been re stricted .

Because of the existence

of an histor i cal s t u dy of the Victor1an reg1on ,
begin with New South Wales .

7

I chose to

Subsequently the difficulties

encountered with access to some materi al mean t thatI had to
confine the study to New South Wa les, and t o the South West
in particular.
In and around that area, which lay between th e
Lachlan and the Murrumbidgee Ri ver s, wheat was a vital crop,
governin g t he li ve s of over one-third of the breadw1nners
in farms and vi l lag es .

It thus appeared to be a region which

could il lum inate aspects of rur al life in the Great D pression .
The South West in the inter-war period existed 1n at least
thre e geographic forms.

In one sense it was slmply the land

to the west of Wes t Wyalong , that is in the south west of the
State . 8

It was a nd is a region of undulating plains traversed

b y two series of low ranges whi ch rise abruptly from the
surround ing country s ide between Monia Gap and Binya and

7

J.A. Senyard , A 1all ee Farming Community in the DepressiJn:
The Walpeup Shire of Vi ctoria 192 5-19 3 5, M. A., Monash
University, 1974.
(Hereafter, Senyard, Mallee).
This
thesis utilised go vernment fil e s on farmers for which
there were no New Sou th Wales eq u ivalents availabl e.
See below p. 11-12a, 14.

8

E.g. New South wales State Archives , Department of
Ag ricultur: Centr a l Secretariate; Special Files ,
7/6462, J 32/72.
Deputation from South-Wes t Storekeepers.
(Hereafter , Agriculture, Special FlIes).

4

Figure 1:1
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and between Yalgogrin North and Tullibigeal.
west Slopes

9

The

outh

as an off ici al statistical division of the

State, arcing north from the Victorian border and then west
lO
towar d s Hillston.
The South West was Iso, from the latter
half of the 1930s , an offic iall y designated functionul
r gion of rural distress:

' The South West Wheat Area' .11

In this t hesis the region generally is called the Northern
Riverina to avo id confusion be t ween the various South West
regions , and to distinguish it from G. Buxton 's Riverina,
wh ich lay to the south between the Murray and Murrumbidgee
.
12
Rlvers .
One promising approach to the study of the region
was to consider it as a community faced with a clear crisis the collap se of t he wheat market in 1930.

The nature of this

o ne inc ident , and the date of it

occurrence remalns fixed
13
in the minds o f rural people who experienced it.

9

J. Andrews, 'The Emergence of the Wheat Belt in Southea st ern Australia to 1930 ' , in J. Andre\oJs , (Ed . ), Frontiers
and Men A Volume in Memory of Gr if fith Taylor (1880 - 1963)
F.W . Cheshire, Melbourne , 1966.
(Hereafter, Andrews ,
Wheat Belt), pp . 5 7-5 8.
C. M. Blandford, ' The Effect of
Ranges on Rainfa l l in the Sou th-West \<Jheat Area'. (Hereafter,
Blandford, Rainfall).
Journal o f he Soil Conservation
Service of New South Wales, 3 ,4, 1947, p. 166.
(Hereafter ,
S.C.S. Jo ur nal ) .

10

See Appendix IA.

11

New South Wales, Parliament, Report of Corr®ittee Appointed
to Inquire into t he pos ition o f Wheat Farmers in the
South- West po~tion of New Sou t h Wales , Parl. Papers ,
1935-36, II, pp. 45-52. (Hereafter, NSIVPP , and South - \vest
Committee, respectively) . A map (VI) showing this area is
bound i nside th e rear cover with others showing det i1s of
the re gion.
They are hinged to enable indlvidual maps to
be kept in view thro u ghout the reading of rel evant sections
of the thesis.

12

G.L. Bu xton, The Riverina, 1861-1891, An Australian
Regional Study, M.U . P., M 1bourne, 1967 . (Hereaft er , Buxton,
Riverina) .

13

Inter vi ews, Mrs E . Irvin, B relIan, 17 May J977, Mr and
Mrs J . Seymour"Ariah Park , 24 April ]977 , Lake Cargelligo
C.W.A., 24 June 1 977 .

6

His t orian s of the period also identify it as a calamity.14
Analysts of disasters and disaster b haviour do not
adopt anyone set of analytic criteria.

Some, for example,

choose to examine the society some time before the onset of
crisis , other s concentrate their attention on the shorter
'
15
per l. o d on t h e eve 0 f dlsaster.
Several also identify a 'threat' phase prior to the
To some researchers
disas t er, b ut use i t in different senses.
it

ind i cates the predisposing conditions which make an event

l i k ely to occur j others use it to indicate an awareness of
.
.
16
an lmmlnent event.
14

E . g ., G. Bo lton, ' How We Got To Here', in T. van Dugteren,
Ru ral Australia The Other Nation, Hodder and Stoughton,
Sydney , 1978 , p . 15. C.B. Schedvin, Australia and the
Great Dep r es s ion : A Study of Economic Development and
poli c y in the 1920s and 1930s, Sydney University Press,
1973, p. 152 .

15

E . g . Queensland Council of Social Service, 'Natural
Disaster - Human Consequences of the Flooding of Brisbane'
(hereafter Qld . C . O.S.S., Brisbane), in Australian
Government Habitat Task Force , National Report to he
Un i ted Nations Conference on Human Settlements, (hereafter,
Human Sett l ements), A.G . P.S., Canberra, 1976, p. 205 and
A.H . Barton, Communities in Disaster: A Sociological
Analysis of Collective Stress situations , Doubleday,
New York, 1969 , (hereafter, Barton, Communities), p. 49
compared with Tyh urst and Glass cited in 'The Psychological Management of Disaster Victims ' , Medical Journal
of Australia, 1975, 1 , 21, p. 638.
National Emergency
Service s College, Disaster Behaviour Seminar, Macedon,
1976, (hereafter, N.E . S.C. Seminar) , pp. 50-3.
S. Leivesle_',
' Toowoomba: Victims and he pers in an Australian
hailstorm disaster', (hereafter, Leivesley, Toowoomba),
Di s asters , 1, 3, 1977, p. 209, uses both time spans.

16

E.g . the cyclone season as opposed to a specific plot of
a cyclone.
Cf . Qld. C.O.S.S., Brisbane, pp . 205-6.
B. Raphael, 'The Preventive psychiatry of natural hazard',
(hereafter , Raphael , Preventive), in R.L. Heathcote,
B. G. Thom, (Eds.) , Natural Hazards in Australia, Austr lian
Academy of Science , Canberra , 1979 (hereafter, Heathcote,
Hazards) , p. 333.

6a

Thes e are identifiable s tages prior to the occurren e
of di s as t er .

Analy ses of subsequent effects and responses

vary with the res earcher s' emphasis on different aspects and
time scales.

Some separate the impact from the resulting

e mergency , other s ex amine the immediate aftermath to the
stage at which victims of disaster begin to assess their
position. 17
In this next stage the victims begin to receive
.
d
f
..
.
al
rom non - vlctlms
wh 0 ' converge , on the slte
. 18
I n crea s ingly organised assistance to the a ffect ed community
'
.
tYP l. f les
a p h ase 0 f recovery . 19 In ad d'ltlon
ana 1 y sts
emphasise the importance of the longer term post-disaster
20
ef fects .
The followi ng three examples giv e an idea of the
variety of int e rpret ive app roache s used.

R.L. Wettenhall

adopts a seven phase approach;

warning, thr eat, impac t,
21
inventor y , rescu e , remedy and recovery.
The Queensland

Council of Social Service uses sim i l a r terms but different
stages:

pre-disaster, threat, warning , impact, rescue, and

recovery.22

S . Leiv es l ey uses a five - fold structure, with

differ e nt emphas es :
23
re covery.

pre -disas te r, pre - impact , emergency and

17

Cf. Leivesley, Toowoo mba, p. 209, Ra phael, Preve nt ive,
pp . 333 - 4 , Qld . C .O .S . S. , Brisbane, p . 206.

18

Na t ural Disasters Or ganis ation, A Guide to Developing
Community Counter - disaster Response, Canberra, 1977
(hereafter , N.D.O . Guide), p . 8 .
C . E. Fr i tz , J.H. Mathewson,
Conv ergence Behaviour in Disasters, Commlttee on Disast r
Stu dies , washington , 1957 .

19

Rap h ae l, Preventive, p . 337.
R.L. Wett nhall, ' atural
Disasters in Human Settlements " (here afte r, Wettenhall,
Disas t ers), Human Settlements, p. 218.

20

Austral i an Association o f Social Workers, (Qld. Branch) ,
Social and psychological Con sequ en c e s of Natural Disaster,
(hereafter , A.A . S.W . Consequences), p. 4 ; N.D.O., Guide,
p . 8;
Barton , Communities, p. 49.

21

wettenhall, Disasters,p. 218 .

22

Qld . C . O.S.S . , Brisbane , pp . 2 05 - 7 .

23

Le iv s l

, Toowoomba, p. 209 .

7

These approaches, and others mentioned earlier
generally presume that disasters can b e de scribed as
extreme ... events greatly exceed i ng
normal human exp ectations in terms of
their magnitude or freq ue ncy, and
causing significant material dam~ge
to man and his works with possible loss
of life . 24
In addition, disasters are depicted as single sudden and
·

.

sort
h
d lsruptlons.

25

In Australia these preoccupatio ns ar e reflected
in the disasters discussed in journals and monographs in th
past few years.

As in the United States of America most of

the events studied are natural hazards such as bushfires ,
26
flash floods and cyclones.
This emphasis is lar ge ly a consequence of another
common aspect of disaster studies.

They are frequently
27
conducted in the fi e ld at fir st han d .
In A stralia in
recent years the events that h ave at tr acted the convergence

24

R.L . Heathcote, 'Th e Threat from Natural Hazards in
Australi a ', in Heathcote , Hazards , p . 3 .

25

E . g. N.P . Cheney , ' Bushfire Ha za r d s in Au str alia', in
Heathcot e , Hazards , p . 72.
D. Burchill , R. Munro,
J. pigrum, 'Differential Response t
Multlpl I1 azil rd ' ,
(hereafter, Burchill, Response) , in ibid ., p . 299 .

26

G.W. Baker, D. W. Chapman , (Eds.), Man and Society in
Disaster, Basi c Books , New York , 1962, (h reafter, Baker ,
Man ), p. 5 lists 100 studies, 68 of whic h deal with
Tornados, Floods, Hurricanes, Typhoons, Bli zzards and
Earthquakes . A similar check of haz ard publ ic ations in
Australia over the past 8 years shows that (excluding
genera l texts, engineering discussions, and handbooks)
over two-thirds deal with Cyclones, wind storms, floods,
and earthquakes.

27

E . g . R. L. Wettenhall, Bushfire Disaster : an Australian
Community in Crisis, Angus a nd Rober tson , Sydney, 1975 .

[

8

of professional analysts of disasters have been the result
28
of natural phenomena.
As a result these ha ve flgured
prominently in recent publications.
The nature of hazard or disaster research thus
poses three problems for a histor ian wishing to use the
insights it offers in explo rin g the economic crisis of th
1930s .

A simplified, but not exaggerated summary of disaster

research is that it is generally unde rtaken by persons with
sociological skills who collect their material first hand at
the site of a short, sudden and catastrophic natural disaster
which frequently is a new experience for the area.
Historians are denied the opportunity and insights of
first hand experience .

The onset of an economic disaster is

not necessarily as unique nor as clear cut as a natural
disaster. 29 Nor is it as immediate in its effects.
' Material
damage', for example occurs gradually as maintenance of
equipment and buildings is abandoned;

not as a sudden

destruction of their worth.
However, not all disaster studies have tied
to sudden contemporary events.

themselv~s

In particu lar A.H. Barton ' s

synthetic discussion of disasters was b ased on examination of
events as diverse in scale and duration as the nuclear attack
on Hiroshima and four years of the Irish famine in the
30
mid-nineteenth century.
As a consequence his framework is more flexible and
28

R.L. Wettenhall, 'Disaster nd Social Science in Australia',
(hereafter, wettenhall, Australia), Disasters, 2, 4, p. 241 .

29

For example the Wall Street 'crash' of October 1929 was
not over in a day or even a week , and it followed other
breaks in the market.

30

Barton, Communities, pp. 11-34 .
As a result his schema
can accommodate the depression of the 1930s, ibld . , p . 44.

[

8a

his time spans broader than thos
sudden occurrences.

adopted for the study of

His approach is therefore generalised

and involves assessing the pre-disaster society, the
heralding of the approaching crisis, the immediate response
of individuals, the organised social responses, and the
" h men t 0 f SOC1a
"1 equl"l"b"
re-es t a bl 1S
1 rlum. 31
Such generality was helpful in setting out issues,
but it was less useful in directing investigation.

However,

as noted above, it did provide the least temporally
restricted organisational approach of the authorities
consulted.
Inevitably the scope of the study expanded from the
depression period itself to encompass society before and
after the depression.

The end of one war, and the beginning

of another, were taken as the beginning and end of the
period.

At the end of the Great War the region underwent a

new influx of settlement which opened new ag ricultural areas.
The outbreak of the Second World War

aw another change in

t he society as men went off to fight and the Commonwealth
"
" s. 32
controlled product1on
and guarantee d prlc
within these broad bounds I investi gated the nature
of the society and the impact of the crisis, and analysed the
aftermath.

In the first of these three s ectlons - the

pre-disaster society - I posed the following questions:
(1)

What had been the structure and impact of post-war
migration?

What were the origins of the farmers and

the extent of their experiences?

What had been the

role and impact of ex-servicemen in the post-war
changes?
(2 )

At a more homely le el, how large were farm fam1lies,

31

Ibid . , p. 47.

32

S .J. Butlin, War Economy 1939-1942, Australian War
Memorial,
anberra, 1961, pp. 86-94.
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what did the farm work entail, and what were
the expectations it aroused?
(3)

How did the rural society see itself, and was
this a true image?

(4)

How did the farmers, and townspeople meet, what
did they do for amusement , and what did their
recreational pursuits reveal about the local
society?
When the crisis arrived, how did the society, and

the individuals react to it?
(1)

How did they assess the crisi s ?

(2)

What alternatives could and did the farmer pur su e
for his own individual salvation?

(3)

What were the implications and effects of these
decisions on local society?

(4)

What were the public reactions , what did they seek, did
they take new directions?

Discussion of the aftermath involves two strand s of
investigation.

One is to seek an answer to the question ,

'When did the crisis end? ' .

The other is to ask what was

different about the society in the 1930s compared with the
1920s .
(1)

Had the developments taking place in the pre-disaster
period continued, faltered , or changed direction?

(2)

What were the long - term changes, and who made them?

(3)

How did th ese affect the farmers, their families,
and the society?
In addition I have considered other issues which h ve

conc8rned historians of the period.

Chief among these was

the secessionist agitation which took its name from the
region - the Riverina Movement.

It merited detailed treatment

not only because of its geographic association, but also because

[

10

despite frequent mention there had apparently been no
33
systematic study of it.
Consideration of this movement
entailed investigation of the political an

para-politica l

climate in which it flourished and of the influence of
34
the Premier , J.T . Lang.
The itinerant and local unemployed have also aroused
the interest of historians of the period.

Tracing these men ,

or any record of their passing proved difficult, as other
35
researchers have found.
Their role in the local society
and the farm economy therefore remained shadowy.

The study

of part of the Australia-wide preoccupation with the fate of
so-called 'soldier settler ' was more fruitful.
Within the main aims of the thesis my intention was to
concentrate as far as possible on men and women in the society
rather than on organisations, to attempt to keep the ordinary
farmer to the fore .

The models in mind were the

anthropological studies of rural communities undertaken at
36
the end of the Second World War.
W.E. Greble 's doctor 1
33

See below, p . 307.

34

The elections bracketing these events have been described
as crisis elections.
D. Aitkin, The Country Party in
New So uth Wales:
Membership and El ctoral Support,
A.P.S.A. , Canberra, 1965, pp . 32-3.

35

R. Broomhill, Unemployed Workers:
A Social History of
the Great Depression in Adelaide, University of Queensland
Press , 1978.
P. Cupper, As I Recall:
A Social History
of the West Darling 1930's-1940's.
B . A. Hons., Monash
University , 1974.

36

E.g . J.I. Craig , Some Aspects of Life in Selected Areas
of Rural New South Wales, M.A., Sydney University , 1944.
A.J . Holt, Wheatfarms of Victoria:
A Sociological Survey,
School of Agriculture, university of Mel ourne, 1947.
W.V. Mole, Contiguity as a force in Social Cohesion, M.A.,
Sydney University, 1947.
O.A. 0 ser, F.E. Emery , Social
Structure and Personality in a Rural Community , Routledge
& Kegan Paul, London, 1954.
(Hereafter, Craig, Rural
N.S.W.i
Holt, Wheatfarmsi
Mole, ContiquitYi
Oeser,
Social Structure, respec ively).
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study of Kulin demonstrated th at historical sociology or

[

retrospective anthropology can be undertaken where members
37
of the original neighbourhood still survive.
In the
Northern Riverina the comparatively vast population made
Greble's intimate approach to research inappropriate because
only a tiny proportion of settlers could have be n interviGwc d.

38

Rural sociology of the period afforded little of
relevance to the Northern Riverina.

In Australia the

discipline was virtually non-existent at the outbreak of
39
war .
Pioneering rural studies emanatin g from the United
States in the 1930s were of only marginal relevan ce because
they dealt with a different society, experiencing different
conditions, and were pitched at scales generally inappropriate
. 40
to Austra 1 la o
Because of the nature of the depression, th e f in ancial
aspects of the region required more attention than is normally
the case with other hazard investigations.
farmers'

Therefore the

costs and their components had to be investigated.

Diaries of th 8 period and interviews provided evidence of
the farmers' cash and time budgets.
37

W. E. Greble, The Pioneering Era in Kulin: A Sociological
Approach to the History of a Western Australian Wheat
Belt District, Ph.D., University of Western Australia,
1976 (hereafter, Greble, Kulinl.

38

Greble, Kulin, cites a local population of 1200 and 20
interviews, pp. 77, 192-3.
The Northern Riv0rina
contained over 20000, interviews number 25, which
including group interviews meant about 40 people .

39

The earliest studies appea r to have been those un ertaken
by Melbourne University in 1939 , Holt, Wheatfarms; A.J.
and J.J . lvlclntyre, Country Towns of victoria: A Social
Survey, Melbourne University Press , 1944.

40

See below, pp. 82-3. Also, e.g. E. d e S. Brunner, I. Lorge,
Rural Trends in Depression Years: A Survey of VillageCentred Agricultural Communities 1930-1936, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1937.
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Other information concerning the farmers'

inan c"a l

position and other details of the farm economy was in one s eries
of files in the New South Wales Sta te Archives which dealt
with settlers who appeared to be in arrears with their
payments to the Department of Lands.
In the absence of an official guide which wo Id indicate
which of the 12000 files related to farmers in the area, a
10 per cent random sample of the 871 boxes was undertaken .
This yielded over 400 files, of which 86 related to 112 farmers
41
in the region in the inter-war period.
In addition to the files in the State Archives, the
Department of Lands itself holds other relevant material.
In 1976 access was refused, only to be granted in early 1978
subsequent to the Labor Government's decision that all
Government files over 30 years old would be available for
".
.
42 As a result only a small portion of these
pub 1 lC lnspectlon.
files relating to the settlements in the mid-1920s could be
used.

The Holdings Cards identified a farm by size, price ,

section number , Parish , County, and Land Board District, as
well as its number within the latter district.

The

remainder of the card contains an outline of revaluations of
the land, subsequent sales or forfeitures of the farm, mortgages
tha t came to the notice of the Lands Department, and information
43
about Farm Relief.
Related to these cards were files dealing
in more detail with the financial and cropping aspects of
individual farms, the farmer's adherence to Departmental
41

New South Wales Stat Archives, Closer Settl ment Files
(Including C . S. and R.S. Settlement), Boxes: P4995P5866, Files 1-11999 .
(Hereafter, CS/RSS).

42

Department of Lands, lette~ to author, 6 September 1976,
30 November 1976, 26 April 1978.

43

Hereafter: Holdi n gs Cards . A sample of 212 cards held
in the Hay Land Board office and relating to the South
West was made available by the Department.

[
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regulations, an
values.

Land Board h arings on rcappr isal 01 l~nJ

Thes e records provided the most d tailed account

of revaluation.

The Shire records whi ch were examined to

investigate this aspe t revealed no revaluation of land
44
during the entire inter-war period.
In 1976 files deal in g with a sample of 100 farms
notified for disposal in the north and west of th e region 1n
45
the New South Wales Government Gazette were requested from the
Department.

In 1978, 19 of these were made available;

th

remainder were
not ... available from the reposit ory, and
it can only be deduced that in some ases,
anyway, the files may have been destroyed. 46
However, a further 34 files relating to similar farms se tled
47
by civilians and ex-servicemen were made available.
Where
data in any of these Department of Lands File series were
amenable to numerical repre entation, the inform tion wa
filed on magnetic tape for computer assisted analysis.
Interpretations of the material were based mainly on th
statistical analyses generated by the diagnostic progral14nes
which were found in Statistical Package for the Social
.
48
S C1ences .

One further source of detailed information concerning
the economy of farms in the reg ion, and the farmers'
on their lif

nd hazards lay in the recLrds of the 1933 Royal

Commission on Wheat in the Commonwealth Archives.
particular , the minutes of evidence preserved local

44
45

46
47

48

views

In
farm rs '

Bland Shire Council, Rat e Books.
Herafter, Gazette.
Crown Lands Office, letter to author, 26 April 1978.
Hereafter, Lands, Archives.
N.H. Nie, et al, SPSS Statistical Pa k ge for the Social
Scienc s, second edition, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975.
(Hereafter, Nie, SPSS)

[
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The tabulations of detailed

questionnaire replies were re- examined t o retrieve the
replies from farmers in the region , and the same was done for
49
shopkeepers .
Both the Royal Commission and Department of
Lands material added a local dimension to the b r oad statistics
50
in the New South Wales Statistical Register .
Occasionally
the Department of Lands files contai ned a bonus in t he form
of a statutory declar ation to the local Land Board which
gave a more personal and intimate acc o unt t han the b asic
crop and earning data.
Given the obstacle s to systemat ic access to Departmental
files, no small sample area coul d be s elected for detailed
study .

Nor was th e basic information needed for such an

investigation available.

Department of Lands maps of

holdings (mainly Parish maps) were not accessible because
they had yet to be sorted by the State Archives .

It was also

therefore not feasible to undertake detailed investigation of
subdivision or agglomeration of holdings in the region between
51
the two wars .
Hpwever, a sampl e of Shire r ecords for the area su ggests
that amalgamation of holdings had not occurred to any grea
ex tent by 1939 .

In Bland Shire the median farm size in 1920

was 670 acres, t en years later it was 880 acres , and 950 a res
52
in 1939.
The significance of th is trend w s howe ver
overshadowed by th e fact that at all thes e dates most of the
holdings were stil l between 60 0 and 900 acres .
49

CP656 /3 , 17, 13 , respectively.

50

Hereafter, Stat. Register .

51

Stat . Register published data at su division level,
which was by its nature too coarse to permit examination
of farm sizes in the region.

52

Bland Shire Council Rate Books.
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In the Northern Riverina the interve ntion of
governments in the 1930s also g e nerated records.

Under

the Farm Relief Acts a close watch was kept on the farmers'
work and potential, and annual reports were made by th e ir
supervisors .

In the latter half of the decade the South

West was examined more closely .

In early government

investigations, farmers were interviewed and submittc
replied to questionnaires.
surveyed and reported upon.

Later, each individual farm was
As far as can be ascertained,

all this material was taken over by the Rural Reconstruction
Board in 1939.

Its successor, the Rural Assistance Board,

will not allow access to these files and has obtained
exemption from the 30 year access rule for State Government
53
documents.
This limited any discussion of the details
of the operation of farm relief legislation to public
and/or second hand sources.

For exampl e , detailed analysis
54
of applications and decisions on them was not possible.
Nevertheless, the available governmental sources
generally supplied som

systematic record of the farmers'

social and economic experiences in the inter-war period.
One consequence of the emphasis on farming economics
was to highlight the inadequacy of the traditional approach t o
seasonal

variations through discussion of rainfall and

drought.

A more detailed approach, comparing farm costs wlth

yield,

(generally a function of the season) and price, gave a

better guide to the influence of seasonal changes on the
.
.
..
55
farmers' flnanclal posltlon.
Not all aspects of the farm economy could be in v estigate d
53

R.A. Simpson, Director, Rural Assistance Board, to
author, 2~ February 1976, 16 July 1976, 29 July 1976,
13 January 1977, 26 April 1978.
Premier ' s Department
to author, 21 August 1978.

54

But see p. 407 ff.

55

E . g . pp . 234, 240, 255 , 446, 448, . 466, 50 l, Hap IV.

for an attempt to e xplain th

p rocess e s.
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in equal detail.

Change in technology was one of these.

The paucity and inaccuracy of data on mech nisation noted by
56
Dunsdorfs
was further confounded by the size, overlap and
variation of the statistical collection distric ts covering he
.
57
reg10n.
Even the few p ublishe d crude indices of expanding
rural technology such as value of fa rm machinery and p r oduction
per agricultural worker , were therefore of little use. 58
Even the most dramatic shift in farm technology ,
the i n trod u ction of the t r actor, went virtually unheeded
59
unti l the late 1930s.
The first assessment i n New South
Wale s of the relative extent of the use of tractors and
60
hor s es occurred in 1939/40.
Attempts to explore such
issues during interviews were not successful.

The farmers

recollection of changes, of increased spee d of seeding and
ploughing and of improvements in disease resistant wheats
in the inter-war period had be en a ll

bu~

oblitera ted by the

dramatic increase of cost and scale of farming technology
61
in the late 1960s and early 1970s.
56

57

58

59

Dunsdorfs , The Australian Wheat-Growin Industry 1788-1948,
M. U. P . , 195,
ereafter , Dunsdorfs , Wh at -Growiny), p . 235.
Con stant scale maps of the various subdivisions referred
to frequently in the t ex t are grouped together 1n
Appendix I for ease of location .
Dunsdorfs, Wheat-Growing, pp. 235 -6.
Stat. Register
reveals that the last Census of farm machinery occu r red in
1911 .
In the 1930s data for the three Statistical
Divisions overlapping the Northern Riverina shov tha the
reported valu~ of farm machinery fell by 15% and the are~
cropped per agricultura l vorke r remained stable.
Comparable calculations for the 1920s c annot e made
because of boundary changes to the Statistical Divislon s.
These trends need not have replicated th e actual events
in the Northern Riverina.
See p . 433, footnote 27.

60

Yearbook, 1938/9 , p . 701.
However these details relate o nl y
to the three main districts of the State, Northern, Central
and Southern .

61

I n terviews, passim . Details of wheat varieties in use
available only at State level .
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Thu s the only concrete evidence available concerning
the respective roles of hors e and tractor was , as Dunsdorfs
found, a con t emporary study in South Australia whose
relevance to the Northern Riverina is problematical.62
One potential sou rce of information and encouragement
to try new farming techniques was
the Department of Agriculture.

th e advisory services of

The farmers' main experience

of these was through discussions a t the local Ag r icultural
Bureau meetings and visits by officers from the experimental
farms.

However as late as 1939 t h ere were only eight branches

of the Agricultural Bureau in the region.

From State average

member shi p p robably only 100 of the 5000 or so farmers in the
reg ion were members .

63

It is unlikely that th

seven profess-

ionals staffing State experimental farms at Yanco , Temora ,
Condolbin, and Griffith, had many opportunities to visit the
64
fa rmers.
Negative evidence of the lack of Agricultural Bureau
influence in the region was found during interviews, when
the e xistenc e of the Bu reau was re collected dimly - if at all.

65

Its apparent lack of suppor t was not surprising because the
farmers already had a powerful organisation, the Farmers and
Settlers Association, which could lobby governments more boldly
than a government agency such as the Agricultural Bureau .
Another issu e re l ating to the farm economy which could
62

63

64

65

Dunsdorfs, Wheat-Growing, pp. 239 -40.
footnote 1.

See below, p . 331,

Th e Agricultural Bureau Record:
Official Organ of the
Agricultural Bureau of N. S .W., IV, 6, January 18, 1939 .
Stat. Register .
Yanco's profess i o n al was involved in
rice farming, the staff at Griffith with Viticulture .
Neither p ursuit impin ged on the dry land wheat farmers .
Interviews , passim.
survived.

No l ocal records app ar to have

14

only be briefly examined was the importance of capital to the
66
farm .
This topic was by its nature intractable because
farmers' records and pe rceptions of capital are so varied .
They might include (or ex clu de)

fixed or liquid assets,

·
h an d , b an'
k accoun t s, mac h'lnery, an d lmprovements
.
cas h ln
. 67

The available Department of Lands files generally do
not concern themselves with c apital.

However, one serles

dealing with Closer Settlement Promotion did contain
references to the amount of capital available to potential
sett le rs under that scheme.
69
can be found in Chapter 2.

8

Discussion of these records

The same series included original application forms
filled out by prospective settlers, in which they outlined
their qualifications and qualities.

These files relating

to immediate post-war settlem nt Here the only ones to provide
such information;
later settlers.

it was not found in records concerning the
All extant files were examined, and

comparison with fragmentar

y

data in other archiv 1 series,

the role of experience and background in a farmer's success
on the land could be illuminated .
Work undert aken outside the farm to supplement the
income of the farmer could also have played some part in his
success on the land .

Either by distracting him from his

e ssential work, or providing necessary cash at opportune times.
66
67

68

69

See pp. 61-3, 408.
E.g . NSWPP, Farmers' Relief Board, Report, 1933/4, p. 3;
1934/5, p. 5 . Dunsdorfs, Wheat -G rowing, p. 23 .
New South Wales State Ar hives, Closer Settlement
Promotion F iles, Boxes: P5867-P5936, Files 1-4251.
(H ereafter , CSP). ABout 140 files relevant to ~orthern
Riverina remain, relating to 493 applicants, amounting
to 80% of those who settled . 18 r cur in CS/RSS.
Pp. 37-9 , 61- 3.

See also p . 408.
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Existing records are silent on this practice.

Farmers

recollections of the period encompass this sort of work, but
O t ance remalns
°
1°t S na t ure, ex t en t an dlmpor
vague. 70 Road
work by tender for the local council was one optlon available
to men with horses and scoops, but such formal contractual
arrangements were unlikely to have be en a major source of
71
wor k an d lncome.
o

The ar r ival of new settlers, and the departure of
others was a continuing feature of the period.

The Census

of 1921 and of 1933, together with unpublished material held
by t h e Australian Bureau of Statistics provided two static
analyses of the society .

Application of demographic analysis

to the Census enumeration yielded evidence of the dynamics
of population increase and in- or out-migration, which was
supplemented by use of Federal Electoral Rolls in lieu of
72
Town growth was
unreliable Statistical Re g ister data.
investigated via Business Directories.

More detailed accounts

of methodology are to be found in the appendices and are
referred to where relevant in the text.
The departure from, or survival on, the land of
individual farmers , was not solely the result of their own
efforts.

Consideration of the farm economy also entailed

examination of the role played by the farmer's wife and family
in the day-to-day operation of a farm.
The local society, its businesses and inst itutions lay
outside the farmer's inunediate concern, but all w re largely
dependent on his fortunes .

The relationship between the farmer

and his local society could be explored superficially using
70

See pp . 341, 343, 357, 374, 378.

71

Particularly in the 1930s when the level of local plblic
works expenditure in the region fell to half of that of
the late 1920s .
It did not rise to the 1920s level until
1935/6 .

72

See Appendix III .
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the local press.

Because the press was not a disinterested

observer I studied it as both a r corder of, and participant
i n, the society.
Other records such as Shire papers, and institutional
records, as well as interviews , were used to give depth to
the study of the society . Two varieties of contemporary
s o urces we r e sought.

One was those recording local events
The other group was those in which

and i nterpre t ations.

ou t siders r e ported on particular interests in the region.
The former gave first hand contemporary reports, the latter
provided more dispassionate and more interpretive evidence.
In order to examine the farmers'

social milieu

information was needed concerning the social and economic
life of the region .

The former categor y included the

respective roles of men , women , and children, their acculturation, and family life .
It also encompassed their
recreational , political, and religious activiti s, the
availability and use of social services and social interaction .
Economic life overlapped these aspects and involved
the nature of commerce and the role played by various levels
.

of government In t h e reglon.

73

The main continuous source of details concerning
society was the local press.

Attempts to reconstruct the

local elite structure s were hampered by problems of
information and scale .

Newspapers typically carrie

of formal meetings , and listed their particip nts.

rep rts
Regular

informal gatherings, like church services, were occasionally
73

Political decision making at State and Federal level
was outside the scope of this study.
Detailed examlnation
of politic 1 activism in the region was hampered by the
lack of records and the consequent opacity of the social
structure outlined below .

[
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mentioned, but individual memb rs of the congregation seldom .
Thus possibly vital social interactions were not recorded.
If, for example, religious denomin ation was the key to ln C:ll po,,'e r
structures, as Oeser ' s personal expe rienc es in 'Mallee Town'
74
showed,
then that could not be gleaned from an historic 1
search in the local press of the Northern Riverina.
Information concerning occupations, from which some notional
scales of soc ial structure and status might be constructed
was also virtually non-existent.

Census tabulations and

Electoral Roll entries were of some assistance, but th ey
suffered from the restrictions of scale.

Census data, for

example, dealt with incorporated towns and Shires.

The large
numbers of small townships within the Shires were swallowed
up in the Shire totals, so assessment of their social
composition was not possible.

Electoral Rolls revealed

occupations , but the addresses recorded for the voters did
not reveal whether they were town or farm dwellers, nor
whether they identified themselves with the closest, the
most convenient, or the largest town in thelr district.
Such diffusion of the locality made reconstruction a dubious
enterprise. 75

Compounding the problem for small towns was

the lack of newspaper reports from which th

mem crshlp of

their salient groups might have been reconstructed.
However, from the newspaper reports of political
meetings and para-political groups, a card index of about
1000 names was built up to enable investigation of crosslinkages between various political activists and their
organisations.
than was hoped.

However, this exe rcise

w~s

less productive

Only one-third of the people recorded had

more than two references on their card, and frequently these
referred to only one organisation.
74
75

Oeser , Social Structure, pp. 39-40.
See Craig, Rural N .S.W., pp.
,75, for difficulty
of identifying upper class by oc upation, and absence
of lower class from organisations.
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Those whose activities were varied and of lon g
duration were most probably key figures in the local society.
But organisational membership was an imperfect guide to their
importance.

In addition, it could not reveal, for example,

whether Methodists or Catholics, or perhaps one famlly
controlled a particular organisation. 1 or was there
sufficient information in the public r cord to investigate
these aspects.
Appeals through the l ocal press for assistance
produced no result.
Evidence of individual opinions and
actions was therefore sought in the Department o f Lands files,
in personal interviews and letters, and thr ough the records
of organisations which existed the n.

Local branches of the
Country Women's Association, Returned Servicemen's League,

Country Party, and the Labor Party were contacted , and their
. .
. d 76 Of t h ese t h e f'lrst two were
survlvlng
recor d s examlne.
of most use, the latter two had fe\v if any records.
Chu rch
archives were of less use.
The Riverina Anglican Diocese
Archives and local Church archives yielded little
information, and the absence of news p aper reports severely
restricted analysis of the role of the Church in the re gion .
In Sydney, the Department of Public Instru c t ion ,
the Soil Conservation Service,

nd Bu h

ursing Association

records relating to the region pro vided val able lnformation
about the farmers and rural so iety chiefly because the
authors were endeavouring to interpret a foreign rural
environment, to themselves , and to their he d office in
Sydney.
The re c ords of the Far West Children I s Ileal th
Scheme, which could have revealed more abo ut childhood and
health, were unfortunately c16sed, and unlikely 0 be opene
77
before 2005.
Police records for the district were also
76
77

Herafter, C .W . A., and R . . S.I.L.A.

(see abbreviations)

Mrs E . E . Churcher, Chi f Executive Officer , Royal Far
West Children's Health Sche me, l etter to author
25 November 1976 .

r
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unavailable.

The scarcity of documentary raw material that
is increasingly worrying political historians is an

e stablished fact for those writing of the non-political and
non-famous .

Nevertheless the sources that were available

provided sufficient material on which to base an historical
study.

18
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PART 1

SETTLEMENT.

The 1920s

19
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Chapter 2
TWO WAVES OF SETTLEMENT
The eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the
eleventh month, 1918.

The Great War was over,

celebration was in order.

At Barmedman musicians grabbed

their instruments, and joined the pedestrians and children
in a victory parade in the main street. 1

At Lake

Cargelligo, on the far north western margin of the region,
they burnt the Kaiser in effigy.
the local men to return.

2

Now it was time for

One in three of those eligible

for service had joined the A.I.F. during the war. 3

1.

B. McLaren (Ed), Trials and Triumphs: Barmedman,18741974, ?, Temora, 1974, p. 80.
(Hereafter: McLaren,
Barmedman) .

2.

M.S. Mitchell, letter to author, 25 September 1976.

3.

E. Scott, Australia During The War, Angus and
Robertson, Sydney, 1938. (Hereafter: Scott, Australia),
p. 874, takes the age range 18-44. Calculations based
on 1911 Census data for counties of Nicholson, Sturt,
Cooper, Dowling, Bland, Bourke, Gipps aged to obtain
average numbers in 18-44 age group between 1914 and
1919, indicates that 46% of the male population were
potential volunteers, (Census, 1911). (For Counties
see Appendix I: B.)
For the electorates of Lachlan
and Murrumbidgee, this proportion meant a possible
11,100 volunteers, of which 1,714 had actually enlisted
by 30/11/15.
(Census, 1911; NSWPP 1915/16, Vol. II,
p. 99I)
By that date 52% of all enlistments had taken
place.
(Scott, Australia, pp. 871- 2.)
If local enlistments paralleled State trends, then the final proportion
of local recruits would be 30% of those eligible,
compared with the State proportion, 39.8% of that age
group,
(Scott, Australia, p. 87~)
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At Ariah Park there was soon to be displayed a
coloured .lithograph commemorating the 'Record of Australia's
Voluntary Effort in the Great War' which gave another set
of figures:

'Sailings 329,968' and 'Dead 59,341,.4

soldier in six was not coming back.

One

For the people of

Ariah Park the loss was greater than that.

Thirty four of

164 volunteers from the district were dead. 5

But now the

killing was ended and no longer need the rural families
fear that a parish priest abroad on a week day might mean
news of a bereavement on the battlefields. 6
For State and Federal Governments the thousands
of returning men posed the problem of repatriation.

A

questionnaire in 1916 had revealed that possibly a quarter
of the soldiers wished to go on the land at the end of the
war.

On that basis, the Federal and State Governments

devised a variety of schemes to cope with the demand. 7
The New South Wales Government expected to put 8,600 exsoldier settlers on the land by the end of 1920.

4.

8

This

'Back to Ariah Park' display, 25 April 1977.
Australian War Memorial:
Poster Collection.

5.

Ariah Park War Memorial.
The Barmedman memorial
records one in four killed, Lake Cargelligo's memorial
shows 27% dead.

6.

M.L. Kingdon, Souvenir of Coolamon 1881 to 1934, (?),
1934, p. 29.
(Hereafter: Kingdon, Souvenir 1934.)

7.

Scott, Australia, pp. 825, 843-4. Total overseas at
end of war 167,000.
Total repatriated, 1914-1922,
264,000. A.G. Butler, The Australian Army Medical
Services in the War of 1914-1918, Australian War
Memorial, Canberra, 1943, Ill.
(Hereafter: Butler
MedicalJ,
p. 904.

8.

The New South Wal e s Handbook for Returned Soldiers and
Sa.ilors, Governme nt Printer, Sydney, 1915.
(Hereafter:
Handbook), p. 42.
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was the beginning of what has since been regarded as one
of Australia's great post-war tragedies, Returned Soldier
Settlement. 9

The Commonwealth Government encouraged

soldiers with a promise of financial assis·tance to enable
them to move to their new farm, and a loan of up to L625 to
assist them to begin farming. 10

The New South Wales

Government also offered them assistance.

It paid half

their rail fares when they inspected, or moved to their
blocks of land, and

a mended the Closer Settlement Act to

encourage owners to sell to ex-soldiers.

Later it waived

deposits on some land, reserved newly opened Crown Land
for them 11 and expanded the lending capacity of the Rural
Bank. 12

9.

M. Barnard, A History of Australia, Angus and
Robertson, Sydney,1962, p. 521 calls it 'a sad
failure'.
J. Ritchie, Australia as Once we were,
Heinemann, Melbourne, 1975. (Hereafter: Ritchie
Once), p. 206, describes 'a wasteland of the defeated'.

10.

Australia, Parliament, Repatriation Commission Annual
Report 1924, ParI. Paper 141, Melbourne, 1924, p. 14.
(Hereafter: CPP, and Repatriation Report, 1924, etc
respecti vely.)

11.

Information Bureau, Department of Lands, A Guide to
the Crown Land Acts, Closer Settlement Acts and
Returned Soldier Settlement Acts, Government Printer,
Sydney, 1926. (Hereafter: A Guide), pp. 7, 39, 42,
32. Located in R.S.L. National Headquarters Archives,
Canberra, Docket 3766B.
(Hereafter: cited as RSL
with a docket number or description. E.g. RSL 3766B.)

12.

Government Savings Bank of New South Wales, Rural Bank
Department, Advances to Facilitate Subdivision of
Private Estates under Section 64 - Government Savings
Bank Act, 1906, Sydney, 1926.
In RSL 3766B.
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In the Northern Riverina the drive to settle
ex-soldiers. on the land produced the first of two waves of
settlement.

The first expansion of farming in the

immediate post-war years was almost exclusively concerned
with ex-soldiers who settled around Temora, West Wyalong,
and Barellan, in the east of the region.

The second wave,

in the mid-1920s, which will be discussed later, involved
mainly civilians who settled further west.
At the end of the Great War the chief problem,
the lack of State-owned land, was alleviated by repurchasing
from landholders.

One means open to the New South Wales

Government was under the existing Closer Settlement Promotion
Act, l3which was to become the most important single means
by which soldiers could be given access to land.

Of over

9,600 ex-soldier settlers assisted in the State up to mid1939 over one third had been settled under this Act.

Nearly
14

one in ten of these men took up land in the Northern Riverina.
They were put on the land at the same time, and at the same
rate as those in the rest of the State under Closer Settlement

13.

Originally passed 1904 to enable compulsory resumption
to promote closer settlement of land. See C.J. King,
'An outline of Closer Settlement in New South Wales'
in Review of Marketing and Agricultural Economics, 25,
3-4, 1957.
(Hereafter: King, Closer Settlement, and
RMAE, respectively).

lAo

NSWPP, Department of Lands: Annual Report, 1939.
(Hereafter: Lands, 1939, etc.) p. 25. 9692 ex-soldiers ,
3288 under Closer Settlement Promotion, 2756 under
various Crown Land transactions, 2136 on Group Settlements, 1259 on irrigation blocks, and 253 in the
Western Division. Gazette, 1919 to 1921;
'Land:
Settlement Purchase Areas' notified compared with
totals in Lands for those years.
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Promotion, and nearly all were settled by the end of
1921.

15

r

Therefore a close examination of the ex-soldiers

who settled in the region under this Act in the immediate
post-war period should reveal characteristics which might
be common to their compatriots who settled in New South
Wales under the same Act, and who comprised about one
third of all ex-soldiers settled in the State.

This

investigation requires re-examination of definitions and
de scriptions of soldier settlement, and leads to conclusions
concerning experience and preparedness which differ from the
accepted views.
Not much has been written of the soldier settlers
themselves, and the main source appears to have been the
Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-18.

In

Volume Xl , Scott analysed the soldiers' responses to the
1916 questionnaire dealing with their post-war intentions.
He noted that one quarter of those who replied intended to
go on the land, and commented on the 'impressive ...
numbers of tOvln dwellers who ... had acquired a longing
. , 16
f or rura 1 pursults

during their time at the front.

He

also wrote of the higher proportion of casual_ties suffered
by Australians than any other part of the British forces,

15.

Lands , 1922, p. 9 . 'Closer Settlement Promotion'
figures compared with CSP, which relate specifically
to the counties of Gipps, Bland, Cooper, Bourke,
Nicholson, Sturt, and Dowling. For location of
farms see Map I . For location of Counties see
appendix lB.

16 .

Scott, Australia, p.843 .
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about 65 per cent of those embarked for active service. 17
In the course of repetition these s tatements have been
interpreted as meaning that wounded city men underwent an
almost spiritual conversion and flooded onto the land.

The strength and pervasiveness of this belief was
demonstrated in 1976, on television, where a documentary on
soldier settlers claimed that
Most of them had been brought up in cities,
but the thought of returning to any office
job had no appeal. They rushed the
Government land Agencies for their piece of
Australia ... I suppose 80 per cent of us
had never been on the land before ... Two
thirds of the men ... had been gassed or
wounded.
18

A closer study of Scott's own figures could have
avoided these distortions.

As 82 per cent of the A.I.F.

did not have a rural background any particular response
to a question on post-war intentions would almost certainly
involve the 'impressive' numbers of city dwellers noted by
Scott in his analysis of those intending to try a rural life
after the Armistice.

But there is no basis in Scott's

words or statistics for the vision of a headlong rush from
the city to the plough.

When the proportion of soldiers

with country experience is compared with the numbers actually
claiming farm experience and wishing to go on the land, it

17.

Ibid., p.874.

'18.

Australian Broadcasting Commission, A Land Fit for
Heroes in 'A Big Country' series. Broadcast 13
July 1976. McNair-Anderson data gives number of
households viewing in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,

and Adelaide as 273,000.
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appears that about 12 per cent had decided to turn away
from rural life.

The same proport ion of non-country

soldiers expressed a desire to try country life . 19

What

was significant about Scott ' s data was not that there
might be a large number of city people wishing to take up
land at the end of the war , but that whatever their origin,
only one soldier in eight thought that he would try something new if he survived .
The impression of inexperienced men rushing for
the land does have some support in other official documents.
Before a soldier could apply for land he had to acquire a
Qualification Certificate which recorded that he had
'appeared before' a repatriation committee of inquiry into
his suitability.

In the case of applicants for Northern

Riverina farms th~ intended system of granting certificates
was overwhelmingly disregarded.

Nine of every ten surviving

Certificates have the words referring to 'appearance before
this committee ' struck out . 20

The Certificate was issued

instead on the basis of a written statement supporting the
soldier ' s application.

E. Anderson, who worked in the

department processing these files recalled

. 19 .

20 .

Scott , Australia , pp . 843 , 874 , lists 17.3% as having
' Country Callings '. L . L . Robson , 'The Origin and
Character of the First AIF , 1914 - 18 : Some Statistical
Evidence' , Historical Studies, 61, 1973, p.745, lists
16 . 8% of N.S . W. , and 17 . 1 % of all volunteers as
' Primary ' .
. CSP Passim .

r
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Many well meaning and well established
farmers gave all sorts of r eferences which
haq no relation whatever to th e truth ...
primarily because they just
well
the fellows had just come back from the
war and were entitled to a go.
21
But less than half of the New South Wales recipients
of Qualification Certificates settled on the land. 22

The

majority of Certificates were issued to ex-soldiers who
decided that farming had no attraction for them.

It is not

unreasonable to argue that this latter group would have
contained a large number of men who realised that they were
not likely to make successful farmers, their Qualification
Certificate notwithstanding.

The lack of rigorous invest-

igation would not, therefore, be evidence that there was
actually an abundance of unsuitable settlers.
The question of how many were physically or
mentally impaired by war service also needs clarification.
Scott's casualty rate of 65 per cent referred to deaths and
wounded and prisoners of war among troops embarked.

That

proportion is not applicable to potential soldier settlers
because, first, it includes the dead who were not repatriated,
and secondly it excludes the one in five who enlisted but did
not serve overseas.

All those who enlisted, and survived the

war were eligible for assistance to settle.

Land was

available to men who, irrespective of place of birth or
enlistment, served in His Majesty's Forces outside Australia,

21.

Interview: E. Anderson, Sydney 12 October 1977.
(Hereafter:
Interview/Anderson, etc.).

22.

RSL 2368B, Lands, 1918-1939 shows 8~600 repatriated
to N.S.W., 2~000 Ce rtificates issued, and 9;00
settled on land.
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and also included those who enlisted but, through no
fault of t~eir own, did not serve outside Australia. 23

If

the number of wounded is adjusted to convert it from number
of wounds reported to wounded persons, only one third of the
potential settlers had been wounded, not two thirds. 24
Even allowing for misinterpretation, it was possible
that many settlers, even 'most', came from the city and
were incapacitated.

But the evidence from Closer Settlement

Promotion does not show this to be so.
question of city or rural origin.

To take first the

Of the 280 settlers who

took up land in the Northern Riverina under the Act, and
whose files survive, 206 were ex-soldiers. 25

Their

application forms show that only 39 lived in Sydney at the
time when they sought land in the region, and only two
lived interstate.
areas.

The majority actually came from rural

Half of the ex-soldiers took up land within 20 miles

of where they were living when at the time of application,

23.

Minister for Lands, N.S.W., Land For Soldiers,
Government Printer, Sydney 1919. (Hereafter:
Land for Soldiers), p.5.

24.

Butler, Medical, p.894, points out that in the
statistical tables 'wounded' means 'number of
woundings'. RSL 2368B contains Army statistics
on multiple woundings which indicate that the
number of individuals wounded is about 74% of
the number under the heading 'wounded'. From
Butler, Medical, p.896, 74 % of l3~013 'wounded'
plus 'gassed' plus 'shell-shock' gives 119510
wounded individuals. From pp.890, 896-7, total
enlisted, less deaths leaves 356?54 potential
settlers.

25.

CSP, passim.
In the following discussions the data
cited is drawn from analysis of the files specified
in the footnote 15 above. Unless otherwise noted,
therefore, all information on Closer Settlement
Promotion comes from this source, which will not
be further cited.
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and two thirds were within 35 miles.

Taking all 280

settlers who took up land in the Nor th ern Riverina, and
whose Closer Settlement Promotion files still exist,
half moved less than 15 miles from their residence at
the time of application to take possession of their new
farm .

One third .lived within ten miles of their new

farm , and two thirds were within 30 miles.
Over half the soldier settlers were born in New
South Wales, including one in ten born in Sydney .

Another

quarter were Victorians by birth, and a further 16 per
cent were of British birth .

Of the New South Wales born,

one in seven had been born within 30 miles of the farms
that they settled on after the war .

They were not

obviously returned men who had fled the city for an
arcadian retreat.

It is possible that the residential

details conceal an anticipatory migration from the city to
where the land was being made available .

From what is

known of the ex-soldiers ' birthplaces, this is unlikely.
One in ten had been born less than 20 miles from his postwar holding, and most settled less than 75 miles from their
birthplace .

If the Sydney- born are excluded from the New

South Wales born, then the median distance between birthplace and farm falls to 65 miles, or a long day ' s trip by
26
sulky.
In addition , the soldiers ' records of their
place of enlistment shows that nearly half of them joined

26.

For transport speeds see Appendix II .

r
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in the region .
of unknown

~ize
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To these must be added another group

who travelled to Sydney to enlist.

Far

from being city-bred victims of rural romanticism, the
post- war settlers, whether ex-soldiers or not, were of
noticeably local or rural origin .
The structure of the Closer Settlement Promotion
Act actually encouraged settlement by local men, and in
particular, local ex - servicemen.

It required that the

land owner submit to the Government a proposal for the
subdivision of his land when he had located buyers who
agreed to his proposal.

The Crown then purchased the land

from the vendor, and immediately resold it to the purchasers
he had found .

Because the operation of the Act depended on

sellers taking the initiative to find buyers it was to be
expected that they sought them locally.

Closer Settlement

Promotion , which put one third of soldier settlers on the
land in New South Wales therefore was unlikely to encourage
any flight from the city to the plough.

According to one

official of the Lands Department who worked on the allocation
of land under the Act, parochial concern also discouraged
non - local settlers.

In some cases a landowner would only

sell if he was sure his land would go to local people.

28

The Act also encouraged land - owners to prefer exsoldier buyers to civilians.

The Act specified that any

27 .

Based on enlistment data recorded by 40% of ex soldiers, CSP .

28 .

Interview/Anderson.
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estate had to be subdivided into at least three farms,
to promote "closer settlement' of the land
case of ex-soldiers.

except in the

If the proposed purchasers were ex-

soldiers, the Act allowed the transfer to proceed even if
the farm was to be only divided into two, or simply sold
. toto as one unlt.
.
29
In

Lan d owners wh ose farms were too

small to permit subdivision into three were now able to
dispose of their land to two, or even one new settler,
provided he had enlisted to serve in the Great War.
Nearly 1,000 New South Wales farmers disposed of their
farms to individual ex-servicemen, under the provisions
for closer settlement. 30

In the Northern Riverina over

one third of the estates which changed hands under the Act
were not subdivided at all, and a further quarter of them
were split into only two .

The Act was thus extended to all

farmers, not just the owners of large estates able to be
subdivided .

Nor was this the only concession arranged by

the State Government to open up land for discharged soldiers.
There was also a further financial incentive to sell
land to ex-soldiers .

If a farm was to be transferred to

c i vilian settlers under the Act , the Government preferred
to pay the vendor in New South Wales Closer Settlement
Debentures, and if pressed would consent to pay only half
the value in cash, the remainder being paid with the
debentures .

However, if the proposed transferree was an

29.

Land for Soldiers p . 10, A Guide , p . 39 .

30 .

CSP File 228 .
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ex-serviceman, the Government woul

pay cash.

If a
farmer wanted irmne di at e payment for his land , instead of

seven d e benture instalments at five yearly intervals it
was i n ev itabl e t h at he s ho u l d prefer an ex - service to a
31
civilian p ur cha s er.
For fathers whose son, or son s , had enli sted for
t he Great War the Act offered on e further, dynastic
advantage.
Fathers , now probably app ro aching their mid .
.
32
'
f arms to one, or more , sons
flftles
cou ld pass on t h elr
and receive a cash payment from the Government .

Their sons

would take over t he farm in their late twenties, without
depleting their capital.

As ex-soldiers they did not have

to pay a deposit on the lan d , and they also qu alifi ed to
rec eive the Cormnonwealth loan of L625 with which to make
33
f urther improvements to the pro pert y.
In the Northern
Riverina at least five per cent of the transactions und er
the Act were t ran sf ers f rom father to son with State
.
33a
asslstance.
The other belief derived from Scott ' s fiqures,
that ex -soldie rs were phy sic ally unfit for farming, is less

31.

CSP File 228 .

32 .

Based on CSP age data, and Stat. Register data for
age of menat time of marraige .

33.

No deposit for th ese Settlement Purchase Farms
under Closer Se ttl eme nt Promotion, A Guide, p . 34 .

33a. I . e. at least 7 direct transf e rs of a complete farm
from father to son - a minimum of 25% of all transfers
of complete farms . Whe th r or not this was an
abnormally high proportion cannot be determined
without access being allowed to compara b le Department
of Lands r eco rds, if they st ill survive.
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readily determined than their background.

The soldiers

themselves, when asked on the applica ti on form whether they
suffered from any war disabilitY , overwhelmingly answered
in the negative.

Naturally they were keen to create as

favourable impression of their prospects as possible, and
were likely not to mention any wounds.

A soldier could

also legitimately claim that a war injury did not prevent
him from working, and was therefore not a 'dis-ability'.
The Army took a similar view.

'From a military standpoint,34

it thought that less than one in a hundred repatriated
soldiers was incapacitated.

In all seven per cent of ex-

soldier settlers considered themselves to be suffering from
any disability, be it gassing, wounds, or amputation.
However when the surviving records reveal that at least
one applicant who claimed no disabilities had only one arm,
and when it is remembered that work on the land could
worsen injuries, it is not possible to offer any predictive
view of the physical ability of the settlers.

It might

however be significant that each of the three ex-soldier
applicants who admitted to an amputation, and of the three
admitting to having trouble with their lungs, were allocated
land.

This at least supports the argument that administrat-

ors of soldier settlement regarded the rural life as
beneficial for the health of wounded. 35

. 34.
35.

Department of Defence to General Secretary,
R.S.S.I.L.A. 13 December 1919, RSL 1267.
Victoria, Parliament, Report of the Royal
Commission on Soldier Settlement, Parl. Paper
32, Melbourne, 19 25, (Hereafter: VPP, Royal
Commission, respe c tively), p.8.
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Who were the men who took advantage of the Act?
Table 2:1 summarises their occupations and their origins,
by place of birth .

Half of the Victorian-born were already

living in New South Wales when war broke out , and had been
there from between one and five years .

They had come

north with their parents when in their late teens . 36

At

least one of these men has published his recollections of
this trek .

His family sold their farm , furniture, and most

of the machinery.

His mother and the youngest children

went ahead by rail, the older children accompanied their
father, driving the waggon, tending the horses, and camping
out for the fortnight that it took to cover over 400 miles
of muddy tracks.

37

MbstBritish immigrants, like most of the Victorian born, had lived in New South Wales since 1910, half of them
arriving between 1909 and 1913 in the company of over
123 , 000 New South Wales - bound British migrants.

38

Unlike

the Victorians , they had not come with their parents .

They

had made their expedition as young men in their early
twenties seeking a new, independent, life . 39

36 .

Half aged between 14 and 21 at time of move . CSP.

37 .

E . G. Moll , Below These Hills : The Story of a
Riverina Farm , M. U.P. , Melbourne, 1957. (Hereafter :
Moll , Hills), pp . 11 - 14 .

38 .

F . Crowley ' The British Contribution to the
Australian Population:
1860 - 1919 ', University Studies
in History and Economics, II, 2:
1954,
(Hereafter:
Crowley, British Contribution) , p . 84. Australian
total approx. 300,000 .

39 .

CSP, half aged between 19 and 23 .
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Table 2:1
CLOSER SETTLEMENT PROMOTION IN THE NORTHERN RIVERINA
1919-21:

Occupation

% All
Applicants

% Exsoldiers
settled

% All
Settlers

38
12
25
6
3
6
10

34
9
34
5
4
5

37
13
27
7
4
4
8

Total %

100

100

100

Total number

493

206

280

Farmer
Share-farmer
Farm Labourer
Manual Labourer
Station Hand
Tradesman
All Other

9

34°

% settlers* who ".,ere born in -

Occupation

G.B .

Vic.

Farmer
Share-farmer
Farm Labourer
Manual Labourer
Station Hand
Tradesman
All Other

21
18
37
3
5
0
16

39
21
29
2
3
1
5

39
7
25
10
5
5
9

100

100

100

38

66

160

Total %
Total Number*

* Excludes 16 persons born outside these areas.
Source:

CSP.

N.S.W.
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The experiences common to some of the British
immigrants 'can be found in Harold Lewis' reminiscences. 40
In the years before the war young men, mainly unmarried,
had sailed south seeking work, warmth, a quick fortune, or
41
a farm.
The few who went further than the towns 42
found 'a lot of nothing
and pubs'.

43

at the end.

Work, sweat, flies

The war brought patriotic enlistment, and

the immigrants' greatest chance to realise the dream of
owning a farm.

As discharged members of His Majesty's

Forces they too were eligible for a piece of Australia.
Now in their late twenties and early thirties, they were
older than the Australian-born applicants for land. 44
As was to be expected from the nature of the
Acts, mo st of the applicants fo r land were ex-soldiers
giving the impression of a wild land rush by men fresh
from the army.

45

The post-war settlers were overwhelmingly

returning to their pre-war lives, as their places of
residence, and also their occupations showed.

Three

quarters of applicants were already working in primary

40.

H. Lewis, Crow on a Barbed Wire Fence, Angus and
Robertson, Sydney~ 1975. (Hereafter:
Lewis, Crow.)

41.

Ibid., pp.7, 15.
p.76.

42.

Ibid., p.79.

43.

Lewis, Crow, p.200.

44.

CSP. Median ages in 1920 by place of birth:
Australia, 28. G.B., 31. Half Australian-born
aged 25-31, of British-born, 28-35.

45.

70 % of applicants were ex-servicemen, CSP.

Crowley, British Contribution,
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industry at the time they submitte d their application
forms. 46 -Half were already practical f armers or sharefarmers, and a further quarter were working as farm hands.
Of the remainder, most were in the practical occupations
of

tradesm ~ n,

station hand,

or labourer.

When asked to

explain their experience, four in every five of the men on
farms as farmers or labourers claimed they had a 'lifetime'
experience.

As their pre

and post-war addresses had

indicated, they were returning to their old env irons to
take up their old farming life.

The higher proportion of

share-farmers among the Victorian-born was probably a
reflection of the number of men in the district working on
their fathers' farms.

The lower proportion among the New

South Wales-born is probably due to the fact that a smaller
proportion of them had resided in the area before the war
than was the case with the Victorian-born.

They would have

been less likely, therefore, to be able to follow the
quickest path to share-farming, which was to assist their
fathers on their farm.
The main exceptions to the overall pattern were
the pre-war British migrants; they had spent less than a
third of their life in Australia, and had acquired neither
land nor farming equipment.

Although most of them claimed

to be currently involved in practical farming, over one
third were merely farm labourers, and fewer than half
claimed a lifelong experience of farming.

Their job as

farm hands was both an indication of their desire to work

46 .

Table 2:1.

I
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on the land, and of their inability to save sufficient
capital to acquire equipment for share -farming let alone
being able to buy land and become an independent farmer.
However the British-born were a small exceptional group.
Overwhelmingly most settlers, and prospective settlers,
had extensive prior experience of farming.
Settlers needed more than experience if they
wished to make their living as farmers, they needed equipment, or the capital with which to buy it.

In 1926, during

the course of the South Australian Royal Commission on Rural
Settlement, New South Wales Government officials closely
connected with closer settlement attempted to estimate the
amount of private capital a prospective settler should have.
James Herlihy, Officer in Charge of the Closer Settlement
Branch of the Lands Department said '£1,000 to £1,500; £800
~l 000 wou Id b e t h e mlnlmum
. .
, .4 7
to ~,

William Wood, President

of the New South Wales Government Savings Bank thought 'a
man should have pretty well £1,000 without going into exact
figures'.

48

Of the civilians and soldiers, one applicant

in three, and the same proportion of settlers, had no
capital.

Half of the applicants, and settlers, who claimed

any capital had less than £200.

. 47.

48.

Only two settlers had the

South Australia, Parliament, Eighth Progress Report
of The Royal Commission on Rural Settlement (Closer
Settlement Legislation), Parle Paper 64A, Adelaide,
1926.
(Hereafter:
S.A. Rural Commission), Minutes of
Evidence, p.35.
Ibid., p. 44.
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absolute minimum of £800 mentioned by Herlihy.

Their

resources raised the average capital ho ld ing of the
settlers from £135 to a more impressive £197. 49

The

position is worse still when their total material and
capital resources are considered.

Half of the settlers

either had no assets with which to begin farming or had
insufficient to ensure that they could take up their land
with minimum necessary equipment.

Only 12 settlers claimed

to have horses, capital and any farm machinery .

Only eight

settlers thought they possessed a full farming plant.
In the early 1920s a very basic farming plant of
plough , cultivator, stripper, and drill would cost about
£200.

Six horses and their harness would cost a further

£130 or so, a total of more than £300. 50

The farmer would

still have to pay to have his chaff cut, and his grain
transported.

Alfred Chesterton, the Chairman of the State

Closer Settlement Board was not unduly concerned.

In his

view ' experience with a little modicum of capital, is better
than capital without experience '.

The best settlers were

' young fellows with experience and limited capital .. . on
. 1 y prlce
. d ' . 51
blocks not too exceSSlve
The ex-soldiers among them were neither better,
nor worse prepared than the other settlers, but they did

.49 .

One claimed £9000, the other between £1200 and £1300 .

50 .

Based on CSP, CS/RSS, CP656/17 , 'Register of Replies
to Questionnaire B ' , Details of farms in region as
defined by location of nearest town . Location of
farms, Map 1.

51.

Rural Commission, Min u tes of Evidence , p . 36 .
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have one advantage.

They could obtain other assistance.

I

The Commonwealth offered, via the State Government, a loan
not exceeding £625 per soldier settler to enable him to
clear, and/or fence his block, or buy implements and/or
stock, or erect buildings.

Originally the Commonwealth

stipulated that it would assist the State Governments with
loan money not exceeding £625 per soldier settler, but this
average quickly became regarded as the maximum to be made
available to anyone settler.

52

Probably more than half

the returned soldiers requested that they be given an
advance, and most wanted £625. 53

With that advance, a

settler could take a good farming plant onto the land
when he started, i.e . a plough, harrows, binder, drill,

harveste~ cultivator , dray and horses . 54

Against that

advantage the soldiers had a greater debt burden to pay
off through their farming work.
Although the applicants were asked to state their
liabilities, only seven per cent did so .
not possible

It is therefore

to attempt to assess settlers' total financial

liab i lities when they took up their farms.

Nevertheless

t h eir financial position was definitely weak since they had

52.

A Guide, p . 43 .

53.

CSP data showed hali mbnded to apply, but the files
do not necessarily contain all details of loan
requests as these were made on a different form, to
a different section of the Lands Department .

54.

See footnote 50 above .
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little capital or equipment , and had not only to start a
farm but also to begin paying off thei r land.

Alternatively

most of the ex - soldier settlers under the Closer Settlement
Promotion Act had the option of making improvements in lieu
of rent.

They had to make improvements worth ten per cent

of the capital value of the farm within two years, and an
additional 15 per cent within the next three years.

55

In

sum, the financial position of these settlers in the region
immediately after the war was that they took up their square
mile owing the Crown an average of £4 for every acre.
Soldiers who had received Commonwealth loans had also to pay
back an avera g e of £580.

Under these conditions a farmer

could start work on a farm mortgaged for 100 per cent, or
more , of its value , facing annual payments to the Crown of
£172, or about five shillings per acre.

56

Intending settlers appear to have been undaunted
by this .

All were asked whether they thought the price

requested was fair or not.

In the absence in most cases of

any comment, it seems reasonable to say that most were not
dissatisfied with the asking price .

Those who did comment

were happy to pay the vendor's valuation.
Most of the soldiers had gone off to war in their
early twenties unmarried, and probably had not yet found a
wife . 57

Most settlers claimed to be unmarried when they

55 .

A Guide , p.34.

Land for Soldiers p.10 .

56 .

Based on an average annual repayment rate of 6~% of
the capital value , (ibid.) and an average value of
£2 , 650 for 640 acr e s (CSP)

5 7.

71% .
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applied for land.

Some might have lied in the belief that

the Government, when approving applications
didn't go much on you if you was 58
married because it was too rough.
A few single settlers mentioned that they intended to
marry when they got their land.

Life for these unmarried

men in their early years would therefore be cheap, but
nontheless hard.

Of the 75 married men, half had the

added responsibility of children.

At the beginning of the

1920s most were under 8 years, and one third not yet of
school age.

These men at least could look forward to free

labour for the farm.
The settlers, in general, could look forward to
making their land productive in a short time.

Because the

farms they took up under Closer Settlement Promotion had
been occupied previously they could expect to find the
clearing and fencing completed.

Little improvement or

preparation would be necessary before they could begin
cropping.
The typical soldier settler in the region under
the Closer Settlement Promotion Acts was Australian born,
had joined the Army in 1916, and served in it for three
years.

By the time he settled on the land he was 28, and

single, like his civilian counterparts and had a background
of farm experience.

He lacked capital and farming equipment,

but he already lived in the area, and therefore probably
knew something of the square mile he was taking up.

58.

Interview:

W. Rutledge, Weethalle, 18 May 1977.

Family

I
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I

assistance and resources were also likely to be close by
while he established himself.
Settlement of these men under Closer Settlement
Promotion was virtually complete by 1921.

The number of

holdings recorded in the Police Patrol Districts where the
farmers made their homes shows scarcely any increase after
1920. 59

*

*

*

Railway development in the early 1920s in the
western part of the Northern Riverina encouraged another
spate of farm settlement there in the middle of the decade.
In 1912 the Department of Lands had considered that the
land was 'suitable for settlement when provided with railway communication'.
been less

~mpressed

60

A century earlier John Oxley had

with its potential.

He camped near

the present site of Ungarie, and found it 'desolate'.

The

area near present-day Weethalle and Yalgogrin was 'equally
bad if not worse',

'Country ... of the most miserable

. . , 61
d escrlptlon .

59.

Increase 1920-25 from 1362 to 1370. Stat. Register.
For approx. location of Police Patrol Districts see
Appendix IC.

60.

Lands, 1912, Map attached to report.

61.

J. Oxley, Journals of Two Expeditions into the Interior
of New South Wales Undertaken by Order of the British
Government in the years 1817-18, Public Library of
South Australia Facsimile edition, Adelaide, 1964, pp.
41-44. Descriptions allocated to present-day towns
on basis of corrections to Oxley's map of his route
in A.K. Weatherburn, 'Oxley's Expedition Down the
Lachlan River', Joucnal of the Royal Australian
Historical Society. (Hereafter: R.A.H.S. Journal),
42, 6, pp.312-6.
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In 1921 the land was sparsely occupied by
pastoralists.

Most of the Shire of Car ra thool outside

the irrigation areas had less than one person for every
two square ml'1 es . 62

The railway had penetrated to Lake

Cargelligo, Griffith, and Trida.

The wheat belt was

encroaching from the east along the West Wyalong - Lake
Cargelligo railway, but the settlement was restricted
generally to the nodes of pastoral trade at Lake Cargelligo
and Hillston . 63

At Yalgogrin North there were 200 people,

and Wallandra had 30 inhabitants, possibly railway workers.
Between these towns and the settled east lay a network of
tracks roads and coach routes. 64
Although little of the region was within the
15 miles of a railway regarded as the economic limit of

62 .

Australian Bureau of Statistics, Canberra/Archives:
Census of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1921 Final
Figures for Municipal Areas by Collectors Districts,
for Shires of Bland, Carrathool , Coolamon,Lachlan,
N~mburra, and Yanko, together with Aperture Cards,
for Federal Electorate of Riverina .
(Hereafter:
ABS ArchivesJ
For Shire boundaries see Appendix
rD. Occupations from Police Patrol District data
in Stat . Register, and J . M. Taylor, Geography of
New South Wales, Angus and Robertson, Sydney , 1920 ,
pp . 250-1 .

63 .

NSWPP , 1923 , I , pp . 73-77, lfueat- Growing in New South
Wales. See map attached to Report for extent of
wheat growing. For settlement see Map II .

64 .

Map II , and Commonwealth Bureau of Census and
Statistics, Census, Bulletin No . 11. Population and
Occupied Dwellings in Localities, Government Printer,
Melbourne , circa 1922 .
(Hereafter : Census, Bulletin
No . llJ
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wheat transport, 65 distance had not completely discouraged
wheat growing.

When the State Parliament Standing

Commi ttee on Public ' 07orks investigated routes for proposed
extensions to the railway system in 1913 it discovered that
at Hillston, 60 miles from its then main rail head at
Carrathool, and at Gunbar, settlers had successfully grown
and marketed wheat.

66

These were isolated examples, but

were taken as evidence that the region could become suitable
for agriculture if the railway was extended.

The land near

Naradhun was described as
cleared . .. very little indeed to be done
before the plough is put in . . . one of the
finest tracts of country the Government have
available for settlement .
67
Further to the west, between Rankirn Springs and Hillston,
earlier settlers had abandoned their land at the beginning
of the century, and their holdings were now reverting to
scrub regrowth and rabbits.

68

Nevertheless, the land was

considered suitable because recent advances in the use of
superphosphate and fallow had made agriculture viable in
areas formerly regarded as pastoral .

69

The remaining vital

ingredient, as the Lands Department map had suggested in
1912 , was the railway.

By 1920 the lines from Griffith to

65 .

Map II . J . Andrews, ' The Emergence of the Wheat
Bel t in Southeastern Australia to 1930' . (Hereafter:
Andrews, Wheat Belt) , in J. Andrews (EdJ,
Frontiers
and Men: A Volume in Memory of Griffith Taylor (18801963), Cheshire , Melbourne, 1966, p . 60 .

66 .

NSWPP , 1913, II, Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works:
Report ... Proposed Railway. (Hereafter:
Standing Commi ttee on Public Works : ), Mirrool to
Hillston, pp . 12 - l3 .

67.

Ibid , I3armedman to IIillston , p . 3.

68.

Ibid , Mirrool to Hi l lston, pp.5 , 6.

69 .

Ibid

. 22

23 .
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Hillston, and from Barmedman to Rankirn Springs , which had
been recommended in 1913, were under cons t ruction.

I

Just

under half the land served by the Griffith-Hillston line
was alienated at the time of the 1913 survey, and a
further third was under lease from the Crown.

Crown Land,

available for immediate subdivision made up 12 per cent of
the area.

Along the Rankins Springs line the proportions

were, broadly half under lease, one quarter alienated, and
16 per cent Crown Land .

70

Under the State Closer

Settlement Acts all land within 15 miles of a railway or
its terminus could be resumed by the Government within six
months of Parliamentary approval being given for that
ral' I way. 71

Thus there were potentially three and one half

million acres available for settlement along these two lines,
or over 5 , 000 square mile blocks. 72

In anticipation of the

new railway lines the land had been ·opened up for over 200
farms between 1919 and 1921.

They were not part of Closer

Settlement Promotion but mainly Homestead farms recommended
for returned soldiers. 73
Initially the movement to this new region was
slow, and by 1921 there were very few towns established in
the area which would be served when the new railways opened
in 1923.

The Government Gazette of 24 October 1919 had

advised intending settlers of 147 Homestead Farms available

70.

Ibid , Barmedman, to Hillston,
Report p . viii, Miriool to
=-=-r--=--:• •
Hlllston , Report p. Vll.

71 .

S.A . Rural Commission, Appendix A, p . 91.

72.

See footnote 70.

73 .

Gazette 1919 - 21 passim , shows 90 % of these Homestead
Farms were in this c ategory.

,
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for selection along the proposed Griffith-Hillston line,
with 83 recommended for soldier settlers by the
Repatriation Department.

74

Not many took up this offer.

The proposed line had been recommended since 1913 but was
still not built, and there was no certainty that the
sidings marked so clearly on the maps made available to
the settlers would eventuate.

In the northern part of this

Home stead Farm Area the blocks were made less attractive by
their distance from the proposed line and sidings, up to
twenty miles.

Of the 63 farms in the northern portion, 49

were again gazetted as Homestead Farms in September 1923.
Of those not readvertised, a maximum of 12 had been
settled. 75

To the south the pattern was similar.

In

the parish of Goolgowi West none of the five farms
offered in 1919 had been taken up by the beginning of 1924.
Between Merriwagga and Rankins Springs only four of 36 had
been settled by August 1923. 76
The slow disposal of land in these areas was at
odds with the great demand for land that did exist.

As

late as June 1925 the Lands Department had 4,047 land seekers
registered with it.

A year later, after a purging of the

lists, over 2,000 remained registered, and the gazettal of

74.

Gazette, 24 October 1919, pp. 5812-7, Homestead Farm
Area (HFA) 1030.

75.

Ibid, 21 September 1923 pp.4217-9.
6 settled, 6 no
data, 2 withdrawn. From maps of HFA 1030 and HFA 1508
in files LA/R 106242 25/64, and LA/R 106241 25/33
respectively, in Lands/Archives.

76.

Maps of HFAs in Lands, Archives: LA/D 106267 33/1632,

LA/R 10G2G1 32/902, LA/R 10629G 33/1346.
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21 Home stead Farms in the Hillston d istrict attracted 1,448
.
·
app 1 lca
tlon'S
. 77
irrational hunger.

The great demand for l an d was not an
Settlers did not race to take up land

just because it was there.
railway l ine being built

Those who did gamble on the
were canny in their choice of

blocks, and 'picked the eyes' of the available land.
picked farms adjacent to the tanks

(dams)

They

to ensure a water

supply and selected land that had a maximum of open land and
a minimum of mallee scrub. 78
When the railway had been laid down, the reopening of the land brought a response from prospective
settlers, and from land agents in the vicinity.

J.O. Collins,

a Temora agent, summarised the local expectations with this
advertisement.

79

They are Coming.

They are Coming

WHO? .

LAND5EEKERS
South Australia & Victoria
Th oy reQulrl •• al It .anay Jlll'ew lMath Walel lund . Yalue. Ilre so
hl&'h In South Auelralta an. Vletlrl. llu.l llalw e ,eopl. an CQlllp"l1 od to 10Ui:
land 11 .. "laue.
H JOU wl.lI. l. 41'00" e( lll.al FaIm .t YIUl'S , consult J . O. COLLINS,
who haa numuoue lauyer. wallin,.' i:Tlry IllLiI 'Drin:J treth InQulr ie e trom
oth er Slall• .
liIuhdl"lllo. of l'rln.tl •• t&tell lbr.u,lI. thl Laud Settllment Board and
nural DaDi: arra',ld. a aay la. lhll.l Yin lalldln&" III too larr;e tor on e
man. I can arran,1 a lobdITI.I •• tor YIU 'Ro.er Section U of the GOTern·
meot "Tln,e Bank .&.et. wll.l'" will •• alall 1QU t4I alcure meat of Jour eaah .

I

Consult JI O. Collins
LAND

apECIALlaT,

77.

Lands, 1925, p.2; ]026, p.2.

78.

Cf. footnote 76 abo ve.

79.

Advocate

)2 Ma

TEMORA.

I1ereafter: Advoca teJ

I
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He was partly right.

Like those who settled in the east

of the region immediately after the Great War, many were
of Victorian origin.

Possibly half of those now moving

into the area had been born in Victoria, and between one in
six and one quarter of the settlers were attracted from
their Victorian farms to take up cheap land. 80

The majority

of settlers were, however, probably New South Wales residents.
In the following discussion of this group of settlers, the
conclusions stated are less definite than was the case with
the earlier consideration of Closer Settlement Promotion,
because the data base is smaller. 81
The mid-decade settlers differed from those who
had come to the east of the region under Closer Settlement
Promotion at the beginning of the decade.

For example,

probably only one in every three had been in the armed
forces.
On average the ex-soldier and civilian settlers
who arrived in mid-decade were four years older than the
earlier settlers.

Most were married, and those with

children had larger families.

They were more likely to

have farming equipment, and more practical experience.

Table

2:2 summarises details of their previous experience.

80.

Interviews, R.N. Medley, Sydney, 27 January 1977; J.
Seymour, Ariah Park, 24 April 1977; W.L. Primrose,
Goolgowi, 23 June 1977; J. O'Reilly, Lake Cargelligo,
22 June 1977; w. Rutledge, Weethalle, 18 May 1977.

81.

53 Files from Lands, Archives, from which the
evidence for the conclusions is drawn. For location
see Map I.
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Table 2:2
SETTLERS ON HOMESTEAD FARMS, NORTHERN RIVERINA,
1923-26:
Civilians
Occupation

%

Farmer
Share-Ermer
Farm 'Labourer
Manual Labourer
Station Hand
Tradesman
All Other
Total %
Total Number
Source:

All
Se tt lers

Ex-soldiers
%

%

51
26

33
22

45
25

o
o

6

6
6
6

9
8

11
16

6
2
2
9

11

100
35

100
18

100
53

Lands, Archives

Whereas one settler in three at the beginning of the decade
was an independent farmer prior to settling in the region,
for the later settlers the proportion was 45 per cent.
Share-mrmers constituted a further one in four, or twice the
proportion under Closer Settlement Promotion.

Thus two of

every three settlers in the mid-1920s had practical
experience of the managerial aspects of farming .

One in

seven claimed a full farming plant compared with one in 35
at the beginning of the decade. 82
Between 1919 and 1921 the typical settler had been
an unmarried ex-serviceman.

In the mid-1920s settlement was

probably a more civilian and family affair.

Probably one

settler in three had served in the army for an average of

82.

In round figures £450 as opposed to £200. Compared with
50% post-war settl e rs with managerial experience.

50

three years, the same period as the earlier group.83
Because so few files dealing with ex-soldiers
were available for study, only the most tentative conclusions concerning their preparedness can be offered. 84
About the same proportion as their comrades of the earlier
settlements were farmers, and twice as many share-farmers.
The two in every three with capital appear to have had less,
on average, than their civilian contemporaries, but more
'
'h
' ml'1 ltary
t h an t h elr
pre d ecessors ln
t e area. 85
Land prices were lower for the settlers in the
mid-1920s, and although possibly the ex-servicemen among
them paid a slightly higher price, the avera ge was £1 5s Od
per acre.

86

This cheaper land was also less attractive,

it was uncleared and unfenced .

Despite the difference in

the price they paid, both the early and mid-1920s settlers
faced the same repayments , because the new

blocks were

bigger, averaging between 1,700 and 1,800 acres. 87

83 .

Lands, Archives gives a proportion of 34 %. Holdings
Cards from the Land Board office at Hay, which
irregularly record whether the farmer was an exserviceman, indicate a proportion of 46 in 212 cards
studied .
I.e. a probable minimum of 22 %. In the
Gazette notices for the period and region, about 42%
of blocks are reserved for soldiers only, although
they could also settle on land not restricted in this
way .

84 .

See Chapter 1, footnote 26, and footnote 81, above.

85 .

£260 and £560 respectively compared with CSP £200.

'86 .

:El 8s Od vs £1 2s Od for civilians .

87 .

Lands , Archives average 1,726 acres @ £2,100; Holdings
Cards , 1813 acres at £2,088 average.
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Under the provisions relating to these large

I

Homestead Farms, the settlers could elect to make improve88
ments in lieu of ' rent for the first five years.
A
similar concession applied to the earlier ex-servicemen's
Settlement Purchase blocks.

Both required improvements

worth the equivalent of one quarter of the capital value
wlltdn the first five years.

Both groups of settlers faced

the prospect of having to payout money to the Government
after five years.

But there was a crucial difference.

land under Closer Settlement Promotion was

The

ready for prod-

uctive farming when settlers moved in, because it had been
previously settled.

In the new virgin lands the settlers

faced pine and mallee scrub which had to be cleared and
fenced before it could begin to bring returns.

Mallee land

required a minimum of five years before it was fully
.
89
pro d uctlve.

So the later settlers faced a more difficult

beginning than their predecessors to the east of the region.

*

*

*

The Hillston -- Griffith, and Barmedman -- Rankins
Springs railway lines, opened in 1923 were not the only areas
which saw settlement in the 1920s.

In 1929 another railway

line from Ungarie west to Naradhan was opened, and prior to
that there had been settlement along the Ungarie -- Lake
Cargelligo line. 90

Around Ungarie, Tullibigeal, and

88.
89.

A Guide, p.19.
E.S. Clayton, 'Mallee Farming' Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales, XLI, 10, 1930, p.753. (Hereafter:
Clayton, Mallee and Ag. Gazette respectively).

90.

Map ltL.

,
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presumably also in the areas where there were insufficient
settlers to warrant a Police Patrol Distri ct, the number of
holdings had increased by less than 20 per cent between
1920 and 1925.
In 'A ' Riding of Bland Shire, between Ungarie,
West Wyalong, and Erigolia, where many of these changes
took place, the number of ratepayers increased by 18 per
cent between 1925 and 1929, compared with 11 per cent in
the previous five years.

91

These patterns were reflected

in the electoral rolls for the various Federal electoral
subdivisions o f the Riverina electorate.

In the east, West

vJyalong and Barmedman, vlhich contained the eastern half of
Bland Shire, and the north of Narraburra Shire, there was
not much, if any expansion of voting population in the
early 1920s.

In Cargelligo, in the western half of Bland

Shire the net growth was over 50 per cent between 1922 and
1925, followed by a further 75 per cent increase on that
in the next three years.

92

This confirms the evidence

of large scale expansion given by the data relating to
holdings in the area to the west of Ungarie and around
Rankins Springs.
In the eastern part of the region , where the
first wave of post-war settlement had taken place, the
numbers of holdings did not change markedly between 1925 and

91.

Bland Shire , Archives, Assessment Books 1920 - 40 passim.

92 .

Commonwealth of Australia. State of New South Wales .
Electoral Roll:
Di v ision of Riv c rina , 1922-39
(Ilereafter : Elect6ral Roll.). For subdivision
boundaries see Appe ndix IE.Total subdivision increase
1922-28 : 173%.
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1930 .

I

Expansion of settlement had ceased , and with it

the subdivision of land .
mean the end of migration.

The end of expan si on did not
Farmers could move in and out

of the area, buy and sell properties, without chan g ing
the total number of holdings.

Again the Bland 'A ' Riding

assessment books provide an illustration.

Between 1920

and 1925 the number of ratepayers increased only slightly
- by six per cent .

At the same time 15 per cent of the

ratepayers present in 1921 had
had been taken by new people.

de~arted,

93

and their places

Any measure or index of

net population changes must conceal this population flux,
because counting heads in a census, or indirectly through
holdings, ratepayers, or electors, cannot , by its nature,
provide any evidence of actual movement in or out of a
district.

The only way to discover the components of net

migration appears to be by following individuals through a
period of years to discover when they arrive through travel
or birth, and when they depart through travel or death .

In

the absence of an annual register of every individual by
name , the most promising sources are the electoral rolls .

94

Analysis of the appearance and disappearance of names of
adults cannot give defi n itive figures for migration in or
out of an area, but because adults are the decision makers

93 .
.94 .

See footnote 91 .
B . J . Ward , ' The Use of Electoral Rolls in the Study
of Internal Migration ', Australian Geographical Studies ,
13, 1975 , p . 95 .
(Hereafter : Ward, Electoral Rolls)
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it can give an idea of the relative sc ale .

On the basis

of 1921 and 1933 Census populations for the region, the
electoral population could be expected to increase by about
13 per cent every five years due to young people coming of
a ge , and at the same time lose about si x per cent of the
original voters due to death .

Table 2 : 3 has been constructed

to eliminate these sources of error , and the rates of change
between various dates of electoral rolls averaged to give
comparable - but approximate - average annual rate s . 95
Table 2:3
MIGRATION OF ENROLLED ELECTO RS - AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE:

Electoral
Subdivision

Migration
1922-19 2 5
In-

Barmedman
Cargelligo
West Wyalong
Source :

Higration
1925":"1928

Out -

In -

Out-

9%

8%

11 %

6%

23 %

5%

29 %

9%

6%

6%

7%

7%

Electoral Roll, 1922, 1925, 1928 .
For the decade the table reveals two distinct

patterns, one of prodigious growth, the other of no growth.
Within this latter category it is clear that a subdivision
showing little net change in electoral population
subject to a considerable migration .
s u ch subdivision .

was

West Wyalong was one

In the six years to 1928 the total

electoral enrolment increased by 461, or 15 per cent on the

1 922 figure , but half of the people on the roll had not been

95 .

See l\ppenc1ix III f oe methodology .
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there in 1922.

If the change in enrolments is corrected

to allow for the effects of people under 21 gaining their
majority, and for the deaths of the elderly, then about
one person in sixteen in the subdivision in 1928 had
moved there since 1922 from elsewhere.

In Barmedman the

enrolment increased by seven per cent between 1922 and
1925, or 77 individuals.

If again the increase is adjusted

for age factors, one person in 25 had apparently moved into
the subdivision over three years.
In Cargelligo, the electoral subdivision further
west, the influx of settlers in the middle of the decade
swamped those there in 1922.

In 1925 there were half as

many electors again as there were in 1922, and by 1928 there
were nearly 3,000 electors in a district that had formerly
contained 1,000.

Where there were 400 family names on the

roll in 1922, there were 1,000 in 1928, a sure indication
that new settlers were arriving to take up the blocks that
had been opened in 1923 and 1924.

At the same time

Cargelligo suffered out-migration at about the same rate
as the subdivisions to the east.

From this it seems reason-

able to assume that apart from those dying, the underlying
out-migration rate from the Northern Riverina was of the
order of between five and ten per cent each year.

A similar

- trend was observed in the rural areas of the United States,
where throughout the 1920s, the farm population left the

56
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land at an average rate of seven per cent each year. 96

*

*

*

In the 1920s the underlying out-migration was a
source of concern, for included among those leaving were
ex-soldiers who had been settled on the land at the taxpayers' expense.

In New South Wales by mid-1924, one in

five soldier settlers assisted by the State Government had
left the land, by mid-1929 the proportion had risen to one
, tree.
h
97
ln

Soldier settlement was a grand design, of

sufficient scale to ensure that anything less than complete
success would be noticed.

Attention was focussed on the

monetary aspects of soldier settlement, where the departure
from the land of one-third of the participants involved a
loss to the government of L23.5m.

98

The failure of the sarue

proportion of ex-servicemen to complete the preliminary and
industrial training courses they embarked upon attracted
'
1 e attentlon.
,99
l ltt

The subsequent litany of reasons for this 'failure'
of soldier settlement has been fairly consistent.

The

problems faced were summarised in 1929 with the publication
of the Report on Losses Due to Soldier Settlement by Justice
Pike.

His conclusions were that the causes of failure were

96.

United States Department of Agriculture, Yearbook of
Agriculture 1935, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, 1935, p.674.

97.

Lands, 1924, p.5; 1929, p.18.

98.

CPP, No. 46,1929/ Re ort on Lossp.s Due to Soldier
settlement by Mr. J ustlce Plke. Hereafter: Plke,
Report), p. 59 .
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lack of capital, insufficient areas, unsuitable, untrained
settlers, and declining produce values.

A f urther factor

mentioned in his report was that soldiers might have been
Id
.to
t a
t k
un f l
e up
an b ecause

0

f th elr
. war d lsa
. b 1. 1ltles.
··
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In 1925 the Chairman of the New South Wales Closer Settlement Board had admitted that 'a good many' of the soldier
settlers were 'unfinancial, inexperienced' .101

When the

Second World War conjured up fears of another bout of postwar land settlement the Commonwealth Rural Reconstruction
Commission re-e x amined the problems faced by soldier
settlers after the previous war.

Its report, which is

rarely cited, differentiated between settlers placed on
subdivided estates, those on individual farms, and those
on Crown land.

It listed the factors contributing to

failure as settlers' inexperience and unsuitability, lack
of capital, high land prices, inadequate farm size, and
the unsuitability of some areas for settlement. 102
Because so few files dealing with ex-soldiers
settling in the region in the mid-1920s were available,
the following discussion will be confined to those exsoldiers settled under Closer Settlement Promotion at the

100.

Pike, Report, pp.21, 23.

10I.

Rural Commission,

102.

Rural Reconstruction Commission, Second Report,
Settlement and Employment of Returned Men on the
Land, Government Printer, Canberra, 1944, pp.ll 15.
(Ilereafter: R . R.C., Returned Men, respectivelyJ

Minutes of Evidence, p.36.
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beginning of the decade.

Earlier in this chapter their

farming experience and

the possible importance of

their wounds w~ considered.

Before attempting to

examine the importance and relevance of other diagnoses
of soldier settlement to the soldiers in the region, some
clarification of Pike's definitions is needed.

His

report, although one of several that appeared during
the 1920s, had a national scope which has made it the
source most

0

' d b y h'lstorlans.
'
103
f ten clte

That, plus

its broad agreement with other investigator's conclusions
justifies taking its analysis as the basis for studying
the fate of the soldier settlers in the Northern
Riverina.

pike neither offered any evidence for his

views, nor did he explain them in any great detail.

He

did not believe that it was his task to assess the reason
for failure, and only did so in so far as it was relevant
to the over-riding purpose of the investigation, which
was to discover 'which ... Government ... is to bear the
losses due to Soldier Settlement'. 104
The term 'failure', was loosely used in Pike's

103.

104.

See especially P. K. Crowley, (Ed), Modern Australia
in Documents, 1, 1901-1939, 't7ren, Melbourne, 1973.
(Hereafter: Crowley, Documents I), pp.449-50. Also
B. Fitzpatrick, The British Empire in Australia An
Economic History 1834-1939, Macmillan, Melbourne,
1969, pp.277-9. C.B. Schedvin Australia and the
Great Depression: A Study of Economic
Development in the 1920's and 1930's, Sydney
Uni versi ty Press, Sydney, 1970. (Hereafter: Schedvin,
Depression), p.64.
Pike to Gen. Sec. R.S.S.I.L.A., 29 March 1928, RSL,
Circular 64/24, 4 April 1928 .
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report and subsequent citations of it.

It was a short-

hand description of the fact that by the en d of the 1920s
not all ex-soldier settlers assisted by the government
remained on the land.

The use of the term reveals that

there was an assumption that for the scheme to be judged
a success all settlers would have had to remain on the
land.

Such expectations paid scant attention to reality.

Available evidence strongly suggests that land settlement
schemes generally did not achieve that level of 'success'.
I~

New Zealand closer settlement at the turn of the

century revealed that about 12 per cent of the settlements
were of an 'unsatisfactory' nature after a decade.

In

the years prior to the Great War New South Wales lost
about one per cent of farmers from its closer settlement
areas each- year.

105

Therefore, Pike's conclusions concerning the
reasons for 'failure' should not be taken as an explanation
of problems unique to soldier settlement.

Rather,

settlement schemes in general faced these problems, and
in soldier settlement they might have been more pronounced.
Department of Lands files indicate that ex-soldiers on the
Closer Settlement Promotion farms in the Northern Riverina
left the land at an average rate of 1.8 per cent each year
- in the 1920s.

However, because these data are incomplete

the actual rate might be about four per cent.

105.

King, Closer Settlement, p.201.

Even so,

Lands, 1913, 1914.

,
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this was a slower rate than that which applied to soldier
settlers in New South Wales generally. 106
'Soldier Settlers' as a generic term embraced
all soldiers who went onto the land after the Great War.
Pike

was not concerned with all soldier settlers, only

those who had received government assistance.
conclusions he reached

The

have however been popularly

applied to all soldiers who went on the land
it seems, those who did not remain there.

particularly,

Broadly, the

image conjured up by the term is one of an unfortunate
soldier who was a victim of bad government planning .
A sizeable minority of ex-soldiers on the land
did not receive government aid.

By 1933 the New South

Wales Department of Lands claimed that it had been involved
in the settlement and/or assistance of 10,246 ex-soldiers,
of whom about 6,278 were still on the land. 107

The Census

of the same year for New South Wales showed that there were
8,313 returned soldiers self-employed in the agricultural,
pastoral , and dairying industries, and a total of 12,500
involved in primary production all together. 108

Between

106 .

CS/RSS, file 5299 records details of ex-soldiers
departing, which when compared with CSP files
give annual average departure rates of 1.7% to 1.9% .
However , only about 46% of known departures
recorded in Lands are in this file . Lands, 1929,
gives a departure rate of 4 . 4% p.a . compared with
CS/RSS file 5299 2 . 0% . I . e . rates calculated from
the latter file may be understated by 54% .

107 .

Lands , 1933 , p . 5 .

1 0 8.

ABS Archives, File 33/130, 33/131.
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one-quarter and one-fifth of return d men on the 1 nd in
New South Wales had not, therefore, been assisted ut 011. 109
This distinction is important.

Any return ed soldier Jeaving

the land was likely to be labelled

s another victim of an

allegedly ill - found ed scheme, and in particular assumed to
be one of the 9,302 about whom Pike wrote, whether he was
109a
or not .

Capital, or lack of it , was assumed to be an important
factor in whether a farmer might leave the land. 110 According
to the Rural Reconstruction Commission the settlers' lack
of private capital ensured that they be gan farming with such
a ' large burden of debt on their land that they could not
,
POSSl'bl e succee d . 1 1 1Plke
sal'd ' very many 112 of those who
abandoned their holdings did so because of this.
The Victorian
I

Royal Commission on Soldier Settlement described the practice
of putting men on t h e land with no capital of their own uS
radical defect of the sch eme , something that no prudent man
would have undertaken, although Victorian and

109 .

ew South Wales'

Lands, 1933, p. 4, shows 74% of all soldiers settled
were assisted with finance for stock and improvements.
If all those originally settled under the scheme in
fact remained in primary industry the proportion
assisted would be of the order of 82% (10,246+12,500).

109a . According to Commonwealth Yearbook, 1934, pp. 128-30,
of nearly 39,000 returned men settled with government
aid , some 23,000 remained on th ir land.
The 1933
Census discovered 41,000 in the agricultural, pastoral
and dairying industries alone.
On these figures, at
least 5% and possibly 43% of returned ser vicemen on
the land were outsid Pike's interest, but were
condemned by his criticism.
110.

The following analysis deals with CSP only, not Lands,
Archives because the latter contains too few files
relating to departing soldi rs to be of valid
statistical use .
I.e. it relates to settlers in the
east of the region arriving before mid-1920s.

111.

R.R.C . Returned Men , p. 13.

112 .

Pike , Report, pp. 3-4.

I
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governments did. 113
Very few farmers claimed to have the absolute
minimum of £800 capital estimated to be necessary.
Soldiers also had access to a loan of up to £625 from
Commonwealth sources.

Those who left, and those who

stayed,borrowed the same average amount. 114

However,

proportionally fewer of those who left availed themselves
of that assistance.

Those data suggest that farmers who

had little capital, and refused the Commonwealth's £625
loan when beginning farming operations were those more
likely to leave.

On the other hand, Pike's report

mentioned lack of capital as a handicap because it forced
settlers to borrow, and mortgage themselves for more than
115
the farm was worth.
The record of those leaving the
Northern Riverina Closer Settlement land indicates that
for numbers of settlers the problem could have been a
lack of any form of credit, rather than over-eager
borrowing.

They might however have borrowed elsewhere, and

113.

Royal Commission, p.17. Western Australia, Parliament,
Report of the Royal Commission on Repatriated
Soldiers of the A.I.F.,Votes and Proceedings, 1923,
I, Parliamentary Paper No.3, was chiefly concerned
with clearing, not capital, costs.

114 .

CSP.Average loans £594 and £575, not statistically
significantly different.

' 115.

Pike, Report, p.23.
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found themselves overcommitted, but their original
applications do not indicate whether this wa s so.

Overall,

the relationship between these farmers' financial position s
when taking up their farms and their subsequent history is
not at all clear.

But it does suggest that these men were

initially reluctant to borrow, rather than embrace the
overcommitment mentione d b y Pike.
Pike's report also mentioned that some farmers
who left had been cursed with a farm that was too small. 116
In the 1920s the R.S.S.I.L.A. made a similar complaint to
the State Government.

117

The provisions of the Closer

Settlement Promotion Act encouraged the formation of small
farms

by demanding subdivision of existing estates.

For

example only 15 per cent of farms were part of a subdivision
of an estate into five or more farms, but 36 per cent of
the farmers who left had been settled on those plots.

Ex-

soldiers coming under the provision of the Act were less
likely, on the whole, to be placed on small blocks than
were civilians under the same Act.

The provision in the

Act that estates need only be divided (if at all) into
two for sale to ex-servicemen, as opposed to three or
more portions for civilians, probably helped to ensure
that ex-soldiers were likely to get an economically viable

116.

Ibid.

117. '

New South Wales State Executive meeting/Minutes 30
September 1927. RSL Bundle 'States - 1927', 'N.S.W.'
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farm.

In the Closer Settlement Promotion area of
the Northern Riverina an examination of farm sizes
reveals that there was no statistically significant
difference between the acreages held by those who left
and those who stayed. 118

However, the experience of ex-

soldiers on the smallest farms there does tend to support
Pike's belief.

Although fewer than one farm in seven

that was taken up was 500 acres or less, over one quarter
of the farms abandoned were. 119

Farmers with

500 acres or less were a disproportionate number of
those leaving the land.

But they were still a minor

proportion of those departing, and their action did not
automatically show that the size of the farm was the
crucial factor.
Block size was only part of the question but it
did not expose the basic problem.

The question was

really whether a given block was capable of supporting a
farmer and his family, not just the absolute area of the
farm.

A block could be 'too small' because it had

insufficient cleared land to produce a profitable crop, or
it might be too small to provide sufficient earnings to
pay back the cost, or it might be large but so overrun with
mallee that it was impossible to finance the clearing.

118.

649 and 655 acres respectively.

119.

CSP,16 % and 26 % respectively.

In
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New South Wales the size and price of the farm were
taken inta account when the Lands Department considered
the Closer Settlement Schemes proposed to it.

According

to the head of the Closer Settlement Branch of the Department
'in most cases the values [were] considerably reduced', 120
to about £4 7s Od per acre in the Northern Riverina.

The

average price asked for the 13 per cent of farms rejected
as being too expensive was £5 l6s Od per acre, a price
only two potential settlers thought excessive.

In most

cases the transfer was approved following a reduction in
the proposed price

by the Lands Department and their

assessment of whether the farm was a viable living area
or not.

121

The farmers who left the 500 acre, and smaller,

blocks in the region appear to have been unable to make

•

them profitable, because they had paid too much for them .
On average, the farms in the area cost £4 7s Od per acre,
and farmers who left had, on average, paid that.

However,

among the small group who purchased 500 acre farms, and
then departed, the average price they paid was £5 per
acre.
Significantly, too, three-quarters of these men
had had no previous farming experience, either as farmers
or share-farmers, but one-quarter of those who did leave
. these small farms did have practical, executive, farming

~1inutes

120.

Rural Commission,

of Evidence, p.29.

121.

Ibid ., p.29. CSP shows 82 of 140 estates offered
in the Northern Riverina were approved for
transfer to settlers.
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experience, indicating that experience was not an infallible guide to the farmer's ability to s ucceed, nor
to his ability to shrewdly assess land values.
Nevertheless, the previous experiences of
the ex-soldiers were clearly important in their subsequent
success on the land.

Table 2:1 shows that three out of

every four had some farming experience prior to taking up
land.

They had been farmers, share-farmers or farm hands.

By the end of the 1920s over 80 per cent of the farmers
with previous practical experience remained on the land.
Those lacking that experience had been less tenacious, and
one-third of them had left.

More important still, it seems,

was the quality of the previous experience.

Of those who

had been farmers, 85 per cent remained on their new blocks,
as did 89 per cent of those who had previously farmed on
shares, but only three-quarters of the former farm-hands
remained, and less than two in three of the other sundry
occupations.

The important factor therefore was previous

responsibility for farming, rather than just prior experience
on a farm.
or farmers.

Nearly half the settlers had been share-farmers
That is, they had been men whose livelihood had

depended on their own decisions.
men left the land in the 1920s.

Only one in seven of those
In the same period one

. quarter of the farm labourers, whose experience of farming
would have been as executors of orders, not as decision
makers, had decided to try other employment.

This group

had begun their farming with capital and equipment comparable

~o
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to the experienced farmers~ who subsequently left and
had done so on land at the same price.

Lik e the bulk

of the ex-servicemen settling they had less than £200 in
capital and were generally unmarried.

Pike's report was

therefore close to the mark in its comments on experience.
But the important aspect appears to have been practical
managerial experience, not just prior farm work.

The

farmers' belief in the 'practical' man thus had a firm
basis in the local experience.

It might also be legitimate

to interpret the tendency of the practical man to survive
better in a different way.

The decision of ex-farmer

soldiers to continue with their pre-war occupation was
arguably evidence of their commitment to that way of life.
Their persistence with farming might therefore reflect
their preparedness to meet a challenge - to remain
farmers, come what may.

If so, then the relative success

of the experienced farmers may have been less dependent
on skill than on dedication, that made them acquire and
apply that skill.
A further component of preparedness for farming
was the material equipment available for farming.

Those

who had least, or none at all, were in the vanguard of
departing farmers.
By 1929, one third of the ex-soldiers who had
admitted physical disabilities had left their Closer
Settlement Promotion farms, probably greater than the

68

overall proportion of ex-soldiers leaving. 122

However,

because or the limited number who acknowledge d any
disability, this proportion can only be sensibly used to
analyse the fate of soldiers admitting injury.

Others

may have initially concealed the fact and subsequently
left the land.

In view of the Army's estimate of how

widespread actual disability was, it seems probable that
war injuries were not a major factor in soldier settlers'
failure to stay on the land.
When the application forms from Closer
Settlement Promotion are compared with the recorded lists
of soldiers leaving the land, it appears that those departing were just over a year younger, on average than
those remaining.

123

In 1920 half of the soldier settlers

under Closer Settlement Promotion were 28 or under; by
the end of the decade the same age cohort compris e d just
47 per cent of those who remained.

The median age on

settlement of those who left had been 27.

Possibly the

younger men were more willing to cut their losses and try
another endeavour than were the older men, but the slight
difference in the average and median ages indicates that
this was hardly an important factor.

122.

See footnote 106, above.
If the surviving record
of those leaving is a random sample then it can
be assumed that overall, one in six ex-soldiers
left, i.e. the wounded left at twice the rate
expected. But this might not be so.

123.

CSP, 29.7 vs 28.4 years.
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In sum, the factors that appea r to have made
for continued existence on the soldiers' far ms in this
area, were the previous executive experience of farming,
paying a price for land commensurate with its producing
capacity, i.e. not simply area or cost.

Age, previous

place of residence, war experience, place of birth, and
the number of years spent in New South Wales before taking
up the farm,all seem to have had no discernible bearing on
whether a farmer stayed or went.
Behind the various attempts at discovering
what made a 'successful' settler, as with the foregoing,
lies the assumption that these might be found in the
experience, machinery, capital, or other assets or
attributes of the man at the time he took up the land.
That applied to the Pike, and other inquiries.

One

changing factor, weather, and its effect on the farmers'
production was not fully dealt with.

On the other hand,

Pike and others were aware that the farmers' own outlook
was an important factor, although not really a measurable
quantity. 124

As suggested earlier, success may well

have depended on the settler's tenacity or 'bloodymindedness' in pursuing what he wanted - a farming life.
Later this attitude will be seen again in the strategems
· the farmers under financial pressure adopted to retain
the farms to which they had given their lives.

124.

Pike, Report,p.24. Royal Commission, p.17. Rural
Commission, p.1 3 8, from Report by Chairman New
South Wales Clos e r Settlement Board.
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Another factor not investigated at the time
that migh~ have been relevant to whether a f armer stuck
to his land was the amount of support and assistance
available to him from his parents and siblings, or from
his own immediate family.

On the Closer Settlement farms

the settlers were very likely indeed to have some parental
help, or aid from relatives, or from the immediate family.
One potential indicator of the importance of the farm
family was the fate of soldier settlers who were married
when they took up their land.

Of all settlers who

remained on their farms at the end of the 1920s less than
one in five was married, but one quarter of those who
left were married when they applied for land, and half
of those had children.

This suggests that in the early

years of settlement farmers found families a handicap,
or at least not an incentive to continue farming.

Signific-

antly , of the practical farmers and share-farmers who gave
up their land in the 19205, over half were married when
they settled, yet of those who remained only one in five
was .

The point is not proven however, because all those

remaining might have married and raised children subsequent
to settling , and their application forms did not show that.
Mr . Brunskill, who took up land in 1920 told the Department
of Lands that his wife and family had indeed influenced his
decision to leave .

He sold out in 1928, offering reasons

that married men in the district might have cited:
I do not like the place as my wife is not
satisfied and I desire to get close to a
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He left, not because he was failing as a farmer - his
land payments were up to date - not because farming was
itself unattractive, but because his family needed more
amenities.

It is hard to categorise such men as the

'failures' of soldier settlement 126 for, as Brunskill's
file showed, they could have been successful as farmers,
yet still left the land for a more rewarding life.
The experience of the returned soldiers in the
region indicates that Pike's assessments should be
approached cautiously.

The settlers under Closer

Settlement Promotion were overwhelmingly local, experienced,
ex-servicemen, as the structure of the Act encouraged
applicants to be.

A comparison of the gazetted transfers

of land in the region for Closer Settlement Promotion, with
the files held in the State Archives for the region, shows
that about 80 per cent survive.

127

As was pointed out

earlier the settlement in the region under the Closer
Settlement Promotion Act took place at the same rate as
elsewhere in the State.

Similarly, the rate at which

soldiers departed appears to have paralleled State-wide
changes.

' 125.

128

CS/RSS, file 7301.

126.

E.g. Pike, Report, p.23.

127. '

CSP , compared with probably 60% for State as a whole.

128.

Despite qualifications in footnote 106, above,
when the data for soldier closer settlement
recorded in Lan ds , 1920-1929 are compared with
the departures {rom the Northern Riverina at the
same dates, the rates are unequal, but both
change in the same way.
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POSSibly the conclusions reached concerning
ex-soldiers in the Northern Riverina are applicable to the
one t h ir d of a l l ex-soldiers on dry la nd wheat farms who
settled at the same time under the s ame government-assisted
scheme of Closer Settlement Promotion.

If so, then a further

examination of this group of farmers could usefully concentrate
on t h eir experience and personal factors rather than simply
c a pital , costs , war injuries, and sheer farm size.
In general more attention should be paid to Pike's
other comments such as :
there is no question that in very
many cases, particularly in the
grazing and mixed farming properties
wher e the settlers have been given a
sufficient area , t h e settlers are
dOing well. 129
Indeed wh e re this comparison can be made, this appears
to be the mo s t

impor t ant conc l usion.

I n the we s t of the

region, 15 per cent of the kno,m sold iers who s ttled there
left the l and before 1929 , not a notice ably better,
or worse record than those who s e ttled on blocks there
.
WhlCh
were not reserved for so ld'lers . 130

The idea of

' failure ' has in the past restricted analysis of the

129 .

Pike , Report , p. 25 .

130 .

Lan d s, Archives , but see footnote 110 above .
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soldier settlement scheme. 131

From the foregoing

discussion it would appear that the idea of 'failure '
drawn from departures which could have been unrelated to
soldiers, or the scheme, per se, should be given less
attention.

It would be more rewarding to test one of

Pike's seldom quoted conclusions, that
the soldier settler holders of
Australia, will compare more
than favourably with any other
body of settlers.
132

131.

132.

E.g. if I failure I is believed to be the
characteristic of soldier settlement, it
becomes attractive to extrapolate the experience
of soldier settlers in the Victorian Mallee to
cover all dry land soldier settlers there.
However about half the ex-servicemen in Victoria
who went on dry land farms settled south of a
line drawn east-west through Castlemaine - nowhere
near the Mallee.
Cf VPP Closer Settlement Board
Report, 1930, pp.lO-2~versus P. Adam-Smith,
The Anzacs, Nelson, Melbourne, 1978, p.353.
Pike, Report, p.25.
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Chapter 3
TOWNS, FACILITIES AND OPPORTUNI TIES
The filling in of the settled areas, and the
extension of settlement examined in the previous chapter
increased the population and the number o f towns.

The growth

of towns and their facilities reduced isolation.

Women's roles

remained unchanged but their condition improved.

Despite the

migration and turnover of population, the ethnic, religious,
sexual, and economic balance of the region remained virtually
unaltered.

In 1921 less than one person in ten in the region

had been born outside Australia, and of those, over half had
been born in the British Isles. 1

The same was true in 1933.

Similarly, one-third of the people were Anglicans and onefifth Catholics at the Census of 1921, and of 1933. 2
Between the two Censuses the population inside
the 1921 boundaries of Carrathool, Coolamon, Bland,
N~rwurra,

and Yanco Shires increased by 54 per cent from

32,000 to 50,000. 3

Between those two dates the Shires of

Wade and Willimbong which included the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area were excised from Carrathool and Yanco
respectively.

4

The

two new Shires have been omitted from

the 1933 data in Table 3:1 because the Irrigation Areas

1.

Neither the Census nor ABS Archives have any details
of the State of Australia in which the inhabitants
were born.

2.

Census, 1921, 1933.

'3.

Ibid.

4.

See Appendix rD.
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represented a different settlement pattern, a different
government policy , and a different economic base from the
surrounding area of dry land agriculture which is the
focus of this study.

In the intercensal period the population of Bland
Shire increased by 80 per cent, the non-irrigation part of
Carrathool by probably 100 per cent. In the east of the
region Naraburra and Coolamon grew by only five per cent.
These trends are a further indication of the different
impacts made by Closer Settlement and the later mid-decade
settlements in the east and west of the region respectively.S
None of these Shires could be considered
representative of the State because overall the New South
Wales rural population increased by 20 per cent .

A closer

demographic examination of the changes in Bland and
N~rIDurra shows that by 1933 there had been a net increase

there of 46 per cent in the population aged 42 or younger
,in 1921, compared with a net loss of 16 per cent of the
same age group in Bland .

The comparable State rural

population declined by possibly one per cent . 6

At the

b eginning of the decade the average population density in
Bland and Carrathool Shires was of the order of two persons
to every three square miles.
.

four people per square mile.

5.

Cens u s, 1921, 1933 .

6.
7.

See Appe n dix III.

ADS Archives .

In
7

N~urra

it was nearly

Settlement was rather
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Table 3 :1
OCCUPATIONS·, NORTHERN RIVERINA*, 1921, 1933.
1921:

Percentages of Breadwinners (Male and Female)

Occupation

Shires
M

Agriculture
~vheat Farming
Other Primary
Rail & Road Construction
Other Industrial
Transport & Communication
Commerce
Professional
Personal and Domestic
Service
Other
Total % Breadwinners

Municipalities
F

47.6
13.4
2.0
12.1
3.7
6.0
2.5

F

M

0.3
11. 7
not applicable
0.3
3 .9
0.0
3.3
1.7
27.4
0.2
10.9
1.2
15.2
1.5
5 .0

0.2
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.2
2.7
4.6

1.7
0.5

5.2
0.1

4.2
1.3

7.0
0.5

89.5

10.5

82.9

17.1

Total Breadwinners

12,872

1,508

1,419

293

Total Population

18,683

13,551

2,236

2,169

1933:

Percentages of Breadwinners (Male and Female)

Occupation
M

Agriculture
Wheat Farming
Other Primary
Rail & Road Construction
Other Industrial
Transport & Communication
Commerce
Professional
Personal and Domestic
, Service
Other
Total % Breadwinners

Municipalities

Shires

36.7
20.1
8.4
5.1
3.7
5.3
2.0

F

F

M

not applicable
0.5
2.0
0.5
5.8
0.0
14.5
0.2
11.7
0.3
10.9
1.0
12.5
1.4
4 .5

0.1
0.3
0.0
1.0
0.6
3.8
4.9

1.0
7.2

4 .6
2.0

2.6
12.6

7.1
5.1

89.5

10.5

77.1

22.9

Total Breadwinners

13,444

1,587

1,921

568

Total Population.

19,183

14,248

3,005

2,919

* Shires: Carrathool, Coolamon, Bland, ~rraburra, Yanco.
Municipalities:
Hillston, Wyalong, Temora.
See also text at footnote 4.
Source: Census, 1921, 1933.
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sparser than the Census avera g es admitted.

If all people

living within one mile of a town were discounted, there
was only an average of one person to every two square miles
in Bland and Carrathool, and one to every 2.4 square miles
in Narraburra.
The 1933 Census revealed little change in the
population density in

~aburra

and Carrathool Shires.

In

the former Shire the post-war land settlement had
contributed little to the expanded population, and there
were now 2.1 non-town dwellers to the square mile.

In

Carrathool the apparent stability of the population concealed the fact that the Shire of Wade had been excised from it
ln the mid-1920s.

The apparent stability therefore showed

that sufficient people had moved into the Shire to balance
the loss of the dense settlement of the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area.

The number of localities in Carrathool

with a population of 20 or more was now 26, double the
1921 Census figure.

In Bland Shire the impact of post-war

settlement was even clearer.

It now had 35 localities with

20 or more people, compared with 20 in 1921, and the
population density outside these had risen to one person
per square ml'1 e. 8
The phenomenal growth of non-irrigation farm
population, and the hamlets, between 1921 and 1933 had little
'impact on the employment structure of the region.

8.

Census, 1921, 1933.

ADS Archives.

In 1921
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the major employer in the re g ion had been primary industry.
Nearly half the breadwinners were involved in a g riculture,
. 1 y wh eat growlng.
.
9
maln

Outside the incorporated towns of

Temora, Wyalong, and Hillston the next most important
employers were various forms of industrial enterprise, flour
milling, cordial manufacture, blacksmithing, and so on.
Together with road and railway construction these absorbed
only one quarter as many breadwinners as the primary sector.
The balance was different in the municipalities listed
above, with industry and commerce dominating employment.
In 1933, as Table 3:1 shows, the primary sector
was still dominant.

If anything, the continuing importance

of wheat to the region is understated in the table.
Primary producers other than those describing themselves
as wheat farmers grew wheat.

In the 1933 Census they

appeared under the heading 'Farming, Mixed or Unde f ined'
and made up 12.3 per cent of the breadwinners in the Shires,
and 2.6 per cent of those in the municipalities.

Outside

the incorporated towns potentially one breadwinner in two
could have been a wheatgrower, and more than one in three

9.

See Table 3:1. Land use from Stat. Register. Census I
1933, Statistician's Report, p.332, defines breadwinners
to include unemployed, self-employed, employers, wage
or salary earners, and unpaid 'helpers' in a
recognised industry.
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· .
1 y was. 10
d e f lnlte

The importance of wheat in the local

economy was· permanently symbolise d by the end of the 1920s
by the erection of towering white concrete silos every
fifteen miles or so along the railway line.
Simultaneously with the influx of farmers there
was a growth in the number of people in the non-agricultural
sector, so that the relative proportiornremained the same.
Some indication of where people went can be gauged by
comparing the inter-censal Shire population growth with the
increase in the number of holdings bigger than one acre in
the comparable Police Patrol Districts. 11

In the region

enclosed by Carrathool Shire and the town of Hillston, the
Census population increased by 90 per cent while the number
of holdings rose by 150 per cent indicating that the
expansion in the area was on to farms, in preference to the
townships.

A reverse relationship in the Bland Shire area,

where holdings increased in number by only one-third, while
population increased by three-quarters, indicated a growth
of towns, rather than farms.
Census details for localities and towns reveal
that one tenth of the increase in the Bland Shire population
was due to the expansion of one town - West Wyalong.
Between 1921 and 1933 it grew from 2,000 to 2,500.

Excluding

.10.

Census, 1933. N.B. In the absence of information
concerning the one woman in 100 who was a farmer,
this study concentrates on male farmers.

11.

See Appendix III, IC, ID.
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West Wyalong the Shire population rose by about 115 per
cent .

In t921 one-quarter of the Bland Shire population

lived outside towns, and one-third lived outside Wyalong
and West Wyalong in towns of 20 or more people.

By 1933

the proportions were 28 per cent and 44 per cent respectively, indicating that small town populations had increased
faster than the rural population .

Ungarie, for example,

grew from a hamlet of 34 in 1921 to a town of nearly 600
in 1933, with sufficient confidence in its future to have
a Town Improvement Area proclaimed and to pay the
consequent rates.

Between 1925 and 1930 the number of

ratepayers there doubled. 12
The railway lines which opened the land for
settlement had also opened the settlers to commerce.

They

gave retailers access to both clients around the stations
and sidings , and to wholesale suppliers in Sydney and other
major towns.

Most of the township expansion occurred along

the new railway lines in Bland and Carrathool Shires, the
areas where the post-war population increase was most
marked. 13

In 1921 half the people in these Shires lived

outside t h e incorporated municipalities of Wyalong and
Hillston, and outside West Wyalong .
was 70 per cent .

By 1933 the proportion

In the same period the median town size

rose from around 100 to between 125 and 130 inhabitants.

12 .

Bland Shire, Ratebooks, 1920 - 1940.

13 .

See Population

overlay inside rear cover .
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Whereas in 1921 three-quarters of the towns had held less
than 200 people, or about 40 families , in 1933 the comparable
population was 250 .
It is country towns such as these that Meinig
and Bate, have described as the ' forgotten feature' of
,
1 h'lstory . 14
reglona

They are, however, less forgotten

than overlooked because of their virtual invisibility.

The

country towns that Meinig considered in detail were quite
large - three-quarters of them were larger than the
Northern Riverina median of 125, half had more than
' h a b'ltants. 15
250 In

Bate did not define his country town,

but offered various clues.

It was one with a newspaper,

ratebooks , involving 'thousands of people' whose growth
and distribution could be examined demographically . 16 As
far as can be ascertained , none of the new towns in the
,
h a d a newspaper . 17
'
Nort h ern Rlverlna

Ratebooks revised

triennial l y for complete Shires do not offer the same
opportunities for social analysis as annual suburban
registers . 18

The absence of any Census data on age

14 .

W. Bate , 'The Urban Sprinkle : Country Towns and
Australian Regional History ' . (Hereafter: Bate,
Urban Sprinkle) , Australian Economic History Review
10, 2 , 1970 , p . 204 . D.W . Meinig, On The 1argins
of the Good Earth:
The South Australian Wheat
Frontier 1869-1884, John Murray, London, 1963.
(Hereafter : Meinig, Margins) , p . 166 .

15 .

Ib i d . , p . 199 .

.16 .

Bate, Urban Sprinkle , pp . 2 0 7, 211 , 212.

17 .

See Chapter 5 .

18 .

Bate, Urban Sprinkle , p.213.
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structure for other than incorporated towns makes
demographi~

analysis of the majo r ity of towns impossible.

In the Northern Riverina this restriction is most dramatic
ln the case of the region ' s second largest town, West
Wyalong .

Because it was not an incorporated Municipality,

there are no Census data for age, religion, occupation,
size of dwelling, or other basic information.

The same

is true of the region ' s fourth largest town, Lake
Cargelligo.

The towns into which the new settlers moved

are therefore hardly the sort of country towns which are
susceptible to the analysis recommended by Bate.
Similarly the contemporary work on rural
society in the United States had little relevance to
Australia.

Articles in, for example , Rural Sociology were

concerned with much larger towns
Northern Riverina. 19

than were common in the

'Rural', according to the United

States Census , was a term applicable to aggregations of
le ss than 2 , 500 people.

Researchers in the United States

were concerned with towns which held more than 250 people ,
which in the 1930s was one ' rural ' centre in three ln the
. d S tates . 20
Unlte

In New South Wales the comparable

proportion in 1933 for towns of less than 2,500 was one in

19 .

E . g . D. Sanderson , ' Criteria of Rural Community
Formation ', Rural Sociology, 3, 1938 , pp . 373 - 385 .

20.

Ibid , p . 376 . Also C . R. Hoffer, 'Co - operation as a
Cu l t u re Pattern Within a Community~ Rural Sociology,
3 , 1938, pp . 153 - 159 , which investigates a town of
~600 .
E . deS . Brunner , I . Lorge , Rural Trends in
Depression Years , Columbia University Press, New
York , 1937 , and Review of it in Rural Sociology, 2,
1937 , pp . 230-233 -. - . -
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five .

In the Northern Riverina about one quarter of the

towns had mor'e than 250 people. 21
Some indication of the character and business of
these small towns can be gauged from contemporary commercial
·
.
22
d lrectorles.

Not all the localities of 20 people or more

listed in the Census achieved commercial eminence, nor could they
legitimately be regarded as any sort of commercial centre.
Tabbita had a population of about 300, but it seldom rated
a mention in commercial directories, which listed it as
having only one business house, Rowe's store. 23

Goolgowi,

ten miles away, had more amenities for its 189 residents
and the 400 people who lived nearby.

NaIl, Jackson and
o

Company had a branch store there in competition with Frank
Clark ' s store and newsagency.

There was a butcher, a baker,

a commission agent, and a refreshment room.

24

The larger

local population was one of the reasons for the wider range
of services in the new towns, but sufficient of the 400 people
listed as being close to Goolgowi would have been equally
close to Tabbita, so that the populations of their hinterlands
would have been comparable.

21 .

Census, 1933.

22 .

See Appendix IV for discussion of methodology .

23.

It is recorded, for example, in Sands' New South Wales
Directory, Sydney 1932/33 , pp . 323A-324A, but not in
Moore's Almanac and New South Wales Country Directory
and Tourist Guide, Sydney; Cooks Business Directory
of New South Wales, Sydney; nor Wise ' s New South Wales
Post Office Commercial Directory, Sydney .
(Hereafter :
Sands ' , Moore ' s , Cooks, and Wise's respectivel~)

24.

Sands ' 1932/33 .
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One factor contributing to Goolgowi's dominance
was the

hors~ .

In pioneering areas such as those served by

the new railways farmers were more likely to buy a farm
machine than a car .
commonl~

Their transport was a horse, or more

a horse and a sulky or spring cart.

25

One horse

could take the farmer, his family, and his provisions along
the bush roads at about ten miles per hour.

A return trip

to a town ten miles away was therefore a good morning's
journey .

It took time to catch and harness the horse, drive

through paddocks opening and closing the creative assemblage
of wire , strainers , loops and levers that comprised the
typical 'cocky ' s gate ' , then do the shopping and return.

One

woman recalled her 15 mile trip to Lake Cargelligo involved
negotiating 22 gates .

26

Whatever the potential average

speed of the horse, it was likely that the town hinterlands
would be effectively limited to ten or so miles, and that
businesses within that radius would have to fight to attract
customers .
In the case of the new railway towns the limitations
imposed by horse transport had a further implication .

New

towns o n the new lines would be likely to grow if they were
outside the influence of the old established termini .

For the

first town on a new line this would be about twenty miles from
the previous end of the line, if ten miles was an effective
town hinterland .

Significantly both the 1921 and 1933 Census

25.

CP656/17, shows that as late as 1933/4 approximately
half the farmers still used spring carts or sulkies.

26 .

I n terview/Lake Cargell i go C . W. A .
24 June 1977 .

(Hereafter : Lake C . W. A.),

o
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show that towns at twenty mile intervals on from old
railway termini in the Northern Riverina were indeed
larger.

In 1921 these towns had median populations of

520, or five times that of the region's median town size.

In

1933 the median for the corresponding towns was 300, or
twice the regional median population .

So, location of

sidings and railway stations in relation to the old towns
probably also influenced the non - uniform expansion of the
new towns, while the horse determined their hinterland.
As the society became more motorised, this pattern appears
to have changed little.

Roads in the region were still

unsealed at the outbreak of the Second World War, and
they were designed for horse transport.

The mud, meanders,

potholes , and dust did not prevent the introduction of the
car, but they did restrict its use.
and Temora the road had

23

bends in

Between Ariah Park
15

miles, and was so dusty that ' you didn ' t go in any more
than you had to' .

27

A return trip into the setting sun

could become 'a battle royal . . . through dust and shadows
and bumps' . 28

In the winter the problem was different, but

no less daunting .

It was, a school inspector complained ,

impossible to reach country centres in
this District by car after a few inches
of rain .
29

27 .

Interview/Seymour .

28 .

Interview/Ungarie C . W. A . , 24 June 1977 .

29 .

New South Wales State Archives : Department of Public
Instruction: Schools Files . P3173 Monia Gap, letter
29 March 1930. (Hereafter: D.P.I . /P .. . etcJ

o
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On one memorable occasion in the 1930s there were twelve
cars bogged on the ten miles of road between Tabbita and
Goolgowi. 30

People understandably ' hesitated about driving

over very rough bush roads'. 31

Cars might, in the right

conditions,get farmers to town along their accustomed
roads, but the gates and condition of the roads did not
encourage them to venture further afield. 32

Indeed it

was only in 1930 that commercial firms began to offer to
signpost roads in the area to guide travellers straying
from their accustomed neighbourhood .

At that time

the Main Roads Board had supplied less than 1500 signposts
for all roads in New South Wales outside Sydney and its
environs . 33

o

From the foregoing it is apparent that no one
town would be average or typical.

Some idea of what

services might be available to local farmers can be gained
by comparing the commercial directories' entries for various
towns to establish a rough, but

usefu~

indication of the

population that was probably necessary to maintain certain

30 .

Interview/Primrose.

31 .

Interview/H.Helyar , West Wyalong, 22 June 1977 .

32 .

Nor does it today. E . Stokes 'How to Sample the
Outback for $3 a day ' , National Times, March 13-18,
1978 p.33 , cautions travellers on the Hil1stonMossgiel road ' Avoid wet weather; about 30 points
of rain makes the ... road impassable' .

33.

Bland Shire Council Minutes , 15 August , 19 September
193 0 . NSWPP, Main Roads Board: Annual Report, 1929 ,
p .7 4.
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,
34
enterprlses .

A town of 50, like Bygalori~ could

support a-general store , if one of a somewhat
'
ru d lmentary
nature . 35

At Weethalle, first Mr. and Mrs.

R. Lemon, then Mr . and Mrs . R. Neil~ ran a store and
telephone exchange in a rough building of sawn pine logs. 36
At Tallimba, Spencer Pollock operated a similar establish37
ment .

As the town and district population grew these
stores could expand, and competitors could survive.

A

town with 100 people could support two general stores .
Farmers with spare time, an eye for a profit, and an
inclination to business, could take up agencies to deal
o

with the wheat trade, and set up modest rooms, or rented
space elsewhere in towns this size.

BlacksMiths were

generally found in towns of 200 or more.

Mo re

specialised services, requiring a large population to
ensure sufficient custom were found in larger towns which
were sufficiently far apart to be outside their
competitors'service area .

Hotels , for example, were 20

to 25 miles apart , and generally in towns of 200 or more .

34 .

' 35 .

See Appendix IV.
Subsequent conclusions based
on commercial directories unless otherwise noted .
See Map II , III, for distribution of some of the
amenities mentioned.
Wise ' s, 1931 .

36 .

S . Langford, Weethalle 50th Anniversary : 1924 - 1974
(?), Griffith , 1974 (?). (Hereafter: Langford,
Weethalle) ,p . 13 . Plate 3:1A .

37.

B . W. Coelli (Ed.),
Between Th e Two Rivers: A
History of Tallimba and Surrounding Districts.
Tallimba (?) , 1971 (?). (Hereafter: Coelli ,
Tallimba), p. 4 .
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Plate 3:1

A.

B.

Ray and Lilian Neill's first pine slab store at
Weethalle.
c. 1926
Source:

Main Street Weethalle, early 1930s.
hotel and new silos.

o

Neill

Five shops, one
Source:

Robinson
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So too were the police stations and lock-ups.

Their

location might have been causally related to the existence
of hotels, but was more likely to have been coincidental.
The police station was at the centre of a Police Patrol
District, the boundaries of which were generally located
half a day's horse-ride from the station - about ten miles.
Therefore the stations, like the conspicuously growing
towns, tended to be at 20 mile intervals. 38

So also

were the boarding houses which catered for the itinerant
salesmen, agents, and visiting dentists and opticians.
Newsagents and chemists apparently needed a
local population of well over 500 to sustain them as
o

autonomous businesses, and bank branches replaced agencies
when the population neared 300 or so.

Rankins Springs, a

new rail terminus of 260 people, claimed to have 'the
usual commercial houses', which included grocer, a draper,
a chaff merchant, a baker and a butcher, in addition to
a saw mill, brickmaker, and skin buyer.

It also had a

police station, a post office with a Commonwealth Savings
Bank agency, a Government Savings Bank agent, and a visiting
Commercial Banking Company representative. 39

The 800 people

in and around Merriwagga had access to 20 different services,
ranging from the post office, and the railway, to two banks,
. a branch of Nall, Jackson and Carpany, and a cafe.

Tullibigeal served a

38.

See Map II, III. Appendix IC.
Oeser, Social
Structure, p.4, cites a radius of 10 miles also.

39.

Temora Independent.
8January 19j~'

(Hereafter:

Independent),
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local population of 300 with 35 business facilities and
half a dozen societies and assoc iations.
Lists of services do show what was available to
the farming population, but they do tend to exaggerate the
scale on which a town operated.

Just as the first stores

in the new areas had to stock a diverse range of goods to
attract sufficient custom to survive, so some businesses
operated in tandem as, say I refreshment room-cum-greengrocers.
Frequently the men's hairdresser ran his establishment in
conjunction with a billiard saloon, for neither enterprise
. bl e. 40
on 1. t s own was vla

. h
IreSl
' d ent
In towns Wlt
a c ose

population of 300 or more where these establishments were
o

normally found, one man could make a living by running both,
but not either.

At Ardlethan in 1920 there were two

refreshment rooms serving a local population of between
800 and 900 people.

Neither was profitable on its own, so

the owner of one ran a pictureshow'
other a bakery

and a frui terers, the

and produce agency.

*

*

*

Voluntary associations for recreation or service
flourished more readily as the hinterland of the towns
filled up.

As with business, the threshold populations

. apparently necessary for some to exist did not ensure either
a service or an institution - both needed entrepreneurs .
The 800 or so people in and around Tullibigeal by 1930

40.

llillston SpectatoJ~ .
(llereafter: Spectator),11
February 1932. Interview/W. Robinson, 3 November 1977.
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supported an Agricultural Bureau for farmers, a Parents

& Citizens School Group, tennis and golf clubs, and a brass
band.

Weethalle with about three-quarters of that

population in the town and immediate district supported a
Progress Association,

R.S.S.I.L.A., football teams, hockey,

. k e t c lub s, as we 11 as a raclng
.
go If ,an d crlC
c lub . 41

In

1921 Hillston was the size that Tullibigeal had attained by
1930.

Before the railway arrived this was a stock crossing

into the western pastoral districts and a stopping place on
the river before the trek to Carrathool.

It had a Pastoral

Agricultural Horticultural and Industrial Association, a
branch of the Farmers and Settlers' Association, and of the
Graziers Association, a Race Club, a Progress Association,
a club for tennis and golf.

Ten years later, with twice

the population it had added a branch of the M.U.I.O.O.F.
and a dramatic society.
Probably the most widespread organisation in the
district was the Farmers and Settlers' Association (F.S.A.)
which by 1930 had 20 branches in Bland Shire alone. 42

It

had been founded at the end of the nineteenth century with
most of its impetus corning from the Wagga region to the

41.

Plate 3:1B.

42.

Bland Shire Council Minutes, 1930 passim. R.S.S.I.L.A.
had only 14 branches in the Northern Riverina,
Reveille, 8, 2, 1932, p.l .

o
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south of the district . 43

By the end of the Great War it

had a S tate · membership of about 7 ,000 and was one of the
three pillars of the Progressive Party. 44

By mid - decade

it was part of the Country Party , which was moving towards
electoral co-operation with the Nationalists. 45

At the

full moon the members would meet to air their non - political
grievances , which might range from the fire danger inherent
. steam tralns
.
ln
to t h e con d"ltlon

0f

roads and culverts. 46

The branches took action to remedy these rural problems.
They held a fair bit of weight locally
because they could write letters to the
Shire , or Railway Department or Lands
Department; they could approach them as
body, not individuals.
47
o

Council minutes for the Bland Shire bear out this
contention.

F.S . A. petitions and letters outnumbered those

of any other organisation ; in 1930 alone local branches put
30 suggestions and demands to the Council which normally

43.

W. A . Bayley, History of the Farmers and Settlers '
Association of New South Wales, Farmers and Settlers '
Association, Sydney 1957 . (Hereafter : Bayley, F . S . A . ),
pp . 38-44 .

44 .

B . D. Graham , The Formation of the Australian Country
Parties , A.N.U . Press , Canberra , 1966.
(Hereafter:
Graham , Formation), pp . 122-3 .

45 .

Ibid ., p.271 .

46 .

Interview/A . Zacher , West Wyalong, 20 June 1977.
V . O ' Neill, letter to author , 11 July 1977: a full
moon made night-time travel easier .

47 .

Interview/Zacher .
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. d a t tentlon
.
.
recelve
an d actlon
. 48

Although the F.S.A. did

have links with a political par t y, it was not seen as for
or against a particular group in the way political parties
were portrayed, and so escaped the taint of 'party politics'.
Its normal year - in, year - out activities at a local level
were clearly aimed at improving local conditions for th e
good of all.

Its claims to be both for farmers and for settlers
who were by implication, non-farmers, was not backed by an
even distribution of membership between the two groups .
Farmers were in a clear majority at executive and nonexecutive level , where they comprised four out of every
five participants at both levels.

This was far in excess

of their importance in the local economy, and businessmen,
the other main group in the F . S . A. , were correspondingly
. .
under-represented , comprlslng
ten per cent

*

*

0 f

t h e me mb ers h'lp 49
.

*

The pervasiveness of the F.S.A., which could exist
in localities too small to be recorded by the Census
enumeration of towns , and its membership, reaffirmed the
nature of the rural society .
was for men.

It was agrarian, and it

Seven of every ten males of all ages were

. breadwinners compared with only one female in ten.

If it

48 .

Bland Shire Council Minutes, 1930, passim.

49 .

See Chapter 1 , at footnotes 33, 34, and Appendix V.
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can be assumed that no-one under the age of 15 was a
breadwinner then the proportions rise to 99 per cent and
19 per cent respectively.

In 1921 for every two women

aged 15 or over there were at least three men.

The male

dominance was virtually unaffected by the in-migrations of
the twenties.

In 1933 the ratio was the same. 50

The detailed data concerning the age and sex
structure of the districts are revealing, although the
analysis of that material can only be taken as a guide to
51
changes.
Because Carrathool and Yanco Shires were
subdivided into essentially agricultural and irrigation
areas between 1921 and 1933 no reasonable assumptions can
be made about their age/sex structure.

To assume similar

population changes in areas where density of settlement,
government policy, and economic activity were so different
would be to pile up unwarranted assumptions on the basic
assumptions.

The Shires that lay entirely within the

region with unchanged boundaries and can be examined are
Bland and Narraburra,details of which are set out below.
The most striking aspect of the net change in
population at Shire and State level is the difference in
migratory behaviour between males and females, which is
readily seen in Table 3:2 below, and illustrated in
Figure 3:1.

50.

Census 1921, 1933.

51.

See Appendix IIJ.
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Table 3:2
POPULATION CHANGES 1921 -- 1933 BY AGE-GROUP/ SEX: *

Age Group
1933
1921
0- 2
3- 7
8-12
13-17
18-22
23-27
28-32
33-37
38-42

12-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-4 4
45-49
50-54

Total Population

Bland
Shire
Female
Male

Narraburra
Shire
Male Female

Rural
N.S.W.
Female
Male

%

%

%

%

+ 35
+ 53
+ 91
+118
+ 64
+ 44
+ 20
+ 26
+ 21

+28
+12
+42
+62
+93
+44
+63
+24
+23

-25
-18
- 2
-14
-19
-23
-21
-22
+ 5

-32
-21
-29
-20
- 2
- 4
- 5
-20
-22

- 4
+ 2
+ 8
+11
+ 8
+ 3
+ 4
+ 6
+ 6

-

+ 52

+38

-15

-18

+ 5

-

%

%

9
-17
-21
- 9
+ 2
+ 2
- 1
- 4
- 6
8

+ means net in-migration
- means net out-migration
Source:

Census, 1921 , 1933

*For methodology see Appendix III
At State level there had been a net influx to rural areas. 52
At the local level Narraburra , which experienced a slight
population increase between 1921 and 1933, was actually
losing men and women who had been less than 37 years old in
1921 .

Men were leaving more slowly than women.

At State

level the net loss of women from the rural areas was
particularly apparent in those aged between 15 and 24 in
1933 .

By that time over 12,000 women who had been on the

land in 1921 (aged 3 to 12) had left, or one in every six .
In Narraburra the proportion was one in four.

In Bland

the great net in-migration swamped any similar trend, but

52 .

For examination of this see Chapter 8.
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Figure 3:1
POPULATION CHANGE 1921 - 1933

Narraburra
AGE

MALES

FEMALES

100

100

51

50

41
40
31
30

21
20

300

Population

1921

2316

1933

2410

f:{\S.
...................

300

1732
1878

Bland
MALE S

AGE

FEMA LES

60
51

50

41
40
31
30

21
20
500

500

Po pu 10 tion

1921
1933

3617

6310

Source: Census,1921,1933.

L

.:::.J

2613

4859
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it is noticeable that the proportional increase in women
in that age group was markedly less than in the comparable
male group.

Both at the State, and local level, there does
not appear to have been a corresponding increase in the
number of women in these age groups in the provincial urban
53
centres.
However, the State metropolitan area figures
for these age groups do show a net in-migration of 25 per
cent or more.

From this it appears likely that some women

who moved from rural to country municipal centres took the
place of women moving from those centres to the metropolitan
region, resulting in no net population changes in the
country centres.

At the same time, the local residents

recollect, there was also some out-migration from the region
. 54
direct to Sydney.
Conversations with people who lived in the area
between the two wars yields some fragmentary evidence of a
not uncommon life pattern for girls.

Upon leaving school,

they would work in shops, or as domestic help outside the
family home, until they married and settled in the district.
It is unlikely that many local women who left the
district did so because they married men who carne from
elsewhere.

In the local press 'Wedding Bells' columns,the

53.

Census 1921, 1933.

54.

Interview/Ungarie C.W.A.
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reports were stereotyped a nd normally included the couple's
previous and future residence as parenthetic statements to
the discussion of the wedding and the generous and valuable
gifts.

Most of these reports, including those contributed,

dealt with the wealthier people in the local society who
could afford a honeymoon on the South Coast or in the
metropolis.

If these were the most mobile, as would

appear likely from their wealth and honeymoon location,
then it is remarkable that so few couples moved from the area
where they spent their childhood.

About one woman in five

left the region upon marrying and the evidence, although far
from conclusive. suggests that they did so because the
husband was a transient in the neighbourhood, such as a
school teacher or a bank official. 55

Very few appear to

have met their spouses through, for example, inter-state
connections maintained by ex-Victorians.
do

56

If the well-to-

in the large towns were so immobile, how much more so

would be the poorer women in or near towns which could not
support a large pool of eligible transient men.
The absence of unmarried women from the region
suggests that far from marriage drawing women away, it was
the spinsters who were free to leave, and who used that
freedom.

In 1921 in Bland and Narraburra there were 27

unmarried men over 15 for every ten unmarried women of

55.

Preceeding based on analysis of wedding reports in
Advocate, Spectator, and Independent.
See, for
example, reports in Spectator, 6 January 1938,
Independent, 10 Oc t ober 1930.

56.

E.g. Independent, 1 July 1935.
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the same age, by 1933 the ratio had fallen to 23 to ten.
Conversely, most of the women in this age group who
remained in the district were married, 57 and were
classed as dependents by the Census unless they were in
paid employment, so their contribution to farming was not
recorded unless they actually owned a farm. 58
Of the few women who were employed outside their
homes, and therefore counted as part of the workforce, most
were in domestic service in the towns outside the
municipalities of Wyalong, Temora, and Hillston.

In these

municipalities domestic service provided less than half the
positions available for women, but it was still their main
.
f or pal. d wor k . 59
oppor t unlty

The Shire figures for

domestic assistance in Table 3:1 reveal that there were
sufficient women employed in each Census year to provide on
average the equivalent of one assistant for every ten
households. 60

Girls leaving school could be taken on as

'mothers' helps' or housemaids by the wealthier families
to do housework, cookin g , and look after the children for lOs or
or 15s a week. 61

The best positions were thought to be

57.

Census, 1921, 1933.65% married, 63% married
respectively.

58.

See footnote 9

59.

See Table 3:1.
Interview/Ungarie C.W.A. Proportion
of women employed in domestic service in incorporated
municipalities, 1921 & 1933 respectively: Hillston,
45%, 32% . Wyalong, 33%, 25%.
Temora, 42%, 32 %.

60.

In the Sydney metropolitan area the ratio was approx.
1:8, Census, 1933.

61.

Interview/B.S. Wal e s, Ungarie, 21 June 1977, A. Mc
Kenzie, Hillston, 8 June 1977.

above.
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with 'solicitors or bank managers , they treated you as one
of the

fam~ly' .

62 Women with newborn children also took

on girls to assist them around the home for short periods
after giving birth to help with the exhausting work of
carting water, heaving wet washing out of the copper, and
.
h'lng It
.
.
Wlnc
t h rough the wrlnger
. 63

In both rural and urban country areas the other
main sources of employment were the professions - possibly
school-teaching

and commerce, each of which accounted for

about 15 per cent of women's employment. 64

In country

towns the opportunity for work in shops was limited by
their location and their number.

Women who lived in the

towns had a better chance of getting a job, because they
did not have to travel into the town from the farm to start
work at 9:00a.m.

The proportion of women in the paid

workforce in the incorporated towns was noticeably bigger
than in the Shires .

The local population around a small

town could not support many businesses, and few of them
could take on paid employees.

The number of services was

no indication of the local opportunity for employment, for
as mentioned earlier, they might be run in conjunction to
make a living for one person .

Weethalle had a baker, a

refreshment bar, a fruit shop, and a confectioners among

62 .

Interview/Ungarie C.W . A .

63 .

Interview/McKenzie, Primrose , E. Griffiths , Ganmain ,
20 May 1977, Tallimba Presbyterian Women's meeting
23 June 1977. (Hereafter:
Tallimba women) .

64 .

Table 3:1 .

Categories of Commercial and Professional

not further 9ubdivJded tlt Shire level in Census , 1933 .
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its other business enterprises .

The photograph of it

indicates that it offered few employment opportunities. 65
Hillston/with a municipal population of over 1,000 in 1933
offered positions for girls and women at two stores, two or
three stock and station agents, and one office job at the
hospital.

66

The Hillston branch of Nall, Jackson,

which the photograph shows to have been a large department
store, employed perhaps four shop assistants, some of whom
may not have been related to the proprietor. 67

As most

of the towns in the region were less than one tenth
Hillston's size, the opportunity for employment for men or
women outside the farm was almost nonexistent.

If the

employment pattern of the region resembled the State as a
whole, then these positions were mainly available to school
leavers, and young women.

Sixty per cent of the female

breadwinners in commerce in the State were between the ages
of 15 and 24.

In teaching, two-thirds of the women were

aged between 15 and 29 years.

68

In the absence of definite

information about local age/employment patterns this must
remain speculative.

But the general argument that local

employment absorbed younger women would also follow
logically from the beliefs and practices regarding the

65.

Plate 3:2A.

66.

Interview/McKenzie.

67.

Plate 3:2B.

68.

Census, 1921.

Plate 3:2

A.

B.
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Refreshment room, Fruiterer, Pastrycook and
Confectioner. Weethalle Bakers premises, early 1930s.
Source: Robinson

Nall , Jackson and Co. general store, Hillston, 1933.
Linoleum, tools, Silva-Frost and shaving cream,
stationery and steel wool, sweets, meats, crockery and
tea.
Source:
Carrathool Shire Library
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employment of married women.

They were pushed out of

employment,' Or left, when they married because
married women ... were busy rearing
children and helping their husbands.

69

When the 1921 and 1933 Census data for unmarried
women aged 15 and over in

Narraburra,

Carrathool, and Bland,

Shires are compared with the State Statistical Register
records of marriages in those shires the annual marriage
rates are ten and four per hundred in 1921, and 1933
respectively.

70

Not all women in paid employment were

unmarried and aged fifteen and over, so even if these
marriage rates applied to both employed and unemployed women
equally, they would represent the maximum potential turnover
in the female workforce.

In concrete terms, and further

assuming that all the female workforce was single and aged
15 or more, then in anyone year there would be ten (or
more) women for every position potentially falling vacant
71
.
t h roug h marrlage.

In practice, the demand was probably

69.

M. Jones, What My Family Did in the 'Thirties,
manuscript, May 1976, Mt. Erin High School Library,
Wagga Wagga, also, Interview/Robinson.

70.

Census, 1921, 1933.

71.

Ibid., For Narraburra, Carrathool, and Bland Shires in
1921, when marriage rate is maximum,there are 94
marriages, 584 women in paid employment outside primary
industry, and 1064 single women aged fifteen or more.
Assuming all 584 women are single and over fifteen,
then (1064-584) 480 are not employed (45%). Assuming
all women who marry leave the workforce, and
. apportioning the 94 marriages between employed and nonemployed in the ratio 55:45 calculated above gives
(480-42) 438 still single non-employed for (94-42) 44
positions vacated by newly married women, or one job
for 9.95 single women ovcr .15. For 1933 the figure
is 1:17.5.
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very much less because the pay was so low.

In 1933, the

only year for which income data exist, 84 per cent of
female breadwinners in Bland, Narraburra

and Carrathool

Shires had earned less than £52 in the preceeding year,
compared with only 38 per cent of male breadwinners. 72
An additional factor restricting the job opportunities for
women was a belief that paid permanent work was not women's
work, either because it 'wasn't done' or
Like it was pride, wasn't it - your
daughter didn't go out to work, she
stayed at home playing lady.
73
Pride apart, women were thought to have other,
more important alternative duties, some of which lay outside
~o

the home.

One was to exert a moderating or 'civilizing'

influence on men.

The nurse at Erigolia, for example lamented

the failure of her sex when fights broke out between men
'aided and abetted (unfortunately) by their lady supporters'.
'Their most important sphere'
mothers of and for the nation.

75

was however as

According to the Progressive

Party, Australia's future was not dependent on secondary nor

72.

Census, 1933.

73.

Interview/Ungarie C.W.A.

74.

Mitchell Library, Uncatalogued Manuscripts, New South
Wales Bush Nursin Association - Records 1911-1975,
Box K48718. (Hereafter: B.N.A. K ... etc), Erigolia,
letter, 6 January 1933.
Interview/Griffiths drew the comment that however men
behaved with each othe~ they did not swear when women
were present.

75.

Independent, 25 September 1931.

74
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even primary, industry, but on the 'Nation's motherhood'. 76
When 'Billy ' Hughes addressed the Country Women's
Association Conference he spoke of the gloomy future of a
sparsely populated 'white island in a coloured sea'.

To

the applause of the assembled women he revealed his solution,
'We must look to ... the mothers of this country to add to
.
, 77
our popu 1 atlon .
Women on farms saw their role, and that of their
daugh ters, as bearers and rearers of children, and as horrerrakers,
and were proud of it;
did his outside'. 78

'I did my share in the house, and he
The partnership was unequal, for in

addition to the women ' s

'share' in the house and garden they

were expected to assist in the farm routine if needed:
picking up sticks from the newly cleared land, taking
lunches out to the workers, sewing bags . 79
But this too was assumed to be part of the women's
work, and not unusual .

80

On the other hand men were not

ordinarily expected to share the women ' s chores of cooking
and washing, although it was thought 'nice' if the man in
the family helped with the children , or was 'interested' in

76.

Advocate , 10 March 1925.

77 .

Minutes of C.W . A. Annual Conference, Sydney, 24 - 26
April 1935 , in Barellan C . W. A . files.

78 .

Interview/F . A . Prince, Griffith 9 June 1977.

79 .

Interview/Lake C . W.A., Tallimba women, E . Irvin,
Barellan , 17 May 1977 .

80.

E. g . CP656/J , N. S.W. Rural Evidence, p . 773.
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household affairs. 81
The actual response of the country women to
exhortation, assumption, and applause about their role as
mothers is difficult to assess for the Northern Riverina.
Births were not registered according to the mother's place
of residence until 1927, and because the estimates of
Shire populations are so misleading, birth rates, and
changes cannot be calculated.

82

Between 1927 and 1931

there was a decline in the total number of births. 83

In

1933 the total number of births was 757, or a crude birth
rate of 22.61 per thousand population.

This was 2.77 per

thousand above the non-metropolitan average rate for the
State.

84

As the population prior to this had been

increasing, the birth rate in the late 1920s was probably
slowing in the Northern Riverina, but this crude birth
rate might be misleading, since there were proportionally
fewer women in the Northern Riverina. 85

81.

M.V. Mole, Contiguity, p . 141.
Oeser , Social Structure, p.l06, has only 7 % husbands
participating in household activities.

82.

Stat. Register, 1938/9, p.609, and Appendix III.

83.

Total Births Bland, Carrathool, Coolamon, Yanco, &
Nurraburra: 19 2 7 = 89 4, 19 31 = 75 3 .

84.

Official Yearbook of New South Wales. (Hereafter:
N. S.W. Yearbook), 1939/40 , Government Printer,
Sydney, 1940, p.83, Census 1933, Stat . Register.

85.

The data for Yanco Shire, which alone of the Shires
intersecting with the region appears to have reliable
inter-Censal population estimates, shows a crude
birth rate of 29.04 per ~OOO in 1927, falling to 23.84
in 1933 . As this was a settled region with the
growing irrigation areas removed from it/this decline
may have been more influenced by the ageing of the
female population than the other districts, so again
the rates are inc o nclusive evidence.
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Expectations that girls would eventually, and
almost

inev~tably,marry

and rea r families did have an

impact on the treatment of girls in the rural society.
The Director of Maternal and Baby Welfare, when discussing
education for girls wrote
Surely it is better for a girl to
know something of the handling of
a baby than of algebraic signs.
86
In rural New South Wales the parents of girls apparently
inclined to this view as well, for their view of secondary
education was narrow.
In the early 1920s a slightly greater proportion
of girls than of boys stayed at school beyond the leaving
age of 14,87

partly because there were fewer employment

opportunities for them than for boys. 88

Until the late

1920s a slightly greater proportion of girls enrolled at
rural primary and super-primary schools intended to continue
their education, than did boys.

At the same time there was

a tendency for an increasing proportion of boys to stay on,
while there was no discernable trend in girl's intentions. 89

86.

Independent, 18 September 1931.

87.

Census, 1921, Excluding University students, in the
age range 15-19 the proportion of boys still being
educated was 12 %, of girls 12.9 %.

88.

Interview/O'Reilly, Wales.

89.

NSWPP, Department of Public Instruction: Annual
Report, 1920-1930. (Hereafter: D.P.I. Report). No data
prior to 1923. Up to 1928, when the proportions of
boys and girls intending to continue their education
were equal for the first time (47%), the averages had
been; girls: 43 %, boys 38 %. While the figures are
indicative of diff e rent attitudes, they are not
statistically significantly different. Analysis for
trends by S. Wilson, Statistics R.S.S.S., A.N.U., method
not yet documented.
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Although girls tended to stay long er at school,
they and their parents were not g enerally looking towards
a broader secondary education .

Over one-fifth of the

rural girls 'going on ' intended to enrol in the Domestic
Science Schools where they would be taught more of the '3Rs'
and 'practical gardening, needlework , cookery , home management, hygiene ', and the care of infants and the sick. 90
Girls who did not continue their education ove r whelmingly
intended to remain at home , rather than join the paid workforce . 91

For the boys in the rural primary schools, who

did not aspire to further education, the most popul a r
alternatives were to join their fathers on the land, or go
into unskilled employment.
SlX
o

Trades of various sorts claimed

per cent, as d 1Od commerce . 92

At primary school level

in the region there was pressure from the parents for
similarly 'practical ' education for girls in dressmaking and
sewing .

93

Another practical pressure from the adults' view

was that a sewing teacher had to be employed, which meant
the teacher ' s wife, or a local resident, would receive some
.JS39 a year .

94

The women's special role was, in practice,both
special and subordinate, rather than complementary.

Men ' s

90.

Ibid ,

N. S.l\) . Yenrbook, 1935/6 p.285 .

91.

D.P . I. Report 1923 - 1930 . Averages: 9 % to Domestic
Science Schools , 33 % to other education, 47 % to home.

92 .

Ibid . For boys the average proportions 1923 - 1930 were
to further education, 20 % to agricultural/ pastoral
work, 19 % to unskilled occupations .
42 ~

93 .

E.g . D . P . I./P3381 'l'tlllimba, letter, 12 July 1935 .

94 .

D. P . I./P3657 Ungarie , letter , 18 February 1938.
4 hours/week .

For
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role as the main breadwinners, and on farms as probably
the sole worker who sold his produce for large sums of
money, meant that they were to be supported and respected.
In the social order they were given a status that reflected
their dominance as breadwinners, as the majority of the local
population, as well as their primacy in management of
agriculture.

Some vestiges of the pervasiveness of that

view can still be found in the contemporary records.

In

petitions to the Department of Public Instruction for the
creation of a school and in the Lands Department files,
farmers listed their offspring in many ways, but if they
put them down in order, the sequence was not always that of
age.

Occasionally they listed them by sex, and then the

male children took precedence.

95

Masculine importance, present and future was
underlined in other places, like the women's pages of the
Land, which offered clothing patterns for 'baby girls' and
'f or th e b a b y man'. 96

Already the infant male was superior

to the infant female, and on the way to Manhood, while his
sister went through a different, lesser, stage of girlhood.
Following from and reinforcing these attitudes
was the idea that as the elite group in the society - men should be the leaders.

At Rankins Springs a meeting about

the local hospital made the point quite unreservedly.

95.

D.P.I./P3173 Monia Gap 1 of 5 families . P3316
Wallanthery, 1 of 7 families did this. CSP passim.

9G.

Land, 17 Novcnilicr L933.
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A committee of men was formed to handle
any business connected with the cottage
hospital , the general opinion being
that menfolk were more capable of handling
such affairs .
97
The local press followed this general approach in its
reports of women's meetings.
only identified as ' Mesdames'.

Those present were frequently
The appellation showed there

was more than one woman of that name at the meeting, but did
not differentiate between mothers and their daughters , nor
between women who had married unrelated men with the same
surname .

98

In contrast

men were assumed to warrant, and

were assigned , more individuality - seldom were they identified
without their initials.
Taken all in all, the rural women appear to have
at least accepted , if not positively embraced the role of
subordinate supporter of their husbands.

Their identity as

homemakers and civilisers was celebrated and reinforced by
the formatio n of the Country Women's Association (C.W . A.) in
the early 1920s ' to improve the conditions of women on the
land '. 99

Overwhelmingly the branches in the region were

formed by farmers ' wives with the intention of helping the
women of the district .

Within a year of the inauguration

of the Association in New South Wales in 1922 , there were

97 .

B.N.A./K48726, secretary to Sydney office, 22 October
1939.

98 .

Spectator, 4 February 1932 .
in footnote 104 below.

99 .

H. McDona l d ,
the Country
1922-1972 ,
Trier:ea -'ter :

See ' No Data ' comment

( Ed), The Golden Years :
The Story of
Women ' s Association of New South Wales
C . W.A . (7) Sydney (7) , 1972 (7).
McDon .tld , Golden Years) , p. 8 .
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branches at Hillston and Barellan.

By 1926 there were

additional branches at Lake Cargelligo, Tallimba, Temora,
Binya, and Ungarie, with others close by in the Murrumbidgee
Irrigation Area.

Four years later there were over a dozen

branches in the district . 100

In the smaller towns it was

an organisation formed and run by farmers' wives and
daughters, with some

of

the local business community.

Membership ranged from 20 to 80, with an average of around
35 or one in every five women aged 21 or over who lived in
or near the town. 101

In the big centres, Hillston, West

Wyalong, and Temora, the branches had nearly twice as many
members, made up mainly of the wives of local businessmen.

102

There probably less than one local woman in ten aged 21 or
more was a member, and farmers 'wives were fewer. 103

A large

town branch could support itself from within the town
community without many outside reinforcements.

In the small

settlements typical of the region, the interaction between
hinterland and town was strong, direct, and necessary, as
was demonstrated by the high proportion of farmers' wives
in executive positions.

The composition of their membership

100.

Country Women's Association of New South Wales,
Annual Report 1926-1940 held at the Association's
Potts Point Office, Sydney.
(Hereafter: C.W.A. Annual
Report)
This was 4% of the N.S.W. membership and 5 %
of the Branches.

101.
102.

Census, 1921, 1933, for details of population in towns
localities.
C.W.A. Annual Report, average membership 65.

103.

See footnote 100 above.
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is summarised below in tabl e 3:3. 104
Table 3:3
C.W.A. BRANCH MEMBERSHIP BY OCCUPATION: *
Large
Towns
%

Husband's
Occupation

Small Town
(Executive)
%

Farming

22

29

68

Commerce

37

15

8

Itinerant

15

6

8

8

4

o

7

2

o

11

24

16

Labourer
Home Duties
Women's
Occupation [ No Data

*

Small
Towns
%

As almost all women recorded their occupation as
'Home Duties', where possible their husbands'
occupation has been used to indicate their social
background.

Source:

See footnote 104.

It was an exclusively female organisation that gave women
a rare chance to get out of the home and to meet other women
for a specific purpose .

It was even worth ' doing a bit extra

the day before and a bit extra the day after' to make time

104 .

'Large Towns' based on local newspaper reports of C.W.A .
meetings in West Wyalong and Hillston . 'Small Towns'
from the same source, for Barellan, Weethalle, and
Merriwagga supplemented by Minute Books for the first
two branches, which also supplied the data for ' Small
Town ( Executive )'.
Occupations from Federal Electoral
Rolls . 'Itinerant ' generally includes stationmasters,
bank-managers, and school teachers whose appointments
to towns were not permanent . i . e . about 50/50 ' white '
and ' blue/collar ' workers .
'No Data' in most cases means reports contain
insufficient data to positively identify the women on
the Electoral Roll.
Craig, Rural N.S.W., p . 81, found only 33 % with farming
backgrounds , Oesei, Social Structure, p.33, 78% . As
this table shows , t he ' mix ' of a given Branch
reflected its loca t ion .
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to go to meetings. 105
The women at Barellan were involved in two
community projects, a local hospital, and a rest room.
The Annual Reports of the C.W.A. show these to have been
common concerns of other Branches, and the surviving records
in the region indicate that Barellan's interests were the
norm.

In August 1922, the women met and decided to build a

rest room.

106
wherein settlers' wives and other women
coming into the township may be able to
retire for rest or to attend to their
young children.
107.

Before bitumen roads, before the car, and before the fully
enclosed hard-top car, a trip to town involved getting wet,
or dusty -tthe dust was like talc/lOa - and perhaps muddy.
Towns offered few facilities for women, with or without
children, who needed to wash.

They offered fewer still

for women with hot and/or wet babies to be fed and changed.
The lack of public conveniences in towns meant that
shopping days imposed 'an unfair burden ... on the Hotels
and business houses of the Town'. 109

West Wyalong, which

had a population of over 2,000 living in it, and a further

105.

Interview/Irvin.

106.

Barellan C.W.A., Minutes, 12 April 1923.

107.

Gow and Gow's Quarterly Gazette.
Gazette), No.1, 1924, p.2.

loa.

Interview/Primrose.

109.

Bland Shire Council, Minutes, 13 October 1933.

(Hereafter: Gow's

~o
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1,500 in the adjacent town of Wyalong and the close
neighbourho"od, did not consider erecting a public
lavatory for women until 1932. 110

Other towns which, unlike

West Wyalong, did not have the spur of the Shire Office to
arouse them, and were much smaller, were less likely to have
women's conveniences.

Nor need the hotels always be

accessible, for the impression gained from local interviews
was that women visiting the district could stay in them and
use them, but local women visiting the town were under
. 1 pressure to aVOl. d tern.
hIll
s t rong SOCla
As an interim measure the Bland Shire Council
had allowed women to use the literary institute, but public
halls, if they existed, did not provide the best conditions
for feeding children. 112

Even before the Barellan rest

room was built,the C.W.A. had bought three chairs and a
basin for use in the School of Arts. 113

There was no

question that women needed somewhere apart from the local
refreshment rooms to meet when they carne to town.

The

Branch attracted over 100 members from a town and neighbourhood female population of about 350.

It was making an

attempt to ease the women's role as mothers.

Within two

110.

Ibid., 11 March 1932.

Ill.

Interview/Griffiths, Robinson, J.G. Rose, Hi11ston,
8 June 1977.
Business Directories pursued their main concern business - with little if any mention of halls or
literary institutes. Schools of Arts, nineteenth
century institutions, were unlikely to be founded
in areas opened a f ter the Great War.

112.

113.

Barellan C.W.l\.

M ~ nutes,

15 l\ugust 1922.
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years the rest room was complete, the Branch had achieved
its object; and membership began to decline.
Interest revived when the Branch decided to open
a cottage hospital in the town. 114

The closest public

hospitals were on the perimeter of the region, at
Condoblin, Lake Cargelligo, West Wyalong, Griffith, Leeton,
Narrandera, and Temora.

115

The rural women who bore the

farmers' children felt the need of more accessible medical
attention.

Doctors were unlikely to be able to make a

living in a small town.

Even the government subsidy to

ensure a reasonable income could not attract them to work
in the small hamlets in the bush. 116

Rarely were they

found in towns with a population of less than 1,000 in the
immediate vicinity, nor within 20 miles of another
practitioner. 117

Pharmacists, another source of medical

advice were even less common, some 40 miles apart and in
larger towns.

118

Dr. Balzer, a bachelor, was unusual in

that he made his home in Tallimba in the 1920's,

114.

Ibid. 25 May 1929.
192;1; 79.

115.

Stat. Register 1925/6.

116.

N.S.W. Yearbook~ 1929/30, p.422, merely mentions 'a
certaln sum ' ."

117.

Gazette, 1930, pp.309-353, 'Register of Medical
Practitioners'. Census,1933 shows 4 of 16 doctors
in this category. Median population for a resident
doctor, 1,300.

""118.

Membership: 1924; 100. 1925; 55.

Gazette, 1930, pp.207-226, 'Register of Pharmacists'.
Census,1933 median population for resident pharmacist,
3,300. See Map II, III.

116

ministering to about 200 local residents with a government
subsidy .

Of the medical practitioners in the region he was

the only one in a town with less than 500 inhabitants in it
and the immediate locality. 119
Bigger towns supported more than one doctor.
Outside these commercial centres the doctors were dispersed
along the railway lines in such a way no farm was more than
30 miles in a direct line from medical attention
an hour by car, if there was one, or three hours by sulky.
The Public Hospitals which appear to have offered free
treatment to the destitute after 1929 were a day's trip
away - if the route was as the crow flew . 120

Neither

distance, or more importantly, elapsed time/was at all
convenient to women whose labour might become complicated.
Part of the women ' s desire for local medical aid
wa s met by small private hospitals, like those in Hillston
and in West Wyalong,where the nurse advertised her willing ness to attend to patients at their homes in town or
country . 121

This was an advance on having a child ' in the

bush like a cow ' as one woman described it,or trusting the

119.

B.N.A./K48731, vleethalle , letter 13 November 1933.
Coelli, Tallimba , pp . 141-4.

120 .

Inferred from

121.

Spectator, 3 April 1930, Advocate, 4 March 1930 .

N. S .vil. Yearbcx::>k, 1929/30, p . 424.
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1 oca 1 ml. d Wl. f e. 122

Otherwise the women had to travel to

the public hospital to have their babies, their only prior
contact with a doctor being to send him a letter notifying
him that they would soon arrive to be confined. 123
As the alternatives indicated, professional
medical assistance was not necessary at the birth of a
child, and there must have been many women who only called
on a doctor for the first of their children. 124

The

absence of medical attention does not appear to have had
any impact on infant mortality reported in the region.
It was below the non-metropolitan average in the late 1920s~25
That, however, was not the point.

The women were looking

for the reassurance, the confidence that readily available
assistance could bring.
Fear accentuated by isolation when
carrying the child in embryo represents
ten times that of mothers within cooee
of a doctor, a chemist and a fully
equifF'=d hospital.
126.
The cottage hospitals that the local Branches of the C.W.A .
set up eased that strain.

They were let to doctors or

nurses to encourage them to take up a practice in the town.

122.

Interview/Tallimba Women, Merriwagga C.W.A., 9
June 1977 .

123.

Ibid.

124 .

Interview/Prince.

125.

Stat. Register, 1928-30 shows reported State infant
mortality 53/1000 births, local Shires 39/1000 . No
reliable Shire data for earlier years, see footnote
82 above.

126.

Advocate,lO March 1925 .
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The nurses lived in them, and took in patients in an
emergency. 127
By 1930 the desire of the women in the region to
ensure convenient medical assistance was clear.

Of the

nine hospitals established by the C.W.A. in the State, half
were in the Northern Riverina , at Hillston, Tallimba, Yenda ,
128
.
Bare 11 an an d Ungarle.

In addition they were also

involved with the establishment of a two room hospital with
a kitchen at Erigolia at a cost of £40. 129

It had a

dramatic impact on the availability of medical care.

It

was near the end of the Rankim Springs railway line, and
provided a medical centre for settlers between there and
the Hillston

.-

Griffith line.

In 1925 their closest

hospital had been 50 miles away - the opening of Erigolia
hospital in 1927 halved that distance.
The hospital was staffed by nurses from the Bush
Nursing Association (B . N.A.), whose approach to medical
assistance in remote areas differed from that of the C.W.A.
Locally formed committees raised funds to pay the expenses
of a resident nurse, and set fees to be charged for treatment
by her. 130

By 1930 there were B . N.A. centres at Binya,

127.

N.S. W. Yearbook , 1929/30 , p . 422, Barellan C . W.A. Minutes)
10 October 1929. Weethalle C.W.A . Minutes, 19 August
1932. Coelli, Tallimba, p.120.

128.

NSWPP, Director General of Public Health : Annual
Report, 1930, p.23, 1931-32, p.28. McDonald, Golden
Years, p.55.
B . N.A./K48718, Erigolia, letter 18 October 1929.

129.

130.

p.432.
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Ungarie, and Erigolia, to
provide gratutiously or otherwise
(1) Trained Nurses and
(2)
other
requisites and attention for sick
and injured persons in country
towns and districts, by treatment
at the centre or in the patient's
home .
131
Annual subscriptions were £1 for a family, which entitled
them to reduced charges for treatment.

A day in hospital

would cost them 6s, their children half that , as opposed
to 9s for non-members.

At Erigolia a visit to the Nurse,

or a house call , was free to members, but probably ls 6d
and 3s respectively at other centres.

Ten days obstetric

care cost three guineas for members, a guinea more for non members.

132
Thus, by 1930 the new pioneering area of the

wheat belt could boast of some of the amenities found in
the older settled regions to the east . 133

But at the

turn of the decade the new wheat frontier of the New South
Wales wheat belt still retained some similarities to the
early frontiers of settlement .

It was masculine in

composition and outlook, the farmers were still working to
make their land fully productive .

Women were adjuncts

131.

B.N . A./K48745 , Notes on B.N . A . History, K48696 ,
Minute Book II, enclosure. NSWPP, Director General
of Public Health Annual Report,
1930, does not list
Binya , and no record of its files exist in B . N. A .
holdings at the Mitchell Library.

132 .

Pamphlet with ammendments in B . N.A . /K48718 ,

133 .

Map III .

Erigolia .
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rather than partners in the business of farming.
Individual settlers and their f a milies were more isolated
from their neighbours than average population densities
implied .

Unpublished details from the 1933 Census show

that an average of one person to each two square miles
outside towns, such as existed in Carrathool, represented
an average

0

f one f aml'1 y t 0 eac h 13 square ml'1 es. 134

Had

the farm settlements been evenly distributed these families
would have been at least four miles in a direct line from
their closest neighbours, their contemporaries in Bland
Shire, nearly three miles.

135

As was indicated before the

time taken to travel these distances was more than average
speeds of the common forms of transport would at first
indicate.

A decision to make an impromptu visit to a

neighbour was, therefore, one which involved a great deal
of time : time that might be spent on the farm.
was a contributory reason

This

to the importance of the weekly

trip to the local town, where social and shopping needs
were both fulfilled.

However , the 'frontier' image of

isolation based on distance between farms became increasingly
misleading throughout the 1920s .

Lake Cargelligo, 416 rail

miles from Sydney, had three return train services every week
in 1922. 136

By 1930 there was a motor service to West

135.

ABS Archives : Census, 1933, ' Final Totals of
Population and Dwellings in Municipal Areas' for
Bland and Carrathool Shire, and relevant Aperture
Cards.
Assuming a regular hexagonal distribution net.

136 .

Moores , 1922, p.378.

134 .

121

Wyalong on the days when there was no rail service . 137
Hillston, ~he town most remote from Sydney within the
region/had tri - weekly rail connections to Sydney in 1930. 138
People in the area were not cut off from the metropolis in
the way that they had been at the beginning of the Great
War.
During the 1920s local communication began to
transcend the limitation of road and horse.

At the

beginning of the decade there were about 15

telephone

exchanges in the region serving 500 or more subscribers.
There was an average of about one telephone for every three
dozen or so people, or every half - dozen families .

By the

end of the decade the number of subscriber sets had
increased threefold, to an average of approximately one for
'
139
every tree
h
f aml· l les.

The minimum annual rental in

tow n s in 1929 was £2 for a party line of three or more .
Beyond two miles from the local exchange the annual rental
was based on distance.

A party line of three or more

telephones outside the town cost 2s 6d per annum per
subscriber or instrument for every quarter mile (or part
thereof) .

This service , the cheapest, therefore cost a

farmer a minimum of £1 2s 6d a year , plus possibly a minimum

l37.

Ibid, 1930 , p.416.

138 .

Ibid, 1930, pp.368 , 388 . 464 miles from Sydney.
Daily trains from Griffith to Sydney .

139.

Based on a n alyses of exchanges listed for region
in Commonwealth of Australia: Post Master General,
New South Wales Telephone Directory: Riverina
District, 1920 , 1922, 1925 , 1930, 1935, 1939 .
(Hereafter : P.M . G. Telephones)
State average one
for every 13 pers o ns . CPP , Postmaster-General ' s
Department: Annu u l Report, 1930, p . 63 .
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extra charge of 2s 6d per annum per miles of any
specially erected departmental poles.

An exclusive service

cost upwards of three times the basic rental just cited, or
7s 6d more than the same service in a town. 140
Not surprisingly the early subscribers tended to
be town dwellers, such as professional people, businessmen,
and others .

They rented nearly half the sets in use, the

farmers a further quarter , and the remainder were in the
hands of people whose occupation and/or location could
not be positively determined from the contemporary telephone
directories.

If the details of the exchanges where least

uncertainty existed can be used as a guide, then probably
by 1930 just over half of the telephones were located within
the towns where there were exchanges. 141

It is not

necessary to know the precise proportions, for the evidence
shows that by 1930 telephones were relatively common on the
farms , and that the isolation of the pre - war days was
disappearing fast.

In an emergency help was so much closer

than when a fast horse was the sole means of local
communication . 142

The timber-clearing, wheat - farming

pioneers on the we s tern edge of the region were only
superficially like their predecessors.

The post- war pioneers

140.

Commonwealth of Australia : Post Office Guide , 1929 ,
pp . 318-9, 334. Located in Historical Section,
Telecom Australia , Sydney . (Hereafter : P . O. Guide)

141 .

P . M. G. Telephones .

142 .

Interview/Rutledge .

123

were only 24 hours by train from the metropolitan markets,
and the society in which they found themselves was one
where the old images of loneliness were fast evaporating.
The railway, the telephone, the spread of medical facilities
and schools, and the C . W.A., meant that the pioneers of the
1920s were more in contact with civilised amenities than
their forebears even a decade before.
being won

by~society with characteristics of a

settled, and a frontier area.

143.

The new land was

Compare Map II and III .

143
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Chapter 4
ROUTINE AND RECREATION
Farm l ife had a pattern, and so too did the events
which broke the routine .

These rhythms of work and recreation

contributed to the society's belief in self sufficiency .
In the east of the region where farming had been
established before the war the new farmers were able to begin
production quickly.
cleared .

Their land was generally fenced and

To the west the outlook was less favourable:

pastoral occupation had provided only a few fences, and little
land had been cleared . 1

It was still covered, in the main,

with three types of forest.

The Callitris pine country on

red , easily worked soils , and the belah and wilga on lighter
soils, were open associations
relatively easily.

2

which could be cleared

Around Binya , the yarran could be

pulled out by hand if bushfires had been through.

3

On farms

where some pine had been ringbarked by pastoralists or
rabbits , clearing was often a simple matter of pus hing the
dead trees over, and burning them . 4
W. L . Primrose took up his farm at Goolgowi in 1927 .
After a year of ' pretty monotonous ' work he had cleared

1.

Maps of HFAs in Lands , Archives.

2.

J . Andrews 'Pioneer Farming in the Hillston District ,
N. S . W. : Its Character and Opportunities' Australian
Geographer , 11 , 1 , 1933 , pp . 36 - 9 .
(Hereafter : Andrews ,
Pioneer Farming) . E . S . Clayton 'Wheat-growing in the
South-west and Riverina ' Ag . Gazette, XXXVII, 10 ,
October 1926 , pp . 715-6 .
(Hereafter : Clayton , Wheatgrowing) .

3.

Interview, J . Ellis , Binya , 16 May 1977 .

4.

Interview/O ' Reilly.
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yarran from 250 acres on his L836 acre block.

5

Nearby, J.

Parsons took up his land in 1928 and began clearing.
set up his tent in a clear area on his 900 acres
surveyed the remainder.

6

He

and

The yarran and pine on the block

were fairly open, and some of the wo rk had already been
done.

It appeared that bushfires and rabbits had killed

most of the trees. 7

The timber had only to be pushed

over, stacked and burnt and the land was ready for the
plough.

In his first six months he cleared 90 acreS , and

then took a job harvesting at Ungarie.

In January 1929 he

returned to his block ready to plant his first crop.

His

team of six horses drew a waggon piled high with their chaff
and oats, and the seed wheat.
came the plough. 8

Trailing the procession

By the end of the season he was reaping

six bushels to the acre.

9

Mallee was the other main forest association, and
it was also the most widespread in the areas settled in the
mid-twenties.

In general it was associated with light

sandy soils which did not retain their moisture, and which
gave slightly lower crop yields than other lands. 10

Mallee

5.

Interview/Primrose.

6.

Plate 4:1A.

7.

Plate

8.
9.

Plate 4:2A.
Interview/J.W.Parsons, Goolgowi, 8 June 1977.
Plate 4:2B.
Clayton, Wheat-growing, p.716. M.L.B. Proctor,
'Marginal Land South Australia and New South Wales
Compared~ Australi a? Geographer,lll, 8, 1940.
(Hereafter: Proctor , Marginal Land), p.23, See Map VI.

10.

4:1B.
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Plate 4:1

A.

B.

J. Parsons• home, Goolgowi 1928.

Source:

Parsons

J. Parsons' farm before clearing, Goolgowi 1928.
Source: Parsons
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Plate 4:2

A.

Team, waggon, feed, seed,and plough.
en route to Goo1gowi 1929.

J. Parsons
Source:

B.

One man harvesting alone.

Parsons

J. Parsons, Goolgowi.
Source: Parsons
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was the most difficult of the forests to subdue .
Along the Hillston and Rankins Springs lines
mallee scrub occupied one acre in ten of the available

land~l

Its clumpy growth of multiple trunks made the usually cheap
expedient of ringbarking a long and expensive task.

Along

the Hillston line for example, one-third of the mallee land
had been excluded from the estimate of land available because the Public Works Committee considered that although
it was ,

' suitable for cultivation . .. the cost of clearing

is too great ' .

12

Settlers whose blocks incorporated such

vegetation might have to pay up to £1 15s Od an acre to get
it cleared , whereas the more open pine and box trees cost
only about six shillings per acre to have cleared, or could
'
. reasona be ltlme
. 13
b e c 1 eare d b y t h e f armer ln

A.C. Zacher

ringbarked his few acres of mallee, annointed the gashes with
caustic soda , and when the tree was dead, burnt it . 14

But

generally , farmers with many acres of mallee could ill
afford such a costly

and time - consuming method, and had to

find alternatives .
W. Rutledge won a ballot for a soldier settler
b l ock near Weethalle in 1923 .

Before that he had spent two

years in hospital being treated for gassing, and another two
years as a trainee farm mechanic .

.11 .

He was 24 at the time

Ibid ., p . 21. Standing Committee on Public Works :
Barmedman to IIillston Line, Evidence, p . 6 .

12 .
13 .

Ibid ., Report , p . viii .
Ibid . , Evidence , pr o 5-6 . Clayton, Mallee Farming,
p . 748 claims mall'e rolling cost lOs to 20s per acre .

14 .

Interview/Zacher .
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and unmarried, a point in his favour, he thought.

He had

a motorbike, a spring cart and horse, an axe, a shovel and
a crowbar for clearing and fencing, a camp oven and a tent.
His first action was to take on a share-farmer to crop the
open land while he started to clear the rest, and worked as
a shearer to pay the rent and interest.

In 1929, six years

after taking up the land, he was able to put in his first
crop.

15

w.

Connor, who had 'been wheatfarming and on

stations practically all his life',

and was classed by

the Lands Department inspectors as 'a good type of settler'
took up his land in 1925 at the age of 27.

It took him

until 1929 to clear 100 of his 1,796 acres and put in his
first crop.

It produced no grain. 16

Clearly, then, the

mallee farmer was at a disadvantage compared to men like
Primrose and Parsons who could at least get a workable
acreage cleared in a short time and therefore hope to start
,earning an income from their own farm.
One solution to the time-consuming clearing of
mallee was to abandon the axe and roll the scrub in a
dramatic demonstration of man's s uperiority over matter.
Standing mallee was rolled down, and in the process of
being laid flat the trunks levered the stump out of the
ground.

The best time for clearing was winter when the

15.

Rutledge/Interview.

16.

CS/RSS, file 3991.

See also footnote 58, Chapter 2.
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ground was wettest and offered l east resistance to the roots.
In 1930 a hired team of 12 to 16 bullocks could roll 60 acres
17
a week in ten foot sweeps along the edges of the scrub.
Horses were less favoured for the task because they were more
easily injured - getting spiked on broken trunks, and pulling
their shoulder muscles. 18
Practical consideration of the pulling power of
horse or bullock teams meant that rollers were about ten
feet in length.

Their diameter and construction was a matter

for local conditions and ingenuity, but 'a fairly short,
heavy roller of no great diameter is very effective .. . hits
a clump close to the ground and with considerable force, and
19
is therefore effective in bumping stumps and roots out' .
The Agricultural Gazette also informed farmers
that South Australians, more often compelled to deal with
the mallee than settlers in New South Wales, had by 1930
devised a more brutal form of attack.

Instead of a roller,

17.

Clayton, Mallee Farming, p.745-8.

18.

Interview/Lake C.W.A. Probably pulled muscles were
due to the use of too few horses on the rollers.
Clayton, Mallee Farming, p . 746.

19 .

Ibio . , p.747 . Diameter of the roller varied from
30 to 48 inches.
The optimum size was one which
would strike the trees sufficiently high above the
ground to push them over and rollout the stump,but
not so high that it climbed over the trunks, nor so
low as to jam against them.
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the 'scrub log' drawn by two tractors or teams hitched at
each end anti pulling parallel to each other bashed a 24
feet wide swathe through the bush. 20
The next stage of mallee clearing - the 'burn' of
dried out timber - eliminated the dead trees, and hopefully
a lot of the exposed root, if properly carried out. 21

After

burning the farmer had to 'stick pick' to gather up the
unburnt sticks and stumps.

Burned stumps had to be cut back

to ground level to minimise interference with the cultivating
machinery.
st~s,

Even if reduced by good clearing to

inert

the mallee roots were still hazards for any implement

turning the soil.

Stump-jump machinery enabled crops to be

sown on land not yet free of stumps, but continuous collisions
with them reduced the life of the machinery, continually
adding to the farmers' repair and replacement costs.

Ideally

the cultivation prior to planting cut the surface roots, and
'
22
re d uce d suc k erlng.
After harvest the stubble was burnt to kill
suckers, and the paddock cultivated again to dig out stumps.

20.

. '21.

22.

Ibid.,
pp.746-9; Proctor, Marginal Land, p.22.
This
latter approach reached its apogee after the Second
World War, with two tractors drawing a chain between
them.
For a general discussion of mallee clearing in
South Australia, see M. Williams The Making of the
South Australian Landscape: A Study in the Historical
Geography of Australia, Academic Press, London, 1974.
(Hereafter: Williams, Landscape), Chapter 4.
For farmers concerned with fire bans burning took
place after the beginning of March.
Clayton, Mallee
Farming, p. 747.
Ibid., p.789.
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And after that - another bout of stick picking, followed
by another ·crop.
One temptation inherent in rolling, but not in
the more laborious methods of clearing, was to flatten
every mallee bush on the block.

While no doubt it was

satisfying to begin farming life with an all out assault on
the scrub, it was not a good idea.

If stumps were left In

the ground as a result of a poor roll or burn, or after
ringbarking, they 'suckered'

(sent up new shoots)

which

robbed the surrounding crop of moisture, and could wreck
the cutting combs on the harvesters.

If suckering was

allowed to occur the mallee could become denser than it had
been before clearing began.

New settlers taking up blocks

on which clearing had b ee n done some time in the distant
past were fully aware of the dangers of imperfectly cleared
mallee.

E . H. Ballard found:

. . . the block that was marked in plan as ringed
Barked & where there was only one three now there
has grown up as sucker bigger than the tree that
was ringed Barked it is now 3 times as many trees
if they had never been ringed Barked & I have not 23
enough cash to pay £2 per acre to clear it. [sic]
It is not likely that many succumbed to the
temptation to clear mallee while they had other land more
easily made productive.

Frames from probably the first

air-photograph run in the region in 1945 reveal that large
areas of mallee on the farms remained untouched, or had been

23.

CS/RSS, File 7890, Ballard to Department of Lands,
5 October 1922 .
Se e also file 7072, 2 November 1930,
and Lands, Archivc :l,LA/R 106266 24/1549, 22 May 1930;
' the particular tr e would be more difficult to kill
than if it had not been touched ' .
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cleared back only as far as was necessary to give
rectl'I'lnear paddocks. 24

Soil conservation surveys made

at about the same time confirm the visual impression.

For

example in the mid-1920s in the Parish of Goolgowi South, to
the northwest of Goolgowi, mallee covered one-third of the
land, and forest, mainly pine, another 60 per cent.

The

Department of Lands' maps for settlers merely indicated:
Undulating Country, Good red loamy soil
over nodular limestone mostly timbered with
pine yarran oak and box.
25
By 1945, 20 years after the arrival of the last settler
in the Paris"hl they had eliminated more than half the (pine)
forest and it now covered one-quarter of the land.
mallee, in contrast, was relatively untouched.

The

Green, uncut,

mallee still covered 16 per cent of the land and a further
four per cent had been partly cleared.

On all but three

farms more pine had been cleared than mallee, and on those
three farms the mal lee had to be cleared to provide an
economic cropping area which the clearing of pine alone could
not do. 26

24.

Department of National Development, Division of
National Mapping: Map 2150, 1945, Frames 18 to 40
passim, particularly verticals and right obliques.
(Flight Diagram: Curgelligo 155/6).

25.

Maps in Lands/Archives,
106267 24/1509.

26.

LA/R 10629 33/1307, LA/R

Pine reduced from 58% to 27%; Mallee 34% to 20%.
Soil Conservation Service of New South Wales,
Condoblin Branch Archives: C.S.J. Blandford, An
. Inventory of Land Use in Parish of Goolgowi sOUth,
County of Nicholson within the South West Wheat Area,
Internal Unpublished Report, circa. 1946-7.
(Hereafter: Blandford, Inventory).
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Mallee blocks produced less in their early years
than other ~and.

Even after the first sucker-infested crop

the land was not fully productive.

By the process of

gradually clearing more each year it was possible for farmers
to eventually have sufficient land in production to enable
crop rotation and fallowing.

The need to clear and

cultivate made conflicting demands on the farmer's time.
Unless the forest was cut or rolled at the correct time it
would not burn, the land would not be ready for cropping and
another year would have been lost.

Ideally, mallee should

have been rolled in winter, but then the farmer should also
have been ploughing the fallow at that time.

J. O'Reilly

was still clearing his land in 1933, and the energy that he
might have devoted to fallowing was put into clearing.
sacrificed his crop returns, and he knew it.

He

That year his

fallowed crop had returned 23 bushels to the acre.

The

other half, sown on stubble, produced 12 bushels to the acre.
In the interests of long term productivity he had cut his
potential farm yield by one-quarter.

27

Whichever land the settlers took they had one
problem in common - rabbits.

In his first year A.C. Zacher

dug 600 out of one corner of a paddock.

27.

28

Along the

J. O'Reilly, Farm Diaries, manuscripts currently in
possession of son J. O'Reilly, Lake Cargelligo.
(Hereafter: O'Reilly, Diaries).

28 .

Interview/Zacher.

3.1°
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Hillston line where fences were rare in the early days of
settlement "the place smelt of rabbits '.
'you could see the earth move' . 29

There were so many,

Under such infestation

a drive with dogs and beaters near Ungarie caught 700, and
thirsty rabbits would enter the fenced-off dams in their
thousands . 3 0

Local folklore recalls the plight of one

rabbit trapper who 'claimed he had to employ a boy to keep
the rabbits back while he set the traps '. 31
Various means of wholesale slaughter were tried
such as ripping the burrows up with a plough and collapsing
' h a tractor ; 3 2
"
'
,
b urrows
pOlsonlng;
an d f
umlgatlng
th em Wlt
vii th carbon monoxide from the car exhaust.

Cyanide was

expensive, and the roots of the trees in mallee country
"
rna d e p 1 oug h lng
lmpossl' bl e. 33

In any case, the rabbit was

so pervasive that individual farmers ' efforts to exterminate
them went for naught because not all farmers were equally
concerned.

The rabbits prospered on their land , and along

the road and stock reserves which were no farmer's
responsl' b'l'
l lty . 34

29 .
30.

Interview/ Primrose .
Interview / O ' Reilly, Primrose : and ungarie C. W.A.

31 .

Interview/ Ungarie C.W.A.

32 .

Interview/Zacher , Primrose, Prince .

33 .

Interview/Anderson , Prince .

34 .

See K. Peterson, Ph . D. in progress .
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Farmers could combat the menace by fencing their
crops .
work .

Like clearing , it was tedious

and time-consuming

W.L . Primrose remembers he was 'cutting posts day

. h t an d 'ln me sleep too ' . 35
an d nlg

Then they had to be sunk

into the ground - more hard work with the pick and shovel.
Next the two plain and one barbed wires had to be threaded
and strained as well as putting in the netting and sinking
it six inches into the ground - more work with the pick and
shovel. 36

A mile of rabbit-proof fencing with posts

every twelve feet or so , cost between £50 and £80, and
took a fortnight to erect .

37

By the late 1920s the average

farmer put in 250 acres or more of wheat .

If he had no other

cleared ground fenced the cost of fencing that crop would
have been between £125 and £200 . 38
Under a scheme whereby the State Government
provided wire netting to local Pastures Protection Boards
it was available to settlers on credit.

The debt became a

first charge on their land after Crown debts.

Five miles of

netting was the maximum allowed, enough to fence a square
property of

~OOO

acres.

39

In most areas, where farms

35 .

Interview/Primrose.

36 .
37.

Interview/ O ' Reilly, Medley .
CS/RSS , Lands Archives . Interview/O ' Reilly claims 5 to
8 chains a day. W.E . Greble, Kulin, p . l45, cites
local sources to the effect that five miles of rabbit
fence took a year for a farmer to erect, while also
doing other farm work .

38 .
39 .

CS/RSS .
N. S . W. Yearbook, 1929/30 , p . 609, maximum allowable .
Rescinded,1931/2, p.603.
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abutted each other, this would have been sufficient for
even larger' properties.
With fencing available on credit the farmer could
at least begin to clear and fence, but that took time.

He

had still to eat, to buy seed a~d superphosphate, and get a
farming plant together .
Some found the challenge too daunting and
resigned themselves to a tedious and disheartened and
existence.

The Lands Department found one such man out near

Tullibigeal,
' not suited for the land , he has no
experience .. . a single man and leads
a lonely life . . , appears to spend most
of his time in his hut' . 40
Another approach was to take on a sharefarmer, as W. Rutledge
had done .

Near Merriwagga a fencing contractor from Gunbar

drew a block of 2 , 000 acres , almost all mallee , except for
40 0 acres of pine .

While he felled and split the pine for

fencing and erected rabbit proof fences, he took on a sharefarmer to crop his land . 41

In a new area, such as Weethalle,

farmers buying and clearing land found it most economical to
get a sharefarmer in to do the cropping, rather than make an
42
early investment in their own farming plant .
Share- farming
ownership .

was also one stage on the way to farm

A man, having saved capital for a plant as a

40 .

CS/RSS , file 11965, Report, 30 May 1924 .

41 .

Interview/Merriwagga C . W. A.

42.

Interview/Rutledge.
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farm labourer, would next go

share- fa.rming

until he had

sufficient funds to pay a deposit on his own land.

There

'two-thirds' and

were two common types of share- farming:

'fifty- fifty', both short term arrangements for the one
season, although farmers might have continued to let out
land to the same share-fanrer

year after year .

system the landowner supplied land .

The

In the former

share-farner supplied

the seed, fertilizer, farm machinery, and all the necessary
labour, and took two-thirds of the crop proceeds.

The

landowner was paid the remaining one-third for the use of
his land .

Under the latter, more popular/arrangement the

landowner supplied the seed, fertilizer and land and the
share- farner

took half the proceeds in payment for his

machinery and labour .

43

According to the farming organisations in the
region , fewer than one farmer in ten was

share-farming by

1933, 44 yet the Statistical Register for the State
throughout the 1920s and 1930s show that the proportion was
double this .

According to it, one farmer in five was a

share-farner,

one or more acres in every five was planted by
. 45
on It.
and
one
farm
in
seven
had
a
share-farner
a share- farner,

43 .

Interview/Wales, N. S.W . Yearbook 1939/40 , p.659 .
CP656/3, N. S . W. Country Evidence, pp . 767-1015.

44 .

CP656/13 .

45 .

CP656/24, Exhibit N8 .
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The discrepancy between the Statistician's opinion and
local viewi was probably less significant than it seemed
for there were many degrees of formality in a share-farming
arrangement.

The signed contract between a large land-

owner and his share-farmers

was a far different arrangement

to a verbal agreement between father and sons, or between
brothers.

The local organisations' figures probably

indicate the relative scale of the proprietor- client
relationship compared with the co - operative arrangements
between relatives .

*

*

*

Farmers in their first years of settlement had
other forms of assistance available to them until their
farms were fully productive .
government assistance.

Ex-servicemen could command

During their first two years they

were entitled to sustenance for up to six months, during
which time they would be paid £1 or more per week by the
Department
was a gift.

0

f

.,

Repatrlatlon.

46

Unlike the £625 loan, this

The Soldier Settlement Loan could not be used

for furniture , camping equipment, or household effects .

If

used to purchase stock and/or plant it had to be repaid
within six years , if it was expended on permanent improve47
Up to £2,000
ments the period was 25 years .

46 .

Land for Soldiers, p . 13. Single = £1, married =
£1 lOs Od plus 2s 6d for each child lnder 16 up to
a total of four .

47 .

Ibid., p . 20 .
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was also available from the Gove rnment Savings Bank, but,
in the first years of the decade at least, this was
restricted to a maximum of £750 repayable over
35

years .

48

Civilians were not so well served.

In their early

years on new farms they too needed financial aid.

All

settlers on Closer Settlement blocks , (civilians or ex-soldiers),
qualified for assistance under Section 64 of the Government
Savings Bank Act , which allowed advances of up to 80 per cent
of the farm ' s unimproved value.

49

In the early years of

settlement, rent was waived if improvements were made , and
all settlers could draw on government departments and
agencies for finance.

In 1919 the Rural Industries Board

had been formed to consolidate and to co-ordinate advances
already made to farmers for relief.

It became the Rural

Industries Branch (R . I . B . ) of the Department of Agriculture
in 1923, and in that year advanced stores, seed wheat,
50
'
£160,000.
f o dd er, an d a 11 owances to f armers tota 11 lng

In

1924 the total was £237,000, an average of £90 advanced to
each of over 4000 farmers in the State to enable them to
grow 400,0 0 0 acres of wheat , or 13 per cent of the State's
total crop. 51

The Rural Bank offered overdrafts , and long-

term, and fixed loans to farmers .

During the 1920s

48 .
49 .

Ibid . , p . 22 .
Government Savings Bank Act , 1906 , (No. 48), Section 64 .

50 .
51 .

N. S . W. Yearbook , 1929/30 , p . 661 .
Ibid . ,1924, p.740 . Also advanced money for 3 . 5 % State
crup on fallow, 56,000 acres .
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approximately one farmer in ten was at any time in receipt
of that assistance , which rose from average of £450 in 1920
to £690 in 1929 . 52

By 1925 the Griffith and West Wyalong

branches of the Rural Bank had over 300 overdraft accounts
in the area, worth £157,000. 53

The settlers along the new

lines needed financial assistance for clearing - a problem
that was less important in the previously developed land to
the east .

Their average overdraft was £523 compared with

the state average of £535.

By 1929 the Griffith and West

branches of the Bank held overdrafts for local farmers
averaging £960,

and between them held one-tenth of all

Rural Bank overdrafts. 54
Other advances could be obtained from the Closer
Settlement Fund, possibly the Irrigation Commission, and
a s mentioned before, the Soldier Settlement Loan scheme,
and the Department of LanffiWire Netting Funds.

In 1925

these State agencies had advanced at least £11.5 million, or
an average of £154 to each primary producer with more than
one acre of land . 55

The Rural Bank at that time had loans

52 .

Stat. Register .

53 .

W.A. Cunningham, The Economics of the Marginal
Producer in Relation to Agricultural Production - With
Special Reference to the South- West Marginal Wheat Area
of New South Wales, M.Ec. , Un~ersity of Sydney,1950 .
(IIen;after: Cunningham , Economics), p. 73 i . e . about 5%
State total .

54 .

Ibid ., p.73, and Stat . Register .

55 .

Excluding Soldier Settlement loans, N. S . W. Yearbook,
1935/6 , pp . 675 , 703; 1938/9, p . 888 .
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worth £5 . 7 million outstanding, and overdrafts to the value
of £2.8 miilion.

By the middle of the decade , then,the

Crown alone had outstanding unpaid debts to it worth 17
per cent of the value of that season's rural production.

56

This figure was inflated by the falling prices for wheat and
livestock, but does show how dependent farmers were upon the
State at the end of the decade .

It also shows how much of

the rural earnings would be deflected to the government and
away from the private sector, due to the Crown's general
insistence on first priority in any repayments.
Crops and livestock could also be used as security
for advances from private sources.

The numbers of liens

taken out in the State varied wildly from year to year in
the 1920s but the average advance was relatively stable at
about £180 per wheat farmer involved in the transactions.
Mortgages on livestock , sheep, cattle , and horses were less
l ikely to be a source of loan finance in the newly settled
parts of the region where there were few boundary fences and
the land was insufficiently cleared to graze stock . 57

56.
57 .

N. S . W. Yearbook, 1934/5 , p . 591; 1938/9, p . 682 . Stat.
Register.
Stat . Register . In 1920s liens on wool averaged about
£780 on each flock, approx . 8s 8d/head . Total number
of liens:
1920,
~600 worth £3 . 3m;
1925,
11,000
worth £5 . 1m;
192~
15,000 worth £7 . 6m.
In the 1920s
mortgages were taken out on 2-3 million sheep , 100,000
cattle, and 16 , 000 horses annually. As there was no
. average of multiple liens/mortgages it is not possible
to estimate average advance extended , particularly as
livestock mortgages were known to be understated .
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Mortgages over land we re also a source of finance.
Of the settlers of the mid-1920s in the west of the region,
75 per cent had taken out a first mortgage between settlement and 1929 , and 56 per cent still had one.

Of the farmers

still under mortgage in 1929, seven in every ten had a second
58
mortgage , and one in four a third mortgage.
Also important as a source of credit was the local
store.

Credit was apparently freely available and probably

used widely .

Those in the retail trade were alive to the

fact that an annual account tied the farmer to one store,
59
encouraging him to do . all his trading there .
The scale
of this assistance in the early years of settlement is not
known , but if it resembled the later 1920s at all then
an annual accommodation of about £100 to a farmer seems to
be a likely figure . 60

Goods could be obtained on credit,

and paid for when the annual wheat cheque arrived .

This

was an int erest-free loan , but not a loan without any cost.
In order to cover the bad debts , shopkeepers raised their
. 1 pro f'lt margln
. . 61
potentla

To ensure a profit margin of

one - third , the mark up would be of the order of 50 per cent .
A mark up of one - third would return a profit on the goods
of approximately one-quarter .

62

Retail prices , therefore ,

58 .

Holdi n gs Cards . No data of value of mortgages cited ,
nor are data available in CS/RSS , or Lands / Archives .

5 9.

J . Seymour, Notes on Early Ariah Park , to author ,
7 May 1977 .

6 0.
61 .

CP656/14, Form H, N. S . W.
CP656/5, Bundle 4, File EN8 . Letter from storekeeper,
1 May 1934 .

62 .

Interview/Helyar .
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had some re~ationship to the storekeeper's assessment of
the district's need for credit .

Melon and Lemon jam, for

example, cost 10 pence in Lake Cargelligo but 11.5 pence
in Tullibigeal which was 20 miles closer to the metropolitan
supplier, but in a developing district. 63
In the 1920s machinery firms also gave credit to
secure customers to themselves .

Farmers could take delivery

of a machine for one-third of the price ln cash, one-third
64
in twelve months , and the final payment in two years .
Because the firms

I

risk was restricted to three years they

were eager to sign up customers .

In the 1920s they 'would
65
have sold the . .. moon on deferred payment I •

*

*

*

By some, or all, of these means a settler could
begin to bring his land into production .

When the land was

cleared and producing a crop the demands of the seasons
established a rhythm of farm life.

In the inter- war years

J . O ' Reilly of Lake Cargelligo kept a diary of his daily
66
work from which it is possible to reconstruct the routine .

63 .

CP656/3, N. S . W. Country Evidence, p . 1016 , al s o
Murray Pioneer,9 February 1934, for examples .

64 .

CP656/ ~

65 .
'66.

CP656/3, N. S . W. Country Evidence , p . 778 .
O' Reilly , Diaries, from which all details in following
discussion are drawn, unless otherwise noted .

Melbourne Evidence , p . 584; D. B. Ferguson ,
Managing Director , II . V. McKay Massey IIarris Pty . Ltd.
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He was , let it be said , not a typical farmer.

In the

first place he kept detailed records , as his previous
accounting experience had trained him to do.

This was

exceptional , for as late as 1945 the Marketing and
Agricultural Economics Branch of the Department of
Agriculture found it very difficult to discover farmers
willing to keep even rudimentary records . 67

Secondly,

he described himself to the Royal Commission on the Wheat
Industry as a grazier, not a wheat farmer .

Yet he put more

acres under crop on average than did other farmers in the
district;

his farm was twice the local average in extent ,

and he ran four times as many sheep as the average farmer
did . 68

However, wh at he did on his farm differed only in

scale and mix from the activities of other wheat growers,
farmers and graziers, or share-farmers.
In newly settled areas time not needed for cropping
would have been devoted to clearing/and six years after his
arrival
clearing.

O' Reilly was spending 7

per cent of his time

His wheat operations , despite the demands of more

than 1 , 000 sheep, still took up half of his time .

He was no

lo n ger ploughing virgin ground for the first time , and all
the paddocks had been under crop at l east once .

Nevertheless

67 .

P . C. Druce , ' The Financial position of 22 New South
Wales Wheat - Sheep Farms in 1944 -- 45', Review of
Marketing and Agricultural Economics , 14 , 9 , Sydney ,
1946 . (Hereafter: Druce, 22 Farms), p . 319 .

68 .

CP656/3, N.S . W. Country Evidence, p . llOl. O ' Reilly,
Diaries . CS/RSS . IIis crop area was one - quarter to
one-third larger .
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his diaries can serve to illustrate what farming involved ,
whether the emphasis be on wheat or sheep.

His needs to

catch the season , get the chaff cut , the horses fed, the
sheep shorn, and the produce carted, were the same as his
neighbours , and for farmers generally.

How and when he

tackled the task of making the land bring forth riches is
indicative of how others with that same task might have
spent each year.
To begin at the start of a new season's crop.
The last season ' s crop had been carted and sold.

The land

destined for the new crop had to be worked up to kill paddymelons, thistles, and any other weeds in the paddock, to
conserve moisture, and to continue the process of levelling
the ground .

Between the wars an accepted view was that the

scarifier broke up the surface into large clods of earth
that formed a protective mulch over the finer seed- bed and
retai n ed its moisture by breaking up the capilliary migrat.
lon

0f

.
water towar d s sur f ace evaporatlon
. 69

However th e

moisture was retained because the weeds were killed which
70
stopped moisture loss through transpiration .
In the
mallee , however , fallowing was probably of little use
because of the poor moisture retention qualities of mallee
soils . 71

69 .
70 .

71.

Cultivation also helped to level land , removing

Clayton , Wheat Growing , pp . 720-3 .
The Yearbook of Agriculture , 1957, united States
Department of Agriculture , washington , 1957, pp .
347-8 .
Proctor, Murgi na1 .Lund I p. 23 .
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depressions that could become waterlogged or boggy.
was easier to harvest on level ground ,

72

It

as the crop

would be relatively uniform in height and the comb would
not have to be continually raised and lowered to conform to
the crop height, or to avoid hillocks and ridges.
Like most farmers O'Reilly used a horse team.
Most farm families would therefore have to rise early,
around 5 a.m ., to feed the horses and have breakfast at
6 a . m., to be ready to start at daylight when the weather
.,

seeme d propltloUS.

73

Every working day followed a pattern:

rise , feed and harness the horses , then drive them to the
paddock .

O'Reilly worked his 80 chain by 30 chain paddock

with a scarifier set to a depth of two inches to slice off
the weeds and raise a cloddy surface over the seed bed.

In

the course of three or four weeks he would work up 200 acres
for sowing , doing four rounds of the paddock before lunch,
and another four after .

Then it was time to take the horses

back and let their sweaty coats dry off before sunset lest
they catch cold .

Then they had to be stabled and fed and

turned out about 9 p . m.

The next day was the same, another

15 or so acres, and so was the next, and the next , and the
next .

After spending over three weeks actually in the

paddock , the 200 acres would be almost ready for sowing .

72 .
73 .
74 .

74

Ibid .
Letter , Spectator, 29 January 1931 . Interview/Zacher,
M. L. Corbett , 6 June 1977 .
J . Nixon , (Ed . ) The Dusts of Time (Gold Dust , Red Dust
and Bull Dust), T..Jk e cargelligo and District 1873-1973 ,
'remora (7) , 1973 ('?) . (Hereafter: Nixon , Dusts) , p . 20 .
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Another ingredient was necessary:

rain .

If

possible farmer s wanted to put their seed into a freshly
moistened bed, but as wheat took half a year to mature they
could not afford to wait too long .

Around Wyalong farmers

would put off sowing until April in expectation of rain,
but would then sow ' wet or dry ' , particularly when they had
a large area to put In . 75

O' Reilly first put in a fodder

crop of 40 acres of oats which he would harvest before the
wheat crop , possibly in the pessimistic or superstitious
belief that starting seeding would fool the Gods into
releasing rain .
The combine , a combination of spring tooth
cultivator and seed/fertilizer drill, enabled farmers to
sow in a well prepared seed bed .

The cultivator points

decapitated any weeds that had sprung up since the ground
had been worked with the scarifier three or four weeks
previously, and so deposited seed in a bed free of competitors .
Seeding proceeded at the same speed as working up - about
76
eight rounds a day on O ' Reilly's land .
First the fallow
was put under crop, then the stubble.
seed varieties each year
Farmers chose their

O' Reilly used four

some early, some late/maturing .

variety

on the basis of its disease

75 .

Interview/Zacher , A. McKenzie, Hillston . Ag . Gazette,
XXXVIII, 1, 1927 , p . 7, recommended sowing between
early April and second week of May in the west, and
mid-April to late May in the east.

76 .

O' Reilly put in about 17 acres per day .
Zach er claims up to 20 acres.

Interview/
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or drought resistance , its rate of development , and their
particular needs .

Mallee-land farmers , for example, were

advised to use a tall wheat to keep the heads above the
stumps in the ground for harvest, and so that the straw
would give a good burn after harvest and kill the mallee
shoots . 77
As April ran into May, O' Reilly finished seeding,
seven weeks after starting .

The amount of time actually

spent in the paddock was about three full weeks.

In that

time he put in 200 acres on fallow, and another 200 on
stubble land , abo u t the same as other settlers in the
region. 78

Now the land needed more rain to start the

seed germinating.

This was the beginning of the farmers '

annual gamble:
If season ' s wet he gets Floods, Footrot,
Rust and Frost,
If it' s too dry the wheat cannot grow , so
then , of course, he's lost
And then there ' s Fire, Wind and Hail , Smut,
Take - all , and Malt If all these things assert themselves he
cannot win his salt.
79

77 .
78 .

Clayton, Mallee Farming , p.794 .
CP656/17 , Record of Replies Received to Questionnaire
B . Details based on study of those replies relating
to 32 farms in region . ( For location see Map I .)
Average : 406 acres of which 70 % on fallow . CS / RSS,
average: 300 acres, n.d. on fallow .

79 .

Spectator , 13 August 1931 . Malt was partial germination of seed aborted by insufficient moisture . Footrot
Rust, Smut , and Take-all were popular descriptive
terms for fungi which attacked various parts of the
plant . Ag . Gazette , XXXIX, 12, 1928 , p . 871 ; XLIII , 2 ,
1932 , p . 107 .
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Next on the wheat farmer 's work list was the
preparation of the fallow land during June and July, which
conserved the winter moisture by killing weeds and so give
the next year's crop a good start in soil with a high
moisture reserve.

SO Fallowing was continually urged by

the Department of Agriculture and its statistics made its
advantages clear.

In the 1929/30 season, for example , half

the wheat harvested for grain had been grown on previously
fallowed land.

It yielded 10.S bushels per acre, stubble

land yielded 7.3, and new land 5.1.

Fallowing was a less

urgent operation than seeding or harvesting, although the
Sl
earlier it was completed the better the results.
On
less developed farms there was another task, ploughing new
land to make it ready for future seeding.

In anyone season

four per cent of the State 's wheat crop would be on new land,
and it would have been a greater proportion of the new
settlers' land. S2
In the absence of selective weedicides the fallow
had to be tilled to minimise weed growth; so tending the
fallow was a continuing task.

O'Reilly fallowed in May and

June, ploughed it in July and August, and scarified it to
create a cloddy surface in September and October.

Keeping

just 200 acres in readiness for planting still involved
rising, feeding, harnessing, driving, drying, feeding, and

SO.

Clayton, Wheat-growing, p.721.

Sl.
82.

Ag. Gazette, XLI, 7, 1930, p.4S9.
Stat . Register J9~O-~O shows about 4 per cent of the
wheat crop was sown on new ground every year .
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stabling for nearly two full months of the six between the
end of sowing and the beginning of harvest.

Sixty and more

days spent in the paddock, spiralling in from the fence;
six acres a day with the plough, twelve with the scarifier.
Early October saw the crop nearing maturity, and
the arrival of itinerant farm workers

looking for employment

as bag sewers, hay makers, carters, and labourers.

They

came by bicycle, sulky, and train from their previous jobs,
from Victoria, and from local farms.

They assembled in local

towns at an agents to be looked over and hired, or sought out
a farmer on their own. 83

At Barellan the rendezvous was Gow

and Gow's store and agency, where at harvest time a farmer
might be able to pick his workers from a crowd of a hundred
or so.

84

For the local youths not needed at home this was

a chance for paid employment .
As with sowing, speed was vital at harvest time.

A

chance gale or storm could flatten a crop and catastrophically
reduce the yield.

On O' Reilly's farm the oat crop was

harvested in two days ln mid-November, and then the wheat crop
went into the harvester.

Again, he had to make his endless

circumnavigation of the paddock for hour upon hour .

But if

83.

Interview, A. Dalmer, Sydney, 18 October 1977. (Hereafter: Interview/Dalmer) . See also: F . Huelin, Keep
Moving, An Odyssey, Australasian Book Society, Sydney,
1973. (Hereafter: Huelin, Moving), pp.39-40; E. Watson,
The Autobiography of a Born Loser, manuscript 1970 (?),
in possession of author.

84.

Interview/Ellis, Irvin.
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the season had been good there was now a tangible reward
for the early mornings, long days, and late nights.

Each

day the team would haul the harvester through the grain,
another ten or fourteen acres would fall, another 150 or more
bushels of grain went into the bags. 85

For the labourers

that was another 50 bags to be filled from the grain hopper.
If it was early in the season they might skewer the bags
instead of sewing them, because they would be emptied
directly into the silos and the bags could be returned.
they were harvesting late, and the silo was full,
was no silo) all the bags had to be sewn.
expected to do 100 a day. 86

If

(or there

One man could be

O ' Reilly's 400 acres took four

weeks to harvest, spread over six or seven weeks.

One year

he lost a week altogether waiting in frustration for the
ground to dry out after showers made it impossible for the
horses to work, and the stalks too damp to cut .

Another

year the prolonged drought caused him to break off harvesting
to periodically cart water for the stock, which lost him
another week

all told.

If farmers could afford sufficient assistance, or
their family could supply it, they had a good chance of
harvesting their wheat, bagging, carting, delivering, and

85.

86 .

Interview/Ellis, Zacher, claim 10 to 14 acres
respectively. Median crop 12 bushels/acre; E. & L .
Dunsdorfs, Historical Statistics of the Australian
Wheatgrowing Industry, University of Melbourne, 1956.
(Hereafter : Dunsdorfs, Historical Stats.) pp.17-18 .
CP656/1~ district average 11 bush/acre .
A. Hausler ' The La s t of the Bag-Sewers' Sydney Morning
IIerald , 3 October 1953, in Mitchell Library Newscuttings file "Whe til .
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selling it , and having cash in their pockets by the new year .
Not all farmers had sufficient family labour available .

They

needed somebody to drive the harvester, somebody to sew bags
for the stack , or skewer them for the silo, and another
person with a waggon or lorry to cart the wheat to the
siding .

In practice the farmers probably preferred to drive

the harvester so that they knew their machinery and their
team were in competent hands.
cart bags .

The new farmers

Hired labour would sew and
with young families might only

be able to call on their wives to sew bags.

Their infants

would sleep in, or at least be restrained by, a pen of
full bags. 87

By 1933 about half the farmers could do as

O' Reilly did, and hire workers for five or six weeks at
harvest-time
commonl~

for about 30s a week and keep
88
50s a week without keep.

or, less

If the bag- sewers kept pace with the harvest, then
the wheat would be bagged , ready for transport when the end
of harvest freed the horse team to pull the waggon.

Very

few farmers could boast more than one eight-horse team and a
few spares .

Most farmers did their own carting, while about

one in three hired a contractor , but these tended to be
farmers furthest from the siding .

A contract carter charged

a rough average of one penny per bag per mile, but there
,

'

d'

were advantages to be galned by thlS expen lture.

89

8 7.
88 .

Interview/Lake C. W. A.
CP656/17 . Stat . Register has figures which show
average payment £108 p . a . or 40s per week .

89 .

CP 656/1 7 .

h
T e
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first was a saving in the farme rs ' time.

Nearly all

wheatgrowers were within 15 miles of a railway siding,
which was the maximum return journey that could be
accomplished in one day.

A team of eight horses could

move a standard waggon load of 100 bags (2.5 tons) at about
2 . 5 ml'1 es per hour. 90

At th a t spee d on 1 y f armers 1 ess

than 10 miles out could hope to cart a load of wheat in,
and return in an eight-hour day, and then only if they did
not have to ,wait to unload at the siding.

The wagon had

to be weighed, 100 bags unloaded and stacked or emptied
into silos, and the waggon re-weighed, then the weighbridge
dockets taken to an agent for advance or sale.

None of

those operations was itself lengthy, but there was generally
more than one load at the siding, as the contemporary
photographs show.

At Barmedman in Jaunary 1933 there were
91
17 waggons in the station yard on one afternoon.
When
the Barellan weighbridge reopened after a long-weekend at
9 a.m. on 4 January 1932 there were 30 waggons waiting.

One farmer who was there
... at three o'clock in the morning
... did not get home until three
o'clock the next afternoon although
only three miles from the silo. At
times there may be fifty, sixty or 100
teams ahead.
92

90.

Map III, CP656/17 shows median distance 9 miles,
maximum 19 miles.
Interview/Parsons, maximum round
trip of 20 miles in one day. Interview/Ellis re
waggon load. Plate 4:3A.

91.

McLaren, Barmedman, p.91, Plate 4:3B.

92.

C. Irvin, Early Days in Barellan and District,
Barellan Show SociLty, 1975, pp.152-3. (Hereafter:
Irvin, Barellan), p p. 152-3. CP656/3, N.S.W. Country
Evidence, p.973.
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Plate 4:3

A.

B.

Ten horse team carting wheat, Weethalle.
Source:

Robinson

The long wait at the Silos while over a dozen teams
unload.
Source:
Robinson
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A contractor could not break such bottlenecks, but while he
was queueing , the harvest could continue and the farmer was
not losing time.
Two other advantages accrued to the farmer through
the saving of this time between harvest and delivery.

One

was only of importance if the wheat was likely to be less
than Fair Average Quality ,

(FAQ). 93

Freshly cropped wheat

weighed more than wheat that had been standing in bags
because it was roister .

canny farmers estimated that a bag

lost three or four pounds by evaporation after cutting .
wheat below FAQ was docked,

( a lower price paid ),

As

delivering

wheat which appeared to be at or above the standard was
important .
as FAQ.

Freshly bagged wheat was more likely to weigh in

Naturally the wheat agents were aware of this and

so refused to take wheat after a rain. 94

They could try to

recoup their possible overpayments by later showing the
farmer the discrepancy between the local weight and the
weight in Sydney , suggest a mistake had been made locally ,
95
and that he should accept a lower final payment .
The other advantage from early delivery was a
higher price .

Rarely in the November to March delivery

season did the price of wheat rise after the end of December ,
and the farmer who used his own team for harvesting, and
carting , was unlikely to have delivered his wheat before

93 .

FAQ wheat weighed about 60 lb/bushel .

94 .

CP656/3 , N. S . W. Country Evidence, p . 776 .

95.

Ibid ., p . 1221 .
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then. 96

The price fluctuations would be of the order of

0.1 pence per bushel, but a 2,500 bushe] crop wouJd lose
96a
£1 Os 10d every time the price fell 0.ld.
After the bulk
of wheat was delivered the prices began to rise in April,
but farmers needed money before then , and rright not be able
to afford to wait.

Early delivery gave the farmer the

opportunity of obtaining better prices if he sold his wheat
immedia tel y upon delivery.
As the silos and stacks opened for business, so too
did the wheat agents, Louis Dreyfus, Lindley Walker, Daf gety,
Mungo Scott , John Darling, Bunge, and Farmers and Graziers.
All offered to advan e the farmer ready cash if he delivered
his wheat to them.

Once his wheat was in the agent's stack

he would receive a sum of cash r epresen ting an advance against
the final sale of his crop .

Alternatively he might sell all

his crop on the day of delivery.
An agent who stored the wheat against eventual sale
was not,

in theory, assured that the farmer would eventually

sell to him.

The farmer retained the right to reclaim an

amount of wheat eq ui valent to that which he had delivered
and to sell it elsewhere.

However, this apparent

independence was illusory because of the practical and
'
' 1 b arrlers.
'
97
f lnanCla

Before a farmer could withdraw his wheat he had to

96.

Stat. Register.
From 1922/3 to 1938 /9 the maximum
price during harvest was in November eight times,
and three times in December, out of 17 seasons.
CP656/24, Exhibit N46 has details of average net
prices to growers 1926/7 to 1933/4 .
In 6 of 8 seasons,
the top harvest-time price occurred in the first ~eek
of November .

96a. This was the minimum average crop in the inter-war
period for the region.
Stat . Reqister.
97 .

E . g . see pp.

15~,8.

lS7a

refund the advance, pay the agent 's commission, any accrued
interest on the advance and storage charges of about
per bushel per month.

~d

For a farmer to undertake this he

would have to be assured of a price sufficient to cover
these costs as well as his production costs .

Because

wheat agents offered similar prices this was unlikely.
Thus the agent who made the advance was practically assured
1lSln
· · g t h e sa 1 e. 97a
·
o f f lna
At harvest time the farmer appeared to be in
a strong position.

He was a seller, not a buyer at

During the year he paid for
the mercy of a salesman.
his supplies on the seller ' s terms.
At harvest the
roles appeared reversed - he was the seller.

This

apparent reversal was as illusory as his theoretical
freedom to reclaim his grain from the agent .

Before

radio market reports became easily accessible, the
farmers' main source of information for

heat prices on

the day the y decided to sell came from the person to whom
97b
they were selling, the agent .
This applied on the day
they delivered the grain, and whenever they wanted to
fi nalise 'the sale.

The farmer recognised that he was sellirg

on t he buyer ' s terms.

Awareness of his position did not arm

him against the rough, shoddy treatment

he

felt he experienced

97a.

South Australia, Parliament, Report of the Select
Committee of the House of Assembly on the Wheat
(storage) Bill, 1932, Parl Papers, 1932, No.6],
pp . 8, 36, 38 for dis ussion of this
relationship.

97b .

Market reports w re availab l e by 1934 at the
latest, (Land, 29 June 1934), but see pp. 132-3,
441-2, for the limita tions on r ception of suc
broadcasts.
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at the hands of the wheat merch a nts.
The first blow was the fact that the presence
of an agent depressed the local price by 1.25 pence per
bushel below Sydney quotations - that was the agents'
commission.

98

The next was the discovery that all the

half-dozen or so 'competing' agents were quoting practically
the same price.

The farmers felt the situation:

was all hocus-pocus because the market
was virtually rigged all the time ...
they agreed among themselves so that one
didn't outbid the other.
99
The FAQ was another contentious issue.

Any deliveries of

above FAQ were accepted at the ruling price with no
premium for quality.
was docked.

But wheat even half a pound under

Farmers thought it unfair that they were

docked on under FAQ deliveries when the average of all
their deliveries that season could have been FAQ.

What

angered them was that the wheat buyers could mix substandard
(and cheap) grain with superior (but standard price) grain
· f
h
.
100
t o get FAQ an d a pro f It rom t e mlX.
Farmers also found it suspicious that towards the
end of January the wheat prices declined.

They believed

that this move was deliberate exploitation of farmers who
needed ready money to honour the Promissory Notes (I.O.U.S)

98 .

99.
100 .

. CP656/3, N. S.W. Country Evidence, p.6l9, Dalgety
Agent; Melbourne Evidence, p.302, Bunge ' s General
Manager.
Interview/ A. Hende rson, Ungarie, 24 . June 1977, Ellis .
CP656/3, N.S.W. CO llntry Evidence, p.795.
A charge not denie. See General Manager, Bunge,
CP656/3, Melbourne Evidence, pp.368-9.
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which became due on 1st Februa ry .

101

As that date

approached farmers had to sell at whatever price they could
get . 102

The price of wheat was likely to decline as the

size of the crop became apparent during the delivery period,
and prices eased .

Even so, on the monthly average prices

in the inter - war years , only once did wheat prices peak in
January during the November to March delivery period, a
fact which fuelled farmers' suspicions.

The truth or

otherwise about market rigging remains unproven.

After all,

the merchants were basing their instructions to agents on
the same fluctuations in price .
'
103
co 11 USlon.

The wheat firms denied

But it was not impossible for one firm to

offer an unchallenged higher price to build up its stocks,
in the expectation that another firm would need a similar
favour later.

Nor was it impossible for merchants to offer

high advances to reduce the attractions of a voluntary pool.
The charges were dismissed by the companies, but never
.
. .
. d 1 0 4 Know 1 e d ge th a t
d lsproved , and the SUsplClon remalne .
such things were possible further soured relations between
agent and farmer .
Other agents , those for machinery, sacks , fuel
etc. , were already suspect because they were selling on

10l.

Advocate, 23 January , 1931 .

102 .
103 .

CP656/3 , N. S . W. Country Evidence, p . 830 .
tbid ., Melbourne Evidence, p.694 , Managing Director,
John Darling and Co .

104 .

Interview/Ellis, Rose .
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strict terms.

At harvest the wheat agents, the only

commercial group that .the farmers felt they could have got a
good deal from, turned out to have the whip hand as well.
Agents, and the commercial world they represented, were
thus easily stereotyped as foreign and antipathetic to
rural life .
The end of one season, with its final reward ,
was also the beginning of another.

Once more O' Reilly

hitched the horses to the scarifier and prepared for
another year's farming , another 140 days behind the team,
another

1100

and more rounds of the paddocks to produce

400 acres of wheat - if the season was right.
Superimposed on the wheat farming routine were
the demands made by the sheep flock.

The Department of

Agriculture experts believed that sheep were essential to
the economic running of the farm, for their wool and meat,
and for their effectiveness in grazing the weeds off the
fallow . 105

Lambs were also a useful adjunct if there was

sufficient feed to maintain them .

In the 1920s few farms

in the west of the region had sufficient fenced grazing to
run sheep.

Flocks that did exist in the region were about

400 strong; smaller to the west on the new, less cleared
106
areas, and larger to the east .
Farmers generally had

105 .
106 .

Clayton, Wheat-growing, p.724 .
CP656/l7 , shows median flock 200 on 84% farms .
Stat . Register/1935/36 shows median flock 300-400
on 86% wheat farms.
No data for the 19205.
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a small flock of 'killers', and e very 10 days on O'Reilly's
farm one of these was killed to provide fresh meat for the
family for a day or two.

The uneaten portion of the carcase

would be pickled ln kerosene tins in a mixture of saltpetre,
salt/and brown sugar to keep it edible and impervious to
heat, flies, and maggots.

107

On O'Reilly's farm, where he had about three
times as many sheep as the surrounding wheat farmers, the
lambing process was begun in October with the mustering,
selection, and yarding of the ewes for joining with the rams.
At this time of the year the only other pressing work on the
farm was cultivating the fallow, or arranging for chaffcutting.
After the harvest the sheep were crutched, which required a
day's work for a flock of 500.
months after joining .

Lambing began in March, five

When that was completed the next major

job was shearing , in July and August .

Some farmers operated

their own small shearing stand as a sideline, shearing their
108
neighbours' sheep for 9d to Is per head.
Others kept a
shed for itinerant professional shearers.

In either case

the sheep had to be driven to the shed, yarded, and driven
back .

Depending on the weather (for wet sheep could not be

shorn) the shearing season lasted just over a week on
O'Reilly's farm.

The last act in the sheep routine was a

107 .

CP656/1~ shows 36 sheep killed every year . Interview/
Clark, McKenzie, Primrose, Prince. Usually 75 %
animal pickled .

108.

Interview/Zacher.
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day spent dipping them, and in Au gust or September the
lambs were driven to the rail head and trucked out.

For

the remainder of the year sheep grazed with minimal
attention, except checking to see they were watered 1n
droughts, and free of grass seeds and flies.
In sum, O'Reilly spent over half the year tending
his crops and flock.

In the early days on the farm,

clearing, fencing, and rabbiting
the year.

took up another third of

As the farm became established, time spent in

these occupations diminished, and was directed to his two
main concerns, wheat and sheep.

On smaller farms the need

for cleared land was more urgent, and especially in the
mallee country where clearing was a continuing and more
time consuming process.

Even after 10 years on his

predominantly pine block O'Reilly was still picking up
roots and sticks that might foul the machinery.
While the men were occupied with the annual cycle
of routine work on wheat and sheep, and the odd jobs,
(building, carting water, riding the fences}, the farmers'
wives also had their routine in the home - cooking, looking
after and raising children, and feeding and clothing the
family.

Precise details of their responsibilities and the

houses in which they worked are difficult to discover, but
even the generalities from the region can give some idea
of the conditions and challenges that they met.
In the west of the region the pine that provided
fencing also provided ho u sing.

Half the houses in Carrathool
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and Bland Shires were wood, and one in five iron.
Between 1921 and 1933 the number of dwellings had increased
by 80 per cent.

Half the new houses were wooden, a further

one in three galvanized iron on a wooden frame, and a
smattering were clad in fibrous plaster.

109

Houses

described in Department of Lands reports on the district
ranged from one room galvanized iron huts worth £15 through
log cabins to four and five room wood and/or iron houses
worth about £300.

Some large houses were in fact two room

huts with two lean-tos, others had a verandah

at front and

back, a passage between the two front rooms and, occasionally,
a separate kitchen. 110

In Bland and Carrathool Shires the

four room house was most common, and with the five roomed
dwellings accounted for nearly half the housing in the
area.

111
The size of the farm family naturally varied, but

again some idea of the demands made on the women can be
gleaned from the Census.

In the 1920s and 1930s it showed

that between one dwelling in three, and one in four, was
occupied by either one or two people.
upwards of three people.

The remainder housed

Most of the adult population was

, d , 112 f our coup l
'
marrle
es 'In f'lve h
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~09.

Census, 192 ~ and 1933. Carrathool data adjusted to
compensate .for boundary changes.

110 .

CS/RSS, Lands, Archives.
Census, 1921 and 1933. Average

Ill.
112 .

=

4 rooms/dwelling.

Of the population over 21 years, half the men and
three-quarters of the women were married . Census,
1921, and 1933.
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age .

If those living on their own , or in pairs were

excluded, the average household in the region contained six
people - most probably a married couple, with two or three
children in their mid-teens or younger, and one or two others
in their late-teens and older .

The latter could have been

grandparents, other relatives, or older children . 113
Concrete examples of these generalisations can
be found among the Closer Settlement Promotion, and Homestead,
Farms .

T . C . Barry , a returned soldier at South Yalgogrin

had a four roomed house , 24 feet deep with 7 feet deep
verandah at the front .

From that a four feet passage-way led

between the front room and a bedroom to the 12 feet by 16
feet kitchen, the only room with a fireplace.

Leading off

this was another bedroom, 12 feet square, like the two front
rooms in the house .

The house was built from wood , with

floors , ceilings, lining , one window in each room , and had
an iron roof .

By 193 0 he had married and lived in it with
114
three children , all under the age of six years .
A. Hiles

of Merriwagga had moved to the district from near Cob ram in
Victoria in 1924 .

Three years later he was living in the

same sort of h ouse with his wife and three children , aged
two , four , and eight years .

115

113.

For details of this calculation see Appendi x Vl .

114 .

CS/RSS , File 1646 .
Lands , Archives , LA/R 106269 33/1346, Statutory
Declaration , 18 March 1927 .

115 .
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Water was seldom laid on to the houses , but it
was essential to the womens' work. 116

It was needed for

cooking, washing clothes, utensils, and children, for tea,
Inevitably

and for the Coolgardie or charcoal drip coolers .

a woman ' s work involved carting water in the ubiquitous
kerosene tin bucket from the tank or bore to the kitchen.
A washing bowl would take , perhaps, one gallon .

That was

ten pounds weight of water that had to be carted.

If hot

water was needed then there was also the wood to be chopped
and split for the fire .
On most farms the women had charge of the chickens,
and the preserving of the meat, as well as rearing children
and , where water was available , vegetables.

In all their

work tied them closely to the house and its immediate
surroundings .

It was a cramped existence, particularly with

children of pre - school age around the house all the time.
From talking with the women it is clear that their
weekly routine was just as predictable from farm to farm as
their husband ' s but with less variety of work.

Washing was

always done on Monday; Tuesday, ironing and mending;
Wednesday , baking; Thursday, house cleaning; Friday, odd
jobs ; Saturday , baking and shopping; then on Sunday, church
and half a day off .

116.

117 .

117

During seeding and harvesting, or

For condition of rural housing in the 1940s , the
earliest available survey, R . R. C ., Seventh Report ,
Rural Amenities, Government Printer , Canberra, 1945,
pp . 7- 8 .
Interview/Irvin , rrince , Primrose.
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whenever there was urgent work t o be done, the women's
routine was closely allied to the men's,
Your husband would get up and go out and
feed the horses, and by the time you'd
reckon he'd been away for about a quarter
of an hour you'd hop up and get his
breakfast and pack his lunch, and he'd go
to work.
Then you'd have children's
breakfast to get, then you'd have the
baby to bath and feed and by that time
you'd have to get dinner on. By the time
you got your dinner on and had it cooked
it was dinner time.
Then you'd do your
chores again, wash up, and get a bit of
sewing. 118
Otherwise the women's routine was a weekly cycle of housekeeping:

a ' perpetual motion job In the house ... trying

to . keep the blooming dust out'. 119

*

*

*

At the weekend the essential, repetitive routine
for both men and women was relieved by other social routines
and rituals.

Saturday shopping was a rural ritual.

Stores

were open in the afternoon, and monotonous work at the farm
was replaced by a variety of social

contac~

in the town,

involving getting- together without any formality of
invitation or imposition.

But for the women it was not

wholly an afternoon off.

They had to take care of the

shopping and the children.
the shops were crowded.

118.

Interview/Irvin.

119 .

Interview/Rose .

As Saturday was the shopping day,

The women at Merriwagga accepted that
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they might have to queue for an hour at the local store
before being served, and keep their children in order while
they wal' ted. 120

"
Th e 1 oa d was eased wh en 1 oca 1 organlsatlons

like the Barellan C . W.A. ran a rest room for mothers. 121
There, an informal roster system ensured that children could
be left under supervision while shopping.

It was also a

haven in which to wash the highway dust from children,
change babies, rest, and chat .

For the women, getting

together over afternoon tea at the church hall, the C.W.A.
Rest Room , or the local cafe after the week's work was
122
'something to look forward to'. For the men the same
applied, but at the pub, where no respectable women would
enter. 123
The local social groups from church, C.W . A . and
B.N.A.took advantage of the spending crowds to serve afternoon teas, and to run stalls which were for one day of the
week as much a part of local retailing as established shops .
To avoid any unnecessary competition, the groups took turns
to tap the public ' s purse for funds.

The only time when

these activities were suspended appears to have been during
the harvest months, when farm work was of paramount importance .

120 .

Interview/Merriwagga C.W.A .

121 .

Barellan C . W. A. Minutes 17 November 1933 show it was
still open to non-members for a fee of 6d, plus 3d
per child .
Interview/Lake C . W.A. , Irvin .

122 .
123 .

Interview/Merriwagga C. W. A .
Interview/Griffiths .
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Barellan C.W.A. found it impossible to organise their
afternoon tea stalls at the end of the year 'due to the
harvest' and abandoned them from November through to the
end of February .

124

Even O' Reilly/who went religiously

'to the Lake (Cargelligo) p.m.' 125 on Saturday during
the year, would work over the week - end if the weather
permitted harvesting to continue , and would forgoe his
Saturday pleasures .

Winter was the time for social

activities , for then the crops were planted and needed
. . 1 attentlon.
.
126
mlnlma
Church - going was the other established , if less
regular, week-end ritual .
Ang~icans ,

Over one - third claimed to be

about one in five were Catholic adherents , and

slightly fewer were Presbyterians.

Of the remaining 25

per cent of the population the largest Church was the
Methodist , claiming about one in ten of the population .
Church minister s were found in the larger towns.

127

At West

Wyalong and Temora there were Anglican, Catholic, Methodist,
Presbyterian and Lutheran celebrants, and all except the last
two were represented at Lake Cargelligo .

At Barellan there

124.

Barellan C . W. A. Minutes 4 November 1926, 5 December
1929 .

125 .

O' Reilly , Diaries.

126.

B.N . A. /K48723, Mt . Hope . Letter 4 May 1934 .

127.

Census,

1933 .
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were

Anglica~

Methodist, and Pre sbyterian ministers, and

the Methodists were also represented at Weethalle and Ariah
Park.

Other towns had one or two denominations represented,

the Church of England at Barmedman, Presbyterians at TullihLgeal
and Hillston, the latter also havin g a Catholic priest. 128
From the major centres the celebrants travelled
to the other towns.

At Rankins Springs one denomination had

monthly services, another waited six weeks between visits.
One Methodist circuit from West Wyalong was to Tallimba for
a morning service, Ungarie in the afternoon, returning to
West Wyalong in the evening. 129

On the Anglican circuit

through Erigolia, Weethalle and Tallimba each service would
attract less than 20 people - five or six families perhaps.
In older, bigger towns, like Ardlethan, the attendance
would be higher, around 30 at the monthly services.
ten of the Anglicans attended church on Sunday,

130

One in
prompt-

ing one of their ministers to publish a reminder
NOTE - That every parishoner shall
communicate at least three times in
the year.
131.
There is some evidence to suggest that about two-thirds of
Catholics of the population attended their Sunday services.

132

128.

Ibid., and Gazette, 1930, pp.175-201.

129.

Advocate, 5 May 1939.

130.

Barellan Church of England, Parish Archives, Register
of Services.
Interview/Robinson.

131.

Advocate, 14 March 1930.

132.

Census, 1933.
Interview/ Robinson.
These figures are
comparable with those for Catholics, 54 per cent, and
Anglicans, 13 per c ent in K.S. Inglis, 'Religious
Behaviour', in A.F. Davies, S . Encel, (eds . ) Australian
Society: A Sociol o gical Introduction, Cheshire,
Melbourne , 1967, p.45.

See also Mole, Contiguity, p.31.
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Without pre_Judice to the ecclesiastical functions
of church, the ritual of Sunday worship served a social
function as a preliminary to Sunday recreation.

In Ariah

Park the amateur bicycle races were held after church,
elsewhere the worshippers remained for a game of social
tennis . 133

Church membership had both spiritual and social

·
b ene f ltS
. 134

Both Saturday and Sunday saw organised

competitive sport , football - both Australian Rules, and
Rugby in the winter months - cricket in the summer, and
tennis most of the year.

Like cricket, the football teams

fielded in either code, were less indicative of strong
local sporting attachment, than of the enthusiasm of a few
families.

Team lists regularly resembled a family roll-

call of all sons of the requisite age and skill, but there
was more local participation in the role of spectators.

135

Tennis , probably the third most popular sport after football
and cricket , attracted participants because it could be
played as a social game and needed few players.

There

seemed to be a court at most schools, every ten or twelve
miles , so it was convenient , and the fact that basic
equipment , a racquet , was cheap, an important factor in its
136
·
P opu 1 arlty .
Weekend recreation, sport and family picnics , and
fhe rituals of shopping and church were the regular

133 .

Interview/Robinson, Rutledge , Primrose .

134 .

Su ch as fairs and fetes .

135 .

Langford, Wcethallc , p . 37 .

136.

T . J . Wilson , letter to aut h or, 8 July 1978 ,
Interview/Rutledge, Irvin , Tallimba Women.

Advocate, 12 May 1925 .
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punctuations to the week's farm routine.

But the most

important break in the year was the Annual Show.

Any town

with more than 500 people appeared to be able to sustain
a Show Society, or a Pastoral, Agricultural, Horticultural,
and Industrial Association

as they were often called, and

be able to attract exhibitors

and visitors.

In the Northern

Riverina the round of local shows started towards the end of
August with a two-day celebration at Lake Cargelligo.

The

following Wednesday, and 40 miles down the railway line,it
was the turn of the Ungarie Show Society.

A week later, and

20 miles further on it was West Wyalong's turn, and so on south to Barmedman, Temora, then west to Barellan, Ariah
Parkland Griffith by late October.

137

Rail transport, and the orde rly progression along
the line played an important part in the show, for it enabled
the commercial exhibitors and entertainers to organise an
economical itinerary , and their presence minimised the
parochial nature of the show .

Each week they packed their

tents and marquees and stalls, and moved down the line to
bring the next district its annual serve of outside entertainment .

There was Alf Henson's boxing tent, merry-go-round,

and ocean wave , snake charmers, and hoopla .

In the evening

George Sorlie ' s Revue Company presented music - modern and
classical - from the Eight Rhythm Rascals with solo

137.

Based on Show Lists in Spectator, 6 May 1930 , 5 May
1932 ; Independent , 30 June 1931 ; Census, 1933 .
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instrumentalists and vocalists, comedians , and a ventriloquist
ac t .

138

Commercial distributors followed the show circuit

exhibiting coolsafes, pianos , radios, cars, and bath-heaters.
The larger regional stores like NaIl, Jackson and Company,
had their own tents with displays of merchandise,
appliancesj and machinery for which they were distributors.
The entertainment and the display of new goods
accounted for some of the attraction of local shows, but the
agents of commerce were there because the show itself
attracted potential buyers

and, more than that, was important

to the district residents.

Evidence for this lay in the keen

competition that existed for places on the committee .

Unlike

other societies where nomination guaranteed election/the
Show Societies regularly had to resort to ballots because
nominations exceeded positions.

139

Committee membership

was not simply a position with prestige accruing from
association with the district ' s biggest event for it carried
obligations.

Not the least of these was financial, a guinea

membership per annum to the Society, and at least the same
again each year at the 'Smoke Social' where donations and
140
pledges for the next year ' s Show were taken .
The show had a special attraction.

It was, to

Qegin with, a special break in the middle of the week

138 .
139 .
140 .

and a

Advocate , 1 September 1939 .
E . g ., Independent , 17 March 1931 ; Advocate, 13 February
1925.
Spectator, 17 October 1924; Advocate, 18 March 1932,
2 July 1937 .
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school holiday.

Business firms loaned their lorries to

transport school children to shows.

West Wyalong Show

Society ran special trains to bring in people from outlying
141
areas.
Even in the early 1920s, when cars were a
relatively rare sight, the West Wyalong Show could draw
'
t
·
2 0 O ln
a dd'1 t lon

0

th e su lk les
.
'
142
an dglgS.

It was a time

to meet friends , and as visiting politicians always seemed
. t ou t , th e s h ow was e d
'
1 . 143
t o pOln
ucatlona

'Educational'

was used in a narrow sense of 'showing what the district
could produce ' , whereas the educational value of the show
was much wider than just a display of achievement.

Farmers

could easily meet and exchange ideas , talk with the local
experts and prizewinners, and pick up tips and advice.

There

was another educational level to the displays at the Show.
For the farmers it was a chance to demonstrate the skills
that they lived by:

horsemanship and horse breeding,

axemanship , so vital in the days of land clearing , sheaftossing , essential to hay stack construction, and success
in their chosen profession of producing good quality, high
yielding grain .

144

home duties on show .

The women

placed the fruits of their

There were sections for pound and

Sponge cakes , for biscuits, dressmaking , fancywork, knitting,
jams , chutneys, and scones.

Children had their own display

141.

Advocate , 22 September 1922, 3 July 1934 . D. P . I . /
P3310 , Tullibigeal , letter , 22 February 1932 .

142.

Interview/Seymour, Ungarie C . W. A., O' Reilly, Corbett .
Advocate , 2 September 1922 , Independent, 15 March 1935.

143.

E . g ., ILK . Nock , M.II . R. at Weethalle, Advocate , 23
August 1935.
Independent , 18 Se ptember 1931.

144.
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of schoolwork.
.

.

.

competltlon.

All with the added spice and incentive of

145

Hobbies too were on display: oil and watercolour
painting, photography, drawing, and wood carving. 146

Of

all the display sections, the hobby one was the most
restricted, for only those with money and spare time and
skill could enter .

The farm and home-based competitions

were open to many more, but accessability was only one
reason for their importance at the Show.
Every visitor, competitor

or not, who jostled

through the crowded pavilions to see the entries, and find
the winners, or who watched the outdoor competitions, found
something important confirmed.

Hard work , monotonous hard

work, produced something to be proud of and worthy of
display - possibly worthy of a prize as well.

One of the

endless batches of scones could be a championship winner .
Forest clearing could be elevated to a popular spectacle of
speed and accuracy in the log chop.

Winning the sheaf toss

made some of the haystack-building blisters worthwhile .
Shows were more than an exhibition of local
products and skills:
way of life .

they were a celebration of the rural

Alongside the commercial displays of luxuries

Or refinements to which all could not aspire, the country

145 .

Ibid .,

Advocate, 23 August 1935.

146.

Independent , 18 September 1931 .
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life was something all had, and could be proud of .

The

show, in this way, affirmed the wisdom of being on the land,
and implied that the outside world and its representatives
had little to offer that was of fundamental importance.
Often, but not universally, the Show day was
consummated with a Show Ball, for balls and dances far
exceeded sport in recreational popularity.

Balls, like the

s hows, tended to be annual events with sufficient public
support to warrant careful spacing throughout the year in
adjoining districts.

There were Church Balls, Diggers Balls,

Juvenile Balls, Bachelors and Spinsters Balls, and Matrons
and Benedicks Balls.

They were distinguished from the more

frequent country hall dances by more elaborate suppers,
decorations, and the wearing of fancy costume.

Decorations

ranged from ornamented lampshades, through the conventional
ceiling of streamers radiating from the light fittings, to
the elaborately dressed Diggers Balls in 1931. 147
The ball, like the show, was considered to be an
event that had to reflect credit on the district by its
success.

Goolgowi 's 'Grand Ball' ensured a good roll up by

running a special train

from Griffith, four shillings

return, departing on the return trip at 3 a . m.

148

147.

See Chapter 8. Also Independent, 13 May 1935;
Advocate, 11 August 1922, 8 June 1934.

148.

Local population 500-600, Census, 1933.
Parsons and his collection of papers.

Typically

Interview/
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the ball featured a grand parade of the dancers in fancy
dress, during which the judges selected the best set (group),
best couple, funniest man , and woman, the most original, etc.
The response was enthusiastic - people came as Convicts,
Ginger Meggs and Min, In d ians (Impe r ial and North American) ,
as the Devil, and the more didatic as 'Buy Empire Made', and
the ' Road to Ruin '. 149
Both balls and dances had live music.
former semi-professional orchestras played.

At the

The 'Cracker-

jacks ' played saxaphone, drums, piano, and trombone
. h t f or £5 lOs 0 d. 150
nlg

all

West Wya 1 ong h ad t h
e ' Gloomc h asers ' ,

and could get Billy Thompson's Band (six pieces) from
Grenfell to play from 8.30 p.m. to 3.45 a . m. for £14,
including all expenses .

151

At local dances the amateur

musicians would provide tunes on piano, violin, mouth organ,
or piano-accordian at the local school or hall .

152

Late in

the evening dancers adjourned to the supper room, or another
hall for a ' dainty ' or 'carved' supper, served in relays of
up to three sittings before resuming dancing.
Regatta Ball

For the G. P.S.

the Presbyterian Ladies served ham, tongue,

beef, and poultry with salad/followed by fruit salad, trifle,
jellies, cakes, tea and coffee .

Hall dance suppers were

149 .

Advocate , 11 August 1922, 25 September 1931.

150 .

Interview/Parsons and his collection of papers.

151.

Advocate , 22 June 1934 .

152 .

Interview/Rutledge, Ungarie C.W.A.
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less comprehen s ive, depending on whatever the women brought
on plates or in baskets - generally sausage rolls , sandwiches ,
and cakes. 153
Alcohol was seldom served (a combination of
preference and the licensing laws) and the hotels closed
at 6 p.m .

One of the jobs of the organisers was , however,

to wake up the inebriated at the end of the evening . 154
Bottles stowed in cars provided one private source, others
were more communal, causing the journalist on one newspaper
to comment
More drawing was done at Macdonald ' s
dentistry during the evening than
at any time during the year - The
cask was cached there.
155 .
The life of farm routine, interspersed with
rituals and recreation, displayed an underlying theme of
rural self-reliance.

The world outside their district had

little direct impact on their lives , but there is little
evidence that they found this a disadvantage, and much that
they believed it was not .

Farmers saw it in fact as

independence, although they were isolated rather than
independent .

It is still a proudly stated commonplace that

'We always made our own fun ' rather than import entertainment
in the form of bands , or wirelesses .

The contact with the

~53.

Interview/Irvin , Independent 3 May 1935 .

154.

Interview/Parsons, Wales .

155 .

Advocate , 25 September 1931.
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world away from the local town and district must be seen in
the context of the farm family's life.

Work in the home and

on the farm was only interrupted for short excursions to
town at fairly regular intervals.

Even the big events

the show were excursions to be planned ahead.
routine, and it was predictably regular.

like

So life was

It could be

tedious, for the satisfaction in a well turned fallow would
be diminished with the knowledge that it had to be turned
again, and again a third time in the course of the year.
Apart from the weather, life was predictable.

Farmers and

their wives were more concerned with the day-to-day running
of the farm , rather than with other people.

That they made

a living without outsiders, and in some cases, despite them,
was evidence to them that they were fitted to their task.
More than that, if farmers looked at what they themselves
had done with their land they could pride themselves on the
success of this adopted independence.
For the rural community, then, the routine of work,
and the variations in it of dances and sport, all were
evidence of local self-sufficiency, of the district's
viability.

These were reinforced at the big event of the

year, the show.

It should not be surprising then to find

that incidents unimportant at State level should preoccupy
farmers and their representatives .
~heir

lives, were local.

Their concerns, like
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Chapter 5
TRUTHS AND lLLUSIONS
New settlers ln the region need have had little
in common.

Not all came from rural backgrounds, and the

immediate concerns of farmers and townsmen need not have
been similar.

Once in the region they were linked by the

rural press which sought to portray the area in particular
ways.

But the images of society that it created might have

been at odds with the reality.

A comparison of the rural

press with some less public records of the society will
highlight any differences, and thus shed light on the
functions of a rural newspaper, and on the workings of
rural society.
Putting settlers with different ideas and aims into
a new district could easily have caused discord.

F . Turner,

writing about the frontier of the mid-nineteenth century in
the United States of America described a region where
individual destiny was dominant. 1

It was a fringe of

settlement 'strong in selfishness and individualism'. 2
F. Shannon's study of the agricultural frontier concludes
with an emphasis of the continuing independence of the
American farmer.

3

In his study of the Australian experience

1.

F . J . Turner, 'The Significance of the Frontier in
American History' in G.R . Taylor (ed.) The Turner
Thesis Concerning the Role of the Frontier in American
History, D. C. Heath and Co ., Boston, 1956. (Hereafter:
Turner, Frontier) , p.27 .

2.
3.

Ibid.
P . A . Shannon, The Parmer ' s Last Frontier : A riculture
1860-1897 , Ilarper 'l'orch 00 s, New York, 1968. llerea£ter :
Shannon , Farmer 's ) , p.378.
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R. Ward looked to the non-agricultural
found collectivist frontiersmen. 4

ru~al

frontier and

Significantly , although

he says farmers and selectors in the nineteenth century
'modified ' 5 the up - country mores, he does not go so far as
to claim they were overturned or reversed.

Possibly, then,

the frontier farmer might be a collectivist, for the purpose
of discomforting ' those wealthy squatters',

(especially if,

as McQueen claims, the bushmen were farmers). 6
Both interpretations are drawn from t he evidence
of behaviour and belief within the respective societies.
An examination of those two facets will assist in assessing
how the new society in the Northern Riverina thought of
itself, and whether this was a reflection of reality .

3 do

How

did it see itself?
The people in the new region may have had different
backgrounds and ideas, but the discussion of the everyday
life in a pr e vious chapter showed that they could and did
meet each other .

Studies of the formation of attitudes have

been largely devoted to the investigation of political ideas,
but the conclusions reached can be applied more widely .

In

4.

R.B . Ward , The Australian Legend, O.U . P. , Melbourne,
1970. (Hereafter: Ward, Legend), p.245.

5.

Ibid ., p . 2l0 .

6.

Ibid. , p . 245.
H. McQueen, A New Britannia, An
Argument concerning the social origins of Australian
radicalism and nationalism , Penguin Books, Ringwood,
1971 . (Hereafter: McQueen , Bri ta nnia), p . 170 .
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the 1950s, C . W. Mills argued broa d ly that people formulated
their own views by discussion of various media views with
each other, and that:
It is in these conversations, more than in
any other way, that opinions are actually
chan g ed.
7
P . F. Lazarsfeld, on the other hand , found that few people
mentioned that face to face discussion had been 'influential'
or ' most important' in their voting decision,8 but it is an
open question whether the respondents were actually
influenced by their discussions or preferred to put on a
public face of a person who knew their own mind and could
not be swayed.
In Australia various investigations have shown
that face to face discussion was an important component of
peoples' political involvement.

According to J . Power,

family discussion was the second most potent source after
participation in meetings .

Discussion with persons outside

the family ranked fourth in a list of nine. 9

Western and

Wilson discovered that three - quarters of Australians

7.

I.L . Horowitz (ed . ) Power , Politics and People:
The Collected Essays of C . Wright Mills , D.U . P. ,
New York , 1967. (Hereafter: Mills , Essays), p.596 .

8.

P . F . Lazarsfeld , B . Berelson, H. Gaudet, The Peoples '
Choice:
How the voter makes up his mind in a
Presidential campaign , Columbia university Press, New
York , 1948 .
(Hereafter : Lazarsfeld, Choice), p . 171 .

Q.

C. A. Hughes , ' Electoral Behaviour ' in H. Mayer, (Ed . ~
Australian Politics : a Second Reader , F . W. Cheshire ,
Melbourne , 1969 , p . 142.
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discussed politics in the famil y , or with outsiders. 10
Both studies dealt with the influence of radio, T.V,and the
press on political attitudes, as did Mills' survey, and
they point to the importance of personal discussions in the
formulation of opinions.

In the rural regions of New South

Wales in the 1920s discussion and debate would have probably
been more important, because the people there were not
subject to the volume of media information that has been
explicitly taken for granted in the studies mentioned.
Radio stations had few country regional transmitters by the beginning of the 1930s.

The first to open

nearest the region had been 2AY Albury In 1930, followed
at the end of 1931 by 2CO Corowa , relaying from Melbourne. 11
Both were over 100 miles from the southern border of the
region, at a time when 'fifty miles [was] ... a very fair
measure of an average station's range.'
could in fact be heard in the country;

12

City stations

Forbes residents

10.

J . S. Western, P.R . Wilson, 'Politics: Participation
and Attitudes ' in H. Mayer, (Ed . ), Australian Politics:
a Third Reader, reprinted with corrections, F.W.
Cheshire, 1973, p . 320.

11 .

C . C . Faulkner, J.D. Corbett, (eds) , Broadcast Year
Book and Radio Listeners' Annual of Australia, 'The
Harbour ' Newspaper Co ., Sydney, 1934. (Hereafter:
Faulkner, Broadcast Year Book.), pp.17, 32 .

12.

W.A. McNair, Radio Advertising in Australia, Angus &
Robertson, Sydney, 1937. (Hereafter: McNair, Radio
Advertising) , p . 287 . Australian Advertising Rate and
Data Service : Radio Edition, Thompson Publications,
Sydney, 1976 (?), shows rural stations service area to
be a 100 mile radius, but this probably relates to
distances the listeners would be prepared to travel,
not transmitter range.
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were listening to the Melbourne Cup results in 1925 13 - but
poor reception attracted only small audiences.

The

metropolitan stations ' signals were marred in the Riverina
by

'static, fading, and similar troubles', 14

and as late

as 1936 three-quarters of the State's licenced sets were
within 50 miles of Sydney, 15 of which possibly 60 per cent
of the State's total were within 25 miles . 16

In rural New

South Wales there was probably one receiver for every three
dozen or so people, or one dwelling in 15. 17
Radio, lacking both rural outlets and listeners
in the 1920s , and by concentrating on the city listeners,
would have had virtually no role to playas a source of
rural discussion, and less still in the formation of views
about the local society.
The metropolitan press was more pervasive, as was
to be expected from the regular rai l services, but the scale
and nature of its
estimated.

penetration of rural areas can only be

The Audit Bureau of Circulations , an independent

assessor of newspaper circulation, was only begun in 1934
and its earliest records date from 1936 .

Its prime concern

13 .

Spectator , 10 December 1925.

14 .

Faulkner , Broadcast Year Book , p.142.

15 .

McNair , Radio Advertising, p . 288 .

16.

G. H. Anderson, Radio Audience Research in Australia,
Macquarie Broadcasting Services Pty . Ltd ., Sydney ,
1944.
(Ilereafter : Anderson , Radio Audience) , p.49.

17 .

Calculated from McNair , Radio Advertising , p . 288 .
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was with total circulation of me mbe rs ' papers, and was
not involved in dissecting regional distributions. 18

The

Sydney Morning Herald also only recorded its total circulation , which in 1933 was 200,000, or an average of one for
every thre e dwellin g s in the State . 19

From interviews

with farmers and other local people it appears that Sydney
or Melbourne daily papers were a regular source of information, either arriving on the day of publication or a day
later, dependin g on rail connections.

20

The treatment

of city news in the local paper would seem to show that the
metropolitan press largely pre-empted the rural newspapers'
reports.

For example Colonel de Groot's performance at the

opening of the Harbour Bridge did not seize the local
headlines, nor was Lang ' s dismissal front pa ge news . 21
Other news of rural interest came from the big
country weekly publications of which the main one appears to
have been the F . S . A. journal , The Land, if the prefa tory
remark ' of course we got ' is any guide.

22

The Bulletin,

18 .

Audit Bureau of Circulation, letter to author, 18 May
1977 .

19.

John Fairfax & Sons Ltd., letter to author, 7 June 1977 .
If early 1940s data is any guide , then about one
third of the circulation would have been in rural areas
i . e . one Sydney Morning Herald for every 4-5 rural homes .
H. Mayer , The Press in Australia, Lansdowne, Melbourne,
1968 .
(Hereafter: Mayer, Press), p . 34 .

20 .

Spectator, 10 December 1925.

21.
22 .

"Advocate, 17 May 1932 ,
Independent , 22 March 1932,
Spectator , 24 March 1932 .
Bayley , F . S . A., p . 85.
Interview/ Robinson, Griffiths ,
D. Clark , Ardlethan, 20 June 1977 .
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whatever its past rural popularity, was absent from the
farmers' r ecol lections of their reading, because, it appears
from interviews, they did not buy it.

These weeklies

provided a rural perspective absent from the daily
metropolitan press.

The Sydney Morning Herald,

for example,

had a regular feature 'On the Land', but it was only one
column.

Both varieties of urban press could offer local

residents little insight into their own communities.
The urban daily, and country-oriented weekly
paper~

made up two of four distinct commercial sources of

printed news in the region.
and regional newspapers.

The other two were the local

At the most local level were the

small country weeklies which no longer exist either as
current publications or as back files in libraries.

The

membership list of the New South Wales Country Press
Association provides a partial roll call of these lost papers

* Ardlethan-Beckom Tlmes,
.
+
The Ardlethan Times,
*

*

News, Barmedman Banner,
Leader,+

Ariah Park

*

Barmedman Broadcaster, Barellan

* Ganmain-Matong Express.
Coolamon Farmers' Review,

and there might have been others.

23

The Ganmain-Matong

Express dealt overwhelmingly with business and news arising

23.

New South Wales Country Press Association, Press
Progress, Sydney.
(Hereafter: Press Progress), 1929,
p.66.
Those marked * are not recorded in National
Library of Australia, Newspapers in Australian
Libraries, A Union List, Part 2, Australian Newspapers,
3rd edi tion, Canberra, 1975.
(Hereafter: National
Library, Newspapers).
Those marked + are recorded but
no holdings exist for the inter-war period.
Surviving copies of the Coolamon paper were rescued
from obscurity and are now in the Riverina C.A.E.
Library.
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from the local population of about

~OOO

people.

The

Ariah Park News, provided a similar service for a town and
local district population of just over ~OOO. 24
papers

These

and their contemporaries, both reflected the local

community, and helped fulfil the farmers' demand for local
news that was still a prominent characteristic over 30 years
later.

25

In the absence of any systematic information

concerning these journals of record, it seems that their
fields of interest lay within the scope of the larger,
regional, papers, but could provide more detail than those
wider-ranging papers.

Their local circulation appears to

have been directed along the most reliable transport
thoroughfares - the railway lines.

The Barellan Leader,

for example, reported news from towns on the 50 miles of
line between Griffith and Moombooldool , and from South
Yalgogrin.

It catered for a home -town population of about

500, and a total district population of around

~500.

26

At the next level above the purely local press lay
the more widely disseminated papers which covered more than
a few sidings.

The main regional papers in the 1920s were

24.

Census, 1933.

25.

C.F. Reuss, 'Content of the Country Weekly',
(Hereafter:
Reuss, Country Weekly), Rural Sociology,
4,3, 1939, pp . 333-4 . J.S. Western, C.A. Hughes , The
Mass Media in Australia, University of Queensland
Press, 1971.
(Hereafter: Western, Mass Media), p.37.

26.

Census, 1933,

8,500 if Griffith included.
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the Hillston Spectator, the Temora Star,+

the Temora Inde -

pendent, the Wyalong Advocate and the Wyalong Star,+

which

amalgamated in 1928 to form the West Wyalong Advocate, as
well as the Lake News

+ begun in Lake Cargelligo in 1928, and

the Griffith Area News+ founded in 1923. 27

Their reports,

and their sub-heading claims indicate that the regional
press covered all the region between them/including the
areas served by the smaller local presses.

Of these the

inter- war files of three still survive, and they supply
most of the newspaper evidence in this thesis.

The weekly

Hillston Spectator dealt with the towns along the line to
Griffith as well as news from Lake Cargelligo and
Euabalong.

The bi - weekly West Wyalong Advocate covered the

towns on the railway lines from Barmedman to Rankins
Springs, Naradhun, and Lake Cargelligo .

Barmedman was

also served by the bi-weekly Temora Independent and its
reports came from as far west as Barellan, along that railway line.
Reports in these papers concerning local events
ranged from small tidbits of contributed material, to reports
of the town branch meeting of the C. S . W., R . S.S.I.L . A . or
F.S . A.

Some towns, not necessarily the larger ones, had

bigger , regular reports.

.27.

The West Wyalong Advocate had a

Advocate, 3 August 1928, National Library, Newspapers,
records the demise of the Temora Star as 1906 . For
meaning of symbols see footnote 23 , above .
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weekly page devoted to the doings of the 600 or so people
at Ungarie , and to advertisements from that town ' s business
·
f lrms
.

28

In the 1920s the impact of the local press on
opinion would have been more marked than the studies cited
earlier would indicate .

However frequently people met,

talked , and exchanged ideas, their sources of information
were restricted to what they knew or heard, and to what
they read .

The local press had a virtual monopoly of

information , so local opinion was more likely to be influenc ed by the local paper in the 1920s than studies thirty years
or more later would reveal.

Consequently local interpretation

of society would be heavily influenced by the newspapers '
views. 29
Before examining the image of the region which was
reflected in these papers it is necessary to try to establish
the function the newspapers performed.
to the rural press .

Half of the space in the regional papers

was occupied by advertisements . 30
space contained news .

Advertising was vital

The remaining (editorial)

The form that it took would depend on

28 .

E . g ., Advocate , 6 March 1931 .

29 .

Holt , Wheatfarms , p . 105 records that 56 % of farmers
took the local weekly . As late as the mid 1960s, when
being challenged by radio and T. V., local newspapers in
the district reached about two households in three .
H. Roots , (Ed . ), New South Wales Country Press Handbook
1965 , N. S . W. Country Press Association, Sydney 1965.
(Hereafter : Roots, Country Press) .

30 .

See Table 5 : 1 .
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Table 5:1
NEvJSPAPER CONTENT * - FIRST WEEK OF MARCH
Temora Independent

1920

1925

1930

West Wyalong Advocate

1920

1925

1930

News:

%

%

%

%

Non-local
Sport
Legal
Agricultural
Service
Organisations
Local Politics

o

4
15

6

o

10

12

9
7

7

5
5
2

8
3

5
4
2

o

%

%

9
4

o

5

o

o
o

11

6

o

2
1

o

Total Editorial* 31

44

57

54

37

37

Advertising:

2

%

Local Business
39
Local + 'Brand'
3
'Brand' only
23
Total
Advertising *

69

%

38
11

o

%

%

%

25

26

8

4

25
14

Total Editorial *
Advertising:

%
34

6

o

10

4

56

43

46

63

63

1920

Non-local
Sport
Legal
Agricultural
Service
Organisations
Local Politics

3

11
6

Hillston Spectator

News:

o

1925

1930

%

%

%

5

o
6

2
2
8

4

2

o
2
4
9

3

1

1

o

o

10

54

44

51

%

%

%

J;,ocal Business
Local + 'Brand'
'Brand' only

14
3
19

o

13

24
7

27
4

Total Advertising *

46

56

49

* only major subdivisions of 'Advertising' and 'Editorial'
recorded.
Therefore r e spective entries against
axe cd subdlvis onul l:otnls.

' Total'
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how the editor viewed the role of his newspaper.

Was it a

vehicle for local advertising which used the spaces between
commercial columns to entertain or inform and so attract
readers to the advertisers' imprecations?31

If an editor

thought that his task was to secure an audience for his
clients' advertisements, his approach to the news content
was likely to differ from an editor who thought that
advertising was essential to ensure the dissemination of
news.

Another editor, who built his paper into a pulpit

from which to expound his views would have a different
approach again.
One difficulty in testing the function of the
advertising in the regional press is that theories of
editorial management have been formulated to assist the
study of newspapers which are assumed to be daily, and
therefore

chiefly metropolitan, papers.

Riverina the press was not daily .

In the Northern

The papers were there-

fore selling 'olds ' rather than news.

Tuesday's report of

Saturday's football match would scarcely be news.

The same

is true of the contributed reports of the district news that
could be weeks old .

What might be new, and of immediate

interest, were the advertisements for clearing sales, meetings, and business houses.

31.

If for the moment we take the

H. McQueen, Australia ' s Media Monopolies, Widescope,
Camberwell, 1977
(Hereafter: McQueen, Media) ,p . ll.
R. B . Walker, The Newspaper Press in New South Wales,
1803-1920, Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1976.
(Hereafter: Walker, Newspaper Press), p.36.
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point that rural papers, unlike the daily paper , were
unlikely to provide readers with the ' news' stories which
sell daily papers, then we are forced back to considering
the pull of advertising for the reader, the motives of the
editor , and other factors .
The three papers studied give little evidence of
the ' crusading editor ' preaching from his paper pulpit.

In

common with half the country press of the 1920s, they carried
no regular leading article or editorial. 32

The selection of

news reported, and the slant given to it might reveal
something of the editors' passions , but there is no obvious
reason why they should submerge their ideas in subtle ' bias'
in their own papers .

Their political views do surface during

elections , and, like half the State's editors they were
Country Party supporters.

33

If the farmers' recollections

of the popularity of the F . S.A ' s Land are at all reliable,
then the regional papers were preaching to the converted.

By

the end of the 1920s the local papers too were unlikely to be
the home of a crusading editor because they appear to have
been increasingly owned by the proprietors of the regional
presses .

The Ardlethan and Barellan papers, as well as the

Barmedman Banner were all part of the empire of the editor of
the Temora Independent , J . A. Bradley .

34

In this situation

32 .

Newspaper News, 1 November 1929, quoted in Walker ,
Newspaper Press , p . 188 .

33 .

Ibid ., p . 176 .

34 .

Sands ', 1931 ,

!n9 l: Eendent, 27 February 1945.
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the local e.di tors were not free a g ents who could pursue their
own bent since they were, in the last resort, employees.
The arguments concerning the role of advertising
ln the press, either as the rationale for the existence of
a paper, or as its financial base, also seem less convincing
in the rural context.

In the terms of the first alternative,

the regional press does not appear to have functioned as
a device for capturing an audience for the advertisers.

Nor

does the advertising appear to be dedicated to creating new
. 1 nee d s. 35
or artl. f'lCla

.
Th e d omlnant
purc h asers

were not large corporations .

As Table 5:1 shows,

0

f

space

'brand'

advertising in the latter half of the 1920s was only a minor
part of the paper .

The proportion of space given over to

local firms using ' brand ' blocks with the local name added
was much higher, particularly in Hillston, the smallest of
the three towns .

Local advertisers with a small market

could reduce their advertising costs by using the prefabricated
'brand ' blocks , and the sponsoring companies avoided any
commitment to long set- period contracts with small papers .

36

The two larger towns had bigger markets and their
newspapers were more clearly supported by the local businessmen ,
whose chief aim was to inform buyers, not convert them to a
new product .

Thus the interpretation of the press as a

vehicle for creating demands and needs is not convincingly

35 .

McQueen , Media , p.22 .

36 .

Press Progress , 1927, Secretary ' s Report, p . 35.
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applicable to the press of the re gion in the inter-war
years.
An alternative view of the role of advertisers
was that their need to inform clients of their services
ensured financial support for the local papers.

Ag ain,

this interpretation does not fit the Northern Riverina press.
The Advocate urged businessmen to advertise because
You cannot expect the farmers and others
to corne in and find out all about you
and your business. Send the information
out to them.
37
The exhortation was, in part, an admission that in a country
town businessmen realised that there was little need to
promote their services.

In Hillston, with a population of

over 1,000, most business was located in the main street.
Advertising in order to draw the attention of consumers in
a small community to any particular business seems
superfluous when any person visiting town could scarcely
avoid noticing its existence.

One shopkeeper has said that

the reason for advertising in the Ariah Park paper was that
there was no reason not to. 38
Future events of interest, dances, sports meetings,
stud stallion stands, entertainments, and sale, did need

37.

Advocate, 30 March 1920.

38.

Interview/Seymour.
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publicity through a newspaper, and provided a reason both
for the paper's publication, and for its purchase.

But

they were erratic, and too limited to form a reliable base
for a paper.

Instead it was local commercial enterprise

that filled the newspaper columns week after week.

Regular

advertisement did not mean repetitive advertising.

By varying

the emphasis between suits in one week, shoes the next, and
hats the next, the advertisers of drapery created new images
of their firm -

'news' - a reason to buy the paper.

This

practice should not be confused with the later formula of
advertising different 'specials' each week, which did not
really exist in the _1920s regional press.
So, taking the financial base which newspapers
need, the evidence from the rural papers studied seems to
indicate that local businesses had no great need to advertise
to make the local population aware of their existence, and
the public could expect to find little fresh news in the
paper.

But, as was mentioned earlier, the implicit

assumption in press studies is a daily paper with a large
circulation to ensure a sound financial base.

However in the

regional centres the presses produced more than the local
paper.

They filled the local demand for envelopes, cards,

bill-heads, tags, letter-heads, handbills, calendars, etc.
Job printing was a regular source of income, more important
relatively than non-newspaper printing would have been for
the big circulation papers. 39

39.

Advertising was still

Spectator, 17 April 1930, 12 February 1931;
30 March 1920.

Advocate,
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important, but not necessarily th e only source of the
editor's income.
The existence of the papers does prove that
although the local conditions meant advertising was not
essential for business prosperity, and although news was not
new, people did advertise in, and buy, the local papers.
What then did they offer to assure such continued support?
In the rural communities, the local paper was more than a
journal of record.

It was an institution, and regarded as

a part of the town life, an attitude that editors played
upon.

40
Why send printing to Sydney? The Sydney
printer does not do a tap towards the
advancement and prosperity of your town
and district, whilst year in and year
out we are 'plugging away', assisting to
increase and improve its standing and
prosperity.
41

The belief was shared mutually by editors, advertisers, and
readers .

When the Hillston Spectator announced that it was

closing, the acting editor was approached by 'a group of
civic minded citizens who desire[dJ to see Hillston retain
its newspaper'.

42

40.

A. T. Shakespeare, ~d.) I After 50 years : commemorating
the 50th Annual Conference of the N.S . W.C.P.A., New
South Wales Country Press Association, Wollongong,
1949 (?).
(Hereafter: Shakespeare, 50 Years), p . 40.

41 .

Advocate, 30 March 1920 .

42.

Spectator, 8 July 1943.
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As an agent of local p r osperity and prestige,
the editor also acquired status, as the editor of the Ariah
Park News wrote (tongue in cheek)

i

The 'Big Boys' all salute them
No matter how they dress.
A shabby coat is nothing, if
You run a printing press.
43
Local acceptance of the papers' claims of authority meant
that a press report of an event would have more status than
a verbal hearsay report.

Printed news was authoritative, and

that fact further served to reinforce the view of life
depicted in the press, and eliminate worrying ambiguities. 44
In part an explanation of why people purchased the
local newspaper can be more readily grasped if the idea that
'news' must necessarily be new information is abandoned.

Old

news was still tidings of some worth, and a closer examination of what made up that news is worthwhile, for it will
reveal something of the local role of the papers.

The

Countr y Press Association of New South Wales offered some
explanation of the special character of the rural press .

It

was
... the daily record of the doings of
average people in an average community,
and i t was
the duty and function of the local
paper to record the every - day doings of
average people .
45

43 .

Ariah Park News , 24 December 1925 .

44 .

A. P . Elkin , Our Opinions and The National Effort , (?) ,
Sydney , 1941.
(H ere after : Elkin, Opinions), p. 59 ,
noted that country people accept press news reports
as ' a true record ' , for the most part .
Spectator , 18 Apri l 1935 .

45 .
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It was not.

The papers themselves reveal that the average

person seldom appeared in the local press except for birth ,
marriage, and death notices, and not always then .

As for

the ' average person ' , however defined , it is unlikely that
the day-to-day doings of an individual were of much interest
outside the immediate family.

Even if the editor made an

effort to discover an average person, his or her story had
to compete with reports of more than family interest.
J.W . Parker , editor of the West Wyalong Advocate
complained of the average people, so glowingly rendered by
the Country Press Association , as nuisances who wanted him
to report their ' tuppenny ha ' penny bunfight or meeting' . 46
Overwhelmingly the reports printed had two common
features .
process.

Firstly , they were accounts of some formalised
In the field of sport, which as Table 5:1 shows

might take up a th i rd of the editorial space , the formal
event was the match.

Reports dealing with the local Council,

C.W . A. , R . S . S . I . L.A ., Hospital and Lands Boards, F.S . A.,
Masons ,

etc~were

meetings .

characteristically condensations of the

The second common attribute was that they were

reports of regular events , be they weekly or monthly .

The

main exception to this pattern of regular formality were
the legal , and wedding reports, but even these had a specific
place in the local society.

All the events , as well as

being local, had an attraction for the newspaper editor -

46 .

Advocntc , 26 July L936 .
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they were predictable/which simplified the process of news
gathering .

A reporter could attend a meeting and get a

story, or the organization involved would submit its own
report , or better still, ensure that the editor was a
member.

By following these patterns the regional press
did fulfil one function mentioned by the Country Press
Association, to make ' possible the easy flow of the social
life of the community ' . 47

If the average was to be the

criterion of judgement then it seems inevitable that
society would be depicted as easy flowing, without
turbulence.

But the proposition that country life flows

easily appears to have been more important than portraying
the average .

The evidence within the papers, of the sort

of events reported , certainly supports this interpretation .
As discussed above, the main items reported were the formal
and regular events .

These two factors in the formula of

press reporting en s ured that the papers ' image of the society
was one that was ordered , predictably regular, and as such,
apparently , easy flowing .

Further , the work of J . Galtung

and M. Ruge on newspapers suggests that this pattern would
be self- perpetuating .

They argue that one of the aims of

newspapers is to provide a stable framework of reference
within which news is interpreted .

48

The outcome is that

47 .

Spectator , 18 April 1935 .

48 .

J. Ga l tung , M. Ruge, ' The Structure of Foreign News ',
Journal of Peace R (~ s arch, 1965, 1 , pp.65-71.
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events outside the framework that has been established may
not qualify as news .

Papers , rather than print all the news

that is fit to print , would instead run all the news that
fits .

The regularity of the reported events therefore might

create its own momentum .

In addition , the inertia of the

reporting of those set events in cliched terms which
claimed that any large gathering was a 'representative ' one
- including ' a large and representative funeral'

49 _ furthered

the expectation of predictability in the reports.
Rural recollections of harmony

and tranquility

are partially supported by the absence of public debate in
the press .

Indeed , the scarcity of published letters lends

credence to the view that the rural press depicted society
as it really was - smooth running and almost unruffled .

The

editor of the Ariah Park News was alleged to have spiced the
paper with cantankerous

argu~ments

that he initiated and

perpetuated under various pseudonyms , because no - one would
.
wrlte
to t h e paper . 50

On the other hand the Hillston

Spectator took pains to emphasise the discouraging fact
that the linotype operators award forbade them to read
pencil manuscripts - letters had to be in ink or typewritten .
Whether his motive was to cut dow n farmers ' pencilled letters ,
or to provide an example of union pettiness and obstruction
is not clear . 51

Whatever the reaso n , the noticeable absence

49 .

Advocate , 3 August 1937 .

50 .

I n terview/Seymour .

51.

Spcctutor , 19 Fcbnwry 1931.
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of debate from the columns helped to foster the image of an
easily flowing life .

With this as background the sparse

editorials and the predominantly pro - Country Party comment
at triennial elections are interesting phenomena .
Sporadic editorials were unlikely to have much
influence , when compared with the regular depiction in the
press of one version of what life in the country was like week in, week out .

The rural press was conservative, but if

it had a conservative influence that would appear to have
come less from overt argument and editorial posturing than
from the intent , technique , and performance of the rural
press.

Constancy of content managed by the editor, rather

than public

proseletyzin~

was arguably its most effective

contribution to the perpetuating of the status quo .

The

warning of one correspondent to the West Wyalong Advocate
about Shire Council minutes appears equally applicable to
the local newspapers
you want to read them as you would
the minutes of a self admiration
society .
52
Against the

theory that the rural press encouraged

an image of the country by its choice in reporting overt
policy, the inertia of its methods , and the inertia that the
reporting itself might encourage , must be set the objection
that there was little else to report in the country .

52 .

Advocate , 27 November 1931 .

At
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this time it is virtually impossible to answer that
criticism because, unlike the metropolitan press in its
diversity, there is not the scope for crosschecking one
printed source against another. 53

When the headline

'Sensational Incident' leads into the sub-heading 'Dog
Breaks His Neck' the suspicion must arise that there was
little to report.

54

Such an item did not, however, run

counter to the ideal of a quiet, agreeable society.
The rural press took their task of creating an
harmonious rural image seriously.

When their portrait of

contentment might be threatened by the facts, newspapers
suppressed theJ11 .

The reporting, or more accurately, non-

reporting of unemployment was one such example.
The New South Wales Industrial Gazette recorded
a growth in unemployment in the region in the late 1920s
that escaped the notice of the newspapers until late 1930,
when a Labour Exchange was established at West Wyalong . 55
Subsequently the unemployed did appear ln the news columns
because they were sufficiently numerous and organised to make
an impact . 56

Unemployment at Merriwagga went unremarked

until the ' Secretary of the Unemployed ' wrote to the Hillston
Spectator

20

miles away. 57

The inertia in local

53 .

See f ootnotes 23, 27 above .

54 .

Advocate , 2 July 1937 .

55 .

New South Wales Industrial Gazette, Government Printer ,
Sydney , various date s. (Hereafter : Industrial Gazette) .
Advocate, 21 October 1930.
E.g . Inc]epenc]Qnt, 3 February 1931.
Spectator, 5 March 1931.

56.
57.
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reporting noted earlier was one factor in the omission of
any comment on the existence of unemployment.
once the unemployed organised deputations

However ,

and wrote letters,

that is, they worked within the accepted framework of local
social activity, they matched the press expectations of what
constituted reportable news .

Therefore their meetings were

reported, but there was seldom any other mention of
unemployment in the region although figures for local Labour
Exchange registrations were published in the Industrial
Gazette from mid-1930.

The desire to preserve the portrait

of a smooth running society prevailed.
The Hillston Spectator for example, only mentioned
the actual number of unemployed to rebut an exaggerated
metropolitan report of 600 looking for work in the district.
Ac cordin g to the editor, J.R. Teague, the highest number had
been 120 in a week. 58

If his figures were correct he had

avoided mentioning that one adult in every five or six in
town was unemployed.
three things .

59

By not reporting it, Teague achieved

First, he upheld the image of the district by

not publishing abroad to outsiders the news of a 'depressing
period' as he called it. 60

Secondly, the absence of

discussion indicated to the readers that unemployment was
not to be considered part of rural life.

Thirdly, these

two points furthered the view that rural society was running

58.

Spectator, 30 July 1931.

59.

Census, 1933, 587 persons aged 21 or over.

60.

SpcctQtor, 30 July 1931.
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smoothly, as was right, proper, a nd expected.
By neglecting the issue of unemployment when it
was being discussed in the metropolitan press, the editor
was avoiding something unpleasant, as editors admitted was
their habit .

In a much reprinted article an editor mused on

how a local wedding would look in print if truthfully
reported .

The groom would be a man who 'hasn't done a lick

of work ' and should be in gaol, his bride 'a skinny, fast
little idiot ... who doesn't know how to cook or keep house'.
To print such truths, instead of the stereotyped wedding
reports would be, the editor felt, to realise a life's
"
a mb ltlon
. 61
To print something palatable or not print anything
unpleasant was considered a virtue.

It earned the retiring

editor of the Temora Star a public tribute , for at the
farewell dinner the president of the local R . S.S.I . L . A.
congratulated him on his work in the paper, saying the
country Press . . . were not scaremongers
like the Metropolitan Press , and did not
stir up ill feeling.
62
The rural press also made positive attempts to
create a rural image.

It created continuity for the

established settlers and the new - comers .

For the new

61.

Spectator , 1 November 1934 , reprinted from Sunday
Express , London reprinted from Chattanooga News,
U. S . A.

62 .

Independent , 25 June 1935.
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settlers it rehearsed the early struggles of the region.
J.A. Bradley at the Temora Independent, did this quite openly
at the end of the Great War by republishing the 1908 Souvenir
Edition of the paper,

'in view of the large number of

arrivals in Temora and district in the past ten years'. 63
During the 1930s, as 'Back to' anniversary celebrations
became more popular, papers would publish pioneers'
reminiscences, providing new and old settlers alike with a
common heritage.

In Temora and West Wyalong, the goldfields

were the key to the past; in Hillston, it was the early
station owners and their horsemanship.

Great emphasis was

laid on the name of the first miner or station owner, others
also ran.

Life then was depicted as harder and more isolated

than existed currently, but there was some doubt that
improvements had meant progress.

Attention was drawn to the

fact that prosperity had been obtained at the cost of
destroying the forests.
Life in the old days had been more free, for then
'
64
th ere were no po I lcemen.

Men - there being no other sex

of note at the time - could play two-up, run a thimble and
' b y t h e po 1"lce . 65
pea game , and were , not harrled

When

necessary, the society produced its own law, but generally
the pioneers recalled a period when men had a high moral

63.

Independent, 28 April 1920.

64.

Greble, Kulin, p.156, reports a similar attitude.

65.

Spectator , 11 June 1931.
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code, and trusted each other implicitly unless they were
dealing with the ' tryeherous aborigines' or the 'sly
,66
'
Ch lnese .

Men then were, it seemed, generous; drinking

and fighting together ; caring little for creature comforts
outside the pubs.

67

Some of the pioneers' recollections were no
do ubt tinged with the joy of thinking back on how young
and wild they had been, but their accounts managed to
present a fairly consistent image .

They brought together

the strand s of rugged independence, bushmanship , and the
irrelevance of the law in their tales of local associations
with bushrangers.

Hall , Gilbert, and Dunn were believed to
68
have tasted the grog at the Hillston shanty .
Steve Hart
and Ned Kelly allegedly showed their horsemanship on the
'

near b y p l alns .

69

In these reports an (or perhaps the)

Australian legend was incorporated into the local mythology.
The early days belonged to independent , spirited men, dealing
fair and square with their mates.

They were boisterous, but

not malicious, they flourished best without official
interference, and they freely faced uncertainty and death .
They were, as the courteous treatment from the bushrangers
showed , able to get on together as the best of mates.

They

also had the ability to disagree,to resolve the disagreement ,

.66.

Independent , 13 March 1931;
Advocate , 13 October 1931 .

67.

Independent, 28 April 1920 .

68.

§pectato~ ,

69.

Advocate , 13 October 1931.

30 June 1931 .

Spectator, 30 June 1931;
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and then forget it and continue as if it had not happened,
just as the pioneers who 'fought, of course, but a handshake,
and a drink and they were better friends than ever'. 70

In

the past the 'easy flow of the social life of the community,71
had prevailed, as it did in the press of the 1920s.
Historical mateship served to bolster the contemporary
depiction of severe rural life.
One group in the region that might have been
expected to run counter to this ideal of mateship were the
police .

Their actions in the community provide one test

of the truth of the image of society appearing in the press.
They were paid to uphold the law, not be good mates.

Their

work could reveal whether the society ran as smoothly as
was portrayed in the press.
Contemporary newspaper reports of court proceedings
revealed that the police spent much time enforcing laws
relating to drinking and gambling.

Temora police statistics

for 1929 reveal most offences were "Against Good Order" or
"General Breach of Acts".

There were fe\v against people or

property and few involving violence, a pattern which was
also noted elsewhere in rural New South Wales. 72
Six o'clock closing of hotels appears to have
contributed largely to the incidence of illegal drinking, as

70.

Independent, 13 March 1931.

71.

Spectator, 18 April 1935.

72.

Independent, 9 January 1931; 41%, 39%, 1%, 6%, and
12 % of crime respe ctively . Mole, Contiguity, pp.164-5.
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evidenced by the numerous charges against men accused of
being on a licensed premises after hours. 73

In extremely

dramatic cases
You'd get in there with a drink and
somebody ' d hear a knock, knock, knock,
and the police would be there . Well
they'd be going out through windows.
74
More often the policeman walked in through the hotel's front
door, looked in the bar, and caught a few local men and
hotel residents with drinks in their hands
Some would come in at six o'clock
and stand in the bloody door . He
wouldn't say anything, he'd just
stand there .
75
Associated with these events was another common
liquor offence, namely that of selling liquor after hours
or from an unlicensed premises.

In the former cases the

defence was the beer had been paid for previously and had
been kept on the ice by the licensee until it was collected .
The same excuse of prior payment was tendered at race
meet ings and dances when the police investigated the
procession of men to and from a parked car and found a
suitcase of whisky , flour bags of bottled beer, a bottle
ope ner, glasses and a glass cloth.
Is this liquor yours?
Well, no its not. I brought it out for
several chaps some of whose names I don ' t
know .
76 .

73 .

N. S . W. Yearbook, 1928/9 , p . 475 .

74 .

Interview/McKenzie .

75.
76 .

Interview/Rose.
Police evidence, Advocate, 20 January 1931.
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In a police district twenty miles across the
settlers had ample opportunity to avoid detection or
confrontation.

For example, a fight at Goolgowi, allegedly

over a woman, proceeded in a wild-west tradition with one
protagonist stalking the other through the main street with
a gun vowing ' I ' l l shoot him'.

Both had disappeared by the

,
'
,
77
tlme
t h e Merrlwagga
po I'lce arrlved.

Almost the only

course open to a policeman corning on the scene where a
potential crime had been reported would be to informally warn
the participants that they would be watched.
he do?

What else could

The frequency with which police eyewitness evidence

in licencing cases was overturned in local courts scarcely
augered well for a prosecution based on a report of an
incident which did not lead to any crime.

The presence of

policemen, and their prosecution of cases, therefore does
not reveal much about the lawlessness or otherwise of the
rural society.

The incident at Goolgowi does indicate that

the society might have had more conflict in it than the press
allowed.
However, the way in which the police performed
their duties does offer evidence of the pervasiveness of the
ieda of a smooth running society.

As the incident at

Goolgowi showed, some tolerance of illegal behaviour was
forced on police by geographic limitations.

77.

Advocate, 19 March 1925 .

But other
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evidence suggests that not all tol e ration of law breaking
was inevitable .

The local police appear to have seen their

duty in much the same way as Sgt . Dan Simmonds, the
fictional police officer in The Removalists:
Never made an arrest in all my twentythree years in the force ... If you ...
get into a situation that you can't
handle without making an arrest , then
you may as well get out .
78
He was happy to run a station too small to handle big
incidents, and if the incidents were small enough to handle
locally, well , were they worth taking up at all?
The Mayor of Hillston protested of the local force
that they were
In the habit of threatening to break
the jaws and necks of a number of
persons while arresting them,
79
but his was an unusual outburst .

Town and farm residents

recollect the policeman as an unobtrusive figure who would
appear on farms annually , or see farmers in town to collect
production and livestock statistics.

If he arrested anyone ,

it was because he wanted a garden weeded and planted, or
wood chopped - or so the local memory has it .

The victim

was likely to be a passing bagman from the railway yards,
and the policeman had also to consider the logistics of
80
arrest - he had to feed the prisoner in his lock - up .
A

.78.

D. Williamson , The Removalists , Currency Press, 1978.
(Hereafter : Williamson , Removalists), p . 34 .

79 .

Spectator , 5 January 1923.

80 .

Interview/McKenzie, Zacher , Seymour , A. Dalmer ,
Peak hu rst , 11 Octo ber 1977 .
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policeman's appreciation of his duty was also tempered
by his desire to be able to co-exist with his local
community.

Locals were treated leniently.

Numerous people

recall the local unofficial dispensation that neither cars
nor drivers need be licensed, provided they kept out of the
view from the police station verandah. 81
Something of their resigned approach to the necessity of enforcing the law, and the avuncular manner, is
revealed in the court reports in the press.

A local

constable, in company with a R.I.B. official visiting a
farmer who had received wheat under lien to the R.I.B.,
reported some of his conversation as follows
Is all that wheat all your wheat?
Yes.
Have another. guess.
Now I come to think of it there are
about 50 bags belonging to [the
accusedJ.
82
In this exchange the policeman was sure of his 'facts and
was carefully offering the local farmer a chance to cease
obstructing a police investigation.

The setting of the

exchange provides an illustration of the way in which
officials

s~ught

to work harmoniously within the society,

to keep it flowing smoothly.

The policeman, for example,

was not investigating on his own initiative.

His reason

for prying was that he had been ordered to by an outside
body , the R. I . B.

The R. I.B . official who accompanied him

81.

Interview/Tallimba women , Irvin, Zacher, .O'Reilly .

82 .

Advocate , 20 October 1931.
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,
83
was a 1 so actlng under orders .

He lived in the district

and was not anxious to take up proceedings against members
of his host community if there was an alternative .
If you suspected a man of dummying
wheat you made frequent calls on him,

84

commiserating over his low wheat yield and wondering aloud
a baffled way 'why somebody would want to dump wheat'
in the scrub on his farm .

85

Only when farmers failed to take

the hint that their illegal activities were no longer secret,
would the official do his duty
You just had to report it . .. if
there was a political blow - up you'd
probably get the sack for not doing
it .
86
Once the office in Sydney was informed, it would order an
official investigation . 87

By such measures these officials

could keep people within the law , and at the same time avoid
a direct personal conflict in the local community.

They

were just doing what they were told to , when there was no
alternative .

But their initial approach had been to attempt

to eliminate wrong-doing without recourse to legal sanctions .
This attitude made for a varied application of the law in
different districts .

Each official determined the limits of

the law in different ways - on the basis of what could or
could not be prevented , and whether he found the disregard

83 .

Interview/Medley , the R. I . B. officer in this case .

'84 .

Ibid .

85 .

Ibid .

86 .

Ibid .

87 .

Ibid .
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for a particular regulation an affront to himself .

The

local officials chose to maintain harmony if possible , order
rather than law .

This process ensured that the society

appeared to be running smoothly.
As the incident at Goolgowi showed, disagreements
did find their way into the local press .
sweetness and light .

All was not

However the form in which most

disputes were reported did in fact contribute to the image
of undisturbed rural tranquillity .

The main reported

disputes were those at meetings which were resolved by votes
or committees.

The combats in sport and law provided a

clear cut decision through an independent adjudicator .
According to the press, the conflicts that did exist at the
local level were always resolved, they did not continue as
disruptive elements in a life that was meant to be smooth
running .
An illustration of the tendency to gloss over the
reality of rural life was the case of the Bush Nursing
Hospital at Ungarie .

The local press reported that a

problem existed , and had been resolved , but it did no more.
It d i d not explain the origin of the dispute .

The report

of the meeting recorded that questions about the hospital
were ruled out of order by the Chairman , and that a motion
to retain the services of the Bush Nurse lapsed for want
of a seconder . 88

88 .

There was no explanation of why local

Advocate , 18 June 1 929 .
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people wanted to deprive themselves of convenient medical
at tention.
The origins of the dispute which led to the
meeting are clear and show something of the realities of
rural society.

There was rivalry between the C. W.A. who

built the hospital and the B.N.A., over who 'owned' it .
The local doctor and the nurses were at odds over procedure,
and the consequences unsettled the local residents.
Immediately after a meeting which guaranteed 100 subscribers
for the centre, and the election of a farmer dominated
committee,the local practitioner, Dr. Daniel, foresaw a
diffic ulty. 89

It lay in the intention of the Bush Nurses

to visit patients in their own homes, or more bluntly,
compete with the doctor. 90

The B.N.A. knew this, believing

that
the Bush Nurse, being less expensive,
is called in cases really only suitable
for a medical man.
Trouble is therefore
brewing.
91
In Ungarie this threat was avoided, and a different
one created when the doctor and the nurses fell into a
replication of hospital routine .

The nurses staffed the

hospital, the doctor was paramount, and the nurses did his

89 .

Dr . P . Daniel, letter to B.N . A. 14 February 1927.
B. N. A. /K48729, Ungarie File . Committee of 15 with
5 farmers being biggest bloc. ,

90.

Ibid., letters, 23 March 1927 , 6 April 1927.

91.

Letter: Principal Medical Officer of Department
of Public Instruction to B.N . A., 2 March 1925;
B.N . A. /K48709 .
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bidding, to their evident chagrin
He insists on inspecting the most minor
cqsualties, which we could dispense with
quite easily, therefore giving patients
the impression we are absolutely
incapable .
92
Dr. Daniel was more satisfied with this arrangement for now
he had a virtual private hospital where the community or
the B . N.A. paid the nurses' wages and in which the patients
paid for their hospitalization, as well as the doctor's fees.
The nurses he regarded and treated as subordinates,
two girls, they are both excellent' he wrote,

'the

'a Doctor

couldn't wish for a better "offsider" to work wi th'. 93
The obvious, but apparently unforseen consequence

was that

the nurses and the community were not really satisfied.
The two nurses felt their competence publicly questioned by
the doctor's habit of unnecessarily detailing simple treatments

(like boils)

to them in the patients hearing.

94

Their

role as midwives was usurped increasingly by the doctor, and
they did not get a chance to visit people in their homes, as
had been intended. 95

They could do nothing about the

situation as they were excluded from the B . N.A. meetings
which discussed the Hospital's problems.

92.
93.

96

In the first

Letter, Nurse to B.N . A. 6 March 1929; B.N.A. / K48729,
Ungarie file.
rbin., letters from Dr. Daniel, 18 June 1927,
6 June 1928.

94 .

. Ibid. , letters from each nurse , 6 March 1929.

95 .

Ibid. , letters, 30 April 1929, 19 March 1929.

96 .

Ibid. , undated letter.
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two years of operation the Ungarie B.N.A. employed six
nurses , all of whom left because the physical and
administrative working conditions were too demanding . 97
Constant turnover of staff did not improve the
community ' s

feelings towards the hospital.

Transients were

suspect, and patients were happier to travel to another town
where the nurse was longer established . 98

This meant

however that the local subscribers were not getting full
benefit from their subscription .

The ' private hospital' as

the doctor called it, charged double fees and the doctor's
insistence that the nurses work in the hospital meant that
the subscribers could not benefit from the nurses that they
employed unless they could go to the hospital.
had to pay the extra fees

because~ere

Then they

was an 'unwritten

law' that all patients had to have the doctor attend them. 99
When that convention was coupled with the presence of the
Doctor ' s brqther- in - law as secretary of the local B.N . A.
' 1 appeare d to b e t h e d octor 'fl'efdom
. 100
b ranc h It h e h osplta
s
Little wonder , then , that the doctor discovered that the
hospital adversely affected his practice . 101

The end

result of all the dissatisfaction was that the B . N. A. with drew one nurse because no home nursing was being done and,

97 .

Ibid .

98 .

Ibid . , Dr . Daniel letter to B. N. A. 14 February 1929.

99.

Ibid ., A. F . Gillett to B . N.A . , 31 May 1929.

100 .

Ibid ., letter 24 October 1927.

101.

Ibid ., Dr . Daniel, letter to B . N. A. 22 January 1929 .
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according to B. N. A. records, the people were unanimous that
they did not want even one nurse.

102

In this account, the reality of life in a rural
town in the 1920s has been preserved because the participants
were

essentially

interlopers(whose only real means of

protest was to contact their organisation.

Other B.N . A.

files show that the experience at Ungarie was not unique .
At Erigolia the situation was similar .

In a

small society where there were insufficient people to support
a doctor, let alone a hospital, the entry of any new medical
facility into the area bore with it the seeds of dissent.
Rivalry existed between towns for the 'ownership ' of the
service , between those able to afford the service and those
wanting free treatment , between the adherent partisans of
the various factions , and between the newly arrived, and
the established professionals .
Late in 1929 the nurse , Sister Adams, newly
arrived from England , reported to the B . N. A. that the
relations between the doctor and the local residents were
poor .
Dr . Lindow of Rankins Springs , is hated
here and not one out of ten people will
have him .
103 .

·102 .

Ibid. , B. N. A. t o Ungarie B . N. A . 19 March 1929 .
Minute on Ungarie File, 10 June 1929 .

103 .

B . N. A. /K48718 , Erigolia File , letter to B. N. A. ,
18 October 1929.
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They preferred instead to travel to Griffith or Wyalong to
avoid payin"g his ten guinea fee.

As a subsidised doctor,

they thought, his £300 allowance from the Government should
enable him to treat patients at no charge. 104

Feeling that

she was being used in some local squabble, Sister Adams
publicly defended him

out of professional loyalty, and

resigned 58 days after arriving . 105
Sister Pailing , her replacement, found the
situation unimproved .

Rankings Springs and Erigolia were

fighting over ' whose' hospital it was, with Erigolia
claiming possession by virtue of location, and a majority of
" b ers . 106
pal"d - up s u b
scrl

The doctor was still the subject

of complaints about his fees, and his habit of coming into
the hospital and demanding payment at the bedside .

Sister

Pailing complained specifically that he bullied a woman with
a seven- day old baby to pay his fees ,
,.1 07
'
d lstressed

' leaving her visibly

The doctor counterattacked via the

Subsidised Doctor 's Committee, with an unfounded allegation
that the nurse had been living in the hospital with a male
friend , and that she had been prescribing medicine for
"
108
patlents.

104.

Ibid .

105 .

Ibid . , letter to B. N. A. , 31 October 1929 .

106 .

Ibid . , letter, Erigolia B . N. A. to B. N .A., 22 February
1930 .

107 .

Ibid . , letter to B.N . A., 27 July 1930 .

108 .

Ibid. , letter to B . N. A., 20 September, 1930 .
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The ingredients of the dispute were clear :

there

was professional di s agreement that could not be made public
for reasons of professional solidarity and hence status;
the residents felt that a doctor who was subsidised by their
taxes was their servant; there was rivalry over whose centre
it was; and the doctor despaired of ever getting paid by
' slmp
'
1 y canno t glve
'
wh a t they haven't got'. 109

peop 1 e wh 0

At the root of all this was money.

The debate

over ' ownership' hinged on which town had the most subscribers,
that is, who contributed most to the upkeep of the centre .
The split between doctor and community, which made the
nurses attempt to separate their professionalism and their
humanitarianism, was about payment of fees - money, or the
lack of it.
The position at Erigolia might have been exaggerated
by the newly arrived nurse . 110 The doctor , now in his fifth
decade of medical practice since graduating in London was
per h aps a bl' t testy . 111

But he was also producing a

'confrontation where none was necessary .

It was an established

practice to have the new mother make out the 'Baby Bonus '
(Maternity Allowance) claim form in favour of the doctor,
nurse, or local midwife who would then reimburse the mother

109.

Ibid . , letter to B . N. A., 12 March 1930 .

110 .

B . N. A. /K48749 shows 10% nurses born in Britain, the
rest Australian , including 60 % born in N.S . W.

Ill.

Gazette , 1930 , p . 332 .
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for the difference between the cost, and the bonus of £5. 112
The preference of potential patients for the cheaper B.N.A.
could have exacerbated his attitude.

The locals might have

been to anxious to protect the rights they thought they had
in relation to a subsidised doctor.

But all these issues

would only affect the degree of rancour, they would not alter
its roots .
That such disharmony could spring so readily from
such a desirable object as a medical centre is evidence that
the agricultural society even ,

(or perhaps especially) in

its early years was not very cohesive, whatever the local
press reported.

These cases, and the dissent that ensued

show more than that.

They show the root issue of money.

Flowing fro~ that central preoccupation with finance was an
attitude concerning its role, and the rights attached to it.
Essentially the person or group who provided the funds for
an ostensibly public utility believed it retained
proprietorial rights

over it, and those who used it.

At

Erigolia the subscribers were less concerned with the
original idea of visiting/mobile nurses, than with keeping
the nurses in one location so that they could be found with
a minimum of bother.

Erigolia B.N . ~. rejected the idea

that the nurse should have a car on the grounds that the
distances she would travel would be too far, a most odd

112 .

Weethalle C . W. A., Minutes, 22 May 1931. N.S . W.
Yearbook, 1939/40, p.154. B.N.A./K48718 Erigolia,
letter 10 December 1930 .
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reason given that rural distances were one reason for
"
'
,
'
Bus h' Nurses,an d h orne V1SltS
h aVlng
t helr
ratlonale
. 113

As

the nurses' employers they felt they could set their own
set of rules, without real consideration of the resultant
inefficient use of a scarce resource .
This attitude is echoed in other farmer's
demands .

As the backbone of Australia and a major export

earner, they felt they should have the last word on
government policy .

As the backbone of the State, and as

taxpayers, they should have cheap rail freights because
they paid them coming and going .

In their eyes, financial

'
control . 114
con t rl'b u t'lon s h ou Id brlng
Yet in another major rural concern, Education,
this nexus does not appear to exist .

If dis6ent was

widespread , although unpublicised, the Department of Public
Instruction files relating to rural schools might be
expe c ted to contain numerous protests concerning the
teachers ' attitudes , behaviour, and competence because they
were public servants of the taxpayer s.

There are few such

letters , and the incidents produced no obvious rift in the

113.

Ibid ., letter to B . N.A ., 30 September 1929 .

114 .

See Chapter 1 , footnote 4, CPP, 1932/34, No . 34,
Commissioner of Taxation : FOUrteenth Report,
1926/7 to 1930/1 , p . 31, reveals that farmers
constituted 6% of taxpayers , contributing 4% of
taxes. Expressions of the beliefs are in e . g .
Independent , 14 July 1931, 28 August 1931, letters
to the Editor , Spectator, 1 September 1932 .
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community.

As the residents of Yalgogrin put it
we here in the country always consider
that the staff ... as teachers of our
children should have every respect and
assistance.
115
One startling example of this tolerance of the

Department ' s teachers and decisions can be found in a
large country town less than 100 miles away .
one teacher, L . C. Rodd,was

In Canowindra

according to his wife Kylie

Tennant, known to ' the respectable' to be married to the
'town Red', who was to be seen agitating on behalf of the
unemployed , the bush workers , and the relief workers .

The

Department ' s files contain lengthy correspondence concerning
the details of changes in the curriculum, which corroborate
other aspects of her recollections.

But there is not a

word in the files concerning the radical company kept by
Mr. Rodd .

That this connection between a teacher and a

'Red ' could go unremarked in a town that had been the
headquarters of the ' very definitely anti-communist ' , liThe
CountryH (W . D. )' Movement

is eloquent testimony to rural

acceptance of the Department's practices. 116

115 .

l16 .

D. P . I . /P3204 Yalgogrin South,1930/1, letter 12
November 1931. For similar sentiments see L . Mann,
Mountain Flat , Jonathan Cape , London, 1939. (Here after : Mann, Mountain Flat) , p . 46 .
K. Tennant, Tiburon , Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1972.
(Hereafter:
Tennant , Tiburon),
Introduction (n . p.) .
D.P . I./P3346 Canowindra , 1933/4 . New South Wales
. State Archives , Police Department Files, 5424 , ~ew
Guard Activities 1931/32 '. (Hereafter: Police Files :
New Guard) , file 12534/554 . Letter from leader of
Movement , F . B . Hinton , to Superintendent of Police ,
Bathurst, 14 December 1931 . Hinton also in receipt of
a retCliner from Goldsmith of the ' Old Guard ', C. LB .
Report , ibid, 20 April 1932 .
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One explanation for the restraint shown lay in
the practic"ali ties of securing ' the best method of
"
" for . .. c h"1 1 dren ' 117 and in retaining
procurlng
e d ucatlon
it.

If the number of children in the district increased the

provisional schools typical of the region could become public
schools , if it fell , the schools could be closed.

In general,

the farming community really only had provisional facilities,
that might be withdrawn, for the education of their children .
By 1930 half the schools in the Northern Riverina had been
solicited and erected during the preceeding decade. 118
Delight in their newly won facilities, and f e ar of jeopardizing them might have muted criticism from the community .
In addition , positive community support for the
school was likely to be widespread because it had a social,
as well as an educational function .

It was a local

community centre for dances, meeting, and tennis.

Potential

criticism of it as an educational institution was likely to
come from a much smaller group than was concerned with its
social use .

Education mainly concerned married couples with

children under the school leaving age of 14.

Fewer people

11 7.

D. P . I./P2996 , Bunda Hall , 1928/9 , letter to
Buttenshaw , 6 June 1926 . See AppendixVI Ifor details
of setting up and retaining a school.

118.

J. Fletcher , J . Burnswoods , Government Schools of New
South Wales 1848/1976, Department of Education , Sydney,
1977 .
(Hereafter : Fletcher , Schools). Secondary
schools were located at Forbes , Leeton , Griffith ,
Narrandera , Parkes, and West Wyalong . D.P . I. Report,
1934 , p . 26. Compare also Maps II and III .
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meant fewer opportunities for disa greement.

In addition ,

community pressure could be applied to such a group to
stifle criticism .
But the B.N . A. hospital also met a need shared by
a wide community, yet at Ungarie people had voted to close
it .

It appears that one difference between the B.N.A. and

the school was, again, that of finance.

Unlike the B . N.A . ,

there was no clear financial nexus between the community
and the Departmental school and its teacher.

As taxpayers

they paid for both, but the payment for the school was
remote in time and place, an annual affair involving Sydney.
As taxpayers they could consider the teacher as a public
servant employed to do their bidding .

The virtual absence

of any reference to that line of argument indicates that
the lack of an immediate cash nexus with the service
provided may have made the farmers and townspeople more
.
119
acceptlng.
Or the lack of community involvement in school
procedures might equally have been a sign of indifference .
Once a school was establi s hed the local populus had little
reaso n to be further concerned with it.

Curriculum, teachers,

basic needs,were all supplied from Sydney , not forced before
them as the running of the B . N. A. was with subscription lists .
Education was the responsibility of somebody else .

119 .

D. P . I . Files for 18 schools 1920-40 examined do not
record that issue , but it is mentioned in a local
paper , Spectator, 1 September 1932 .
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Examples of this can be found in the treatment of
school privies .

When Goolgowi provisional school was

opened , the Department's Building Stock Design 6A (cost
£655) was transformed by the press report from one room, a
hat room, and a verandah to a local institution,
birdproof, scientifically lighted and
ventilated with its soothing and
artistic colour scheme, built-in presses,
dual desks, porcelain lavatory appointments,
capacious filtered water tanks, modern
sanitary conveniences.
120
The enthusiasm that had secured the school soon waned.

The

Goolgowi Parents' and Citizens' Association had not thought
to check the boy's pit privy, nor clean it until an
inspec tor informed them that, after five year's continuous
. was f u 11 . 121
use , It

At Monia Gap the pans in the

lavatories were only emptied into a nearby rabbit burrow
when the school was being used for a dance, that iS,when
the community became actively interested in the school
.
122
agaln .
Another example of parental indifference to
education is to be found in teachers' reports.

With the

introduction of a State-wide Primary Final Examination in
1930 which replaced the 'Permit to Enrol', and the 'High
..
123 th e sc h 00 1 lnspec
.
t ors
Sc h 00 1 Entrance ,
Examlnatlons,

120.

D.P.I./P2924, Goolgowie 1926/7, cutting from Area
News, 14 December 1928 .

12l.

D.P.I./P3258, Goolgowi, 1932/3, Heport , 4 November
1933.

122.

D.P.I./P3l73, Monia Gap, 1928/9, Report , 9 June 1928.

123.

Advocate, 31

Octob~r

1930.
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were given a uniform guide to the schools' scholastic
performanc~ .

Their queries concerning the reasons for the

failure of students to pass the , exam produced lengthy replies
from the local teachers, revealing a minimal local concern for
the children's education.

From then on the annual files

bristle with comments on the absence of pupils from school,
and on the outside demands made on children which hampered
their academic work .

A few examples must stand for many

which illustrate the rural attitude to the education supplied
to meet a local demand .

An Ungarie one 13 year old girl

missed one day of school in four because she worked on a milk
run twice a day, as well as helping out around the house . 124
At Tullibigeal the teacher ' s report on failed examinees
showed that six of his pupils had, on average, missed one
third of their schooling and one of them one day in two
because
they were kept at home to assist in
fallowing , haymaking chafcutting, and
other family activities . 125
An Erigolia farmer who was worried that his children would
be 'too old to go ' to school if one was not opened in the
near future , apparently conceived of education - as did the
parents of the children just mentioned - as something to be
acquired when there were no other demands being made by real
'
I 1, f e on th e f arm or ln
t h e h orne . 126

He did not consider

124.

D. P . I . /P3438 , Ungarie , 1934/5, letter, 29 July 1935 .

125 .

D. P . I . /P33l5 , TUlligigeal , 1932/3 letter, 20 October
1 933 .

126 .

D. P . I./P2848 , Erigolia, 1924/5 , letter, 10 November
1924 .
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that the minimum leaving age of 14 might mean that children
could conti'nue at school.
The divisions within the society over the B.N.A.}
and the apparent indifference to events where education was
concerned, are evidence that the forces that hold together
a rural community are complex .

In Mole ' s study of rural

centre s in 1945 and 1946, two organisations producing
cohesion in Hallsville were the Red Cross, and the School . 127
But in Sulcher with approximately the same population,
it was at the school that many of
the quarrels that rent the community
originated'.
128.
Ne ither town had many related families, the main difference
between them was the length of occupation, and the reasons
for their existence.

Hallsville was a farming centre, where

mos t families had lived for over ten years.

Sulcher was

younger, and dependent on a quarry for its livelihood.

What

Mo le suggested was that the divisive effect of the school
was an in d ication that at Sulcher
together .

the families seldom joined

Rare gatherings, for the school/or sport were

..
f or t h e alrlng
..
'
12 9
tl1e only opportunltles
0 fgrlevances.

But

in the Northern Riverina the towns that splintered over the
B.N .A. showed no sign of doing the same when the issue was

127 .

Mole , Contiguity , p . 22 .

128 .

Ibid ., p . 28 .

129 .

Ibid., pp . 28 - 30 .
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education.

In this region, the explanation for the violent

reactions about medicine and not education must be sought
in factors other than simply the opportunity for dissent
suggested by Mole .
One answer lies in a closer examination of the
issue skirted in Mole's thesis, the importance of earning a
living .

Rural responses to schools and medical facilities

show that the farming community that supported these
organisations was always aware of their relation to the
livelihood of the farmer , and the pursuit of his vocation.
Both were desirable , even thought to be necessary, but
they had to
a living.

take second place to the pressures of making
Medical attention required money which was

grudgingly given, and demands for which precipitated conflict
in the community .

If value was not thought to be commensur -

ate with payment , then the service could cease.

Education

too , was a good thing , for a variety of reasons .

To some,

education was the means which made ' kiddies good citizens
... the main object of all educational bodies' ,130

or gave

th em t h e opportunltles
"h
' paren thad
ml'ssed . 131
t a t th elr
s
Others saw it as a way of easing parental burdens .
I will be very pleased to see the
teacher come as my 4 children are
running wild out here .
132

130 .

Spectator , 1 September 1932 .

13l.
132 .

Mole , Contiguity, p . 28 .
D. P . I./P2996, Bunda Hall, 1928/9, letter 10 April
1928 .
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Education was, however, generally only desirable
just so long as it posed a minimal interference to the
farmers ' workforce.

In the average household in the

district there were in round figures , two parents, two or
three children under the age of 16, and one or two older
children or others living in the house.

Children of school

age therefore represented a considerable potential for unpaid
labour .

By exploiting them, irrespective of the demands of

education, famers might avoid paying wages altogether.

Again

the issue of money was important, as was a concern for the
immediate, rather than the long term benefits.
The wheat farmer had one key crop , on which he depended for
his annual income .

It therefore took precedence over other

considerations because it was his one chance to earn money.
The image of rural society which emerges from this
brief consideration of some of its aspects is one that fits
neither the Ward / nor the

Turne~

mould .

There is little

evidence, for example, of any anti - pastoralist feeling, and
that which does exist flows mainly from the pen of one local
man, T . Parr, in his letters and reminiscences. 133

By the

192 0 s the pastoralists could no longer lock up the land and
keep selectors out .

The Government had the power to

compul sor i ly acquire land along new railway lines for clo s er
settlement . 134

Pastoralists in the region might well have

133.

Spectator , various dates, T . E. Parr, Reminiscences of
a N.S . W. South West Settler, Carlton Press, New York,
1977 . (Hereafter : Parr , Reminiscences) .

134.

RurCll Commission, p.90 .
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been glad to sell off some of their land to enable them to
di versify from sheep to mixed farmi 'n g.

The railway made

wheat -growing economical, and broadened the economic base
"
'
,
' k y areas. 135
o f survlvlng
st
atlons
In
rlS

In regard to the broader question of a collectivist
frontier the evidence is unconvincing.

The C.W.A. and B.N.A.

conflict , which had its parallel at State level, and the
feud between Erigolia and Rankings Springs over the hospital,
scarcely support it.

The police leniency appears to have

arisen not from simple empathy, but from a recognition of
practical limitations.

The financial pressure on farmers

made them resemble Turner's individualist in their cavalier
disregard of the common good of the schools when they
withdrew children to work the farm.

But the decision of the

Ungarie citizens to disband the hospital can scarcely be
dignified by describing it as an assertion of independence.
The Northern Riverina conformed to neither archetype , nor did
it fall in some equivocal middle area; rather it combined the
two .

The pioneer reminiscences of co-operation, the
agreement to lobby for schools, and to voluntarily subscribe
to the B.N.A., all show an awareness that this was
beneficial ; it was the way in which the local groups should
behave.

But, as the events at Ungarie showed, people could

act quite contrary to their aspirations, and destroy

135.

Andrews, Wheat Belt, pp.58-60.
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their achievements.
The way in which the police appear to have
functioned is also an example of how a balance between
aspirations towards an orderly society of consensus and the
reality of conflict could be maintained.

The absence of

public disputes from the papers could be due not to
su~ression,

or apathy, but a desire to maintain the social

cohesion which disputes like those over the B.N.A. proved
to be so fragile.
attitude .

There were pragmatic reasons for this

The towns, and their associated districts were

inhabited by only a few people.

Living in such restricted

communities meant that tolerance was a necessity if any
social life was to eventuate.

136

Family feuds could

survive too, provided they did not threaten an open rift, by
becoming too public and so involving the taking of sides.
Diffe rences had to be patched up, even if the ideal of forgive and forget and become 'better friends than ever' 137 was
too difficult to achieve.

The social need for unity was

reinforced by the overt, and covert, propaganda of the most
widespread medium of local information, the rural press.

In

its institutional and sometimes self-conscious prediliction
for the consensus view it resembled the local citizens whose
sincere belief in the need to co-operate was modified by the
knowledge that their financial needs might give them good
reason not to.

136.

See also Craig, Rural N. S.W ., p.92 .

137.

Independent, 13 M~rch 1931.
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PART II

'THIS AVALANCHE OF TROUBLE'

*

(1930 - 1932)

*

Bank Manager CP656/3 Melbourne Evidence, p . 873 .
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Chapter 6
CRISIS 193-0/1:

PRICES AND POLITICS

Academic and popular writers on the Depression
of the 1930s frequently take 1929 or 1929/30 as its
beginning, citing indicators of economic health such as
unemployment .

1

The pitfalls in attempting to date the

Depression are succinctly noted by J.R. Robertson in A New
History of Australia.

At the time , he writes, Australians

thought that 1930 was the beginning; in retrospect they
considered 1929; yet unemployment statistics indicate 1927. 2
Objective measures such as the latter are limited because
of close relation to the economic rather than social base
of the society.

They offer little evidence, for example,

of how people responded to increases in unemployment .

A

public servant who kept his job at a reduced salary would
perhaps have had a different interpretation of what
unemployment meant than would any of the 4 , 000 of adult
men in Sydney who were out of work from before 1929 until

1.

2.

National Times Magazine , 2 December 1974, p . 36.
D. B . Copland ' Foreword ' in 'An Economic Survey of
Australia' , Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science , 158 , 1931, p . v .
L.J . Louis,
I . Turner (eds . ), The Depression of the 1930s, Cassel ,
Melbourne, 1968 (Ilereafter :
Louis, Depression), p . l.
R. Anderson , On the Sheep ' s Back , Sun , Melbourne, 1966 ,
p . 38 .
J . R . Robertson , ' 1930-39' , in F. Crowley (Ed . ), A New
of Australia, Heinemann , Melbourne, 1974 _
(Hereafter :
Robertson, 1930 - 39 ;
Crowley, New History,
respectively), p . 416 .
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1936 or later . 3
In the case of wheat farmers, one objective
measure of their fortunes was the price of wheat .

Between

January 1930 and March 1931 it fell from 62 . 1 pence to
25 . 7 pence per bushel .

Between the end of the Great War and

1928 the average price of wheat had not fallen below five
shillings a bushel .

4

Owing to the cost of transport, agents'

fees , and storage costs, the price

paid

to farmers in the

Northern Riverina was about seven pence less than the Sydney
prices quoted above.
In analys i ng the rural crisis caused by the
collapse of the wheat market in 1930/1, two paradoxes
emerge concerning farmers in the region.

The first is that

they believe the wheat price evidence which shows 1930/1 to
be the worst post- war season when in fact it was not .

The

second is that when offered an excellent price by one
political party at the State election , they voted
enthusiastically for its opponents .

*

*

*

A compari son of the seasons ' average prices with
the cost of production provides a more useful guide to the
farmers ' financial position than prices alone .

The farmers

generally agreed that five shillings more than covered

3.

Industrial Gazette , 30 November 1936 , p . 123l . On the
basis of Census , 1933 this was about 1 % of adult males
in the metropolis.

4.

CP656/24 , Exhibit N23 . Stat . Regi s ter .
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production costs.

5

Both indices were based on a per

bushel valuation, which by its nature could not give an
accurate indication of the farmers' potential profit or
loss, for they had first to produce a bushel of wheat for
the comparison to be valid.

The importance of this point

was revealed by various witnesses before the Royal Commission on Wheat when they looked back and attempted to define
when they felt hard times had begun .

Their consensus was

that a series of widespread droughts beginning in 1927
produced increasingly serious financial hardship among
wheat farmers in New South Wales. 6
In 1926/7 drought affected 60 per cent of the
State, wheat yields plummeted, and crops failed entirely
in some regions.

Drought conditions, and the accompanying

low yields persisted in some areas until 1930. 7

A simple

comparison of wheat prices with cost of production per
bushel could not have revealed the farmers' financial
plight.
Wheat farmers aimed to grow wheat, and when they
did, they hoped to get a crop off at the end of the season
if it had not been too hot, cold, wet, dry, or windy.
Income therefore depended on price

and

production~

A

5.

E . g. CP656/3,New South Wales Evidence, pp.826-7, 840,
1102, 1135 .

6.

Ibid ., e.g. pp.376, 749, 978, 979, 1061, 1175.

7.

Dunsdorfs, Historical Stats., p.41.
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more useful indicator of the farmers' possible financial
expe rience is one which takes account of the average costs
involved in preparing sowing and harvesting one acre of crop,
and compares it with the average income likely as a result
of the season's price paid on the season's average yield,
that is the possible return per acre.
The cost of production was one question considered
by the Royal Commission on Wheat.

Its calculations

included a notional 'basic wage' for the farmer amounting
to £125 for a year's work.

This charge was additional to

the actual payments for hired farm labour.

The Commission's

clerks analysed the farmers' questionnaires, and calculated
that the cost of producing wheat in the Northern Riverina
ranged from £1 2s 6d to tl 19s 5d per acre although the
Commission reported costs on a per bushel basis. 8

This

represented the actual cost of operating the farm, including
an allowance of £1 per week for male family labour, the cost
of hired labour, the interest actually charged the farmer,
and the notional £125 farmer's wage.

These calculations

serve as a bench mark against which to compare the farmers'
incomes.

They deal purely with wheat costs, not overall

farm costs and income.

Other production that might show a

profit or loss has been ignored, but in the newly settled
areas of the region there was little opportunity to produce

8.

CP656/20. CPP , 1932 /34 , No . 234, Royal Commission on the
Wheat, Flour-and Bread Industries,
(Hereafter: Wheat
Commission), First Re port, p . 22.
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anything except wheat .

The Commission ' s figures were

one of many contemporary sets of calculations in the
vexatious field of costs of production.

They have the

advantage that they were taken from a wide survey of farmers'
reported costs, and were thus the best guide available .
The Commission published cost per bushel details
from the Lake Cargelligo region based on an average
production of 11 . 4 bushels from each acre , which gave a
cost of production equal to £1 19s 6d per acre. 9

A

detailed breakdown of these charges , less the notional £125
'wage' is given in Table 6 : 1 under the year 1934.
Exclusion of the farmers' ' wage ' brings the cost of production
down to Ll 14s 6d per acre , and makes the cost listed
comparable with the other contemporary estimates in Table
6:1 when the cost of transport to Sydney is added to them .
The great difference in interest charges shown in that
table stems from different methods of calculation.

As

mentioned earlier , the Commission ' s figure is the estimated
actual interest paid.

The other calculations of interest

take into account the 'cost ' to the farmer of investing his
capital in his farm, instead of in bonds or any interestpaying institution .

Those figures do not therefore represent

actual interest payments .

They are almost as notional as the

· Commission ' s basic wage of £125, but contain an unmeasurable

9.

CP656/17, compared with Wheat Commission , Second
Report , p . 64 .
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Table 6 : 1
ESTIMATED COSTS OF WHEAT PRODUCTION, (selected years) .

1931
E

3

1931

1

E
120

£

74

E
53

£

119

47

29

27

147

47

18

35

48

5

c

Spares

l25

Maintenance

J

Harness Repairs

10

33

c

Rates

12

26

Fuel

10

Cornsacks/Silo Charges

Seed
Super
Oil

Wages
Cartage
Building Maintenance

E

I

c
71

l
18
....J

l

17

l

d

l

10
,

J

112

18

8

6

39

17

c

8

12

53

78

100

72

45

66

48

243

33

c

41

15

137

o

n.d .

d

27

n . d.

44

b

54

n .d .

6

82

.-J

n .d .

c

-I

J

410

624

220

386

-,

Depreciation

80

196

44

75

-.J

Insurance

43

n .d .

10

9

14

g

a

a

337

a

123

a

Total

1058

1371

876

698

639

748

Freight to Sydney

(1 20)

(188)

(107 )

(120)

(120)

116

Total Cost L/Farm

1178

1559

983

818

759

864

707

1022

930

490

574

415

Interest

Ploughing/Sowing etc .

pence/Acre
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

298

Included above .
Included in depreciation.
Included in depreciation.
Included in building maintenance .
Includes horse feed .
Included in maintenance .
Included in rates .
Calculated from "CP 656/24 N23 .

§9urces :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sydney Morning lIerald, 18 May 1931, p.7.
Advocate , 14 August 1928 .
Sydney Morning Herald, 13 May 1931 .
Riverina , CPn56/24 Exhibit N92.
Lake Cargel1igo, cstimatcd. See text, footnote 9 .
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portion of real expenditure.

The Commission's figures

give the lowest cost per acre , and the third lowest cost
per farm, of all estimates cited .

This is particularly

important as Lake Cargelligo was one of the wheat growing
centres most remote from Sydney , and therefore subject to
the highest freight charges .
To discover a minimum farming cost in the Lake
Cargelligo region the Commission's estimates must be
further reduced .

If a farmer was assumed to owe no money

and therefore pay no interest, and did not pay himself a
wage , his farm costs would be less .

Because prices

offered at the siding took into account the cost to the
wheat agent of transport to Sydney, that too could be
eliminated from the estimates in the table .

Following from

all these reductions , the hypothetical farmer at Lake
Cargelligo who owed no money, paid no interest, and worked
for no payment, - the farmer with the lowest costs - still
had to receive the equivalent of 24 shillings per acre at
the local siding to break even .
In calculating the various costs for Table 6 : 1
the total Lake Cargelligo cost of £864 per farm was
apportioned according to the national average costs
, Published by the Commission in its Second Report . 10

As

Lake Cargelligo was further from the market than average,

10. Ibid ., pp . 87-88 .
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the cost of wheat delivered to the station is overstated
by that amount .

If the anomaly is corrected the revised

average cost of production delivered to the local siding
would be about £1 Is 5d . ll

If the yield at Lake Cargelligo

was actually the estimated 11 . 4 bushels per acre, then a
farmer needed to get 22.5 pence per bushel at the siding if
he was to break even.
To some extent the cost varied with the yield
of the crop.
nothing.

If it failed completely, harvesting cost

A very prolific crop would require more bags

twine , and possibly more hired labour .

and

However , as total

crop failure was rare , and harvesting normally proceeded if
there was any crop at all to reap, most farmers ' costs
inevitably included a harvesting component. 12

The estimate

naturally also varied with annual fluctuations in superphosphate, seed, and labour, charges, and with the amount of
each used . 13

11. Considerably lower than the £1 lOs Od calculated in
later investigations in Western Australia. F.O.
Grogan 'Production Costs on Four West Australian
Wheat Farms ' . (Hereafter: Grogan, Costs), Economic
Record , 16 , 1940 , pp . 236 - 244.
12. About 10 per cent of time and effort: O ' Reilly, Diaries.
13. This figure relates only to 1933/4, Given the variation
in contemporary calculations visible in Table 6 : 1 , it
is not feasible to revise the figure for earlier or
later years . However, if farm costs varied in the same
way as farm implement costs , or the price of food and
groceries , then 1933/4 was the season of minimum costs
between t h e wars i . e . at any other time the hypothetical
farmer would have needed a higher price to break even .
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Nevertheless a round guinea per acre is a
useful guide to costs , particularly as the Commission ' s
estimates related to a farm family assured of a living .
The sidelines on the farm, the free wood for cooking and
heating, the absence of rental charges for the house, the
Commission thought were worth about .lS75 per year.

The labour

costs included a payment of .lSI per week to one male member
14
of the family .
So, even under the low estimated costs,
the farm family would be able to live, even if the farm
business just returned costs.

That is not to argue that

they would have had a comfortable standard of living .
Taking the guinea as a guide to profitability,
it is possible to summarise the average experience of the
wheatgrowers in the various Police Districts from 1924/5
when statistics became available .

Map IV shows graphs of

the relative annua l surplus or deficit per acre of crop in
those Police Patrol Districts where wheat was the major crop .
It is based on an average cost of production of one guinea
per acre , compared with the calculated income derived from
the average yield and the average price of wheat at the
s~'d'~ng .

15

The graphs show that returns per acre in the

late 1920s were generally below those of the earlier years
of the decade .

Low returns , and particularly losses,

' steadily eroded any savings which had accrued in the earlier

14.

Wheat Commission; First Report, p . 23 , Second Report,
pp . 79 - 80 .

15.

See Map IV.

Based on seasonal average prices and

Police Patrol DisLrict yields in Stat . Register .
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period .

16

As yields declined in the late 1920s, and prices
faltered, fewer farmers in the region could now afford to
pay the instalments due on their land.

In the Hay Land

Board District which covered much of the Northern Riverina,
there were about 200 farmers under closer settlement schemes
who had begun to pay instalments . 17

Nearly two thirds met

their commitments between 1924/5 and 1926/7; the proportion
was less than 60 per cent in 1927/8 and 1928/9 .

Department

of Lands files for the region reveal that the number of
farmers in arrears increased by 43 per cent between 1924/5
and 1928/9 .

Shire rates also became harder to collect . 18

Farmers sought to borrow money to carryon.

In

1928/9 the R. I . B . reported that most of its financial
assisitance went to
necessitous settlers in the newer
wheat areas surrounding the railway
lines to the west and north west of
Temora .
19
In the west of the Northern Riverina , on the newly settled
land more farmers took mortgages over their properties .

In

the mid 1920s about one in four had a mortgage , one in five
a second mortgage , and a few had a third mortgage .

By the

end of the decade less than half the farms had no mortgage

16 .

CP656/3 ,

31, passim .

17.

After making improvements in lieu of rent .
51 .

18.

Lands , 1925~1930. CS/RSS. Advocate, 13 June 1930 .

19.

NSWPP , Department of Agriculture : Annual Rcport , 1929.
(Hereafter : Agri~ulture : 1929 , etc . ), p.13.

See page
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and more than one in ten had a third mortgage. 20

In the

State as a whole the average lien over wheat crops had
risen to £283 from £176 in 1925, and £158 in 1921. 21
Other farmers who had been settled longest on
the land, and who were therefore more likely to have
surmounted the initial high cost and low returns associated
with opening up the land, could rely to some extent on their
accumulated surpluses.

Banks noted that the flow of money

into fixed-term deposits stopped about this time as farmers
changed their bank holdings into more accessible cash in
.
b an k d eposlts.
.
22
savlngs

Other farmers began to postpone

(or default) payments to local rural creditors.

In 1928

storekeepers in the region claimed that they were holding
farmers' accounts averaging £100 each.

Small chains, like

John Meagher at West Wyalong and Temora, had over 800
accounts outstanding, while Thorn's at West Wyalong and
Barmedman held 250.

In 1928 just 14 storekeepers in the

district held farmers' unpaid accounts worth over £17,000. 23
Across the State the pressure of declining wheat
prices encouraged farmers to reconsider and alter farming
practices, in order to reduce expenditure and maximise

20.

Holdings Cards, see also p.143.

21.

N.S . W. Yearbooks.

22.

CP656/3, Melbourne Evidence, p.851: T. Church, Branch
Manager, National Bank.

23.

£850 per shop. CP656/22.
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returns .

Table 6 : 2 summarises some of the trends that

were recorded at the time.
Table 6:2
NEW SOUTH WALES FARMING PRACTICES .

Season

1919/20

Proportion of Crop on
New Land
Fallow
%
%

n.d.

Superphosphate:
used on
average
acres per
dressing
holding
lb. / acre

n.d.

234

49.7

1 924/5

4

45

209

57.3

19 26/ 7

4

52

196

65.2

1927/8

4

59

200

66.5

1928/9

5

49

232

66 . 2

1929/30

5

42

221

65.9

3 .d °

Source :

Stat . Register.
In New South Wales more new land was being put

under crops in the late 1920s, and less land was being left
fallow , as farmers made sure that as much of their farm
they thought practicable was in production .

as

Leaving land

idle increased future yields, but an immediate (if lower)
. ld would brlng
. an
.lncome sooner . 24
Yle
In the 1920s the number of farmers using superphosphosphate fertilizer had been increasing, as had the
average dressing they put on each acre .

After the 1927/8

season it was used on larger acreages on more holdings, but

24.

No da t a for fallowing in region available.
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the dressings were lighter.
The Statistical Divisions that incorporated the
Northern Riverina followed this pattern in the early and
middle 1920s , but departed from it in the later years of
25
the decade.
In the South West Slopes, which included
the shires of Bland and Narraburra and others to the south
and east, superphosphate dressings reached a peak for the
inter-war period of 67 pounds to the acre in 1929/30.

In

the Riverina division, incorporating Carrathool and Shires
to the south, the comparable peak was 69 pounds in 1927/8 .
In both divisions the average acreage treated on each
holding fell away slowly after the 1928/9 season . 26
Farmers in the Northern Riverina appeared to be attempting
to maintain their dressings at a high level comparable
with earlier practice , but were able to do this only by
treating a smaller area of the farm .

As the average dressing

per acre was also dropping, they were not in fact able to do
this .

At the end of 1929 and the beginning of 1930 the
wheat prices rallied.

After an almost continuous fall

from 66 . 8 pence per bushel at Sydney in April 1928 to 51 . 3
pence in June 1929, the price moved up to over five
. shillings.

The trends in the State and the region outlined

above were unaffected .

Machinery firms, like H.V . McKay,

25.

Appendix lA, lD, for boundaries .

26.

Stat . Register.
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found that farmers were still husbanding their finances
and altering the ir buying habits .

The proportional value

of the firm ' s new machine sales fell below 80 per cent for
the first time in the decade in 1929/30, while the value
and proportional income , from spares and second- hand
machines went up.

As finance became tight the farmers

increasingly did their own repairs .

While in the 1920s

duplicate parts had constituted less than 16 per cent of
the H.V. McKay income, in 1929/30 it rose to 20.5 per
cent .

27

At the same time the machinery firms were seeking
to protect their interests and mi nimise losses from non payment by taking possession of machinery on which farmers
still owed them money.

The R.I . B. found itself making

small payments to hire purchase firms to delay repossession
of farm plant in the south west and west of the State for
the 1929/30 season . 28

Tractor farmers began to reinstate

the horse team on the farm in order to reduce cash
expenditure on fuel .
But now reassurance loomed, based on the government I s premise that more was better .

In 1930 a conference

of Ministers of Agriculture proposed that farmers be
guaranteed four shillings per bushel for their wheat as
an incentive to produce more wheat for export for ' the
S

'
a 1 vatlon
of Austra I'la , . 29

W'lre 1 ess, newspapers, pos t ers,

27.

CP656/5, File EV8.

28 .

Agriculture , 1930 , p . 13 .

29 .

Crowley , Documents 1 , p . 464 .
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postmarks all exhorted farmers t o GROW MORE WHEAT .

In

New South Wales , as in South Aus tralia, this appeal came
on the heels of a State call for increased production.
A stirring appeal to the wheatgrowers
to cooperate with the Government ...
in combatting the prevailing economic
depression . . . was issued by the Minister
for Agriculture, Hon . H. V. C. Thorby .
30
The aim was a harvest of 70 million bushels for the State
and 'One Million Acres More ' for all Australia. 31
Economically the plan was unsound because there
was already an over- supply of wheat in the world market.
The world's exportable stock of wheat stood at 319 million
bushels in 1928 .

At the end of the 1929 season it was 512

million bushels, or four times Australia's total 1929/30
.
32
pro d uctlon.
In an oversupplied market, prices were
likely to fall rather than rise, although not inevitably.
For Australia, growing more wheat was attractive, because
wheat production could be expanded quickly to assist with
balance of payments .

33

Possibly , the fact that Australia's

production was a negligible proportion of the world total
meant that any increase would have no impact on world
prices . 34

30.
· 31.

The Land Editorial acknowledged that the s oundest

Land , 8 November 1929 .
Ibid ., Land , 7 March 1930 .

32.

Wheat Commission, Second Report, p . 17 .

33.

Schedvin , Depression, p . 146 .

34.

Ibid ., p . 147 , however points out that this fact
made the Commonwealth Bank wary of the scheme .
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advice to the world's farmers generally was to grow
something else, anything but wheat, in view of the glut.
However, it thought that Australians should be different,
they should grow more because
So far as the majority of them are
concerned it is the only crop that
they can grow ... If they grow
more of it . .. they are likely to be
better off whatever the price.
35
At the end of the Grow More Wheat campaign new
record acreages had been planted .

For the 1930/1 season

Australian farmers put in 5.137 million acres, compared
with 3.976 million acres in the previous season .

This

was appreciably higher than the previous record of 4.091
million acres in 1928/9 . 36

In New South Wales the

expansion of wheat showed a rush to maximise acreage.

In

the previous five years crops planted on new land had
never exceeded 4.9 per cent of the total, now it rose to
5.8 per cent .
per cent . 37

The number of wheatgrowers increased by 12
Only one third of the crop was on fallow land,

whereas the previous minimum had been two acres in five .
This 30 per cent increase in the State ' s acreage in one
season was not u niformly distributed over the State.

The

largest increases in absolute acreage occurred around Parkes
and Peak Hill where wheat growing had been established since
' the nineteenth century .

35.

Land, 7 March 1930 .

36 .

Dunsdorfs , Historical Stats ., p . 10.

37.

Sydney Morning lIc:rald , 17 October 1930, p.ll .
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Police Patrol District data for the season show
that the area under crop increased by 18 per cent in the
Northern Riverina.

Around Hillston, Lake Cargelligo, and

Rankins Springs where the rate of expansion of the area
under crop had been slowing in the latter half of the 1920s
it continued into 1930/1 at approximately the 1928/9 _
1929/30 level of 19 per cent.

To the east, the region along

the Barellan-Temora railway line had apparently reached its
maximum acreage in 1928/9, then decreased in 1929/30.

In

the 1930/1 season all the Police Patrol Districts in the
east of the region reported a new peak in cropping, ranging
from a seven per cent increase to a 50 per cent increase
around Temora.

In this area the increase represented a

diversion of land normally under other crops to wheat
growing.

The farmers had greater flexibility in organising

their farming programs, they could opt for whatever appeared
to be most profitable.

Elsewhere in the Northern Riverina

the expansion was probably accomplished not by changing
from another crop, but by putting stubble land under crop.
Farmers took steps to minimise the potential
diminution of yield that might flow from these decisions.
They spread superphosphate over a greater area than ever
before, but despite reducing the rate to 61 pounds per
acre, were unable to use it on all the increased wheat
acreage .

If the treatment of special competition crops

offers any guide, then it appears that a lower superphosphate
dressing than before was used in areas where the wheat
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acreage could be increased by taking other crops out of
production'.

In the more recently settled areas, where

there was less flexibility in cropping, more superphosphate
,
' h t h e crop . 38
was put ln
Wlt

In short, where the land was

available farmers put in more wheat to grow more wheat;
where land was at a premium they used more superphosphate
on whatever expansion of area they could manage .

As

competition crops were only 50 acres , the treatment analysed
here probably represents the best, rather than the average,
efforts of the farmers to maximise production with more
fertiliser.
Was there any connection between the 'Grow More
Wheat ' campaign and the increase in wheat acreage? Possibly
the patriotic appeal to help Australia appealed to the exsoldiers among the nation ' s farmers, but it is unlikely
that this group would have had a great influence, as they
constituted probably only one in ten of the wheat growing
population .

39

More to the point was the associated

promise of four shilling s per bushel .

The government

guarantee meant that this would be the minimum a farmer
could expect , because the market price might be higher.

It

was later alleged that this encouraged farmers to 'slum in'

'38.
39 .

Ag . Gazette, XLI, 1930, p.205, XLll, 1931, p . 124.
Schedvin, Depression, p . 147. Data from ABS
Archives, Files 33/130, 33/131.
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as much wheat as possible :
It was the Government guarantee of 4/ per bushel which induced me to crop 800
acres and purchase additional seed.
40
The decline in the proportion of the crop on fallow is
evidence that wheat was put in rather recklessly.

In the

Northern Riverina this motive was obviously present in the
e astern region where other crops were taken out of
production to allow more wheat to be planted.

To the west ,

where farmers were still getting their farms into
p roduction, the pressure appears to have been both the
p romise of four shillings, and the knowledge that the Land
editorial had a valid point - what else was there to plant?
But the gamble , or the greed, did not give the farmers what
they expected .
With the end of the seeding season approaching
the Federal Government introduced a Bill to enable it to
honour its promise of four shillings.

It provided for a

guaranteed price , and a compulsory pool for marketing the
crop .

The~e

aims were not mutually dependent, but the

Labor Government insisted that they both be incorporated in
the Bill, apparently as a quid pro quo from the farmers in
return for guaranteed profits.

Four shillings per bushel

at sidings would return farmers in the region about £2 per
' acre . 41

The farmers were not to have any say in the

40.

CP656/3l .

41.

CP656/l7 shows district average 9 bushels/acre ,
farmers claim 11.
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introduction of the compulsory pool, for although
Scullin 's appeal had mentioned a growers' ballot, Government members voted down any attempt to amend the bill along
those lines. 42

The wheat growers' participation would be

limited to voting for representatives on the marketing
boards which were to be established in each State. 43

There

were constitutional problems involved in legislating for a
ballot on the concept of a pool, which raised issues of
States' rights, and simple mechanical questions such as
the definition of a wheat grower, and what constituted a
majority - 51 per cent of wheat growers or 51 per cent of
voting wheat growers.

44

The idea of limiting the growers'

voting power was probably necessary if the g overnment wanted
to implement its policy of an Australian compulsory wheat
pool, since farmers were reluctant to vote for a pool.

In

New South Wales for example they had rejected the idea four
·
.
t lmes
Slnce
1925.

45

42.

Crowley, Documents 1, p.464 for the mention.
Australia, House of Representatives, Debates,
(Hereafter: CPD), 124, 1930, p.2378.

43.

Schedvin, Depression, p.148 claims the growers
could vote to reject the pool. CPD, 124, 1930
pp . 2226, 1837, 1429 .
-

44.

Ibid., pp.2221-2379.

45.

On Policy: ibid., p.917. On Pool Votes: CP656/24,
Exhibit V47; B . D. Graham , The Political Strategies
of the Australian Country Parties f rom their Origins
until 1929, Ph.D., ANU, 1958 0 (Hereafter: Graham,
Political Strategies), pp.172, 404 .
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On 4 July 1930 the Na tionalist majority in the
Senate , with the assistance of two Country Party members
rejected the second reading of the Bill. 46

When the Bill

.had been introduced to Parliament in April wheat had been
worth 53 pence at Sydney, or approximately four shillings
at country sidings , in July it was now 46 pence or 39
pence at the sidings .

Only once since 1921 had the April -

July period seen a fall in the average monthly price, and
that had been only four pence .

The future looked ominous,

and there was some rural anger.

At Wyalong, Temora, Parkes,

and other centres farmers ' meetings protested at the Senate ' s
.
47
actlon.

On 12 December a new Bill was introduced, this
time offering a guarantee of three shillings a bushel .
Wheat was now worth two shillings or less at the sidings.
The Bill passed six days later , but the Commonwealth Bank
had examined its charter and refused to guarantee more than
'
th lrty
pence . 48 Within a day rumours to that effect were
current in Sydney , and wheat trading was suspended until
buyers could discover whether they should offer three
shillings

or 30 pence,and find out what their obligations

were . 49

' 46 .

CPD. , 125, 1930, p . 3716. J . Rydon . A Biographical
Register of the Commonwealth Parliament 1901 - 1972,
P~ l'J. UPress , 1975 .
(Hereafter : Rydon, Register) .

47 .

Sydney Morning Herald , 15 July 1930, p.10; 16 July
1930 , p . 14 .

48.

Schedvin, Depression , p . 151 .

49.

Sydney Morning IIe rald, 19 December 1930, p . 12.
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When the Christmas holidays were over the
Commonwealth Bank had considered the Act again. 50 One
month after the Act was passed it was abandoned .

Mr.

Forde, the Acting Minister for Markets advised buyers and
sellers to ' proceed with their marketing operations in the
ordinary way as if the Act did not exist ' . 51

In that one

month the world market had pushed the price down to 26
pence, and it continued to fall to 25.7 pence per bushel
in March 1931 , probably the lowest monthly price since the
turn of the century.

52

Now was the time for farmers to pay for the
guarantee gamble .

For New South Wales farmers generally

the new-year prospects were not hopeless .

In the State the

increased average yields on bigger wheat acreages meant
more wheat

to be sold to offset the drop in price.

In

1929/30 the average farmer had grown 261 acres which yielded
8 . 7 bushels , or about £360 for the crop.

In 1930/31 the

average New South Wales farmer put in 303 acres which each
produced 12 . 8 bushels , or £307 .

Without the increase in

acreage , and with all other factors the same, the drop in
average farm income would have been £94, not the £53
recorded .

This was ' the paradox :

while Federal Government

promises of good prices were not realised, they had not
automatically ' turned a grave situation into a complete

50 .

Ibid ., 25 December 1930 , p . 7 .

51 .

Ibid . , 20 January 1931, p . 9 .

52 .

See Figure 6:1.
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Figure 6:1
sydney Wheat Prices, 1864-1939.

Source :

N.S.W. Yearbook.
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The avera g e farmer ' s returns would have

been less if he had not grown more wheat.

The editorial

,
1

advice of the Land had made good sense.
In the Northern Riverina these comforting State
averages did not apply.

The median return of the 14 Police

Patrol Districts in the region remained at about 7.5
bushels per acre .

In 1929/30 low yields in Lake Cargelligo,

Hillston, Merriwagga, and Rankins Springs meant that farmers
generally failed to recover their costs.

In 1930/1

they

had the same experience again, and were joined by farmers
in the Barellan, Tullibigeal, Ungarie,and Weethalle Police
,
54
'
P atro l Dlstrlcts.
was a disaster.

For t h ese farmers the l 9 30 / 1

season

The yields ranged from 3 . 3 bushels (or

73 pence per acre) in Hillston to a maximum of 8.2 bushels
(or 15s 2d per acre) in Ungarie.

On the other hand,

farmers in the areas to the east which had been settled
probably still covered their costs.
Slow failure of the Federal Government guarantee
during 1930/1 had other implications for farmers because
of the established practices of the wheat industry.

When

he delivered his wheat to the siding, the farmer usually
received an immediate payment which was an advance against
the price his grain would realise when sold.

The advance

53. · G. D. Snooks, Depression and Recovery in Western
Australia 1928/29 - 1938/39 A Study in Cyclical and
Structural Change, University of Western Australia
Press , Nedlands. 1974 ,
(Hereafter: Snooks, Depression
in W. A . ) , p . 37 .
54 .

Stat. Register, See Map IV .

",
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could be up to 80 per cent of the current market price,
and about half the expected price for the season. 55
the wheat was sold the farmer received the balance .

When
The

government promise of four shillings applied not only to
the 1930/1 crop, but also to the one just harvested when
the promise was made in early 1930.

Farmers had a real

incentive to store their wheat with agents, accept an
advance , and delay selling the crop until the promised
'
'
guarantee d prlce
was a rea l lty
. 56

The farmer ' s desire to maximise their income by
selling two season ' s wheat for at least four shillings per
bushel actually caused them more financial problems.

J.

Boshier, an Inverell farmer explained to the Royal
Commission on Wheat what had happened.

In April of 1930

he accepted an advance of 42 pence per bushel on his 1929/30
crop .

When it was finally sold in September it realised 28

pence, an d h e owe d t h e agen t 14 pence f or every bushe 1.
Nor was his an isolated case .

57

The General Manager of

Bunge Australia Ltd . calculated that they advanced £750,000
to farmers for wheat that was eventually sold for

£565,000~8

Farmers who had u s ed that advance to placate one creditor
now found that it had created ano t her .

*

*

*

55 .

CP656/3 , Melbourne Evidence , p . 363 .

56 .

New South Wales , Parliament , Debates, Second Series
(Hereafter : NSWPD), 124, 1931, pp . 1014-15.

57 .

CP656/3 , N. S . W. Rural Evidence , p . 580 .

58 .

Ibid ., Melbourne Evidence , p . 363 .
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When farmers lo o ked back they generally
acknowledged that the nadir of their fortunes occurred in
1930/1 when prices were lowest. 59

Their interpretation

of what happened had less to do with their actual financial
position than with their preoccupation with prices, and
their expectations.
natural .

Their concentration on prices was

The wheat market dealt with shillings per bushel,

they were paid in shillings per bushel at the local siding.
However in the Northern Riverina the farmers' preoccupation
with prices diverted their memories from other, worse
seaso ns, when their average incomes were lower than in
1930/1 .

Around Hillston, Lake Cargelligo, Ungarie, Rankins

Springs , Tullibigeal, and Tallimba the worst season in the
decade after 1920/21 was 1927/28 . 60

Because farmers

generally thought in terms of costs and prices per bushel,
that season of low returns is less remembered than the
poor price per bushel of 1930/1 .

Yet in fact the average

wheat income then was higher than 1927/8 because of better
yields .
The 1930/1 season also lingers in their memory
as the worst because of the double blow dealt to their
expectations by the spectacular collapse of the wheat
prices.

For the post- war settlers , and their contemporaries

"in the Northern Riverina 1930/1 was a particularly
disappointing season .

They had grown up in the pre - war

59 .

Interview/Seymour , Medley , Corbett, Lake C. W.A .
CP656/31, passim.

6 0.

Map IV .
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years when the price of wheat was generally if erratically
rising and had taken up their land while it was still high.
Their experience in the 1920s had been one of dissappointed
expectations - wheat prices which ln their experience had
tended to rise had now begun to fall.

61

In 1930/31 they

collapsed completely , to the lowest level in a generation .
The farmers ' expectations of reasonable returns,with
which they had grown to maturity, were suddenly confounded.
At the same time another

disillusion came from the failure

of the guaranteed (and therefore expected) four shillings
' 1 'lse. 62
a b us h e 1 to materla

So although 1930/31 was not
63

when ' their troubles began ' ,

the i r preoccupation with

prices , and the expectations attached to them made the
price crash of that year particularly painful and memorable.

*

*

*

In New South Wales the farmers had a chance to
make some political protest about government inactivity
while wheat price s were falling .
State election was held .

On 25 October 1930 the

In the Northern Riverina changes

had taken place since the previous election in 1927.

The

Bavin - Buttenshaw Government had appropriated the Labor
Party promise to increase the number of country electorates

61.

Figure 6 : 1 .

62 .

CP656/3, for example , contains few mentions of the
' Grow More Wheat ' campaign. Farmers interviewed
remembered it, but only when reminded of it .

63 .

Sch edvin , Depression , p.146 .
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and had arranged a redistribution to create four more
rural seats.

Under the realigned boundaries Buttenshaw's

electorate of Lachlan lost its Labor- voting component in
and around Cobar with the excision of the region west of
the Lachlan river to form part of the Cobar electorate.

In

Temora the rearrangement of boundaries did not drastically
affect the Country Party strength in the electorate.

Other

electoral changes introduced were compulsory voting, and
compulsory preferential voting .

64

Compulsion reduced the

need for campaigning candidates to exhort people to vote,
because failure to do so could incur a fine of L2 . 65
Candidates were freer than before to concentrate their
efforts on fixing the advantages of their policies in the
voters' mind , while damning their opponents ' alternatives.
The Country Party candidate for Lachlan was the
sitting member , E . A . Buttenshaw , the Deputy Premier and
Minister of Works and Railways.

He had incumbency, prestige,

and portfolios to assist him in his electoral battle with
W. Axelby , a Communist candidate/and Labour's man D. H.

64 .

R. S . Parker, ' The Government of New South Wales ' in
S . R . Davis (ed . ) , The Government of the Australian
States, Longmans, Sydney, 1960.
(Hereafter : Parker,
Government N. S . W., Davis , Government, respectively),
pp. 65 - 6 . NSWPP , General Election , 1927, 1930,
Statistical Returns . See Appendix IF.

65 .

C. A . Hughes , B . D. Graham , A Handbook of Australian
Government and Politics, 1890 - 1964 , AN. U.Press,
Canberra, 1968 .
(Hereafter : Hughes, Handbook) ,
p . 427 .
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[I

Tasker.

66

In the adjacent electorate of TemoraI H. Main

the sitting Country Party member, was challenged by F.H.
Hawkins , for Labor, and J.P. King standing as an 'Independent
Australian '. 67
During the local election campaign the problems
being faced by farmers received little attention from the
major parties.

In particular the perilous slide of the

wheat market went virtually unmentioned.

The sitting

members' electoral speeches were noticeably devoid of
promises

and policies, following the Premier's argument

that the government did not want 'to tie our hands by
specific pledges'.

68

The Country Party candidates

emphasised their Party ' s ministerial control of 'four of the
most important Departments as affecting country districts' Works and Railways, Agriculture, Local Government, and
.
69
Ed ucatlon.

Control of these, they said, showed they

were responsible members of the government who could use the
portfolios to country people's advantage.

70

Your roads have had more spent on them
during our term of office than was spent
by any two administrations previously.
71

66.

. 67.

C.A. Hughes, B.D . Graham , Voting for the New South
Wales Legislative Assembly 1890 - 1964, Political
Science, LA.S., A.N.U. Canberra, 1975, p.232 .
Independent, 23 September 1930.

68.

Advocate, 23 September 1930.

69.

Advocate, 17 October 1930 . D. Aitkin, The Colonel:
A political Biography of Sir Michael Bruxner, A. N. U.
Press, Canberra, 1969 .
(Hereafter: Aitkin , Colonel),
p.281.

70.

Independent, 3 October 1930 .

71 .

Advocate, 17 October 1930.
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Still keeping to the Premier's electoral line, both
,

country Party candidates emphasised that the issue was
financial responsibility and sought to present the financial
crisis in everyday language.

It was a bit like 'the morn-

ing after the night before' when atonement had to be made
for the sins of over-spending .

The 'ship of state' had

I

therefore to be placed on an even keel' and steered 'out
of the troubled sea of adversity and into the calm waters
of security and progress'.

To do this required reduction

in the standard of living but 'half a loaf might not be
satisfying but it was better than no bread'.

72

This

necessary policy of reduced spending to balance the budget
was, according to Premier Bavin ,
not a Nationalist Party policy, not a
Country Party policy but an Australian
policy ,
73
it represented the financial responsibility embodied in the
Melbourne Financial Agreement of August 1930. 74
Neither Buttenshaw nor Main appeared to have
made promises directly tied to their own electorate .
rural component of their campaign was more general .

The
They

promised to open more Crown lands to settlement, to enlarge
the living area of farms, to reduce the costs of production,

. 72 .

Independent, 26 September 1930 , Advocate, 3 October
1930 .

73 .

Advocate, 23 September 1930.

74 .

Ibid .
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to provide water, light, and sewerage to country towns,
and to give assistance in local road construction.

Their

most immediate promise was to introduce a moratorium on
farm debts. 75

In general they stood on their record.

Labor under J.T. Lang

blamed the economic

situation on the government and promised to cure all ills
with borrowed money

76

- a policy the Country Party

characterised as 'Spend!

Spend!

Spend!!!' 77

At Dubbo, Lang made a direct appeal to the
wheat farmers of the State.

He said

the farmer could still be getting 7/6d
a bushel for his wheat. When the Labor
Government was in power in New South Wales
it guaranteed and gave the grower that
price . 78
Quickly, and not to his immediate disadvantage, his
description of the past was freely interpreted as a promise
for the future . 79
In Lachlan and Temora the Labor candidates
attacked the Country Party for selling out to the Nationalists

to gain a share of Government, thereby losing their

identity, and failing to remain a Country Party . 80

75 .

Ibid ., 3 October 1930,

. 76.

Aitkin, Colonel , p . 127 .

This

Spectator, 16 October 1930 .

77.

Independent , 26 September 1930.

78 .

Sydney Morning Herald, 6 October 1930, p.6 .

79 .

E . g . Ibid ., 14 October 1930 , p . 4;
p.8; Land, 31 October 1930 , p . 3 .

80.

Independent , 10 October 1930 .

25 October 1930,
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attack had some evidence to support it.

During the 1927

election the Country Party had avoided explaining its
attitude to a coalition government in the event of a
Nationalist victory . 81

After the election it had shed its

old policy of conditional support in return for concessions,
and had become a coalition partner .
Party claimed,

As a result, the Labor

'Once they were elected they did not give the

people who elected them a single thought'.

82

They had, for

example, failed to create New States, and, far from promoting
land settlement, they had locked up land west of the Lachlan
in the hands of monopolists for another 40 years. 83

In

sum , by joining the Nationalists, the Country Party had been
seduced by the wealthy at a time when 'the country should
have been governed by the party who have the people at
heart '. 84

Th e c h arge s t ruc k h orne .

Coun t ry P ar t y can d'd
1 a t es

felt obliged to begin their speeches with a defence of their
party ' s decision to join with the Nationalists . 85
By way of

repl~

they too played on the idea that

the rural and metropolitan interests were incompatible by
reminding the voters of past Labor moves .

One of

Buttenshaw ' s campaign advertisements claimed that 'YOUR
COUNTRY ROADS MONEY ' was stolen by the previous Labor
administration and that public funds were generally used to

81 .

Graham, Political Strategies, p.397 .

82 .

Spectator , 16 October 1930 .

83.

Ibid .

84 .

Advocate , 24 October 1930 .

85 .

Ibid ., 17 October 1930.
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placate city Labor supporters, while the country districts
were 'bled white' . 86
was more comprehensive:

Another Government propagandist
Lang, he wrote, had

saddled the outback with a 44 hour week,
a rural basic wage of ~4 4s Od a week,
insurance and other schemes involving
heavy payments and much inconvenience,
the Rural Workers' Accommodation
regulations and higher railway rates.
87
What the Country Party wanted voters to decide was whether
'a city minded, union run party ' could do otherwise. 88
The voters of New South Wales elected Labor
candidates in 55 seats, ensuring them office.

The Country

Party suffered a net loss of only one seat, and it won both
Temora and Lachlan. 89

Comparisons with the 1927 elections

are made difficult by boundary changes. Analysis of
polling booth figures shows that although the Country Party
won all but 24 of the 151 booths their vote declined in
most of them .

In nine booths was this sufficient to change

a 1927 Country Party victory to a Labor one in 1930 .

In

1927 Buttenshaw had won easily with nearly 60 per cent of
the vote, compared with a Labor tally of 39 per cent .

In

his revised electorate the Labor vote in 1930 was 41 per
cent, and Buttenshaw ' s 56 per cent.

Main won Temora

narrowly with 49 . 6 per cent compared with his opponents '

86 .

Ibid . , 21 October 1930.

87 .

Ibid ., 12 October 1930 .

88 .

Spectator , 16 October 1930 .

89 .

Aitkin , Colonel, p.128 .
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total of 48 . 5 per cent.

His winning margin was 138 votes,

less than the number of informal votes cast.

Both did

worse in the urban centres, but maintained firm majorities
in the rural regions, as was the pattern for Country Party
candidates in general.

90

Buttenshaw's township and urban

vote went down eight percentage points to 51 per cent but
this was counterbalanced by a rise of the rural booths'
Buttenshaw vote from 63 to 67 per cent.

91

Buttenshaw,

with the status of Party Leader and Deputy Premier/could
have lost his seat but for the rural vote:
In his analysis of the Coalition defeat the
Country Party campaign director blamed it on the 'policy
of negation' offer_ed the voters.

92

D.H. Drummond,

previously Country Party Minister for Education, blamed it
on the new compulsory voting
as all sorts of ignorant people
were stampeded into voting who had not
voted before in State elections. 93
Summarising the election in Round Table, the anonymous
Australian correspondent claimed that the ultimate issue of
the election had been the choice between Lang's 'brighter

90.

NSWPP , General Election, 1927, 1930, Statistical
Returns . D. Aitkin , The Country Party in New South
Wales : Membership and Electoral Support, Australian
Political Studies Association, Canberra, 1965.
(Hereafter : Aitkin, C. P. Membership), pp . 25 - 6, 35 - 6 .

91 .

Aitkin , C. P . Membership,

92 .
93.

Aitkin, Colonel , p . 127.
National Country Party, Sydney, Archives , (Hereafter :
C. P . Archives) , Central Council Minutes, Vol. 5 .
19 November 1930.

pp . 25-6, 35-6.
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times' and the parsimony of Bavin and Buttenshaw. 94
Country Party candidates agree d.

95

According to the

editor of the Advocate, J.W . Parker, the electorate had
become disenchanted with the g'overnment because for too
long they had relied upon it to overcome all problems.
When it failed to do so in 1930 they chose a new government.
In a similar vein, the Land explained the defeat of the
Bavin-Buttenshaw Government as another manifestation of the
'gross selfishness' previously exhibited during the
"
' f
conscrlptlon
campalgn
0
t h e Great War. 96

None of these analyses explained why the Labor
promise of good times attracted the town vote, but not
the rural vote
Riverina.

away from the Country Party in the Northern

One reason was that Labor organization there was

concentrated in the towns, and the party could therefore
campaign there more effectively.

Labor Party membership

was also dominated by town dwellers, mainly railwaymen.
Its other main supporters were labourers and employees,
with a scattering of local businessmen, and only a small
minority of farmers .
On the other hand the Country Party was firmly
based ln the rural areas .

The F . S.A. component of the

94.

Round Table , XXI, 1930/1, p . 438 .

95 .

Aitkin, Colonel , pp . 127-8 .

96.

Advocate, 31 October 1930, Land, 31 October 1930,
p. 2 .
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F.S.A . coalition with the Graziers' Association which made
up the Country Party was well represented in the Party
in the region.

About two of every five executive members

were also F.S.A. members.

They could use the existing

reputation and organisation of the F.S.A. to promote the
Country Party to farmers.

Over half of the Country Party

members were farmers, with businessmen the second largest
group .

97

These proportions differed from those in New

England, where graziers predominated , but the composition
of the Party in each region reflected the main primary
. d ustrles
.
ln

0f

t h ose areas. 98

The geographic concentration of party organisation
therefore had some influence on the effectiveness of local
campaigns.

Town dwellers, whatever their sympathies, would

be more likely to be subject to Labor propaganda than would
the farmers outside the towns.
While geographic location of party organisation
helps to explain the swing to Labor in the towns it does

97.

See Appendix V for methodology. Proportions are,
Labor:
Railway 21%, Labourer/Employee 21%,
Business 15%, Farming 12% . Countr¥ Party: Farming
50% , sharefarming 6 %, Farming/Grazlng 6%, Business
12%. NB . in view of the high proportion (20%)
of members for whom no occupation data could be
found, these figures are not conclusive .

98 .

G.S . Harman , Politics at the Electoral Level - A
Study in Armidale, New England 1899 to 1929, M.A .
U.N . E., 1964. (Hereafter: Harman, Politics) I p.386.
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not explain why the rura l voters did not embrace Lang's
'promise'of seven shillings and sixpence a bushel.
they appeared to welcome economic stringency.

Instead

Part of the

answer lies outside the local logistics of party organisation.
In the electorate the political campaign was waged
through meetings and speeches .

But there were at least two

other levels on which the campaign was fought which
complemented the work of the local party organisations .
Both involved the press .

One was the editorial bias in the

local paper, the other the press advertising by the parties.
D. Aitkin rightly points out that
it is impossible to estimate the political
importance of the country newspaper in an
electorate,
99
for a variety of reasons .

However some judgement can be

made about where in the electorate its influence is likely
to be greatest .

As has already been mentioned the local

paper was the main source of local information .

In towns

at election time there was likely to be organised debate
and campaigning which did not reach the farmer unless he
came to town to participate.

The way in which the local

paper reported events was therefore likely to colour the
farmers ' judgement of the contending issues and candidates .
Editors, therefore, had a real role to play in any election .
In addition to deciding what was and what was not ' news ' ,

99.

D. Aitkin, The United Country Party in N.S . W. 1932
-1941: A Study in Electoral Support. M.A . , U.N.E .
1960. (Hereafter: Aitkin, U.C . P . ) p.309 .
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they also decided how much space it should occupy, if
indeed it "merited any space.

The exercise of this power

was decidedly partisan in the three main regional newspapers.
Like most of the State's rural press they were anti-Labor.
None gave any space at all to the Communist candidate.
Although Bavin's policy speech was published in full in the
Advocate , T.J. Lang's was not accorded this courtesy.

This

paper was the most ostentatiously anti-Labor of the three
perhaps because the editor, J.W . Parker, was competing with
the Wyalong Star, allegedly a

'red hot Labor advocate'.

100

His leaders, news columns, and 'Election Notes' were almost
invariably anti-Labor.

The most striking example of this

was his manipulation of electoral advice .

The column

detailing the hours of polling, and the fact that voting
was compulsory, continued with the advice that
You must vote for all candidates in
order of preference otherwise your vote
will be informal . Electors of Lachlan
should vote 1 Buttenshaw, 2 Tasker,
3 Axelby .
101
Partisan propaganda thus assumed the guise of prescriptive
official advice .
The Hillston Spectator like the Temora Independent
--~~~--~~-------I

refrained from editorialising , and restricted its

- 100 .
101 .

Advocate, 23 September 1930, 18 May 1934 .
Ibid . , 17 October 1930 .
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favouritism to the publication of pro-Government 'news'
consisting chiefly of rebuttals of Labor plans and claims.

102

If these items had been really newsworthy, then it was
suspicious that the original (Labor) mention of them had
been ignored, and the Country Party comment noted .
It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the
restricted ' political' material that appeared in the 'news'
columns was, like much other'news', a regurgitated press
release.

In the case of the reports favourable to the

Country Party this was almost certainly true.

In mid-July

1930 Captain C . L . Abbott began to write and send out
material to the State country press for the party.

In two

weeks alone he sent out 61 articles, of which 95 per cent
were printed .

He refrained from

making the article (sic) strongly Country
Party . . . they .. . dealt more with . . .
destructive criticisms of the Labor
Party ... Most of the newspapers .. . used
them as leaders, and other instances .. .
set out on the news page, with sections
in heavily leaded type . 103
This could explain why such obstruse items as 'J.T. Lang Is he a fit man to rule this State' appeared in the rural
press . 104

In the absence of any New South Wales

legislation , prior to 1973, requiring the authorship of
electoral comment to be stated, such material appeared to

102 .

E.g., Spectator , 16 October 1930.

103 .

C.P. Archives, General Executive Minutes, 1,
1928/1938 , letter 30 July 1930.

1 04 .

Spectator , 16 October 1930.
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be genuine reporting at first glance.

105

Its presence

made nonsense of the country press claim that 'No country
newspaper will,

... publish as news ... systematically

distributed propaganda' . 106
A similar air of syndicated propaganda pervaded
the 'letters' columns.

Rarely were letters from local

residents to the editor published, and seldom was any
public debate conducted in the papers' letters section.
Between the 1930 and 1932 elections, the most publicly
discussed issue in the region appears to have been the
allegedly sacrilegious opening of Sydney Harbour Bridge
" f
at t h e b eglnnlng
0
Easter. 107

A much more common use of

a 'letters' column was an alternative conduit for partisan
propaganda.
During the 1930 election campaign a 'Plain John
Smith' wrote frequently

representing, so he said, 'the

common wisdom, the common interest, and the common
patriotism of the average elector' - he was 'no violent
, ' 1 partlsan.
'
,108
po I ltlca

His appearance in identical type-

face and layout in at least two papers indicated that the
editors had been relieved not only of the need to devise

105.

Electoral Commissioner, New South Wales, to author,
15 October 1976.

106.

Advocate, 10 February 1925.

107.

Spectator, 4 February 1932.

108.

The author of the quotation at footnote 87. He
appeared in the Independent and the Advocate, e.g.
Advocate, 3 Octob e r 1930.
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copy, but of the need to set it up for printing.

Plain,

common , well organised, John was a government supporter
much given to turning Labor policy against the Labor Party.
The regional press thus had a covert role in the
elections.

Its editors, by avoiding publication of letters

which might have stimulated debate, were continuing to
portray society as harmonious , and by doing so could give
animpression that the political debate that it did report
was somehow alien to the region.

At the same time their

use of editorial power to favour one party gave that party
a local endorsement of legitimacy .
The press had a more overt role in the campaign
as a vehicle for the paid party advertisements, which
carried the parties ' messages in a bolder, simplified form.
Their visual impact was immediate.

Capitals and white space

leaped out from the surrounding grey columns of compact type
face .

They had passion and venom

fails to capture .

which mere transcription

Instead two examples are reproduced .

The first one, Plate 6:1, pursues an aim common to both the
Labor and Country Parties, the desire to appropriate the
Australian Diggers ' war record .

The glorious dead were

called to serve once more, this time in the party ranks .
The Labor advertisement resurrected the ANZACs to counter
the State Government ' s taunt of repudiation and to
disciedit Sir Otto Niemeyer as an adviser to the Australians .
The Country Party sought to appropriate the A. I.F . record
by emphasising the supposed rural origin of those who
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Plate 6:1

Au trail nLabar arty
.

....----..;............ 0:

.

-Hlllston _BraQch
•

-

VOTE LABOR
- - - - -...Ctll ....- - - - -

READ THIS AND ASK YOURSELVES THE QUESTION
WHO ARE THE REPUDIATORS?

\Vhen the 60.000 Australi<\l1s, now lying on the h!"ights of Gallipoli
or in th ~ poppy - fields of France, enlisted, they were told by the
National-(ol1n~ry Par:t.r th~t, whether they were wage earners or
producers, they muse win the war In order to retain their Industrial
Institution. and decent standard of Living; and if the Allies
Germany, Austria and Turkey would foot the bill.

~on

During the war. Australian soldii;!rs whq. were taken prisoners by the
Gennans, were held in concentration camps controlled by two German officers -named Niemeyer.
To-day, Bavin and Buttenshaw at the behest of Otto Niemeyer, an
International Financier, tell us that we must jettison everything our
sons died for, in order to pay our war debt..
'"

Fellow Austndians,' Let our reoly to those arch-repudiators. BavinButtenahaw, be that we Australians are men and women of honor.
We ,will pay every pen,?y we owe both here and abroad, but \\' ~ reserve
-the right to govern ourselves according to Australian ideals and
sentiment, and will stand no dictation from outsiders, be they German
Jew. from London or Be-whiskered CommuRists from RUlli&. '

"AUST'R ALIA FIRST" . ·
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

FOR THE LACHLAN
VOTE THUS-(l) TASKER D. H.
-------.:::« - - - - - -

Auth~rised by D. H. Tasker, Labor candidate for The Lachlan.

Spectator,16 October 1930
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volunteered, and the importance of country volunteers in
the breaking of Labor's 1917 Rail Strike.

Once again,

the Country Party said, it was time for 'the country' to
save Australia again by rejecting Lang. 109

The coalition

supporters' main advertising technique was to raise the
Communist bogey.

'Plain John Smith' did this by pointing

to Lang's crony 'Red' Jack Garden, and communist
infiltration of the Labor Party Conference.

110

More direct

was the page-length panel reproduced as Plate 6:2 which
appeared in both the Advocate and Independent.

'LANG'S

SOVIET FRIENDS' were plotting to ruin all wheat farmers. 111
Communists also wanted to flood the country with Chinese and
Japanese.

112

If farmers doubted their evil intentions, the

Advocate thoughtfully reprinted evidence from the pages of
the Labour DailY , 27 September 1930.
Russia undoubtedly has it in her power to
bring the rest of the world to its knees
and the dumping of her wheat on foreign
markets is not by any means to be ignored
as a move in that direction ... Russian
guns in 1914 warmed the cockles of our
Christian hearts far more easily than will
Russian wheat in 1930. 113
According to the comment in the Advocate this obscure, and
in some ways anti-Soviet, passage was a 'chant of Labor

109.
.110.

Spectator, 16 October 1930.
Advocate, 21 October 1930. M. Dixson, Greater Than
Lenin? Lang and Labor 1916-1932, Melbourne Politics
Monograph, n.d. (Hereafter: Dixson, Lang), pp.126-134.

Ill. · Advocate, 23 September 1930, Independent, 26 September
1930.
112.

Advocate, 10 October 1930.

113.

Ibid., 14 October 1930.
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Plate 6:2

Labor's Friends
ARE

CHEMIN(; TO

Ruin Australian farmars
Sinister Soviet Attack
Upon Wheat Prices
"Turn the Farmers Into Landless Proletarians n
Mu .. 1 l"lni"h'r rl',llUl\' of tlh.' " '!l l';ll .\\;u -I,d of the.: \\ hll!...· world
\ll'l:'k:--.

ha ... I'4.., ..'n tht..' mlJ\(>nwllt

I)L~II'\\' III:: ,\1'

.,1

tilt..'

,n I ('\'(,Ill

I{U~:-Ioln ~I\ h..- l (; 1/ \\'\ nml:'nl. tu
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llean ~I•.'\rkl·t:" anti
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:-'1." kd .
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Inh:nllon uf Hum in){ th\.' .\mcric.ln Fal 01 ..·'·..... tntl 1I1l:Il.h: nLJII~' dc~tro)'ing
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Socialism rejoicing in t he plight of the Australian farmer'
and declaring 'its contempt f or the Australian wheat114
grower.
By polling day the price of a bushel of wheat
was 32.5 pence in Sydney, which was half the price offered
at the same time the previous year.

Between the issue of

the election writs and polling day wheat prices had fallen
by five pence per bushel and there had been no government
action to stop the slide.

But on polling day rural voters

in the region did not choose to vote for Labor and seven
shillings and sixpence.
for the Country Party.

Instead they voted more strongly
With the assistance of the local

editors, that party's propaganda had successfully
discredited Lang in the farmers' eyes.
The Country Party had also · exploited the rural
ideal of consensus to attract support at the election, as
it had done in the past when it claimed that
after all, the party ideals ... are
... so broad that they really become
non-party as they proceed to their
goal.
115
In 1930 the party was offered as the middle way of politics ,
the independent alternative to the 'isms' that beset the
State-'Bavinism' and ' Langism' . 116

114.

Ibid .

115.

Advocate, 24 February 1925 .

116.

Ibid., 10 October 1930 .

It also attempted to
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steer voters to the coalition by pointing out that the
Melbourne Agreement was the product of consensus between
both Labor and Liberal Premiers:

responsible Australian-

minded men standing together in this time of unparalleled
anxiety,117 as opposed to Mr. J.T. Lang the repudiationist.
The ' Independent Australian ' candidate in Temora
took the idea of consensus further .

Like the Populists in

the United States of America nearly 40 years before he
attacked party politics .

He found little support at the

ballot box, gaining the confidence of only 328 electors,
most from the region to the east of West Wyalong.

But his

2.8 per cent of the vote at least indicated that there
were electors who found the established parties sufficiently
unattractive to wish to try a different option. 118

In the

following year this tendency to look outside the established
political framework became more pronounced .

117 .

Ibid . , 7 October 1930 .

118 .

Independent, 23 September 1930, NSWPP, General
Election, 1930 , Statistical Returns. H. S . Commager
(Ed . ~ Documents of American History . Volume 1, to
1898 , Meredith COLporation , New York , 1968, pp.
593-6 .
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Chapter 7:
RIVERINA AGITATION
In New South Wales, depression and the electlon of
Lang gave rise to a number of ' anti-political' groups . l
Discontent in the region

Iso produced a number of cphemeral

protest movements, the most popular of which was the Riverina
Movement , led by Charles Hardy, a Wagga Wagga timber merchant . 2
After a burst of activity in 1931 , and an ambiguous rclationship with the Country Party , the Movement withered as the
po litical climate changed.

Probably because it was so short-

lived , few people now in the region recall it and in general
the local press was a more useful source of information.
However , the loss of many local papers of the period, and the
fact that the Movement had to compete with other news, leas
to difficulties in assessing its popularity or influence .
Before looking more closely at the Riverina
Movement , some attention should be paid to the other organised
agitation in the area , because the Movement did not suddenly
appear in a political vacuum.
organisation was the F.S.A.

In the 1920s the main farmers'
In 1929 L. McInnes started

he

Wheatgrowers' Association at Weethalle to 'de fend the in crests
of genuine wheatgrowers'.

Interest in the locl F.S.A. had

flagged and the idea of a non-political group was welcomed by

1.

P. Loveday, ''' Anti - political'' political Thought'.
(Hereafter:
Loveday, Anti-political), in R. Cooksey
(Ed . ), The Great Depression in Australia, Australian
Society for the Study of Labou r History, Canberra, 1970.
(Hereafter:
Cooksey:
Great Depression), pp. 1 3-4.
K. Amos, The New Guard ~lovement 1931-1935, M.U.P.,
Melbour n e, 1976 .
( Hereafter: Amos, New Guard), p. 20.
J. McCarthy , ' All for Australia:
Some Right Wing
Responses to the Depression in New South Wales 1929-1932',
Journa l of the Royal Australian Historical Society, 57, 2 ,
1971.
(Hereafter: McCarthy, AFA} , p. 166.

2.

(?) ' The New States Movement', Round 'rable, 14,1923,
pp . 550, 598.
K. Swan, 'The Middle Reaches Since 1900',
in H.J. Frith, G. Sawer (Eds.), The Murr y Waters; Man
Nature , and a River System, Angus and Robertson, Sydney,
1974 .
(Ilerea ft r ; Swan, Middl Reach s), pp. 132 - 3 .
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3

the farmers.

Probably it attracted a greater proportion

of farmers 'than the F.S.A., and the same proportion of
4

businessmen .

Soon its officials proclaimed that it would

'put the F & S CAl out of existence in these parts'.

5

The

birth of a new organisation with aims which the original
country Party could have embraced
its associate
farmers. 6

was evidence that it, and

the F.S.A.,were not meeting the needs of local

However the farmers' desire to seek solutions to

their problems did not lead inexorably to their abandonment
of established institutions for at Coolamon for example,F.S.A.
membership increased during the 1930/31 crisis.

7

Other farmers sought new ways of increasing the
influence of the rural sector.

Within a week of Scullin's

appeal to 'Grow More Wheat' in March 1930, farmers' groups
had begun to lobby for a better deal than the government
proposed.

In the Temora district the Wheatgrowers' Defence

League was begun by M. McCrone, a Mirrool farmer .

He

toured the district, urging his listeners to organise

3.

R.F.I. Smith, Organise or be Damned: Australian
Wheatgrowers' Organisations and Wheat Marketing, 19271948. Ph.D. A.N.U., 1969 ,
(Hereafter: Smith, Organise),
p.93. Wheatgrower, 12 January 1951.

4.

F.S.A. 76% farmers, 7% businessmen. Wheatgrowers'
Association 91% farmers, 8% businessmen. Appendix V.

5.

CS/RSS file 3152, letter 12 November 1930.

6.

Graham, Formation, p.58,

7.

Coolamon-Ganmain Farmers ' Review.
(Hereafter:
Farmers'
Review), 8 April 1927, 15 March 1929, 13 March 1931.

Spectator, 26 February 1931.
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in this part o f the State with the object
.of impressing upo n the Federal Government
that wheat could not be grown profitably
at less than 5/- a bushel,
8
because, if wheatgrowers were to save the nation, the nation
should pay them.

He claimed that his colle g ues were 'wheat-

growers all' but of the two dozen men he con t acted to help
e stablish branches only half identified themselves on the
e lectoral roll as farmers; one-quarter were agents.

Within

a month, the League had organised a deputation to Canberra
consisting of one blacksmith, one auctioneer, and three
f armers.

They were told that a deputation wa s not necessary

a s the farmers would be getting four shillings for their
grain.

9

Among the League's aims were also grower control
of marketing to forestall the proposed compulsory pool, and
opposition to compulsory pooling generally. 10

From its

composition it appeared to be an agents' 'ramp' to control
marketing rather than a bona-fide farmers' movement.

More

evidence of its non-farming origins came late in 1931 when
a group with a Sydney address, the New South Wales United
Farmers Defence Organisation , announced its intention to
'organise wheatgrowers and others with identical interests
into a non-political body'. 11

Each page of its manifesto

8.

Advocate, 14 March 1930.

9.

Ibid., 28 March 1930.

10.

Ibid., 21 March 1930, Sydney Morning Herald, 11 June
193~ p. 11.

11.

Advocate, 13 October 1931.
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bore the legend 'COSTS OF PRODUCTION MUST BE REDUCED'.

Its

aims included resistance to compulsory pools, and although it
only claimed to have been formed on 25 August 1931 its
executive list bore many familiar names.
Leag ue

growers' Defence

It was the

~Vheat-

resurrected to maintain the

a nti-pool forces' vigilance. 12
The invention in 1930 of such a League was not
s ignificant because of its achievements, for it failed to
get five shillings per bushel.
re velation of rural uneasiness .

What was important was its
Half of the participants

had not previously been involved in a lobby or political
group.

13

Further, the farmers among them chose not to use

the F.S.A., or the Wheatgrowers' Association, to pursue their
aims.
This trend was not unusual.

In the Hillston

district a Settlers Defence League had been started in mid1930 with limited aims .

It tried to ensure the effective

working of existing State farm legislation, particularly the
R.I.B . , by sending deputations to relevant ministers, like
E.A. Buttenshaw.

They asked for general improvements, and

specific concessions such as deferral of rent on account of
drought conditions.

As with the Wheatgrowers' Defence League

half its members had apparently not been active politically
before. 14

Farmers were seeking new ways to make their

voices heard .

12.

CP6 56/2 4, Exhibi t N15 .

13.
14 .

Appendix V.
Spectator , 27 March 1930, 24 July 1930 .
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Similar movements away from established or mainstream political channels were evident elsewhere in the New
South Wales wheat belt.
gained in strength.

15

Locally, the Henry George League
At Parkes there was a 300 strong

Wheat Belt Defence League asking for four shillings a bushel
when the price was down to three shillings. 16

The Canowindra

Development League, formed in 1930 to lobby for a stable wheat
market also demanded four shillings. 17

At the State level

the Producers' Advisory Council, which was formed in late
1930 by the F.S.A., and the Graziers' Association, advocated
an emergency loan for farmers to check this 'economic drift,~8
There was another theme in rural protest in 1930,
a desire for the end of 'party politics'.

At Ardlethan a

Citizens ' Reform League revived itself to demand smaller
parliaments, a reduction of State expenditure, and the
abolition of tariffs and arbitration awards through the
election of a non-party State Parliament. 19

Party politics

was blamed for the defeat of the guaranteed price for wheat
in Federal Parliament. 20

R.H. Webster, the Ariah Park

cordial manufacturerl suggested that somebody like Sir John

15.

Advocate, 14 October 1930.

16.

Sydney Morning Herald, 7 August 1930, p.l0.

17.

Ibid., 10 November 1930, p.8.

18.

Ibid., 17 January 1931, p.14. U. Ellis, The Country Party:
A Political and Social History of the Party in New South
Wales, Cheshire, Melbourne, 1958.
(Hereafter: Ellis l
Country Party), p.136.

19.

Farmer~

20.

Sydney Morning Herald, 16 July 1930, p.14.

Review, 7 March 1930.
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Monash take over government as a 'dictator of ... integrity,
capacity, and ability'. 21
Anti-democratic sentiment received a boost when
Lang won the 1930 election and began to offend people,
particularly those who did not support his party, by trying
to give effect to his Government's plans.

Of these the most

prominent was the Lang Plan of February 1931 with its prime
point, repudiation.

In that month the All for Australia

League was founded to stamp out machine politics and so
raise the tone of public life.

At about the same time the

New Guard appeared to suppress 'disloyal and immoral elements
in Government ... '.

22

The New Guard provided the more militant farmers
with an opportunity to act.

They could form a New Guard

'Locality' and help overthrow Lang .

\

Just how much appeal it

had for rural people is difficult to assess because of the
secrecy surrounding it at the time,
burning of its files.

23

and the subsequent

In November 1931 the Commissioner

of Police requested a report from each police station
as to the strength of the organisation
known as the 'New Guard' or any similar
organisation or association which may
be existing in [their] locality .
24

21.

Advocate, 10 October 1930.

22.

Ibid ., 6 March 1931. McCarthy AFA, p.164. E. Campbell,
The Rallying Point: My Story ~the New Guard, M.U.P.
Melbourne, 1965.
(Herea f ter: Campbell, Rallying Point),
pp. 1, 7.

23.
24.

Ibid ., p.vii .
Police Piles: New Guard, 516058/554, 10 November 1931.
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Outside the metropolitan area the police
discovered about 100 organisations, of which about one-third
were identified as New Guard.
to the north of Sydney.

Most lay in the coastal zone

Of those inland of the Great

Dividing Range, most lay north of the Lachlan River, outside
the Northern Riverina.
only two groups.

Withinthis region the police reported

One of 100 was in the Tullibigeal district,

set up by a bank manager, a hotel licensee, and an agent in
June 1931.

The other group at Barmedrnan was smaller, and the

police thought that the 40 members had met only once, in July
1931. 25

According to K. Amos, these reports are an
underestimate , as well they might be, because the figures were
collected within a week of the Commissioner's request.

26

In

addition , the movement they were attempting to find shunned
pUblicity .

If they did discover a New Guard

Locality

they

were being asked to report on a group that was pledged to
assis t them to preserve law and order.

Both considerations

could have led to underestimating the strength of the movement . 27

Further errors arose because of police confusion

over what they were meant to be investigating.

Louth police,

in the Dubbo Police District, reported that there were 'No
'1
Communists within thlS
patro' 28 d"lstrlct, revea l'lng a

25.

Ibid.

26

Ibid., Amos, New Guard, p.38.

27.

Ibid., pp.65, 38. He claims 5,000 members on the North
Coast. Police Files: New Guard, 516058/554 claim 1,000.

28.

Ibid.

",
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definite ignorance of the nature of the New Guard, or a very
narrow view of the political orientation to be expected of
organisations that merited police investigation.
In the Northern Riverina the New Guard appears to
have attracted little support, if local response to its most
publicised action is any guide.

Of the 700 or more

congratulatory letters sent to Captain De Groot after his
'opening' of the Sydney Harbour Bridge, five at the most
carne from the region.
for an autograph.

One of these amounted to a request

In another, a returned soldier from

Barellan inquired about the possibility of establishing a
Locality there.

29

Most of De Groot's letters of support

carne from Sydney, which partly reflected the urban
orientation of the New Guard's recruiting.
The New Guard's leader, E. Campbell, claimed
that he left rural agitation against Lang to local movements,
and there is no local evidence of the kind of local preparations for action required of New Guard Localities.

Campbell

believed that the New Guard did have support in 'most
country towns'

30

but this must be regarded as exaggerated.

If his memory that there were at least 50,000 recruits

is

correct, and his estimate of metropolitan membership at
~o,ooo

is similarly reliable, then the country membership

amounted to about 20,000.

If the police reports gave a

29.

Mitchell Library.

A4948, De Groot Papers, Vol.4.

30.

Campbell, Rallying Point, pp.44, 61.
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reliable impression of the distribution of New Guard
Localities, then one-quarter o f the country membership was
on the North Coast. 31

With a maximum of 15,000 members in

the rest of the State, it seems unlikely that there were
Locali ties in 'most country towns'.
Another reason for treating Campbell's claim of
wide rural support with caution is that he qualifies it by
defining the organisations as 'anti - Lang' and Ion New Guard
lines '.

This enabled him to include groups such as the Old

Guard, which had no wish to be associated in any way with
the New Guard . 32

However, he might have been correct in

his assumption that they would have backed the New Guard had
.
33
.
lt acted.
But being prepared to follow ln no way proved
that the New Guard itself was welcome, although the whole
spectrum of local protest so far mentioned indicates that
virtually any self- appointed spokesman could get a fOllowing .
Th ere was no shortage of other rural anti - Lang
movements .

Lang ' s plan to withhold overseas payments,

provoked the formation of bodies such as the United Australia
Association for Sane Government and British Justice, and the
Co un t ry Man ' s Defence and Liberty League, which demanded the

31 .

Amos, New Guard, pp . 25 , 38 . Campbell, Rallying Point ,
pp . 168 , 171 - 2 . His metropolitan figure is 6 , 000 less
than the police report accepted as reliable by Amo s ,
New Guard , p . 38 .

32 .

Campbell , Rallying Point, pp . 30 - 38 .
f o otnote 116 .

3 3.

Campbell , Rallying Point, p . 61 .

See also Chapter 5,
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II

dismissal of Lang.

34

The latter represented a new phase

in rural agitation, as it was not concerned with the problems
of primary industry or prices, but with the propriety of the
Premier.

It expressed abhorrence of Lang's proposals and

wanted action to prevent them.
The remedy suggested by Gilgandra Shire Council
was to petition the Governor, Sir Philip Game, to dissolve
State Parliament.

It appealed to the F.S.A. and Shire

Councils to support its petition. 35

In the first week alone

o f April 1931, Bland Shire Council received requests for
support of the dissolution of State Parliament from three
different groups, all of which it 'received' but apparently
took no action.

Evidence of any organised stimulus to, or

conscious direction of, this new trend has been difficult to
discover.
The recurrence of meetings demanding dissolution
in the electorate of the leader of the Federal Country Party,
Earle Page, together with the similarity of motions calling
for Lang's dismissal from towns as far apart as Lismore and
Barellan implies encouragement, if not outright leadership,
of the mood by conservative groups like the F.S.A. 37

It

34.

Sydney Morning Herald, 23 March 1931, p.10, 28 March
1931, p.17.

35.

Ibid., 14 March 1931, p.14.

36 .

Bland Shire Council, Minutes, 10 April 1931.

37 .

Sydney Morning Herald, 6 March 1931, p.9, 17 March
1931, p.10.

,
)
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made little sense for farmers to denounce Lang's plan to
withhold bond interest as repudi ation, while at the same
time accepting his Moratorium Act which gave farmers who
were debtors a moratorium of two years on interest payments. 38
I t was , however, of a piece with the torrent of conservative
demands that Lang be sacked. 39
At the same time as the calls for the dismissal
o f Lang's Government , there was a growing rural demand that
the same government give farmers aid, as Lang ' s election
'promise ' of 7s 6d per bushel went unhonoured.

The

settlers, it seemed, wanted immediate action and were now
not the least concerned to dress their demands up in the
borrowed and bogus authority of I associations ' or 'leagues l •
Their lack of concern with the outward form of their protest
probably indicated their worry over something more vital survival.

A group at Temora demanded assistance and payment

for the wheat that they had grown , and expressed dissatisfaction with party government.
assistance.

At Barellan the farmers demanded

A farmers' deputation to the State Minister for

Agr iculture asked for State assistance, and for the Federal
Government to renew and honour its promise of four s h 1'll'lngs. 40

38 .

Spectator,S February 1931. N.S.W. Yearbook, 1930/1,
p . 738. J. McCarthy, ' After Lang 1932-35'.
(Hereafter:
McCarthy, Lang) , in H. Radi, P . Spearitt, (EdsJ, Jack
Lang, Hale and Iremonger,Sydney, 1977. (Hereafter : Radi,
Jack Lang) , p . 185 .

39 .

See J . M. Ward, ' The Dismissal ' in Radi , Jack Lang ,
espec . pp . 171 - 4 .
Independent, 10 February, 12 January , 16 Jan u ary , 1931
respectively .

4 0.

'1

)
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While the calls for Lang's dismissal could have
been a weli organised attempt b y the F.S . A./Country Party
alliance to embarrass the Lang Government, the ad hoc meetings
that called for more aid appear to have had few, if any,
identifiable members of any political group among their
organisers.

-.

"\

If these meetings had been other than

spontaneous outbursts of frustration,

then it would have been

logical for politically experienced leaders to have dressed
them in the authority that went with the assumption of a
f ormal organisational title.

There is no evidence at these

meetings of any organised anti - Lang campaign; and as wheat
prices were still falling , farmers had reason to be worried,
and to protest.
The Country Party continued to issue press
releases condemning Lang's repudiation policy and Scullins'
'shifting decisions' which, i t claimed, gave Lang the courage
to pursue his ' dishonest policy ' of repudiation.

41

One of

its headlines read ' Secession Movements Grow' and the
article beneath publicised forthcoming meetings at Wagga
Wagga and Narrandera .

Lang's repudiation policy, it said,

.
.
.
42
had been the last straw precipltatlng these meetlngs .
Earle Page, the Country Party ' s Federal Leader,
speaking with the authority of 'former Federal Treasurer',

41.

Advocate , 27 February 1931 .

42 .

Ibid.
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took the first steps to exploit separatism as a response to
Lang ' s plan' of default .

Speaki n g, he claimed, for the

people of northern New South Wales, he said that they had no
desire to be party to Lang's repudiation policy especially
since they had not elected the Lang Government.

43

Working

f rom his electoral stronghold in the north he called a meeti n g of the Northern New States Movement for February 28,
t o discuss the methods of achieving constitutional separation
within the Commonwealth if the Lang Government defaulted.
The same column contained an announcement that, following
communications with this movement, a meeting with the same
aim would be held at Wagga Wagga on the same day .
expected 10,000 people to attend. 44
Sydney Morning Herald

Organisers

The following day the

reported that Earle Page would open

a New State campaign in the Riverina at Culcairn on March 2.

45

In the last week of February a central-western
New State movement covering the Lake Cargelligo , Cootamundra,
Orange, and Forbes region was announced in Forbes .

G.A.L.

Wilson, an ex-president of the Shires Association of New
South Wales, former Progressive Party candidate for the seat
of Murrumbidgee, and future Country Party member for Dubbo,
'
, ltS
,
f oun d
'
46
P 1 ayed a promlnent
part ln
atlon.

43 .
44 .
-45.
46.

Sydney Morning Herald , 18 February 1931, p.13 .
Ibid . , 20 February 1931 , p . ll.
Ibid . , 21 February 1931, p . 14 .
Ibid. , 26 Feb ruary 1931, p . 13. Spectator, 17 March
1922 , see also 53 below. Aitkin , Colonel, p . 154 .
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Earle Page's promise to open a New State
campaign was apparently not fulfilled,

and on the last day

of February 10,000 people at the Wagga Wagga meeting took up
the idea of a New State.

Under the chairmanship of local

alderman E .F. Lusher,47 G.A.L. Wilson moved the first motion,
that Commonwealth and State Governments reduce expenditure,
relea se primary and secondary industry from statutory burdens,
and give, or undertake to give, immediate relief to primary
pro d ucers.

·
. d . 48
Th e motlon
was carrle

Ch ar 1 es Har d y, wh ose

name was to become synonymous with what became the Riverina
Movement moved the second motion which suggested that if the
meeting 's demands were not met by March 31, then steps should
be taken to hold a referendum,

3<1°

on the right of the Riverina to determine
its own destiny as a free people under the
British crown, if necessary by secession.

49

Although Hardy's role in the meeting was relatively minor,
his supporting speech about the 'Riverina dragon ... bursting
from the bowels of the earth' with 'unlimited power' and of
'patriotism - the biggest "ism" of them all' earned him the
Sunday Sun's accolade as , The Cromwel 1

0

f

.
.
, . 50
t h e Rlverlna

His motion was seconded by the Wagga Wagga F.S.A. president
. d Wlt
. h en t h
'
51
an d carrle
USlasm.

Following the reading of a

message of support from Earle Page on behalf of the north,
the meeting closed with the National Anthem.

'4 7.

Sydney Mornin9 Herald, 2 t1arch 1931, p.9.
3 March 1931.

48.

Ibid.

49.

Ibid .

50.
5l.

Ibid.
Sydney Mornin<;I Herald, 2 March 1931, p.9.

Hardy's motion

Advocate,
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gave the Sunday Sun its h e adline -

'Country's Mighty Protest',

and enablea the Sydney Mornin g Herald to run its story under
the heading ' Against Repudiation .

Country Districts in

Revolt ... Secession Move' . 52
At Narrandera on March 8, 5,000 people passed the
same motions at a meeting chaired by R.H. Hankinson, an exMayor of the town, and future Country Party candidate for the
sea t

0

f

'
,
R lverlna.

53

The same day G. A.L. Wilson's suggestion

of secession was rebuffed by a meeting at Forbes.

There, an

opposing, conservative view that constitutional methods should
be followed - even unto ruin - prevailed.

Undaunted he went

on to organise the Western Movement for a New State in the
west of New South Wales . 54
By March 1931 the meetings and motions had not
yet produced a secession movement .

They resembled more the

smaller protest groups that had demanded government action .
They had not threatened to secede, but only to consider it as
a possibility .

There was little likelihood that the

governments would take action.

The Labor Chief Secretary

dismissed the meetings as being indicative of rural
simplicity . 55

The deadline of March 31 arrived without

government action .

52 .

Ibid .

,53.

Independent , 1 0 March 1931 . C . A. Hughes, B.D. Graham ,
Voting for the Australian House of Representatives 1901 1964, A. N. U. Press , Canberra , 1974.
(Hereafter: Hughes,
VOting) . s. v.
Land, 20
SYdne~ Morning Herald , 9 March 1931, p . 10.
May 1 32 .
Sydney Morn i ng Her a ld , 9 March 1931, p . 9 .

54 .
55.

Advocate , 3 March 1931.
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This inaction was apparently matched by the
organisers of the Wagga Wagga and Narranders meetings for
despite the secession motion, no referendum was held to
p ursue the idea.

The organisers had, however anticipated

the governments' indifference and already acted.

Two weeks

a fter the Wagga Wagga meeting, supporters of its aims met
on March 14 and 15.

They adopted a manifesto on the motion

of C. Hardy, seconded by G.A.L.

~vilson.

56

Formally, the

aim of the new Riverina Self Government Movement was to be
To consummate the nationhood of Australia
by endowing the Commonwealth with full
sovereign rights in national matters; to
abolish State Parliaments, to create
provincial areas with unfettered powers
of self government as parts of the
Commonwealth, administered by inexpensive
provincial councils and with a simple
constitution alterable only at the will of
the people of the province.
57
During April and May 1931 the Movement shifted
into the second phase of its existence.

Mass meetings and

motions had run their course - now was the time to organise
To ensure a coordinated approach the Riverina was subdivided
into 13 (later 15)

'Group Areas' based on Shires.

this was relic of earlier New States

organisatio~

Possibly
for the

Group Areas outlined omitted both the Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Shires which had been excised from existing Shires in the
1920s.

Either that, or the maps in use were out of date .

58

56 .

Ibid.,

16 March 1931, p.13,

Spectator, 9 April 1931.

57 .

Ibid .

Independent, 17 April 1931.

58.

Ibid., 31 July 1931. Advocate , 3 April 1931. Bland and
Narraburra Shires comprised Group 6, Carrathool Shire
was in Group 9.
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within each Group an executive of six

was

to be elected, and

they would join other Group executives to formulate policy. 59
)

In the Northern Riverina the campaign began in
mid- April with the publication of Hardy ' s Wagga Wagga manifesto.

Supporting arguments and rationalisations explained

that country wealth was being drained off to maintain cities,
and that local self-government would enable rural development
to continue, without destructive taxation.
necessary

It was therefore

to organise a Riverina Province Council so that

it could set up self-government immediately Constitutional
Government in New South Wales broke down through financial
collapse, or social disorder in the industrial centres. 60
In order to 'consummate the nationhood of
Australia', it was necessary to have the permission of
Australia.

To this end, a petition was circulated requesting

the Commonwealth Government to hold a Constitutional
Convention or a referendum to expedite the establishment of
, provlncla
. . 1 areas , . 61

The petition's preamble argued that

both primary and secondary industry in the region had
languished , and was now stagnant, because of excessive
government costs and statutory burdens imposed by legislatures
outside its control .

The State Government had not relieved

59.

Sydney Morning Herald , 28 March 1931, p.17 .

60.

Spectator , 9 April 1931 .

61 .

Sydney Morning Herald , 28 March 1931, p . 17 . Advocate ,
1 May 1931.
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position, so now the Riverina had nothing in common

with the government.

The Riverina therefore was

firmly of the opinion that true and
lasting progress and prosperity cannot
come to the Riverina while it remains
subject to the Government of the State
of New South Wales.
62
Mass meetings were organised to endorse the
proposals.

The reports of these attest to the popularity

of the Movement.

At Hay, Hardy attracted 1,200 from a 50

mile radius, and the same number again at West Wyalong where
they packed into the Masonic Hall and overflowed into anterooms, porches, and out on

to the pavement. 63

At Wagga

Wagga and at Hillston, some of the attraction came from the
fact that there was little else to do that day, as the shops
were closed to allow employees to attend the meetings.
At Dubbo 2,000 attended the meetings;
2,000 and 3,000.

65

64

at Deniliquin between

In all these centres the equivalent of

half the town's population, possibly all the breadwinners,
attended.

In Wagga Wagga, in one month, 1,600 people spent

two shillings each to buy a Riverina Movement badge
depicting a large 'R' superimposed on a rising sun and an
Australian flag.

Around West Wyalong 1,000 signed the

62.

Ibid.

63.

Advocate, 28 April 1931.

64.

Sydney Morning Herald, 2 May 1931, p.9.
7 May 1931.

65.

Deniliquin Daily Telegraph, 26 March 1931. Albury
Banner, 21 March 1931.

Spectator, 2 April 1931.
Spectator,
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petition in the space of six weeks. 66

The Movement

attracted attention , and more importantly, support.

The

originators who had run the meetings at Wagga Wagga were
obscured as Hardy took the limelight.
*.

*

*

The idea of Riverina separation was not new, as
con~rary

and subsequent commentators pointed out.

It had

not succeeded in the past, and in the 1920s Earle Page did
not think it would .

During one of his sporadic espousals

of the New State cause he foresaw only three new subdivisions,
one in the north of the State, and two in Queensland. 67
In the Riverina earlier New State leagues had
been concerned with the drift of population to the cities.

68

They also thought that the 'ridiculous position' of having
over half the population on the seaboard was made worse by
its absorption of money from the country areas.

Sydney was

ge tting the Harbour Bridge but they could not get weighbridges,
probably, they suspected, because less than half of the Members
of Parliament were from rural areas.

They also believed that

land settlement was not being promoted as it should to build

66 .

Independent , 28 April 1931. Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 12
April 1932 . Pastoral Times, 7 April 1931. Advocate,
5 June 1931. Argus, 16 September 1931. Over 20,000
signatures were collected in the State .

07.

Robertson 1930 - 39 , p . 432. Advocate, 12 May 1925 .

68 .

Swan, Middle Reaches, pp . 131-3 .
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up Australia, and that this failure would lead to the

"1

contine nt being developed by others - who would not be

)

Wh l' t

e.• 69

)

At the end of the 1920s the Wagga Wagga based

Riverina Development League was still worrying over too much
expenditure in Sydney, and the lack of land settlement. 70

-,

'\

Hardy had been involved in the Riverina Development League in the late 1920s, and he used at least two of
his associates from it, G.A.L. Wilson and R. H. Hankinson, as
organisers for the Riverina Movement . 71
publicise his previous affiliations.

Hardy did not

There appears to have

bee n no formal connection between the Movement and earlier
separatist groups, and Hardy did not appear to make any
"
'
1 '
calm
to b e contlnulng
t helr
tra d"ltlon. 72

all been failures

They had after

scarcely antecedents to which to draw

attention.
One old factor in the earlier agitation probably
did help him, namely the orientation of southern New South
liJel shmen to Victoria .

The spread of railways and settlement

in the Riverina had not completely removed the Melbourne
orientation of the region that had been encouraged by
Victorian tariff concessions in the nineteenth century.

By

both direct line, and by rail, the Riverina and half of the

69.

Advocate, 21 July 1922 .

'7 0.

Land, 10 January 1930. Farmers' Review, 1 March 1929.

71.

Ellis, Country Party, p.122.

72.

Swan, Middle Reaches, pp.131 - 3.
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Northern Riverina were closer to Melbourne than Sydney. 73

..,

The post-war settlers were not all from New South Wales, and

)

' k s Wlt
' hVlctorla
'
, remalned.
,
74 Newsagents
t h e cu lt ura 1 l ln
stocked Melbourne papers, and men as far north as Lake
Cargelligo played Australian Rules Football - a Victorian
game.

75

Together, the geographical and cultural factors

meant that while the Riverina was not legally a part of the
State of Victoria, neither was it an integrated part of New
South Wales.

Any allegiance to the artificial construct

of a State or to the remote political and administrative
centre in Sydney was diluted , and could have provided the
separatist movement with an early foothold.
Why did Hardy's Movement achieve such rapid
popularity?

In 1934 Hardy looked back to the hectic days of

1931 and listed three main reasons for its popularity - the
collapse of the world wheat prices, the excessive burden of
taxes, and Lang ' s threat of repudiation which would damage
Australia's credit . 76
The Riverina Movement offered one easy solution
to these worries , separation .

From the Progressive and

Country Parties Hardy took the charge of city neglect of the
country , which appealed to those who needed a simple reason

73 .

Andrews , Wheat Belt, p . 51.

74 .

See Chapter 2 , passim .

75 .

Nixon , Dusts, p . 85 .

76 .

Advocate , 14 May 1934 .

See Figure 1 : 1 .
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for the failure of the Parliament in Sydney to remedy low
produce prices .

77

Provincial government would be more

responsive to local citizens' problems,or so he said.
The issue of taxation could also be resolved by
setting up a provincial 'government, which was not the same
as a New State.
separation.

Hardy claimed to have a new definition of

He did not want a New State, because that would

multiply the evils of government by mUltiplying the number of
,
'f
'
governments. 78, Unl' f 'lcatlon
0
a varlety

0

f

'
reglons
under

Commonwealth control gave too much power to the central
government which retained the right to amend the regional
constitutions. 79

Instead, Hardy wanted a provincial

government where the people of the province retained the right
to amend their constitution, and Federal control was confined
to national issues. 80

It was, and is, difficult to

distinguish between these forms.

The Ri verina !-1ovement i tsel f

was to discover that it was virtually impossible to formulate
a clear role for the provincial government, but at the time
precise details were not necessary.

81

One contemporary,

77 .

Advocate, 17 March 1931. Grenfell Record, 31 March 1931.

78 .

Sydney Morning Herald, 16 March 1931, p.13.

79 .

Ibid.

Independent, 22 May 1931.

80.

Ibid.

Advocate, 1 May 1931 .

81 .

Witness the various conferences at which the functions
of a provincial government were defined by their
cheapness, not their necessity. Advocate 25 August 1931.
Independent, 31 July 1931.
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'Sawdust Cockie' made the p o int that the Movement was aptly
named - it moved so often:

first secessionist, then New

'
..
82
stater, th en Unl. f lcatlonlst.

Provincial government also meant independence from
Lang, it offered a chance for the country people to dissociate
t hemselves from what Earle Page described as the 'common ruin'
that Lang's repudiation policy would inevitably bring.

It

was a chance to show that country people were honourable.

83

The Movement played on that emotion, just as the All For
Australia League did in the city, standing for 'sound finance'.
These were thrilling phrases - but empty in that the Movement
did not attempt to explain how the Moratorium Act differed
f rom repudiation, or how 'sound finance' was achieved by its
simultaneous demands for more government money and less
government spending and taxation.
However, Hardy's three reasons for the Movement's
appeal do not fully explain its rapid growth and popularity.
The collapse of wheat prices had already produced a rash of
small protests.

The issue of taxation was not new, the

furore over repudiation appeared to have been stage-managed.
The solutions the Movement offered for these concerns were
vague, and variable.

At Wagga Wagga the solution was to

remove statutory burdens; two weeks later the Movement wanted
to go outside the Australian Constitution; after another two

82.

Border Morning Mail, in Riverina C.A . E . Archives,
newscuttings, n.d.

83.

Sydney Morning Hera l d, 18 February 1931, p.13.
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weeks it wanted a Federal referendum within the consti tution.

84
"1

)
The crucial factor in the Movement's appeal was
Hardy's skill in re - weaving old and new threads of discontent
and belief to enfold a large following.

While not duplicating

the aims of existing protest groups, he took their appeal to
the farmers ' economic insecurity and offered separation as a
new solution .

Like the All For Australia League and the old

Progressive Party he was against the evils of party government .

85

Hardy pressed this line after the Wagga Wagga

conference .

' The people ' , he said,

' were sick and tired of

party strife ' and refused to continue to be Bragged at the
heels of party politics '.

86

By claiming to be above politics,

the Movement tapped a familiar theme.
His anti - party stand offered a sense of unity
which fitted the rural society ' s image of itself.

Inundated

by a cacophony of protests and solutions, rural people sought
not a solution, but the solution:
If we have prejudices , dislikes , political
differences, chuck them aside as worthless
rubbish and get into the fight free of alien
influences.
87
The ' If' might have been a rhetorical device , but the writer
betrays h is belief that differences of opinion had no role

84 .

Advocate , 3 March 1931 . Sydney Morning Herald , 16 March
1931 , p . 13 , 28 March 1931, p . 17 .

.85 .

Independent , 10 February 1931. Advocate, 17 March 1931.

86 .

Sydney Morni n g Herald, 2 March 1931, p . 9 .

8 7.

Independent , 28 August 1931 .
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in rural life when he claims that they are 'alien ' influences.
J.R. Teague, editor of the Spectator expressed a similar view
in his paper.

He thought that the crucial feature of any

organisation to meet the crisis should be that it was free
of'hatred ' .

It was therefore, he wrote, of little interest

what any organisation's fundamental principles and resultant
policies might be.

IWe may differ as to those ' he said, but

that was of Inot much concern I . 88

Here the desire for a

smooth running society transcended not only policy but basic
principles .

Disagreement was condoned , provided it did not

lead to divisiveness.
The Movement offered another appealing rationalisation for secession.

Labor had encouraged high rural costs

by its adherence to arbitration award wages, perhaps because
the Trades Hall told the government what to do.

Labor was

thus , it appeared, pursuing anti-country policies, in addition
to wrecking Australia's reputation by repudiation.

Neither

of these actions should be tolerated by rural people because,
the Movement's argument ran, the country people had not voted
for Lang and Labor in 1930. 89

This assertion had a grain of

truth since the Labor Government had gained office because it
had won Nationalist rather than Country Party seats.

90

The

38.

Spectator, 23 April 1931.

89.

Sydney Morning Herald, 18 February 1931, p.13.

90.

D. Aitkin, The Country Party in New South Wales: A
Study of Organisation and Survival, A.N. U. Press,
Canberra, 1972.
(Hereafter: Aitkin , C.P. in N.S.W.),
p.27.
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idea that a government had to win the support of all the
electorate 'to claim power was an odd concept, but served to
'prove' that the Lang Government was illegitimate.
Labor was also, the charges ran, under outside
'Red' control - unconstitutional control.

Therefore, the

argument ran, extra-constitutional remedies were necessary
because 'the Constitution was being prostituted by extremists
in Sydney'.

91

Hardy stepped boldly and rhetorically outside

the Constitution because he said, Australia was at a crossroad:
If the left side being constitutional led
to chaos and the right side though
unconstitutional led to sanity, prosperity and
progress , he would say 'Take the right side' . 92
The Movement had many things in common with
European Fascism.
anti - democratic .

It was anti-Communist, authoritarian, and
Possibly it also had, as P.Peters claims,

'a "military" side to its organisation'. 93
of the members of the

Old Guard

F.B. Hinton, one

which disapproved of the

New Guard's violent proclivities was also an organiser of what
he called

' " The Countryh (WD) , - the initials standing for

'Western Division '.

94

In a letter to the police he

dissociated himself and his movement from both G.A . L . Wilson's

91 .

Sydney Morning Herald, 16 March 1931, p.13, Advocate,
10 March 1931, Spectator, 9 April 1931 .

.92.
93 .

Advocate , 28 April 1931 .
P . Mitchell , ' Australian Patriots : A Study of the New
Guard ' .
(Hereafter : Mitchell , Patriots), in Australian
Economic History Review, IX, 2 , 1969, p.1S7 .

94 .

See footnote 32 above.
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western Movement , and the New Guard, saying he would 'flatly
discountenance armi ng in any way ' ,

leaving the impression

that one , or both, of the other groups were arming.

95

Hardy himself applied the Fascist label to himself, saying
th at if ever he had to choose between Communism and Fascism,
' I hope

that I shall be able to say "Thank God , I'm a

Fascist" '.

96

E . Campbell, in his reminiscences about his

New Guard, arguably an overtly Fascist group, links it with
t he Riverina Movement:
most country towns had an anti-Lang
organisation based on New Guard lines
under the command of the New Guard
... or the Riverina Movement.
97
One of the Movement ' s committeemen was also the leader of the
New Guard at Barmedman . 98

Hardy was identified by the police

in Grenfell as a founder of the New Guard, but generally the
police reports on the New Guard distinguished it from the
various country movements .

99

In view of the inadequacies

of the police reports on the New Guard, the question of rural
,Fascism, and the connection between it and the Riverina
Movement , remain s open .
The Movement lacked the pageantry, the banners and
the uniforms that seem such an essential part of European

95 .

Police Files : New Guard, S12534/554, letter to
Superintendent Police , Bathurst , 14 December 1931.

96 .

Spectator , 28 May 1931 .

·97 .

Campbell , Rallying Point, p . 61.

98 .

Advocate, 22 May 1931. Police Files : New Guard,
S16058 / 554 .

99 .

Ibid .
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Fascism .

Its militarism really consisted of calling for more

,',
100
1914 - 18 splrlt.

In the Australian context this was less

"1

)

a call to arms than evidence of the poverty of Australia's
heritage when a rallying cry was needed.

The Movement's

public acceptance of unconstitutional methods, although not

-',
pursued , was evidence of its anti-democratic leanings.
too was its attitude to the act of secession itself.

So
This

was to be undertaken by the Riverina p rovincial councils,
elected from those who troubled to join the Movement. 101
The re was no suggestion that secession might not occur if
the move was unpopular among the non-joiners who would be the
majority of the people affected.

The Movement only approved

majori ty rule if it favoured them.

34°

To take Hardy's 'Fascist' claim at face value is
to accept his false dichotomy of Fascist versus Communist
and to distort reality by identifying any anti-Communist
group as a Fascist organisation.

Further, to emphasise

Hardy 's 'Fascism' on such slender evidence is to create a
misleading parallel with European history in the 1930s which
is at odds with the relative harmony of Australia at the
time.

It is more productive to link the authoritarian, action-

oriented demands of the Movement to the male dominated rural
society that gave birth to it, a society obsessed with

100. Advocate, 28 April 1931.
101. Spectator, 9 April 1931.
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'practical' not theoretical solutions, rather than with
overseas political trends.
Hardy's appeal to a gut reaction to a problem
was best found not in words - although his fiery Wagga Wagga
speech was certainly impressive - but in a photograph taken
when he was a candidate for the Senate.

Like most press

photos it was engineered by a reporter looking for something
unusual to attract the reader.

Associated Newspapers

arranged for Hardy to meet Jim Deakin, the Australian Middleweight boxing champion, and posed them in a photograph which
showed Hardy holding him to the canvas in a hammerlock. 102
Few Senate candidates would have stripped to a pair of shorts
to indulge in even a mock wrestling match for publicity.

In

this, as in his airborreelection campaign, and his virtual
personification of ' New Stateism' he showed himself a man of
action. 103

He was not , he claimed, a political animal, and

this setting of a sweaty gymnasium hardly created an impression of a politician seeking votes .

The non-political man was

taking manly action , in a simple contest where the best man
won through direct action on his own merits - with no appeals.
Hardy personified the old virtue of recollected frontier days
when men had made their law in rough and ready ways when they
needed it .

When it is remembered that the Movement was known

locally as the ' Hardy Movement'

104

the potency of his basic

102 . World , 14 December 1931. Daily Telegraph, 14 December
1931.
103 . Independent , 8 December 1931 .
104 . Police Files : New Guard, S16058/554.
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personal appeal becomes more obvious.
To whom did this man appeal?

K. Swan, in his

evocation of the Movement does not take up the question, and
the thesis to which he refers has been lost. 105
Louis' and Turner's book mention it.

Nor does

H. Radi draws a general

conclusion that in the New States Movement as a whole the
drive came not from farmers, but from the local businessmen
who were worried by stagnation. 106

The closure of shops

during some Movement meetings indicates that there was
certainly business support in the Riverina .
In the absence of Movement records, the main source
of information is the press reports of meetings.

The

hackneyed claim that they were representative (like funerals)
cannot be trusted as a true description of local participation.
The newspapers are of use when they name people involved.
They

show that support came from farmers, storekeepers,

labourers , auctioneers, graziers; almost all sections of the
rural community.

contrary to Radi's general conclusion, half

of those whose names were recorded were farmers, and the next
largest group were the shopowners (8 per cent) and there was
a sprinkling of local urban service industries like hotelliers
and millers.

Managers or representatives of Stock firms and

105. Swan, Middle Reaches, p.133. Department of Government,
University of Sydney, Government IV Thesis.
106. Louis, Depression. H. Radi, 1920-29, in Crowley,
New History, p.377.
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banks were not visible at the meetings, for in general they
stayed clear of anything that might turn out to be 'political'
_ that is, involve them in association with one faction in
.
107
the cornrnunlty.

The Movement appears to have been more

truly a farmers' organisation than its northern counterpart,
the New England New State Movement.

According to D. Aitkin

it was popular chiefly among the educated elite of the town
and countryside.

G.S. Harman, writing about the New England

movement in the 1920s noted that business and professional
d . 108
·
men pre d omlnate
The wide range of people actively involved in the
Movement is but one indication of its widespread appeal.
Another was the presence in the organisation of people who
had apparently not previously been participating in formal
political activities.

One of the attractions of the Movement,

particularly to those wary of taking a stand that might be
construed as political, was its claim to be anti-political.
Over half of the men involved had not been reported in such
public life before, and for two-thirds of them the Movement
appears to have been their only involvement with any sort
of organisation in the years between the world wars.

They

were noticeable not just because they attended meetings, but

107. Appendix V.
108. Aitkin, Colonel, p.163. G.S. Harman, 'New State
Agitation in Northern New South Wales 1920-1929',
Journal of The Royal Australian Historical Society,
63, 1, 1977.
(Hereafter: Harman, New State) , p.39.
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because they were also involved in the various committees
set up under the Movement.

In both committee and executive

work , these 'political innocents'
.
' f la
' bl e group. 109
ldentl

were the largest

Possibly they were the younger men

of the region seeking an avenue of protest not taken up by
establi shed local identities. 110
Only a third of the participants had any 'political'
experience , as members of the F.S.A., the local Council, or
Chamber of Commerce.

For one-quarter of the participants,

the Movement was one brief encounter in their continuing
involvement in political pressure groups.

They had worked

in other organisations before, and would continue to do so.
The presence of political activists from recognised groups
within it raises the question whether, in fact, the
Movement was anti-political.

Certainly Hardy in the early

days of agitation was vehemently against politics.

According

to the organiser of the New Guard, E. Campbell, Hardy was
unimpressed with the Guard's aim of removing Lang, for that
would only enable another politician, Bavin, to take over. III
Hardy pointed with pride to the union secretary who had
joined at Temora and he encouraged Labor supporters to join
the Movement, because they were in basic agreement about the
abolition of State Governments.

He claimed that the

v.

109.

Appendix

110 .

Spectator, 28 May 1931, draws attention to the youth
of the meeting.
Campbell, Rallying Point, p.45.

Ill.
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Movement was too big to be used as a political stepping
stone .

112 .

Against the anti-political claims must be put
Hardy's own peculiar political journey.

He claimed that he

resigned from the Country Party in February 1931, probably
at the time the Wagga Wagga mass meeting was being organised,
and when Earle Page was promoting secession as a response
to repudiation.

From there he traversed the Riverina

Movement to election as a Federal Senator for the united
Co untry Party ten months later. 113
The drift to overt political partisanship forms
the third phase of the Movement, after the initial mass
meetings and the subsequent organisation of the Riverina
'Group Areas ' to systematically promote the Movement.
According to Hardy the shift to partisan politics began in
June 1931 when the Movement realised 'we would have to be114
come political if we were to achieve our objective'.
Later Hardy was to claim that the shift to political activity
had come about because no satisfactory action could be
obtained from the Scullin Government. 115

If by this he meant

the original March 31 ultimatum, then the political bent of
the Movement existed at the end of March when Hardy was still

112.

Sydney Morning Herald, 22 April 1931, p.12, 19 March
1931, p.10. Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 31 March 1931.

113.

Daily Telegraph, 24 March 1931 footnote 49, above .

114.

Sun, 18 October 1931 .

115.

~dvocatc,

14 Mny 1935.

'six weeks ago', and
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.
1 1. tlca
. 1 . 116
aVOw e d1y antl-po
. t lon
.
reJec

0. f

I f h e was referring to the

th e Movemen t ' s pe t ltlon
..
b y S cu 11 ln
. .ln Octo b er, 11 7

then again the chronology does not support his June dating of
the change.

As a body the Movement was willing in its early

days to support any politician who would pledge themselves
to its aims - in the manner of the early Progressive Party
position of offering support if assistance could be given in
return .

118

The first convention of Group ' Area leaders

at the end of May almost endorsed this stand.
leaders from Bland and Narraburr9.

Group 6

Shires thought that the

Movement should avoid anything to do with party politics but
their views were not heard at the convention.
.
prevente d t h elr
atten d ance. 119

Flooded roads

The 45 delegates in

a ttendance rejected a proposal that the Movement become a
party, and one that would have allowed the Movement to endorse
any and all candidates who supported its principles.

Instead

all but three voted to allow the Movement to select one
candidate only in each electorate as an 'instrument of the
Riverina Movement '.

120

The appearance of a non-party

position was preserved because no one party was promised
support, but when an election came their decision would
inevitably mean supporting one party or another.

116.

Spectator, 9 April 1931.

117.

Independent, 16 October 1931. Sydney Morning Herald,
16 October 1931, p.8.

118.

Graham, Formation, pp.167-9.

119.

Independent, 22 May 1931, 2 June 1931.

120.

Ibid.

,
)
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In the absence of records the reasons for this
shift remain obscure.

It is tempting to postulate a Country

Party manoeuvre at Group level, through the F.S.A., so that
when the time came to endorse one, and only one candidate,
the Country Party could count on Movement support.

But what

evidence exists in the public record is ambiguous.

Hardy,

as leader, had already retreated from his anti -poli tical
stance before the May convention of Group Area leaders
In a speech at Coolamon he had actually pre-empted their
decision with a commitment to support only one candidate In
any electorate.

In that speech in the last week in May he

assured his listeners that the success of the Movement was
assured if it did 'not turn itself into a political body to
121
deal with tariff, marketing and other proposals'.
Perhaps
the tariff and marketing references were a throwaway phrase
to balance the sentence, rather than an indication of what
concerns defined a 'political body'.

He then announced

that he would not allow his name to be submitted to any
party for candidature at an election.
was anti-party, and anti-political.

Thus far his stand
Next, in the manner of

the American politicians who emerge every four years loudly
and publicly proclaiming their lack of interest in becoming
Preside nt, Hardy admitted that he could be prevailed upon to
stand for the Movement in an election.

Despite his protests

he in fact considered becoming a politician ' with a view
2
'to carrYlng
.
.
F e d era 1 P
advocacy of our Movement lnto
arl 'lamen t +. . 2

12l.

Spectator, 28 May 1931.

122.

Ibid.
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Within the week the Group ' Area

lead~rs'

convention had endorsed his position o .f Movement support of
one candidate in each electorate.

Hardy agreed not to accept

nomination for Parliament at this meeting after debate among
the delegates who 'seemed to be almost equally divided'
about whether the Movement should be directly involved in
politics.

At the end of May the weight of opinion among the

Movement 's leaders was against overt political . activity.

123

During the next 11 weeks their position changed.
In June

(the month Hardy nominated when discussing the

Movement's politicization), the existing New State Movements
agreed to amalgamate.

They had a common bond of a desire for

simplified local government.

124

The main State Movement was

based in New England under Earle Page, and the deputy leader
of the State Country Party, M.F. Bruxner.

Coalition of the

New State Movements into a United Country Movement brought
Hardy back into close contact with the Country Party.

The

old Progressives, and the existing party had a policy of new
states, so the decision of United Country Movement to use
the United Country Party as its political arm was a natural
progression. 125

Hardy was back with his old party.

The

Country Party gained because the Riverina Movement, overtly
anti-political, and pro-country, which had grown with some

123.
124.
125.

Sydney Morning Herald, 30 May 1931, p.14. Independent
2 June 1931.
Ellis, Country Party, pp.178-9. Aitkin, Colonel,
pp.137-8.
Ellis, Country Pa~, p.78. Aitkin, Colonel, p.138.
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spontaneity, now publicly showed that the Country Party was
indeed the organisation for the committed countryman.
founder of the New Guard, E. Campbell
of the process.

had a brisk explanation

I

He claimed that 'the establishment'

'
1 movement
o f a ra d ~ca

I

st~'fl e d '~t.

The

126

I

fearful

In his biography of

the New South Wales Country Party leaderl M.F. Bruxner, D.
Ai tkin offers a similar explanation.

He claims that Hardy

was brought back to the Country Party to prevent him becoming
'
127
d
a treat
to t h e party S tate an d Fe d era 1 1 ea d ers h ~p.
Har y
h
protested that it was
not a question of absorption or even
amalgamation.
It was a question of
partnership.
128
The move did produce a formal alignment l and so in that senseI
Hardy 's dating of the Movement's political involvement is
reliable .

However as the preceeding showed the Movement had

determined a political course of action before thatl in May
1931. 129

*

*

*

Whether the new arrangement was a partnership I an
amalgamation I or a stranglehold applied by politicians depends
on how the nature of Hardy's relationship with the Country
Party is interpreted l and how the Movement's political position
is assessed.

It might be argued that the final amalgamation

'126.

Campbell, Rallying Point, p.45.

127.
128.

Aitkin l Colonel l pp.137, 153.
Sydney Morning Herald l 17 August 1931 1 p.9.

129.

Footnote 122, above.
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of the Movement and the Party was not a great alteration to

..,

the existing relationship.

)

Country Party members had been

involved in the launching of the Riverina agitation.

For

example , in the issue of the Land prior to the Wagga Wagga
meeting, W.W. Killen, Country Party Federal M.H.R. for the
Riverina, reported on resolutions that were being carried
unanimously at meetings.
those acclaimed at

~vagga

The resolutions were the same as
Wagga at the end of March.

130

Early advertisements for the Wagga Wagga meeting had advised
readers that preparations for that event were being assisted
by the F.S.A. and the Graziers' Association, the two
organisations controlling the Country Party.

131

Similarly,

the early meetings at Wagga Wagga, Narrandera, and Hay were
characterised by close involvement of Country Party men like
G.A.L . Wilson, R.H. Hankinson, and H.K. Nock and support from
Earle Page, the Federal Leader.

132

In addition, there is a

degree of uncertainty about Hardy's political allegiance at
the time of the Wagga Wagga meeting.
March 24 had him dating

A newspaper report on

his resignation from the Country

,
9 133 PrOVl'd'lng
Party '6 weeks ago', WhlCh
meant Fe b ruary.
his six weeks meant precisely 42 days, he had been out of
the Party just 18 days when he joined with its supporters at
the Wagga Wagga meeting.

130.

Land, 27 February 1931, p.3.

131.
132.

Independent, 27 February 1931. Aitkin, Country Party,
pp.28-30.
Spectator, 2 April 1931, footnotes 51, 52, 59,above.

133.

Daily Telegraph, 24 March 1931.
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Hardy's contempor aries were unconvinced of his
anti-party position.

To his critics his Movement's shift

wa s largely a semantic exercise.
de facto anti-Labor.

To be anti-Lang was to be

To wish to explore secession because

of Lang's Government amounted to the same thing.

Both

opponents and supporters perceived at the time that a
be tter description of the Movement would have been 'nonpo litical, non-party and anti-Labor'.

At West Wyalong,

D. A. Gagie, a prominent auctioneer/farmer, member of the
F . S .A., and Shire Councillor considered that the Movement was
, on 1 y fl ag wavlng
' b y wou Id - b e po 1 ltlclans
'"
, . 134

t o support it.

Yet he voted

At Yass, J.J. Cusack took the charge of

political involvement further:

'Anyone who wore a Riverina
135
Badge was a Nationalist or a Country Party supporter'.
Th e connection was endorsed for different reasons by the

State Country Party leader, M.F.

Bruxne~

who publicly assured
136
Hardy that all he wanted was already in the party platform.

Hardy's retort was that the Movement was above political
manoeuvre, and 'no politician of any section has been admitted
to take part in it'. 137
Wilson as an organiser.

Yet he had the ex-Progressive, G.A.L.
At Hil1ston, a Movement meeting was

addressed by an endorsed Country Party candidatej at West

134.
135.
136.
137.

Advocate, 10 March 1931.
Sydney Mornin9: Herald, 22 April 1931, p.12.
Ibid. , 17 March 1931, p.9.
Ibid. , 19 March 1931, p.l0.
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o p
wya 1 ong th e c h alrman
was an ex- rogresslve candldate . 138
0

°

...,

)
Hardy's denials did not dispel suspicion;

the

Movement was seen by contemporaries as a political organisation.

Evidence of this can be found even among its supporters.

For example, the C.W.A. was a non-political organisation, and
when the West Wyalong branch formed a women's auxilliary of
the Movement, it was sufficiently certain of the Movement's
political nature to disclaim any formal link between it and
°
°
139
t h e C .W.A. actlvltles.
0

°
A L ab or man recrulted
to the

Movement in West Wyalong felt the same political atmosphere.
He wished it to be clearly understood that 'he was not
"ratting" from the Labor Party'. 140
branches were cautious .

Even the F.S.A.

The Tibeado branch was against

fo rmal support, arguing, that 'as private citizens its members
were behind it in a solid body' 141 but the solid body was
not to be confused with the F.S.A.
Part of the assertions, denials, and suspicions
of political alignment can be tested by again examining the
press reports, which give fairly full lists of the committee
and executive membership.

As Table 7:1 shows, members of

the Country Party and/or the F.S.A. accounted for about 15
per cent of Movement membership.

This proportion was about

138.

Spectator, 7 May 1931. Advocate, 28 April 1931.

139.

Advocate, 19 May 1931.

140.

Ibid.
5 June 1931.
Wagga Wagga Advertiser, 28 March 1931.

141.

-0,
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Table 7:1

~

)

RIVERINA MOVEMENT MEMBERSHIP.

)

*
Role in
MoveNone
ment

Previous
Activism

58

F. S.A./C.P.

%

%

%

%

E

12

5

3

1

3

C

19

14

5

0

0

R

27

18

3

3

3

E

9

0

9

1

0

C

3

0

3

0

0

R

3

0

2

3

0

23

Non-Political

4

100

E

8

2

2

0

2

C

12

5

2

0

0

R

3

1

0

1

1

E

0

0

0

0

0

C

4

1

0

3

0

R

0

0

0

0

0

100

46

29

16

9

*

Key:

E

Executive and Committee Office bearers (28 % membership
reported)

C

Ordinary Committee member

(40 % membership
reported)

R

Rank and file members

(32 % membership
reported)

Source:

¥

.

"\

3,s°

Other
Po litical

Total %

15

NonFSA, UCP, Other
Politic- PoliticUCM
al
al

%

%

None

Subsequent Activity

See Appendix V.
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the level of participation to be expected, since in general,
rura l

' ginger groups'

in the region would find fewer than

one member in five was also an F . S . A. or Country Party
member .

At the executive l evel of the Mov ement, one - third

of the participants were from th e F . S .A. or Country Party,
o ne in four from other political press ure groups .

People

with no other known political experie nce made up 40 per cent .
Mo st of the lead e rs of the new movement came from the existing
cadre of community leade rs, and over half of them already
held executive positions in their own organi sa tions.

The

notable exceptions, as observed previously, were the local
rep res en tatives of metropolitan

con~erce .

141a

Over half of the ordinary committee members, and
nearly three-q u arters of the rank and file apparent l y had
no previous political experience.

In this context the

Riverina Movement did not resemble the ad-hoc organisations
which often appear at times of crisis .

The leaders were

not new activists seizing the limelight , altho ugh they were
supplanting existing avenu e s of protest.

141b

Newly arous ed fa r mers we re unlikely to be
antipathetic to the election of me n with practical experience

141a.

See pp . 307 - 8 above .

141b .

See comment on 'emergent groups' in, c . g.
Wettenhall , Disasters, p . 219;
A.A . S.W.,
Con s equences, p. 4; N. D.O . , Guide, p. 9.
For further discussi o n of this aspect of
local activism see pp . 281 , 289 , 327, 368 , 454,
470-1 , 474-5.

,
)

3l9a

to lead their local groups.

F.S.A. and Country Party

members were already experienced, and politically
active.

,
)

It would not be unnatural for men with these

interests and qualifications to be involved in a new
activist movement.

Nor would it be sinist r if they

-',

joined because they felt their association with the
country Party was fruitless.

Ambitious, younger

members might have been attracted by the quick path
to local executive office and status that the ne;
expandi ng organisation offered.

Their relative

importance in the hierarchy of the movement need pot,
therefore, reflect a plot to capture the Movement , nor
be evidence of a plot to divert it towards the Countr
Party .

But it was sufficient evidence for contemporaries

to doubt the Movement's claim to be outside politics.

D. Aitkin warns against interpreting the

ew State

Movements as ' the machiavellian Country Party in another
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guise ' 142

What then explains Hardy's, and the Movement's

circle bacK to the Country Party?

The full story must wait

..,
)

upon a biography of Hardy, but the evidence currently available offers some pointers.

It appears that at the Wagga

Wagga meeting Hardy transcended his minor role of proposer of
the second motion with his powerful oratory.

In the next two

weeks his ideas and motions mapped a path for the Riverina
Movement.

He became the de facto leader pursuing his non-

political line .

The original Country Party organisers of

the Wagga Wagga meeting were eclipsed and Hardy caught the
imagination of the discontented.
to the Country Party?

Why then should he return

One reason was that to initiate

Federal action/direct access to Federal Parliament was
"
· h meant b
necessary , wh lC
ecomlng
lnvo 1 ve d 'In po 1"ltlCS . 143
Such a move need not have involved amalgamation with any
existing party .

However, it was logical for the various New

State gro ups to amalgamate as the United Country Hovement to
urge their case with a united voice.
place , the

Once that fusion took

New England movement and Earle Page were in a

better position to urge political co - operation with the
Country Party which did , after all, have a New State proposal
in its programme .

Hardy was made Chairman,not leader, of the

United Country Movement .

144

Through amalgamation the

Country Party had now captured the Riverina movement that
Hardy had built into a challenge .

Hardy may have accepted

142 .

D. Aitk i n , ' The Au stralian Country Party' in H. Mayer ,
H. Nelson (eds) , Australian Politics: A Third Reader
Cheshire , Melbourne , 1973 , p . 418 .

143 .
144 .

Advocate , 14 May 1934 .
Aitkin , colonel , p.138 .

-...
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the new order because it still offered a chance for a New
State.

A further factor might have been that he was now a

popular figure , no longer just a Hagga Wagga timber merchant.
Not every timber merchant could claim to be the subject of
a song dedicated to a 'force from the Riverina'.
Charles you are welcome , welcome, welcome
Charles you are welcome from the Darling
to the Sea
There ' s some folk in Parl ' ment, Parl ' ment,
Parl ' ment ,
There ' s some folk in Parl'ment we know there
shouldn't be

The road you ' re on's the right road, right
road, right road
You keep on it and lead us all on to
Prosperity .
145 .
A pragmatic appraisal about his personal prospects might also
have been involved in his decision .

E. Campbell claimed that

the Movement was ' gobbled up for the price of a seat in the
Senate', 146 but Hardy ' s translation to a potential politician
was belated .

He was only announced as a Senate candidate

after the 1931 election campaign had been going for a week.
His campaign did not concentrate on New States.

147

At West

Wyalong , for example, the provincial idea was mentioned only

145 .

Country Life , 28 August 1931 .

146 .

Campbell, Rallying Point , p . 170 .

147 .

Land , 4 December 1931, p.3 . Ellis , Country Party,
p.184 , says he was nominated when one of Page ' s
adversaries was dropped from the United Australia
Party team , but is vague on which decision carne first.
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briefly.

The main thrust of the Country Party campaign,

which Hardy followed, was to raise the spectre of Ired rule!
by Labor in Canberra. 148

The tenor of the Federal campaign

is seen in the full page advertisement reproduced as Plate
7: 1.

Hardy's relegation of New States to a minor part
of his campaign did not lead to defeat.

His personal

popularity was sufficient to ensure his selection, despite
being listed third and last on the United Country Party/
United Australia Party ticket through the exigencies of
alphabetical order - Cox, M. ; Greene; W.M., Hardy, C.

Of the

13 Senate candidates, his primary vote was the third highest,
attracting 18 per cent of ballots cast .

In the electorates

of New England and Riverina covering potential New States,
over half the electors gave him their first vote .

Of the

subdivisions in the Northern Riverina he received over half
the primary vote s in all but one , Hillston where he was only
ten votes short of a majority.

149

Support such as this

confirmed his personal appeal, which might indeed have been
a danger to Country Party leadership at State or Federal

148.

Advocate , 11 December 1931 .

149 .

Australia , Parliament, Statistical Returns .. .
Senate Elections 1931, Parl. Papers, 1932 - 33 - 34,
I I I, pp . 3 - 8 , 13, 33.

-",
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level, had Hardy decided t o move into the political arena
.
150
independently.

*

*

*

The popularity of Hardy and his Move ment was not
an indication of any success.

The Riverina Movement did not

gi ve its followers any victories, nor fulfil any of its
mul tiple and shifting promises.

There was no referendum held

when the State and Federal Governments failed to act by the
March 31 deadline.

Its petition to the Federal Government

produced neither a Constitutional Convention, nor a
re ferendum.

The Prime Minister, Scullin, rejected the

pe tition for provinces with one of the Movement's own
ar guments - that people did not want more governments.

151

The Movement did not stay away from the party politics it
i nitially condemned, its promise of future economic aid did
not materialise, and finally, it did not produce provincial
government.

Hardy's election victory was virtually the end

o f the Movement. 152
Its decay began earlier because its structure was
such that it did not hold enthusiasts and participants
together.

Its organisation was aimed at producing a regional

executive, not a multiplicity of local branches like the

150.

Aitkin, Colonel, pp.137, 153.

151.
152.

Independent, 6 October 1931.
Spectator, 25 January 1934, letter from C. Hardy.
Also, Aitkin, colonel, pp.160-2.
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F.S.A. and C . W. A .

The only organised activities outside the

re gional executive meetings were the mass meetings that drew
the crowds from 50 miles , through newspaper advertisements,
an d in some cases by notices sent home from school. 153

At

t he se popular meetings people could vote on resolutions, or
t hey could buy a Riverina badge for two shillings.

For one

shilling they could join the Movement , and the y could sign
t he petition praying for the setting up of provincial councils.
And that was all.

P. Peter makes the point that men joined

a nd signed, anxious to do something , but having joined and
154
s igned found there was nothing they could do.
That was
because they had to leave all the action to the executive.
The genuine popular support was used by the Movement to gain
f unds and signatures which allowed the executive to act for
their supporters .

For the local people the aim of a

Movement meeting was essentially fulfilled by the activity
at that meeting.

Support was generated and recorded, the

rest was up to the group leaders .
Thus the Movement was more likely to succumb to the
slackening of enthusiasm that affected local groups as their
goal s were fulfil l ed. R. S . S . I . L.A . branches were quiescent

153 .
154.

Sydney Morn i ng Herald , 25 April 1931, p . 16 . Farmers'
Review, 24 April 1931 .
P. Peter , Social Aspects of the Depression in New South
Wales 1930 - 1934, Ph . D. ANU, 1964.
(Hereafter: Peter,
Social Aspects) , p . 310.
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after their annual outing for Anzac Day,

C.~;o,J.

II

A. branch

membership tended to fall once the rest room or hospital
was completed.

In the case of the Riverina Movement the aim

of showing support was fulfilled by the meting - the necessary
subsequent lobbying was th e business of the executive and
group leaders .

After the meeting there w s no local

ac tivity that might conso l idate the su pport .

The C . W.A . or

the F .S. A. members had the satisfaction of working for
something that would have a tangible presence in the district,
be it a rest room, or a better railway crossing.

The

Movemen t gave its suppo rters nothing local to live for, it
offered an abstraction - a better deal, a new order - not a
better water supply .

For these reasons it seems that the

absence of local Movement reports from the region ' s press
actually reflected the absence of Movement activity after
the initial mass meeting .

As the editors and reporters

were frequently involved in it their lack of reports is
particularly striking.

It might be assumed that very few

of the 1,000 committees claimed for the Riverina, the
Monaro - Sout h Coast and the western Movements were In the
155

However the loss of much of the
155a
If
press record prevents a definitive assessment.

Northern Riverina .

indeed there were few committees , then the local electoral
support for Hardy vas probably more dependent on his
personality than on his Movement.
The subsequent activities of Movement supporters
offers additional evidence of its internal weakness.
155.

Independent, 12 June 1931.

155a . Se

p . 185.

The new

...,

)
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faces that appeared on the public stage, and made up the
reported bulk of the Movement's meetings did not find the
logical transition from Riverina Movement, to united Country
Move ment, to association with the united Country Party, easy.
Mos t of those aroused from obscurity by the prospect of a
new attempt to solve their problems did not continue on into
other political activity.

Less than a quarter of those who

had served at the executive or committee levels maintained
the ir interest and transferred to the united Country Party,
the united Country Movement , or even to the less obviously
pol itical F.S.A.

At the rank and file level the figure was

less than one in eight - on average for everyone who made
the transition four dropped out of local political life, back
to obscurity. 156

The existence of alternative protest

groups, the shift to political alignment, the absence of any
continuing role for supporters all contributed to the decay
of the Movement.
Changing political fortunes also played a role.
To some the election of Hardy to the Senate was a victory.
The Movement now had a voice in the national government and
it was Hardy's job to pursue the Movement 's aims.

But at

State level the political change was more dramatic, and
eliminated one of the reasons for the Movement, J.T. Lang.
On 12 May 1932 Sir Philip and Lady Game, together with his
secretary, Mr. Budge, wrote to Lang judging him and his

156.

Table 7:1.
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,

ministers guilty of breaking the law and advising them to

· th'
.
.
5 ub mlt
elr reslgnatlons
. 157

Lang's subsequent dismissal

thrust B.S.B. Stevens and M.F. Bruxner into an election as
a government with vice-regal authority.

Country Party

election publicity mentioned New States as part of its
decentralisation policY,not as an end in themselves. 158

J.P.

King , an independent candidate for Temora in 1930, reappeared
under the banner of 'Independent Federal Labor' and dismissed
the very idea:
Farmers had as much chance of getting
New States as a greyhound ... had of
catching a mechanical hare and ... they
would find no more substance in it than
the average tin bunny.
159
New States were a minor part of the election campaign.

The

major Country Party aim was to keep Lang out of office:
the restoration in New South Wales of
clean sane government ... to maintain
Australia's membership of the British
Empire - the greatest of all democracies
and to keep Australia free from the
taint of Communism and its tyrannous
methods.
160
The Stevens-Bruxner government retained office.

In the Temora

and Lachlan electorates the sitting Country Party members were
returned with increased majorities.

161

157.

B. Foott, Dismissal of a Premier: The Philip Game
Papers. Morgan, Sydney, 1968.
(Hereafter: Foott,
Dismissal), pp.209-10, 213.

158.

Spectator, 2 June 1932. Independent, 3 June 1932.

159.

Independent, 17 June 1932.
B.S.B. Stevens, Policy Speech, Advocate, Independent,
31 May 1932.
Respectively: Main, 60%, Buttenshaw, 64%.

160.
161.

)
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given the chance to vote, electors in the

Northern Ri"verina showed they would support political party
candidates , irrespective of local and Riverina Movement
rhetoric .

In Temora the Independent candidate increased his

1930 vote by two in 1932, and his proportion of the vote fell.
Electors in Temora and Lachlan made a greater effort to vote
in 1932, the proportion of those enrolled who cast a ballot
was significantly higher than in 1930.

The proportion

voting informally fell, compared with the previous election,
possibly because voters took more care, or were more familiar
with compulsory preferential voting . 162

Such responses from

the electorate offer little support for the idea that there
was widespread disillusion with politics . 163

But the

voting behaviour, when taken with local agitation, does
suggest that the 'disillusion' was confined to groups who had
not voted for Lang and who, like Earle Page, could therefore
not accept that his election represented a legitimate
electoral result. 164

Once vice-regal action appeared to

support this view, and the subsequent election removed Lang ,
the stimulus for di s content among these people was gone .

The

Riverina Movement was thus deprived of one of its reasons
for existence , J . T . Lang .

Lacking local involvement, and the

Lang bogey, the Movement withered away after the State
election .

162 . . NSWPP , General Election, 1932, Statistical Returns .
163 .

E . g . Bishop of Bathurst , 'The Present Political
Atmosphere in New South Wales ', Australian Quarterly,
12, 1931 , p . 8 . J . McCarthy , AFA , pp.160-171 passim .

164 .

See footnotes 43, 09 , 90 above .
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Once the United Country Party was in office in
Canberra and Sydney there was no obvious need for the
Riverina Movement to maintain its activity.

As part of the

united Country Movement it was tied to the United Country
Party which would, presumably , act in the interests of those
who supported it.

Until that time the farmers had to manage

as best they could, just as they had done during the
political flurries between 1930 and 1932.

...,

)
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Chapter 8
THE IMPACT ·ON FARMS AND SOCIETY
Farmers faced with low returns for their crop
naturally looked for outside solutions to their basic problem
o f high costs and poor prices.

They also took individual

a ction to decrease their cost of production, and to increase
t heir income.

To meet the demands of the next season their

qu i ckest remedy was to reduce farm costs.

They could also

seek to diversify their farm production to increase their
income.

The farmers' options, and their decisions concerning

t hem, had an immediate impact on local society.
When wheat prices fell in 1930/1, farmers
i mmediately sought to reduce their costs to minimise their
l osses.

Farm costs could be cut quickly .

For example, if

need be, a farmer could stop hiring or paying for farm labour.
He could do his own carting instead of hiring a carter, and
r educe the area he sowed and the amount of seed and superphosphate he used , or abandon artificial fertilizers
completely .

He could postpone farm maintenance that required

e xpenditure, and he could dispense with insurance.
with tractors might revert to horse power .

1

Farmers

They could

examine their family expenditure and reduce it, and try to

1.

In 1930 about one farm in three had a tractor . No
N.S.W. data exists prior to this, nor for the period
1930-1935
(Stat . Register).
If adoption of the
tractor was as cautious as in South Australia, then
the farmers probably still had horses on the farm they had not been totally replaced . S.A. Agriculture
Department, docket 278/29 .
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augment their income by trying other primary production.
They might postpone,

(or just be unable to pay) annual legal

commitments like rates, interest charges, rent, etc.

If

farmers did all these, they could reduce costs by between
one and two-fifths.

2

Not all farmers had to exercise all these options,
but many did make noticeable efforts to reduce their costs.
For example even those who planted crops for Department of
Agriculture crop competitions cut back on the amount of seed
and superphosphate they used, as Table 8:1 shows.
Table 8:1.
NORTHERN RIVERINA: COMPETITION CROPS. 3

District

Seed

Superphosphate

Ib/acre
1930/1

Ib/acre*

1931/2

1930/1

1931/2

Ungarie

55

52

63

52

Barellan

61

59

75

55

* Average for crops with superphosphate only.
The table conceals the fact that one competition crop in five
had no superphosphate at all in 1931/2, in contrast to
1930/1 when all had superphosphate.

4

The actions of farmers

2.

Based on costs in Table 6:1.

3.

Ag. Gazette XLII, 1931, p.124; XLIII 1932, p.209.

4.

Ibid.
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interested in competition crops were indicative of the actions
of farmers in the region generally.

One quarter of the farmers

who had used artificial fertilizer in 1930/1 completely
abandoned the practice in 1931/2, reducing their farming costs
by about five per cent/on average.

Fewer farmers in the area

used superphosphate than at any time in the previous five
years.

J. O'Reilly, for example, halved his superphosphate

expenditure in 1931/2 from fl03 to f66.

5

Those who

persevered with the expense reduced the area enriched by a
quarter.

Concurrently they reduced the acreage sown to wheat.

Farmers in the Northern Riverina reduced their wheat acreages
by about one quarter for the 1931/2 season, compared with
1930/1 .

In all Police Patrol Districts

in the region, the

new season's acreage was the same as, or less than, the
area planted in 1929/30, prior to the 'Grow More Wheat'
.
6
campalgn.
The farmers'

solution to the perennial problem of

paid labour for the harvest season represented less of a clear
break with the trends of the preceeding half decade.

In the

last half of the 1920s the numbers of paid farm workers in the
region declined as their average wages rose, and the number
of working proprietors increased.

In 1920/1 the average

annual wage paid was of the order of f130; in 1926/7 it was

5.

Stat. Register, O'Reilly, Diaries.

6.

Stat. Register.
Sydney Morning Herald, 24 March 1931,
p.7, 8 June 1931, p . 5 .
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more than £140, and in 1929/30, £150.

This was still less

than the peak average wage of the inter-war years of about
t155 for the 1928/9 season.

In 1931/2 there were fewer

paid workers. both absolutely, and proportionally/in the
rural workforce than at any other time in the inter-war
period.

In the Riverina statistical area 97 fewer men

(3%) were employed in 1931/2 than ~n the 1930/1 season, and
the farm wage bill fell by ten per cent.

In the South West

slopes statistical area which overlapped the Northern
Rive rina, the number of employees fell by 98 (4%).

Their

places were taken by the farmers working on their own, and
by farmers'

relatives working all year for no remuneration.

and
In 1931/2 , more than at any other time between the Great
with
Second \var, farming in the region was a fami ,l y business
only about one-quarter of the workers on farms paid
outsiders .

7

The increased use of unpaid family labour was just
one example of the farmers' exploitation of existing farm
resources.

Their approach to machinery was similar - new

machinery sales declined as farmers used what they already
possessed.

H.V. McKay-Massey Harris now received just on

half of its business from the sales of new machines, and
sales of duplicate (spare) parts accounted for a record
proportion of its income.

But as farmers were now more

inclined to make and mend, the actual value of spares sold

7.

Stat. Register.

Appendix IA for boundaries.
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fell by over five per cent from the 1930/1 level, and overall
the firm's income declined by over one-quarter from the
19 30/1 figure. 8
If a farmer followed these trends and actually
purchased no fertilizer, hired no labour, and spent nothing
on farm maintenance he could reduce his costs by upwards of
n i ne shillings per acre, or £117 on an average farm.

9

Economies could be made in other areas of expenditure.
In the State, car registrations fell continually after December
19 29, and fell by 12 per cent in the 12 months to December
19 31.

More horsedrawn vehicles were now on the local roads,

as farmers put their cars away on blocks until they again felt
t hey could afford petrol.

10

Others compromised;

they

continued to run their cars but did not register them, in the
a pparently well-founded belief that the local policeman would
not object provided that breaches of the law were not thrust
in front of him. 11

Some, like J. O'Reilly, kept their cars

running but used them sparingly.

O'Reilly used his car only

half as much in 1931 as he had in previous years, and cut
down the running costs from £50 to £20 p.a.

In 1929 and 1930

he had, on average travelled 78 miles in his car every week,

8.

CP656/5, Exhibit EV8.

9.
10.

Based on Table 8:1.
ABS, Bulletin No. 61, Transport and Communication 1969
-70, p.3l.
Independent, 18 September 1931.

11.

Interview/Tallimba women, Irwin, Zacher.
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in 1931 he reduced this to 26 miles;

just sufficient for

one trip to Lake Cargelligo and back each week.

In short

he thought twice about going on a minor errand, whereas
previously he had driven his new car when the need, or
.
1 se, arose. 12
lmpu
Farmers' attempts to reduce their expenditure also
had an immediate impact on their families.

Their use of

family labour reduced their children's opportunity to benefit
from any post- primary education.

Up to 1930 a steadily

growing proportion of rural boys had expressed their intention
of going on to further education at the end of primary school ing.

At the end of 1931 this trend was abruptly reversed,

only 45 per cent now thought of continuing on to secondary
education .

A larger proportion intended to go straight to

work in primary industry, and as the proportion of boys
intending to seek alternatives to school and farm work
remained virtually co n stant , it was clearly the demands of
the farm that reduced their chances of more education .

Girls'

aspirations still remained narrowly focussed on school or the
home, but the proportion expecting to undertake any form of
secondary education fell. 13

12 .
1.3.

O' Reilly , Diaries .
Statistical tests:
see Chapter' 3 footnote 89 .
Proportion of boys going direct to primary industry
rises from 19% to 21% . Proportion of girls to further
education falls from 45% to 43%, remaining at home
rises from 48% to 51% . D.P . I. Re~orts 1920 - 1930 .
' Summary showing probable occupatlons taken up ... '.
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Farmers' wives also made sacrifices, by doing
more work on the farm

)

and trying to reduce household

expenditure , on the understanding that this was a woman's
business . 14

Miss Lorna Byrne offered advice in the local

press on 'The Part A Woman can Play' in reducing costs. By
giving up 'luxuries and pleasure which a few years ago
formed part of their everyday life' they could 'economise
as far as possible in the expenditure which they control'.
That meant 'cut up your clothes to make smaller ones for the
kiddies ' and 'make underclothes out of flour bags'.

Instead

of cheery aprons in bright colours, they were made out of
sugarbags. 16

J. O'Reilly recorded that his family spent

noth ing on clothes in 1930/1 and only £3 in 1931/2, compared
with a previous annual expenditure of £21. 17
Miss Byrne also encouraged women to do more to help
thei r husbands outside the home by taking up poultry raising,
bee keeping, vegetable growing, or dairying.
these were feasible in the region.

Not all of

Vegetables needed water,

whi ch could be bath water, providing there was water for a
bath, and they had to be fenced off to keep the rabbits out.
Dairying appears to have been widely accepted as a sideline

14.

See pp.165-6.

15.

Advocate, 10 November 1931.

16.

Interview/Cargelligo C.W.A.

17.

O'Reilly, Diaries .

,
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despite its disadvantages.
the nearest thing yet to perpetual motion,
but ... saved many a settler in victoria
in the 'nin eties and it will help those
who care to take it up now.
18
Many did take it up.

The police Patrol District statistics

record a dramatic rise in milking cows, from 4,300 in
1929/30 to 5,200 in 1930/1.

Around Hillston, Lake Cargelligo,

Weethalle , and Ungarie the number of milking cows increased
by 50 per cent.

19

On the wheat farms in the Northern Riverina there
were two abundant sources of food which could supplement, or
become the staple, diet.
The other was wheat.

One was the omnipresent rabbit.

Farmers in the region within easy

reach of the flour mills at Griffith, Temora l and West Wyalong
could and did take their wheat there to exchange for flour.
Settlers more than about 30 miles from the mills, those in
the west of the region, probably did not feel that they had
that opportunity. 20
Families who had to use the wheat on the farm had
the assistance of a series of hints from the State Agricultural
Bureau .
were

,

The Spectator published a bread recipe, because there

.
h'
,21
so many people baklng t elr own .

. 1
An artlc e on

'The Farm Home' illustrated the difficulties faced by women

18.

Advocate, 3 February 1931.

19.
20.

Stat. Register.
Wise's, H.A. Norton, letter to author,6 July 1976,
Coelli, Tallimba, p.12.

21.

Spectator, 2 April 1931.
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who wished to save money by using the farm wheat .

The first

was to convert it to flour u sing , the article suggested, a
coffee mill, a meat mincer , or putting it twice through the
farm grain crusher .

The next

- probably insoluble - problem

where necessity was not the driving force behind the
experiment, was breaking the family of the habit of eating
white bread. 22

Instead, the article continued,the home

grown flour could be used in biscuits and pastry, and in
b read as an adjunct to the refined factory flour. 23

The

experiment, if it was made, has not lodged in the recollection
of the farm families .

Instead they recall the wheat being

us e d as a porridge , with treacle or golden syrup to sweeten
i t.

'But it was very tough' and really needed 12 hours soak-

in g before cooking . 24

The attraction of boiled wheat and

t reacle was that farmers had 'plenty of wheat, and treacle
i s cheap ' . 25

It was also, as this mention in the Spectator

showed, a familiar standby, unlike farm produced flour .

It

was less of a culinary leap than fibrous homemade bread.
The impact on family health of these enforced
economies is difficult to establish.

Only one comment dealing

with nutrition could be found in records of over one dozen

22.

Independent , 22 May 1931 .

23.
24.

Ibid .
Quote from H. A . Norton , letter to author, 6 July 1976 .
Interview/Medley . Independent 22 April 1931 . w.
Lowenstein, Weevils in the Flour : An Oral Record of
the 1930 ' s Depression in Australia , Hyland House,
Melbourne, 1978. (Hereafter : Lowenstein, Weevils), p.357 .

25 .

Spectator, 12 February 1931 .
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schools in the district.

An inspector at Hillston mentioned

'lack of proper nutrition owing to depression' as a
contri butory factor in the school's poor Primary Final
Examination results for 1931, but he had in mind the children
of the unemployed of the town and district, not those of the
farmers . 26

However the local B.N.A. Hospital records do

reveal how the need to do more for the farm affected women.
The combination of poor diet, added responsibilities, and
more work exhausted them so much that they could not bring
their pregnancies to term.

27

During the 1920s the B.N.A.

hospitals recorded few, if any miscarriages or still births.
In 1932 one in every four obstetric cases was a miscarriage,
28
or still birth; the following year one in seven.
The extent of hardship is also difficult to judge,
because even basic information such as relief distribution
is sketchy. 29

If a married farmer with no children applied

26 .

D.P.I./P3261.

Hillston, letter 18 April 1932.

27.

National Party Women's Section, Plight of Rural Women
Final Report, National Party of Australia - victoria,
Melbourne, 1977, p.4.
D.H. Scott, ' Physical and Mental
Handicaps following a Disturbed Pregnancy', Lancet, 1,
1957, p.1006.

28.
29.

B.N.A. /?assim .
See footnotes 151, 157, below.
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for ration relief, he was entitled to: 30
Bread
Meat
Tea
Sugar
Jam
Condensed Milk
Prunes

4 loaves
4~ lb
6 oz
2 lb
24 oz
1 lb
1 Ib

Butter
Soap
Cheese
Potatoes
Onions
Milk
Oatmeal

3/4 Ib
bar
Ib
3 Ib
1 lb
3~ pts
1 Ib

~
~

These supplies were a charge against farm income to be repaid:
There was therefore little incentive for a wheat farmer with
a cow, a garden, and a few rabbit traps to apply for such
assistance, because he could provide much of what was offered
for himself.

In addition, some farm families augmented their

income in other ways, by keeping pigs, by supplying wood to
a local baker, and by cooking bread and buns for road-workers:
There were however enough families in need in the
area to warrant an organised response.

As early as April

1930 the calls for assistance made to the Griffith C.W.A. had
become so frequent that they set up a committee to handle the
money 'to be used to reduce distress amongst the outback
families caused by the present bad seasons',

33

and to

dispense tinned milk and baby food to the dry areas to the
34
north, and clothes and boots to children at Merriwagga .
By the middle of 1931 they were advertising locally for
clothing for women and children and had decided to dispense

30.

Farmers' Review, 26 June 1936.

31.
32.

Ibid.
Letters to author from B. Clark,26 August 1976; H.A.
Norton, 6 July 1976. See also 'Thinking Pig~ Independent,
1 May 1931.
Griffith C.W.A. Minutes, 22 Mny 1930.
Ibid., 14 February 1931. Norton, letter to author, 6
July 1976.

33.
34.

2
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with the expense of a foundation stone for their rest
room because there were 'so many calls of distress in our
district'.

Similarly in Temora there was a drive for left-

off clothing to distribute to those in need of warm winter
garmen.ts .

35

*

*

*

Farmers had an attractive alternative to cutting
production and living costs and reducing their standard of
living, namely to let others make financial sacrifices.

For

example, Shire rates were given low priority by farmers.

In

Bland Shire they were levied on unimproved capital value,
and worked out at about two pence per farm acre, or four
pence per acre of crop .

By mid- 1930 both Bland and

Carrathool Shire councils were finding rates difficult to
36
collect 'owing to the financial depression ' .
In ~ Riding
of Bland, for example , nearly one farmer in five was in
arrears in 1929 and two in five by 1930, by which time those
.
. 19 2 9 h a d f a 11 en f urt h
Wl. th rates outstandlng
ln
er 'ln arrears.3
According to the douncil, arrears for the entire Shire stood
at £12 , 000 at the beginning of 1931 when the general rate was
reduced by 25 per cent from two pence in the pound.

In ' A '

Riding at that time those in arrears owed about threepence

35.
36.

Gri ffith C . W. A. , Minutes 4 June 1931. Independent , 17
April 1931 .
Bland Shire Council Minutes . 13 June 1930, W. G. Parker,
All Those Yesterdays : A History of Carrathool Shire,
New South Wales, Institute of Riverina Studies, Wagga
Wagga , 1975.
(Hereafter:
Parker, Yesterdays), p . 44 .

37 .

Bland Shire Rate Books .

7
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three farthings per acre, an average rise of one penny on
the previous year.

38

In mid-193l Bland Shire Council made a further
concession to the ratepayers in order to attempt to get some
recompense for arrears.

'As a set off against rates' the

ratepayers were allowed to carry out necessary council work,
such as road formation.

39

By year's end the council had

amortized in excess of £1,000 in this way. 40
satisfied all farmers.

Not that this

A better solution, they thought,

would be for the council to write off the money owed, or at
very least the interest.
council responses.

To that suggestion there were two

First, if they could not 'get rid of

other burdens, why push this one on to the Shire?,4l

The

second was that, anyway, the Local Government Act compelled
councils to recover in full all monies appearing on their
book s. 42
The legal position concerning the payments due
to the Crown was clearer, and more severe.

If a farmer

38.

Ibid., the equivalent of about 7 pence/acre cropped.
Rate change in Advocate, 10 February 1931.

39.

Bland Shire Council, Minutes, 10 July 1931.

40.

Ibid., 9 October 1931.

41 .

Advocate, 10 February 1931.

42.

Spectator, 31 January 1935.
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failed to keep his payments up to date he forfeited the
land. 43

The Lands Department does not appear to have

applied the letter of the law strictly.

Instead it obtained

a lien over the farmer's crop to cover the arrears, and
postponed his payment until the next crop was harvested. 44
Less than one quarter of farmers under Closer Settlement
schemes in New South Wales paid their annual instalments in
the financial year 1930/31.
had paid.

The previous year 43 per cent

In the Hay Land Board District which covered part

of the Northern Riverina fewer than ten per cent of Closer
Settlement farmers paid their annual dues in 1930/31. 45
The Department of Lands

files for the Northern Riverina

shows that the average arrears owed it rose from £440 to
£540 per farm between 1930/1 and 1931/2.

These figures

represented well over the annual wheat income of the farms
invol ved, and probably well over the total farm income from
all sources. 46
Sharing the burden of farm costs with others meant
that creditors were being asked to postpone receipt of
payment for a period - if not permanently.

In 1930/1 the

option of writing-off payments due was generally unacceptable.

43.

CS/RSS, form letter in file 8177.
11848.

See also files 552,

44.

Ibid.

45.

Stat. Register.

46.

In terms of arrears/farm acre this
CS/RSS,passim.
13s
to 16s; per acre of crop it was
was a rise from
a rise from 32s to 595.

See Appendix IG for boundary.
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For Shire councils it was illegal.

For other creditors it

would appear to be endorsement of Lang's 'repudiation'.

The

precise returns to creditors at the time are difficult to
trace, but they would have depended to some extent on the
farmers ' assessment of how much evasion of payment creditors
would accept before resorting to law.
Another of the options open to farmers when the
wheat market collapsed was a wheat 'strike'.

In Western

Australia the Wheatgrowers Union resolved to hold back
deliveries of wheat until they were guaranteed a profitable
price .

47

This action, and farm produce hold-ups in the

United States of America,were reported in the local press,
but did not bring similar local action. 48

In December 1930,

500 farmers at a Barellan meeting had rejected a motion that
they refrain from planting a new season's crop unless they
were guaranteed a fair price. 49

Nine months later a joint

meeting called by the F.S.A. and vfueatgrowers' Association
rejected a resolution that they 'fall in line with Western
Australian farmers and withhold crop'.

50

Farmers were not

easily moved to take drastic action that could well be futile.
But when it came to repossession their attitude was
differe nt.

In 1930 machinery firms had been active in the

.
.
.
51
reglon,
repossessing tractors and farmlng
equlpment.

47.

Bolton, Fine Country, p . 191.

48.

Farmers' Review, 2, 9, January 1931.

49.

Sydney Morning Herald, 23 December 1930, p.7.

50.

Ibid., 29 september 1931, p.7.

51.

Ibid ., 10 March 1930, p.9 .
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the farmers feared, they would be ignominiously forced off
the land, deprived of their livelihood, dispossesed of their
years of work and their aspirations.

Their dread of this

was sufficient to move them to dramatic and unaccustomed
action .

Response by the Wheatgrowers' Association was more

radical than the F.S.A. 's.

The latter were prepared to

resist forced sales, but were loath to advise farmers to
resist police called to assist. 52

The newer Wheatgrowers'

Association had few such qualms, claiming 'every member is
pledged to prevent' eviction.

53

This attitude was not

accepted by more conservative farmers who promised one
organiser 'a dipping if he attended' a forced sale and
decried him as 'a communist'. 54
From the limited evidence published in the local
press , the radicalism displayed appears to have been one of
style rather than content.

In mid-1931, 100 farmers organised

by the Wheatgrowers' Association confronted a mortgagee at
Erigolia . . Their aim was not to prevent him taking possession,
as he was legally entitled to, but to urge him to obtain a
formal court judgement to that effect, presumably so that
.
.
55
]Ustlce could be seen to be done.

52.
53.

Ibid., 7 October 1931, p.12. Farmers' Review, 27
February 1931.
Advocate, 18 December 1931. See also CS/RSS,' letters
from Wheatgrowers' Association, file 3152, 27 May 1936;
,file 1485, 20 June 1932.

54.

CS/RSS, file 3152, letters 20 January 1935, 26 November
1933, respectively.

55.

Advocate, 23 June 1931.
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A similar disparity between appearances and aims
can be found in another incident three months later at Tara,
ten miles south of Ariah Park .

About 150 farmers assembled

on A.A. Henseleit's farm to stop the Producers' Co-operative
Distributing Society from selling him up to payoff his debts
to them.

After telling the Society ' s representative that he

could expect only bids of one shilling the farmer ordered him
from the property .

The local policeman refused to act.

The

crowd closed in on the representative.
Think of your fellow

man~

Why don ' t you go home?
It ' ll be the last days work you do in
this district .
Let them send someone up from Sydney to
do their dirty work .
56
After an hour's delay and negotiation the company agreed to
postpone the sale for two weeks to give the farmer a chance
to meet his debts .

Its parting remarks, by telephone from

Sydney, were that
it had the law on its side and it did
not care if there were 1000 farmers
present .
57
It was not a victory for farmers, if it was a
victory at all .

At the centre of the issue lay the question

of ~ . fair go ' - in this case a fair go not for the farmer, but
for local creditors .

The Sydney firm's action threatened to

deprive two local businessmen of any chance of recouping their
.debts, particularly as it had given only four day ' s notice of

56.

Farmers ' Review, 2 October 1931.

57 .

Ibid .
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its intention to sell-up the farmer.

The farmers' action was

against foreclosure, but they did not prevent it - it was
postponed for two weeks.

The desire for 'mutual protection'

was there, but it was sufficiently broad to include mutual
local versus city interests. 58
A similar confusion of interests was seen again at
a rally to obstruct a sale at Temora in 1934.

To quote a

report:
Plans went awry when ... the auctioneer
disclosed that the sale was not to pay a
city firm but to meet a debt long owing to
a widow on the dole.
The complexion of the
issue changed.
59
The farmers passed round the hat, collected £48 lOs Od which
the woman's solicitor accepted while agreeing to a moratorium
for a year. 60

In all these cases, the rhetoric of farmers'

rights and protection led not to the abandonment of the
creditors ' claims, but only to their postponement.
The absence of newspaper reports of such incidents
is not of itself evidence that confrontations between farmers
and creditors were rare.

However, the outcome of those

cited would seem to show that they might have been infrequent
because they did not save the farmer.

Confrontations were

also unlikely to be common because the farmers' fear of
foreclosure exaggerated the reality.

Bankruptcies, one

measure of creditors' pressure, reached a peak in 1930 and

58.

Ibid., being one reason offered by the farmers for their
presence.

59.

Advocate, 29 ~pril 1934.

60.

Ibid.
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1931 and declined abruptly after that under the impact of
. 1 atlon.
.
61 Accordlng
.
Governmen t 'I egls
to A.S. Osborne, the

Assistant General Manager of the Commercial Banking Company
of Sydney, his bank had taken possession of only eight farms
between 1928 and 1934.

62

Local farmers' evidence to the Royal

Commission on Wheat revealed that over the 1933/4 season
possibly two per cent of farms in the region had been
repossessed.

63

'Stoney Broke' In the Spectator hit on one cogent
reason why farmers were likely to be free from legal proceedings by their creditors: poor returns.
There's a rumour that my creditors are going
to put me out.
Well perhaps it would be better if they did,
If they sold me up tomorrow there is not the
slightest doubt,
64
They 'd be lucky if they even got a quid.
Creditors had other economic arguments to weigh before deciding
on eviction.

One was that forcing a settler off the land

could well induce the farmer to make the best he could of his
position by selling or removing the farm's assets.

On one

farm, which the occupants had left voluntarily
they succeeded in removing 4 complete fences,
1 iron gate, 1 cupboard or large wardrobe,
all the dry timber on the block ... in
addition to smashing all the windows and
tearing up the boards on the verandah.
65

61.

N.S.W. Yearbook, 1933/4, p.142.

See Chapter 9.

p2.

CP656/3, Sydney evidence, p.1917.

63.

CP656/13.

64.
65.

Spectator, 5 February 1931.
CS/RSS, file 7719, letter June 1923. See also file 3152;
~olice rcport re rClnovnl of farm windmill nnd cngine, 12
October 1937, and L. Mann, Mountain Flat, last chapter.
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As well as this possibility that the farm might be
a disappearing asset, the c r editors were also aware that an
empty farm was also likely to have any remaining assets
removed.

While unoccupied it was going to bring no income,

a nd would be difficult to sell while the rural depression
continued.

All of these factors helped the farmer to remain

on his land.
Besides, creditors had other means of protecting
their investment in the farmers.

They became wary of

advancing too much on too little security and restricted
credit available to farmers.

The crisis of 1930/1 was there-

f ore not only one of poor prices and dashed expectations, for
the farmers had also to contend with restricted credit.

In

earlier years farmers had been able to survive low returns
by postponing settlement of accounts and obtaining credit
for another year in the expectation that prices would improve
and all would be repaid.

In the 1930/1 season these convent-

ions were broken.
In February 1931 the R.I.B. virtually withdrew its
financial assistance to farmers.

In 1930/1 it had advanced

t427,OOO to 12,317 farmers to assist them to 'Grow More
Wheat'. 66

In the last week of January it announced that it

would accept no new applications for assistance, and that the
processing of applications for re-advances or new advances

66.

Agriculture, 1931, p.14;1932, p.1S.
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would be delayed.

67

·11

I n normal years the money it advanced

on lien would have been repa i d by the time the new season's
demands were made .

In early 1931 it still had fl.7 million

9

outstanding, and could not afford to continue to make
advances to farmers. 68

It also announced that after

February it intended to issue no more 'store orders' for

- .,

food and supplies, which were normally filled by local
stores which then billed the R.I.B. for the amount approved
·
69 Th lS
· was a serlOUS
.
b low to farmers
an d were pal. db y It.
because the R.I.B. was their last resort for aid.

In order

to qualify they had to sign a declaration that they were 'in
necessi tous circumstances " and were unable to obtain supplies
.

on cre d It.

70

For the 1931/2 season the R.I.B. eventually
advanced only f202,000 to 5,185 farmers.

Compared to the

previous season rural credit from this source was effectively
halved and the farmers' last resort was less accessible.

Its

average advance of between f3S and f40 was not a great sum,
but it approximated the average Government Savings Bank
deposit in the region, and offered an alternative to using
that capital . 71

67 .

Advocate , 3 February 1931. 'Re - advances' were probably
book-keeping entries whereby farmers were advanced for
the next season, the sum that they repaid from the
current season .

~8 .

Agriculture, 1931 p. 14 .

69 .

N. S . W. Yearbook , 1930/1, p.324.

70 .

Form cited in Independent, 24 January 1930 .

71 .

Agriculture , 1932, p . lS. Our Book of Optimism : What
Country Mayors think of Country Prospects, Country Press
Co-operative Co . , Sydney, 1930.
(Hereafter : Optimism
Book ) p.32 .
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The next major blow to rural credit was the
closure of "the Rural Bank and the Government Savings Bank ln
April 1931 . 72

Restriction of government credit made the

9

f armers more reliant on the willingness of local storekeepers
to assist them.

However, the storekeepers were themselves in

financial difficulty as a result of past credit advanced to
farmers.
A week before the State election in October 1930,
a group of local storekeepers gathered at Barellan to lobby
f or government assistance for farmers to enable them to pay
their bills and so keep the storekeepers in business. 73
According to the meeting, 32 stores in the district were
owed between £30 , 000 and £50,000 each by the farmers.

The

total, over one million pounds, was one sixth of the
estimated total indebtedness of farmers to stores in the
entire State.

The average, of about £34,000 per store,

represented a fivefold increase in the debt since 1928. 74
The meeting might have inflated its figures to encourage
government action by showing how reliant the rural economy
was on local stores.

Possibly the figure was also inflated

by t he presence of shopkeepers who had so far over - extended
credit that they would soon close .

75

72 .

N. S . W. Yearbook , 1930/1, pp . 325, 709.

73.

Spectator , 23 October 1930.

74 .

Ibid . , Sydney Morning Herald, 18 November 1930, p . 9.
CP656/14 .

75.

J.G. Rose, letter to author, 4 June 1977. Interview/
Medley .

-".,
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However, individual storekeepers in the area

'II

provided evidence that lends credibility to the meeting's
claims .

H. Helyar recalls that his father's drapery business

had debts worth £14,000 by 1930, and that by the end of the
Second World War he had written off £20,000 in bad debts .
Thi s was, it is important to note, a business that was only
per ipheral to the farmers' needs.

J.G. Rose estimated that

his stores at Hillston, Goolgowi, and Merriwagga lost about
£150 ,000 over those years, some going on individual accounts
worth up to £400.

76

In 1930 Nall, Jackson and Company's

two stores at Hillston and Goolgowi had over f90,000 outstand77
ing , and the regional store of J. Meagher, over f250,000.
The se sums showed the extent to which the rural and town
economies were interlocked.
In October 1930 the storekeepers had reason to
worry .

The guarantee of four shillings a bushel on which

credit had been advanced to enable farmers to maximise their
wheat acreages had not materialised and the price of wheat
wa s falling.

In just over three months they, and their

clients, faced the day of reckoning.
farmers' promissory notes,

On February 1 the

(their I.O.U.s) fell due for

payment, and their prospects of meeting their commitments
were poor.

78

76.

Interview/Helyar, Rose.

77.

NSWPD,124, pp.962, 1023.

78.

Advocate,23 January 1931.
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Faced with poor seasonal prospects, and the
virtual cessation of governmen t credit, the storekeepers
thro u ghout the State restricted credit.

The Advocate carried

9

the half-page adverti sement below in two consecutive issues: 79

-....

Special
Announcement
BY STOREKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION
On ft,<ounl or Iht urlold nnanrlll _IUon, ot.irekeeptrw or W.. I Wy.lon,.. And Wyalonll
Ilnd it

impo8Sibl~

to rontinu e under th e usua l crt'dit .,..tem.

Tht tortk .. ",,,,· Auoc:iaUon would poinl oul INI Ihe aIorekeepen booka ore only 3 rcONnO n of the general poaition of thf' fa~trs. " fi th rf'COrd Jew pTicH for farm produce the
""cnrnl po",ilion I. unfortunately bad.
Elo r<k ..ptrl! art un ahl.lo meellhtlr ..,mmltmeftU ..,d ..,notquenUy Ir. unlbl. 10 II:, '
«ediL Tho.. who have In Ih. pMI obtained tJ(~nded .. edil ahould, thererore. tak. Immedialc
s tt'ps to 8H their ItorrkttJH'r in order to di8cusa the poeition and endeavor to arrlve.t. policy or

Iradin,.. ror 1931.

,

.

'

After 1st. February no further credit will be
arrangeme~t~ ,have been
made with the Storekeep.er for s~ch' accommodation

extended unless 'special
The

Storektepe~'

A880ciotiGn opptalll to everyone who hu not yet made .rran.llemrnht

with their 8torr ~ et,cr to du

80

immed latt.11, thu!J savin, much inron·.. ~nirnC'e to th~ rarm("r Ilnd

llto~k~per •

•'

- BY ORDER

1. ' M. TUOMAS.

.,

• lion. !ON'. W.. t lVyftlonlC .n~ WYD lonll Sturck ... ! ......• A""""lation.

Other businesses took similar action, since the
R.I .B. 's decision to curtail the order system would inevitably
affect local business.

Baker and Sanderson, pastrycooks at

Ungarie, announced that 'on and after Thursday 1/1/31 all

79.

Advocate , 27, 30, January 1931.
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Bread and similar goods will be strictly cash'. 80

They

'II

explained the reason as ' the demand of Millers and Merchants
-81
that we settle accounts promptly'.

Another method used
9

to restrict credit was to introduce a 'Cash and Carry'
section to stores, in emulation of the thriving Coles and
Woolworths in the capital.

Country stores had seldom

offe red a delivery service, so the 'Carry' part of the name
did not indicate anything new.

Unlike the city stores, the

country ones were not self-service.

The crucial similarity,

f or the country businessman was the policy of 'cash' - no
credit. 82

The once elastic reins of credit were being taken

in by retailer and wholesaler.

Instead of the customary

extension of the local stores' promissory notes for four
further months, the merchants supplying the stores might now
allow only one month.

83

As a result, storekeepers were more cautious.
Instead of supplying goods without security, they now took
liens over farmers' crops to protect their own interests.
Their new liens were of lower priority than existing R.I.B.,
government, and bank liens, so were of more symbolic than
real value.

But they did show that storekeepers were less

inclined to share farmers' perennial beliefs that the next
season would be the good season.

They chose a legal

80.

Ibid., 6 January 1931.

81 .
82.

Ibid.
C. Pearl, Australia's Yesterdays: A look at our recent
past. Reader's Digest, Sydney, 1974.
(Hereafter:
Pearl, Yesterdays), pp.274-5.
Interview/Rose, Seymour.

83 .

Ibid.
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instrument, not faith in the future,to protect their
advances.

In the 1931/2 season about 80 per cent of crops

in the State were under lien for an average of over £430, or
9

37 shillings for each acre of wheat.

This represented a

rise of £80 per farm, or 14 shillings per acre from the
previous season, evidence that creditors were attempting to
rec oup previous losses on the current crop.

It was also

evide nce that they were still willing to advance money on
.
h owever tenuous. 84
secur1ty,
Storekeepers who wished to survive could ill
afford to be too demanding of their customers.
The storekeeper who got the business was
the one who could carry his clients for
twelve months and not ask for payment.
85
The bigger stores with good relations and reputations with
their suppliers, and the small businessmen who had been
strict enough to avoid too many bad debts, or who had made
their mark-ups cover them

and who had still at the same time

not scared off the customers, had the advantage over the rest.
Towns quickly felt the impact of restrictions on
commerce - the abiding image of the period for the local
. .1S the empty s h op 1n
. th
'
·
e ma1n
street. 86
h 1stor1ans

City

84.

Stat. Register.

85.
86.

Interview/Seymour.
M.L. Kingdon (Ed.), Back to Coolamon Week: August 25
to September 1 1956 Souvenir, Back to Coolamon Week
Committee, Griffith, 1956.
(Hereafter: Kingdon,
Coolamon, 1956), p.99. Senyard, Mallee, p.18. J.J.
Griffin, The Years of Change: A Story of the
Development of the Ardlethan and Beckom Districts, (?),
Wes t Wyalong, 1970.
(Hereafter: Gri ffin, Ardlethan),
p.25.
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firms, stock and station agents like Wilkinson & Lavender,
.
87
withdrew their local agents.

Two 'levantine' cafe

proprietors at Ungarie left with less ceremony; they

9

performed the legendary 'moonlight flit' provoking the shop
owner to vent his feelings with a large notice in the now
empty premises drawing attention to their disappearance.

88

By the beginning of March 1931 there were 14 empty shops in
West Wyalong, and others in Barmedman~9 Those still open
were facing increasing competition from a new sort of
retailer - the street vendors cheaply (and illegally) selling
their wares from barrows. 90
Business reacted in different ways to the problem
of securing some of the community's limited income.

One

theme that was pursued was that of maintaining confidence in
the economy.

Newspapers reprinted stories of the coming

cycle of good years, purporting to show that there were
depressions and low prices every seven, nine, and 11 years,
and 'good times' every eight, nine, and ten years.

91

The

Country Press Association published Our Book of Optimism,
containing 'What Country Mayors think of Country Prospects'.

87.

Spectator, 5 March 1931.

88 .

Ungarie Weekly Bellyacher, 1, 1, 9 March 1931, author's
collection, Interview/Medley.

89.

Advocate, 10 February 1931.
shops in West Wyalong.

90.

Bland Shire Council, Minutes, 14 August 1931.

91.

Spectator, 5 March 1931,
Sunraysia Daily.

92.

Optimism Book, p.l.

Moore 's indicates 50-60

reprinted from Mildura

92
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In this mayors, and others, listed new buildings and harvest

'II

records to 'show that despite depression they were optimistic
and confident about the future. 93

This was a time for
9

'optimism' - there was a 'Jolly Optimist' Art Union, an
'Optimists Club' to encourage cheerfulness.

94

Whatever the future might hold, business had to
survive in the present, and take action to ensure that it
d id.

In 1931 they set about devising means of encouraging

spending.

One means of doing this was to emphasise the

depression and the tightness of money to show that this,or
that/product was essential in the interests of economy.
Pennant Kerosene in drums, not tins, was 'a boon to the
householder

because

Kerosene can be bought cheaper by

taking the drum to the store for a "refill"'.
also got a free pump with the drum.

95

Purchasers

The Bulletin sought

to boost its rural circulation by advertising in the local
press, telling farmers to
Save Money or Go Broke: Prices are down
and the Banks have tightened up.
96
Through the services of the 'Man on the Land' page local
farmers too could save money, just as others had already
saved 'lOOOs of pounds'. 97

Heenzo 'for banishing coughs,

colds, croup, bronchitis, influenza and whooping cough' cost

93.

Ibid., p.39, Temorai p.45,

94.

Advocate,6 February 1931.

95.

Independent,9 January 1931.

96.

Advocate,24 February 1931.

97.

Ibid.

~vest

Wyalong.
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only two shillings and 'saved pounds'.
E.S . Siggers -

98

' II

A Temora baker,

'I lead; others follow' - advertised his

reduction in bread prices under the heading

9

The Budget Should be balanced,
now that bread is down to 4~d a
loaf,
99
and the Ungarie bakers who had restricted credit emphasised
tha t this meant that bread would now be cheaper. 100

Hunt's

Hillston Cafe listed its 'Meals at Depression Prices'.

Tea,

Coffee, or Cocoa included, nine pence would buy a meat pie,
a frankfurter , or poached eggs on toast; threepence more
101
would secure scrambled eggs, and Mutton Salad cost 18 pence.
Another commercial tactic was to promote something
novel to encourage people to spend.

In common with the rest

of Australia, the Northern Riverina was subject to one of the
crazes of the early 1930s.

It caught on in towns as

different as Hillston and Naradhun.

Tobacco manufacturers

claimed it was not aS , good as tobacco, but used it as a
head -line to catch the eye.

102

The Independent's versifier

'
calmed
1 '
that 'all the brawny h e-men ' were p l
aylng
1't • 103

98.

Ibid., 11 December 1931.

99.

Independent,9 January 1931.

100 . Advocate,6 January 1931.
101. Spectator, 28 May 1931.
102 . Sun,19 January 1931.
103. Independent 16 January 1931.
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The craze for 'Minnie' Golf, as it was known from a
characteris"tic Australian co rruption of 'miniature', had
a rrived in Australia at the end of 1930, just a year after
b reaking out in California in the winter of 1929/30. 104
I t was simple to learn - if not to play, took up little space
a nd could be easily constructed in the heart of the town
business area.

The local 'Gloomchasers' orchestra had sent

members to Sydney to investigate the proposition in October
of 1930. 105

By February 1931 Hillston had two courses, and

106
price cutting had reduced the cost of a round to threepence.
At the same time , the Spectator reported, th e cine ma attenda nces showed that talkies had 'Captured the Town'.

107

The 1931 Diggers' Ball at West Wyalong and Temora
p roduced new heights of inventiveness in their decor.

At

West Wyalong 175 couples danced in a reincarnation of the
area where Australians had learnt what War meant.

Surrounding

the dance floor were Western Front trenchworks - Hell Fire
Corner, K. Sap, Dead Man's Trench, and Casualty Corner.

The

'Estamient [sic] de Cordial' served cordial across a
sandbagged parapet.

108

At Temora, more cheerful times were

104.

S.J. Baker, The Australian Language, Sun Books,
Melbourne, 1970, p.369. Pearl, Yesterdays, p.203.
F.L. Allen, Since Yesterday, Bantam, New York, 1965,
p. 26.

105.

Advocate, 31 October 1930.

106.

Spectator, 12, 19, February 1931.

107.

Ibid., 12 February 1931.

108.

Advocate, 25 September 1931.
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reca lled,
mosques .

'Somewhere in Cairo' among minarets, hawkers, and
10·9

Ungarie residents formed a race club and the

opening of town tennis courts attracted a record crowd to
'
1 match. 110
watc h t h e 1naugura

9

In West Wyalong the town

band was re-formed with a bandmaster. 111

Both Temora and

Hi llston held 'Back to ... ' celebrations in 1931.

Where in

these activities was there any evidence of a crisis, of a
depression?
Part of the evidence is in the activities themselves.

They reveal a desire to put up a good front against

adversity.

'Back To ... ' weeks nominally celebrated an

hi storic local event but those in 1931 made very tenuous
c onnections with the past.

'Back to Temora' celebrated the

fi fty-first anniversary of the gold rush.

At Hillston, the

excuse was the putative fiftieth anniversary of the Hillston
Show .

In later years West Wyalong celebrated the town's

fortieth birthday.

Coolamon's rationale was the silver

, ,
.
1"
112
Jub1lee of the Agr1cultural and Pastora Assoc1at1on.

All

these celebrations appear to have had their origins in a local
business desire to revitalise the depressed economy
'
,.
V1s1tors
to the town. 113
a tt ract1ng
had symbolic meaning.
origins, and survival.

by

Th e ce 1 e b ra t 10
' ns a 1 so

They celebrated tough, pioneering
Recollection, and celebration of

109.

Independent, 17 July 1931.

110.

Advocate,l May 1931.

Ill.

Ibid., 3 February 1931.

112.

Independent, 6 March 1931. Spectator, 1 September
1931. Advocate, 9 March 1934. Kingdon, Souvenir 1934,p.l.

113.

Interview/Rose.
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succe ss in past struggles could
engender a comfortable feeling that
there is a silver lining to the present
financial cloud.
114

9

Instead of attempting to ignore or modify the
impact of the depression some people chose to confront the
problem, and fight it with humour.

After four droughts, and

in the middle of the uncertainty about wheat prices, the
secretary of the Erigolia B.N . A. reported that
it was a long lane that has no turning
and it would seem pretty safe to say that
we have found that lane in Erigolia. 115
At Ungarie a shortlived weekly was started with a determination to be bright.

The Ungarie Weekly Bellyacher

advised its readers seeking relief in Sydney to head for the
spot where 'one drop does' - The Gap.
occasionally institutionalised itself.

116

Such bravura

Near Lake Cargelligo

there existed the 'Why vlorry ' tennis club.

117

The

In ternational Harvester Company issued its agents with a
'Crying Towel' to be offered to clients when they arrived
crying about 'bad business'.

118

At Weethalle, Ungarie, and

West Wyalong at least, the residents raised their spirits,
and helped those worse off by going to community singing.
At vJeethalle in September 1931 one function attracted 150
people.

The total donations of £2 5s Od indicated that they

114.

Spectator, 9 July 1931.

115.

B.N.A./K487l8, Erigolia, 31 December 1930.

116.

Interview/Medley, Ungarie Weekly Bellyacher, I, I,
9 March 1931.

117.

Nixon, Dusts, p.61.

118.

Independent, 17 April 1931.
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took the 'silver coin' donation literally, it was an
average of 'one threepenny piece per head, - the lowest
.
,
.
119
denomlnatlon
Sl'I ver COln.

At West Wyalong the last

community singing had been held the previous month.

9

With

harvest drawing near, and perhaps optimism rising, attendance s were falling and in a town five times the size of
Weethalle they could raise only £3 Is Od in an evening.

*

*

- ',
120

*

The effects of farm families' decisions to
reduce expenditure were becoming more obvious.

The 1930

Chri stmas season had produced a shopping spree comparable
to previous years but it had also served to show up the
slackening of the local economy.

121

With the arrival of

the new year came acceptance that ready cash had 'diminished
to a very large extent'.

122

People, particularly farmers,

ha.d 'to look at sixpence before you spent it', and 'look at
a shilling twice'.

123

Around towns in the newly settled

and drought ridden areas, like Erigolia, there were 'very
fe w entertainments and those sparsely attended' by late
1931. 124

The Temora School 'Continental' stalls drew only

119.

Advocate, 8 September 1931.

120.

Ibid., 20 October 1931, 6 December 1931.

12l.

Advocate, 6 January 1931.

122.

Ibid., 27 January 1931.

123.

Interview/Irvin, Prince, respectively.

124.

B.N.A./K48718, Erigolia, letters, 12 March 1930,
1 November 1931.
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half the previous year's takings.

125

'II

Lake Cargelligo,

Bare llan, and Barmedman abandoned their annual shows. 126

As

people decided that membership fees were too expensive, local
clubs and societies also suffered.

9

The membership of the

Barellan C.W.A. fell from over 70 in 1928 and 1929 to 53 in
1931 . 127
trend .

Other branches in the region experienced a similar

C.W.A. membership in the region fell from 540 to 1930

to 400 in 1931 and the average branch membership from 50 to
40. 128

The South West Football League went into recess for

want of support, not reviving until 1939.

In Coolamon,the

R.S .S.I.L.A. met only once a year to organise the Anzac Day
service .

129

The Ganmain branch of the Association

attempted to retain its membership by halving the annual
subscription, and similar pressures on the Weethalle C.W.A.
led them to reinstate half-yearly subscriptions in July
1931. 130

Such attempts to ensure that the societies kept
functioning show that there was a lively concern that they
should not die despite the economic conditions.

When the

Lake Cargelligo Show was abandoned, a group of citizens
, as a s u b
'
131
organised a one-day gymkhana and falr
stltute.

125.

Independent, 11 December 1931.

126.

Sydney Morning Herald, 28 April 1931, p.7.
Independent, 18 September 1931.

127.

Barellan C.W.A. Minutes passim.

128.

C.W.A., Annual Reports, 1930, 1931.

129.

Kingdon, Coolamon 1956, pp.69, 32.

130.

Ganmain R.S.L. Minutes 19 February 1931. Weethal1e
C.W.A. Minutes, 2~ July 1931.

131.

Nixon, Dusts, p.75.
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Temora and West Wyalong both continued their annual show.
Temora Show Society's decisi o n was an act of faith to show
that

9
Even if we 'cannot see two steps ahead'
why imagine that at the end of two steps
there is a yawning abyss.
132.

The West Wyalong decision was more practical, and very
business-like .

During consideration of the President's

report the remark was made that 'It would be a game man who
would suggest not holding the show',
a re f erence t

0

· k a b'l l lty
'
t h e unt h In

0

which might have been

£ a b an d onlng
.
" , 133
a traaltlon.

However, later comments show that the main reason that it
would take 'a game man ' was that the guarantors, the local
businessmen, would apparently have to bear that year's
annual Society commitments on their own.

Even if not a

complete success a show would remove that burden from them,
encourage them to continue as guarantors and enable the Show
Society to continue to borrow to improve the showground
facilities. 134

The show went on, not because there was

confidence , but because of economic necessity.
The survival of organisations was not just
governed by economic pressures, but by local enthusiasm for
them .

The membership of Barellan C.W . A. , for example/did

not change in character, indicating that not only the wellbff felt that they should continue to support it.

132.

Independent , 18 September 1931.

133 .

Advocate , 13 February 1931 .

134 .

Ibid .

Whether
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local societies decided to continue despite existing
adversity, or from a belief t hat the rural problems were
temporary, or that they were essential to the local
community, did not matter, what did matter was that sufficient
people felt that way to enable the clubs to survive.
At the gatherings, members still had their worries
about making ends meet, and the growing awareness that there
could be worse fates in store for them.

Urban and interstate

unemployed brought with them the new and upsetting sight of
' really well educated men having to beg for their food'. 135
Farmers realised that if the feared evictions carne to pass the
farmers could find themselves part of the shabby army virtually
ignored by the press until they could be portrayed as ne'erdo-wells. 136
Such uncertainty might lead to odd and irrational
fears taking hold.

At the beginning of 1931 the citizens of

West Wyalong had been quite willing to believe an unfounded
rurnour that France and Italy were at war.

137

A fear of 'red'

riots on May Day led to the formation of a vigilante group
there. 138

A similar fear at Ouyen in Victoria had farmers
.,

ta k ing up arms to meet a rumoured uprlslng

0

f

. t
139
communlS s.

135.

Hamilton, Essay, Mt. Erin High School Library, Wagga
Wagga, about Ariah Park.

136.

E.g. Advocate, 17 April 1931, 10 February 1931, 22
September 1931. Independent 6 November 1931.

137.
138.

Advocate, 6 January 1931.

139.

Senyard, Mallee, p.226.

Police Files:
reports.

New Guard, Goulburn Police District

9
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While panic was to be expected in a crisis, it

'II

appears to 'have been a minor part of the society's reactions
to the stresses of 1930 and 1931. 140

A more common symptom
9

of stress was a rise in the level of internal dissent within
local organisations.

Worries over whether one would survive

the season, if the mortgagees would foreclose, over how long
local credit would hold up, were not going to be left at
home when a group met.
promptly smothered.

They could slip into mind, even if

People carried their problems with them,

and the local records show that in 1931 people in organisations were more obviously at odds with each other.

In 1931,

when they felt that times were bad, they began to bicker.
They had not done so in 1930 and did not continue to do so
in 1932.

Consensus which normally decided issues at

meetings decayed briefly in 1931.

At Barellan C.W.A. the

question of whether to reduce the rent on the cottage
hospital was put to the vote instead of being 'decided' on the
mood of the meeting ln the usual way.

The secretary preserved

in the minutes some of the edginess that necessitated a public
taking of sides, when she recorded 'All members were not in
"1
f avour, but the ma]Orlty
ru e d , so

. t was ,141
.

1

Elsewhere there was dissatisfaction with the way
clubs were run.

In a general discussion of elective

committees, the Ungarie correspondent of the Advocate noted

140.

Barton, Communities, p.47.

141.

Barellan C.W.A. Minutes, 5 March 1931.
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that l.n his town
active members are being supplanted by men
... obsessed with the idea that
who are
the main purpose of his elevation ... was
to criticize the efforts of his less
talkative but more sincere colleagues. 142
Published lists of committeemen of various societies do not
show that this reported move by the dissatisfied and vocal
was widespread , nor do they show any radical change in their
composition.

What was important about the report was the

idea that harmony, and the apparently universally accepted
committee decisions reported in the newspapers as the norm,
wereno longer assumed to be so, by either members or the
local reporter.

The public image of an ordered society was

cracking .
There were other examples reported at the time.
North of Wyalong, at Wyrra, the tennis club lost one-fifth
of its 31 members because their candidate for club office had
not been elected.

They did more than walk out, they

confiscated the court !

The owner of the land on which the

court stood, a member of the minority group, threatened the
incumbent President and Secretary with legal proceedings if
they trespassed on his land to use the court that he had
origi nally given the club . 143 At Weethalle the C . W.A. undertook to notify all its members if needy cases for assistance
were to be discussed at the next meeting .

Here the problem

appeared to be that insufficient members were willing to

142 .

Advocate , 1 May 1931 .

143 .

Ibid ., 23 September 1931 .

9
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trust the judgement of the remainder in cases where merit
.
144
was being decided.
These isolated

reported examples do not mean that

r ural society was falling apart.

9

Rural life had always gone

o n in the face of worry and uncertainty about - on the
c ommonest level - the rain.
i n happier times.

-',

Rural feuds were not unknown

The dissent engendered earlier by the

B.N.A. showed that the society did not run smoothly.

145

But

t here was now sufficient stress within the community to
become visible publicly.

The preparedness of the people at

t he time to at least record, and sometimes publicise the
dissent shows the degree to which private acceptance of
p ublic facades of unity had been eroded.
Social life in the rural districts was not
confined to the activities of formal organisations.

Falling

membership need not indicate a diminution of informal social
interchange.

To a large degree entertainment was free.

Tennis, the popular social sport , required two racquets and
a smooth area for the court to give half a dozen people a
pleasant afternoon.

A dance in a private house cost nothing

to attend, and the amateur musicians played their violins and
accordions gratis.

Milk, butte~ and eggs produced on the

farm provided the basis of the biscuits, scones, and cakes.

144.

Weethalle C.W.A. Minutes, 20 November 1931.

145 .

See pp.212-2l9, above.
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with little expense apart from flour, baking powder, tea and

'I I

sugar, the .hostess could put on a great supper if she was
prepared to spend a good part of her day at her wood stove.
For those used to doing this, habit and pride would encourage

9

them to continue, to keep on as much as possible in ' the old
style' .

146

The dainty sandwiches might now contain more

mutton and less ham, but there were still dainty sandwiches.
Keeping on in 'the old style' also entailed a
reluctance to admit that times might be bad.

The details of

vacant shops only appeared in the local press as part of a
report of petitions to the council, in which the petitioners
arg ued for a reduction in rates because they were getting
· sops
h
.
1 y. 147
an d h ouses t h an prevlous
1 ess rent f or t h eli
Contemporary reports were similarly reticent in
their treatment of unemployment.

Compared with the 1921

Census, unemployment in the region was worse in 1933; for
men and women in Shires and towns in the region, the unemployment rate had about doubled.

However, the extent of local

unemployment was virtually ignored , perhaps because the region
was relatively free from the problem, compared with the rest
of t h e State .

146 .

Interview/McKenzie .

147 .

Advocate , 10 February 1931.
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Table 8: 2 .
UNEMPLOYMENT

148

""1

~
Regional
Shires Towns

% Workforce
Unemployed

Men
Women

8.7
5.8

24.4
10.3

9

Rural
N.S.H.

State
23
15

15.6
11. 7

-.
"\

% Breadwinners

with no income

Men
Women

12.0
5.6

12.1
10.3

15.2
10.0

13.7
9.9

In the Shires of Bland, Carrathool, and Narraburra,

a total of

715 men and 44 women were unemployed at the time of the
Census.

In the regional towns of Hillston, Wyalong and Temora

the totals were 413 men and 45 women .

Another guide to the

possible extent of unemployment is the proportion of breadwinners who received no income in the year prior to the Census.
In the Shires named above 1,047 men and 52 women fell into
that category, and in the towns 232 men and 59 women .

As

Table 8 : 2 shows , outside the towns the region was less
affected than either the State as a whole, or the rural sector
of the State, as represented by data for all Shires.

In the

towns , the proportion of men unemployed was higher than for
the rural areas generally and the State, and for both men and
women the proportion of unemployed was greater than in the

148 .

Census, 1933 .
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surrounding rural region.

'I I

149

The proportions of men unemployed in the area were
probably inflated by the presence in the district of migratory

9

unemployed, like those whose experiences were recorded by K.
'
150
Tennan t , an d F . Hue l In.

In 1932 the issue of track ration

- ',

in the State had been reorganised so that it was available
in 89 towns, and on l y to those who were actually travelling.

151

The people using these facilities in 1933 were counted as
being residents of the place in which they camped on census
night, and the category 'migratory' was reserved for people in
'
, ht . 152
mo t lon
on s h'lpS on census nlg
numbers

Some indication of the

' on the track ' in 1933 can be found in the statistics

for the ' occupants of waggons, vans and camps' which reveal
over 6 , 000 people in this category in New South Wales. 153
These people, and others on the track, made some
contribution to the apparent inter-censal growth of the rural
male population .

By 1933 there were over 5,000 more rural

men in the 24 to 34 year age group in the State than would
have been expected from the ageing of those recorded in the
1921 Census . 154

In 1933 there were over 4,500 men in this

149.
150 .

Ibid .
Tennant, Tiburon , K. Tennant, The Battlers, Pan ,
London, 1961. F . Huelin, Moving .

15 1.

Peter, Social Aspects , p.79.
No details are given of
which 89 towns , and the reference to the Bland Papers
is too general to assist in the location of what might
be the original source. Attempts to locate a list in
Police , Social Sec u rity, Chief Secretary's, Labour
and Ind u stry, and other Government Archives have been
unsuccessful.

152 .

Ce n sus , 1933 , Statistician ' s Report , p.353.

153 .
154 .

Ibid .
See p . 95 and Table 3 : 2 above.
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age group who were unemployed

and potential track travellers.

Many of the men who did venture into the area would have been
living in the 345 canvas, calico, and hessian dwellings in
the region.

If each of these was occupied by two people, as

was the average across the State, and if they were indeed
migratory unemployed men, then possibly two thirds of those
recorded as unemployed might have been local men.

155

This

probably represents a maximum proportion, because settlers in
the district might also still be living in temporary
It is not possible to refine the figure

accommodation .

further because the records of track ration issue appear not
.
d
t o h ave surVlve
. 156

It is also difficult to trace the changes in
unemployment because of the absence or unreliability of data.
The local businessmen who ran branches of State Labour
Exchanges generally only reported what the government paid
them to achieve - the successful placement of unemployed
people in work.

Thus, at Temora in August 1934, 42 men were

registered as unemployed and 104 were found employment!

This

stange quirk of mathematics was a common feature of the
monthly New South Wales Industrial Gazette which is therefore
of little value as a guide to unemployment in the country
regions. 157

In June 1933, the month that the Census revealed

155.

Census, 1933.

156.

See footnote 151, above.
Industrial Gazette, XLVI, 3, September 1934, p.575.
Department of Labour and Industry to author, 24 April

157.

1978.
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a total of 1 , 128 men unemployed

in three Shires, the

local managers reported 106, and 71 the following month.
The Hillston office reported no registrations at all in 1931,
yet in the middle of the year the local paper acknowledged
that there were at least 65 unemployed in the town.

158

The

published figures for unemployment bear no relationship to
the local reality, except that the absence of any reported
placement would indicate an absence of work.
One other source of information, the local press,
made only sporadic mention of unemployed men and precise
figures less often .

In late 1930 there were at least 150

in West Wyalong , 50 in Barmedman,and 50 in Wyalong who were
unemployed .

159

In mid 1931, there were 100 in Temora, and

in Bland Shire about 370 , 160 but no indication was given of
whether they were local men or not.

The Spectator at

Hillston reported that 'the dole factory' was a 'thriving
insti tution ', but as s ured its readers that this was ' only
161

a passing spasm ' .

*

*

*

Th e crisis of 1930/1 did produce hardship, but

158.

Census 1933,
Industrial Gazette XXX1X, XL, 1931.
Spectator , 30 July 1931 .

159 .

Advocate, 30 September 1930.

160.

Independent , 10 October 1930 , 3 February 1931, 10
March 1931 .

161.

Spectator , 2 July 1931 .
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those who lived through the period recall that
They weren't all that badly hit by the
depression .. . they lived simply but had
plenty of food and clothing, etc.
162

9

People lived ln their own community with their own meat and
163
To
eggs and the crisis years had 'no impact on food' .
make the point another way:

one farmer, when asked how the

depression affected him replied 'Oh, pretty crook', and his
evidence:
one of the chaps I went to school with,
he came, and he was going to stop and
have dinner with us . .. we had nothing
to eat, only bread and treacle . So I
made an e x cuse to go in to Mirrool and
get the mail, I took him with me.
In
those days you'd get a three course meal
for two bob.
I had enough to shout him
a meal.
164
What was crook was the embarrassment at being caught living
h ard , not that they had not alternative at all.

And whatever

was in the house, the farmers were likely to have some access
t o credit or, if absolutely essential, cash from the sale of
e ggs or butter .

Both these were less likely to be available

to the unemployed, a fact recognised at the time,
they used to say ' Oh , you people in the
country are far better off than we are'

165

and the rebuttal that they had to look at a shilling twice
before they would spend it served to reinforce the point - in

163 .

Hamilton , Essay, Mt. Erin High School Library, Wagga
Wagg'a .
Interview/Cargelligo C. W.A . , Prince.

164 .

Interview/Clark.

165 .

Interview/Prince.

162 .

~ ,
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the country they might have money to worry about.

Ready

c ash was 'pretty tight' as t he net farm income levels
suggested -'you didn't have much money'. 166

On the other

9

hand, cash was not as essential in rural life as it was in
t he metropolis.

Business settlements were traditionally

a nnual , and remained so, although terms and credit might
h ave been tighter.
Reminiscences are not infallible - they can
exaggerate the good and the bad.

The farmers interviewed

a ttempted to reconstruct and explain life 45 years ago, while
being aware that then others had faced different problems.
If their recollections are characterised by anyone theme it
i s mildness, the avoidance of extremes .
than a

This habit, rather

'good/bad old days' syndrome must be considered when

.
assesslng
th
e 'lmpact

0

f t h e depresslon.
.
167

Sett 1 ers

appear to attempt to portray their experiences as average
lest they be thought of as too badly or too well off.

One

person, who wished to remain anonymous wrote :
That was a pretty grim period with too
much worry that I am glad to forget

166 .

Interview/McKenzie, see Map IV. where net farm income
was less than the living wage
women were eligible
for 5/- per week child endowment for all children
under 14 except one. N.S . W. Yearbook, 1932/3, p.661.
On average each farm home had two breadwinners - the
same as the State average. Census, 1933.

167.

For discussion of this habit of homogeneity see D.
Aitkin, Stability and Change in Australian Politics,
A.N . U. Press, Canberra, 1977, p . 28. I. Turner,
' Reflections on Violence ' , in willlamson, Removalis~
pp.3-S.
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but was also at pains to point out that
our case was not exactly the same as those
[sic] at least of our closest neighbours. 168

9
The first assessment is modified by the rider that
perhap s they were different, less fortunate, but avoids making
a definite statement about their position.

There was, for

example , no admission in the latter that as late as 1935 they
were living in a one room hut with an earth floor. 169

Having

excused being worse off they gave no indication of just how
badly off they were.
One pointer to the severity of the rural depression
is often taken to be the alacrity with which farmers walked
off their blocks in despair.

This has been noted by many

writing on the period, but without much evidence to support
it. 170

In the Northern Riverina, and possibly in rural New

South Wales generally, farmers did not flee their farms when
the crisis struck.

G.M. Betty of the New South Wales

R.S .S.I.L.A. told the Royal Commission on Wheat that there

168 .

Confidential letter, to author, 23 June 1977.

169.

CS/RSS file 11927, Statutory Declaration 15 October
1935.
E.G. Crowley, Documents 1, p.504. J. Waten, The
Depression Years 1929 1939 in Australia Since-The
Camera, Cheshire, Melbourne, 1971, n.p. (p.13?).
Louis, Depression, p.125.
Snooks, Depression in W.A.
p.35, cites figures for 1935, four years after the
crisis.
Senyard, Mallee pp.17, 181, 188/ puts the
proportion leaving at 30% for the decade between
1925 and 1935 but later shows that 'large scale
abandonment' occurred between 1934 and 1935; again,
four years after the crisis.

17 0.
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had been no serious abandonment of farms since prices
.
171
became depressed.
his claims.

Soldier Settlement statistics support

On average, one soldier settler in 100 left his

farm in New South Wales each year in the period 1930/1935.
This was only one quarter of the prevailing departure rate
of the 1920s.

Both trends were paralleled by the ex-

soldiers settled under Closer Settlement Promotion. 172
Analysis of changes in electoral enrolment in the
region shows that there was a small annual net loss of
population between 1930 and 1934.

In the subdivision of

Barmedman the rate of out-migration rose from six per cent
per annum between 1925 and 1928, to 11 per cent per annum
for the first four years of the 1930s.

At the same time the

in-migration fell from 11 per cent, to four per cent
for the same time periods.

per annum

In Cargelligo subdivision the

rate of in-migration between 1925 and 1928 had been 29 per
cent a year, and out-migration nine per cent each year.

For

the period 1930 to 1934 the annual rates were, respectively,
nine and seven per cent.

In this subdivision, a closer

examination of the electoral rolls shows that in the late
1920s farmers and their families made up about two-fifths
of the out-migration.

In the early 1930s, however this

proportion fell to one-fifth.

The regional out-migration

rate of the early 1930s appears to have been maintained at

171.

CP656/3 Sydney evidence, p.373.

172.

Lands, 1930-1935.

9
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its late 1920s level by the departure of labourers and

'I I

the withdrawal of agents and government employees, rather
than by farmers leaving.

173
9

The behaviour of settlers who took up land in the
mid-1920s in the west of the region reveals a similar
pattern.

By 1930, 14 per cent of the original settlers had

left their farms.

Five years later the proportion had

increased to 15 per cent, with the departure of only two
more farmers. 174
In the early 1930s, in the immediate aftermath of
the crisis, the population of the Northern Riverina declined
slightly.

This was because the rate of in-migration fell

to below a level sufficient to balance the rate of outmigration that was virtually unchanged between 1925 and 1934.
Those who left were not, in the main, farmers. There is no
evidence to support the idea that there was a flight from
the land when the rural economy collapsed.

Farming life in

fact remained a relatively attractive occupation, if the
judgement of 484 applicants for 30 farms in the district in
mid - 193l is any guide . 175
Farmers stayed where they were .
change

Reluctance to

played a role, but it was reinforced by positive

173 .

Electoral Roll 1922 - 1930, See above, p.54 . No Data
for West Wyalong due to boundary change. See
Appendix IE.

174 .

Holdings Cards .

175 .

Independent , 19 June 1931.
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aspects of the farm life.

Farmers had reasons to stay put,

apart from a desire to continue in their established livelihood . If they left what were they to do -

join the unemployed

who traversed the country in search of work and food?

If

they remained they had a house that they paid no rent for,
they had free firewood, credit, and the possibility of growing
the ir own food.

None of these would be available if they left

the farm which provided them .

They were also subject to few

pres sures which might force them to leave.

Creditors were

willing

apparentlYAto allow farmers further credit, albeit grudgingly.
Farmers also were encouraged to remain on their land by
gove rnment protection and assistance .

9
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PART III

ASSISTANCE AND RELIEF
(1932-1939)
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Chapter 9:
GOVE~NMENT

ASSISTANCE

Government assistance was an established fact of
rural life in the 19205 and more was made available in the
19305.

When faced with financial

diff~culties

the farmers

were accustomed to look to government agencies for aid.

The

Country Party, in and out of office, encouraged farmers to
look to the government.

Its emphasis on roads and bridges

at election time, and its boast of holding vital rural
portfolios in government made little sense unless country
l
peop le receive some tangible benefits.
Naturally farmers
sought more assistance from the government in difficult
times and received it .

Legislation designed to offer relief

to farmers benefitted them directly and indirectly but
failed to solve their financial problems.

,

deta~ls

As indicated earlier the administrative an practical
,
b
la
of government asslstance
are not aval' 1 ale.

Therefore this section perforce deals with tne generalities
of relief legislation with discussion of its local application
where possible.
Throughout the 19205 farmers had been assisted by
2
legislation and administrative decisions.
If for example
a farmer fell behind in his payments to the Department of
Lands he need have little fear of forfeiture for non-compliance
with the terms of his agreement.

By 1928/9 40 per cent of

settlers were in arrears with their payments and had therefore
technically forfeited their property.

Yet only three per cent

1.

See p. 260.

la.

See p.

2.

Between 1920 and 1929 there ~ere 12 Acts passed
specifically to benef~t farmers.

12b.

9
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·
were actua 11 y d lspossessed.
One reason for the Department's lenience was that
9

from the mid-1920s it was content to secure the arrears by
means of a lien over stock and crops.
The Department is not desirous of taking
extreme action if such can be avoided.
4
It was less than strict in its oversight of these liens.
Betwee n 1925/6 and 1927/8 one third of all liens were
discharged with no payment at all, others were discharged
with less than the original lien value. 5
One reason for Departmental hesitation in claiming
its full legal rights was that threat of political pressure
and pUblicity could induce the Minister, and
to reconsider.

his Department,

Thus E.A. Buttenshaw's response to a telegram

to him as Minister for Lands from the Northern Riverina :
BARELLAN PAPER ADVERTISED YOUR AUTHORITY
SELL PLANT BELONGING J DOONEN SOLDIER
SETTLER ON TWENTYNINTH ASSOCIATION
REQUESTS YOU WITHDRAW SAME
CHANTER WHEATGROWERS ASSOCIATION

6

3.

Arrears tota~d £572,000, effectively a loan of over
£200 to eac~ settler. Lands, 1927/1929, figures rounded.

4.

CS/RSS, file 1485, letter, 18 July 1928.

5.

Lands, 1926/1928. Only 363 forfeitures were recorded in
this period, and not all would have been for non fulfilment of lien conditions.
In 1925/6, in addition to liens
discharged without payment, 36% were discharged at a
reduced rate.
(Lands, 1926 p.6.) No data on average value
of liens.

. ·6 .

CS/RSS,

~ile

1485, 20 June 1932.

-...
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was to write that he had 'decided to cancel the sale'.
reason,

His

'he has an area ploughed and under crop', had only

become an important issue after local lobbying began.

7

9

There was also unabashed political pressure:
the farmers are amazed '"
to think that the
first man to be put off his block by the
Labor Government is the only farmer who
came [out] boldly and fought [for] the cause.
From Hillston to Wyalong they want to hold
indignation meetings on my behalf, but I am
staying their hands as it would be a big
blow to our cause.
8
The persistence of the author of this letter postponed
forfeiture for six years.

9

In the late 1920s about one

forfeiture in ten was reversed.
During the 1920s other concessions had been made
available to farmers.

One was the reappraisal of farm values

to reduce them, and the annual rental.

By mid-1928 over 1,000

Crown Land settlers in the State had been able to get their
capital value reduced by an average of eight per cent.

Another

2,500 received rent reductions. 10
In addition, there were many government agencies
to which a farmer could apply for assistance if he wished to
.
11
actively pursue credit, rather than rely on conceSSlons.

7.

Ibid., letter 24 June 1932.

8.

CS/RSS, file 3152, letter, 12 November 1930.

9.

Ibid.

10.

Lands, 1928, p.2.

11.

See pp.139-144.
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By 1929 farmers owed some £14 million to the R.I.B., the
Rura l Bank, and the Department of Lands closer settlement
.
sectlon
a 1 one. 12

9

As these fey! examples show, government assistance
and/or concessions were a well established part of rural life
by 1930.

The farmers in the region felt that this was proper

and appropriate.

After all,

the State lives, moves, and has its being by
virtue of the fact that the country grows
wool and wheat.
13
The country was more than the economic backbone of the country.
The rural stock
gave more ... than big cities to infuse red
blood into a society that is constantly
decadent, and whose own salvation is the
14
virility that it draws from the rural sections.
From these beliefs came the over-riding rural truth 'If the
farmer fails, Australia fails.

That is a fact'. 15

It was but a short step from that belief to the
opinion that farmers therefore deserved special consideration,

12.

N.S . W. Yearbook, 1928/9, pp.700, 702 . R.I.B. £665,000,
Rural Bank £12.9 million, Closer Settlement £572,000 in a
total of 25,000 accounts.

13.

Advocate, 17 April 1934 .

14.

Independent, 26 September 1932.

15.

Jbid., 28 August 1931.
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a view not restricted to the Northern Riverina.

16
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That

belief, and the way in which it was reinforced by government
aid, led to the assumption that not only did farmers deserve
concessio ns, but that they would get them.
it seemed, be automatically fulfilled.

Any need would,

Essentially a farmer's

desire for something ,'las the same as a right to it.
According to one local resident,
Hillston owes its ... dignified standing
to the energy and toil of its early
and present day pioneers - not to charity
and assistance of any government.
17
The importance of the government railway line, to say nothing
of the financial assistance to settlers for wire netting,
housing , cropping, and other advances, was completely ignored.
Government assistance had become so cornmon that it was taken
for granted.
Persistence of a belief in the right of the rural
sector to government aid, and the simultaneous treatment of
existing assistance as the norm, led to more demands for
assi stance when the wheat market collapsed.

The alleged

gove rnment inactivity led to irritation and a belief in an
anti -country conspiracy.

Restriction of R.I . B . credit was

interpreted as a government measure to force farmers to sell
whea t instead of relying on the R.I.B. for more credit . 18

16.

E . G. Senyard, Mallee, pp . 98, 161.

17 .

Spectator , 2 July 1931.

18 .

Advocate , 13 February 1931 .

See Chapter 8.

9
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The battling pioneer,
a man that works eight hours a day twice a
day , . . . Who gives more and makes less than
any other human being
19
was being short-changed by the government.

The pioneers'

sacrifices were added to those made by the diggers in the
Great War to create an image of the wronged soldier settler
who was being called upon for more sacrifice.
Many of the settlers are diggers and they
were promised all sorts of things by a
grateful Government, and many of them today
are fighting as hard a fight out in the new
Mallee country of the west of the State as
they did on the other side of the world.
20
One farmer activist , unlikely to regurgitate Country Party
propaganda, summed up the position at the beginning of 1931.
It was a sorry story of
The man who feeds the nation and keeps railways
trades and industries going, clears the land,
pays heavy rates and Crown dues, buys costly
machinery, pays high wages, buys seed wheat
and fertilizer for ... years - for nothing.
21
After years of government aid farmers naturally
turned to the government for a solution to their financial
predicament.

The common theme of local protest meetings in

1930 and 1931 had been the desire for benevolent government
intervention.

Farmers at Barellan met to demand from the

Government'adequate protection for the farmers for the
. the f orm 0 f
f orthcoming year ,22 ln

a compu 1 sory S ta t e wh ea t

19 .

Independen t, 26 Septembe r 1932 .

20.

Sydney Morning Herald , 13 March 1930, p.9.

21 .

Spectator , 5 February 1931 .

22 .

I n dependent , 2 January 1931 .

9
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marketing pool , a government administered system of advisory
boards , ana monthly c ash adv ances during the coming season. 23
Farmers from Hillston, Merriwagga, and Goolgowi demanded the
'abolition of embarrassing liens and mortgages', legislation
to ·deal drastically with all unreasonable and unjust rates',
and that the 'Federal Government " . renew and honour its
promise of 4/- ' . 24

Another meeting , in the Lyceum Hall at

Ungarie, found the F.S . A. and its rival, the Wheatgrowers'
Association in agreement that there should be
some scheme whereby wheatgrowers could
receive some form of assistance from
the government,
25
such as a guaranteed price for wheat which would ensure a
r easonable profit .

In addition they wanted State or Federal

Government relief in the event of total or partial crop
f ailure and wanted the State Government to ask the Loan Council
f or a Rural Emergency Loan for wheatgrowers only.

26

When the Federal Government's guaranteed price did
not eventuate farmers sought other solutions, but these also
assumed that there would be government involvement .

Despite

its secessionist rhetoric the Riverina Movement relied on
govern ment action .

The tariff and arbitration which were

believed to cost the country-man so dear were also government
matters that had to be dealt with by legislation .

23.

Ibid.

24.

Ibid ., 16 January 1931.

25 .

Advocate, 23 Jan uary 1931 .

26 .

Ibid .

9
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Yet there was apparently a contradiction in the
farmers ' demands .

They continually accepted government aid,

and wanted more, but did not want the government to be
actively involved in farming.

For example, one of the

reasons the R. I.B. was criticised was because farmers wanted
. own a f falrs
'
to manage t h elr
. 27

In the 1920s and again in

1930 and 1931 , distrust of government control had defeated
attempts to stabilise the wheat market through a compulsory
pool. 28

However wheat farmers in the Northern Riverina

put stable prices before their dislike of government control
and voted for the pool in 1930 and 1931.

The decline in

their affirmative vote between the two polls indicated that
this appurtenance of the ' Socialised State' 29 was more
acceptable under a Country Party coalition government in 1930
than under Lang Labor the following year. 30
During the crisis of 1930/1 government assistance
generally conformed to the farmers' expectation of aid without
controls .

Lang ' s Moratorium Act of 1930, for example,

protected the farmer from his creditors .

If a creditor

obtained a court judgement for debt against a farmer, the
farmer , like any debtor, could obtain a further court hearing
to plead for time to pay .

27.

Under an amendment in 1931 creditors

28 .

Independent , 16 January 1931.
See Chapter 6 , footnote 45 .

29 .

Sydney Morning: Herald, 7 July 1931, p.8 .

30 .

See Appendix VIII

9
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were effectively prohibited from proceeding against debtors
' f or all time'.

Agreements signed since the 1930 Act

containing clauses exempting them from its operation were
de emed by the amendment to be still subject to the Act.

9

31

Bankruptcy figures for New South Wales were evidence of the
ef fectiveness of the Labor Moratorium Act.

After a peak o f

1 ,351 in 1930, the numbers declined as a result of 'the
i nfluence of the moratorium laws'. 32
Another concession involving State government
i nitiative without any government control was the expansion
o f the provisions for revaluation of land to embrace all
s ettlers on Crown Land in New South Wales. 33

Up to mid-

1 932, 2,700 farmers had applied to have their land revalued,
in addition to those benefitting from revaluation in the
19 20s.

According to the Holdings Cards records, about one-

t hird of the settlers in the west of the region received
r evaluations, averaging reductions of 60 per cent on the
original value.

In practical terms that meant an immediate

re duction of their rent from an average of L50 to L20 per
year.

In the east of the region the reduction was about 20

per cent .

34

31.

NSWPD,135, 1932, p . 1786.

32.

N.S . W. Yearbook , 1932/3, pp . 402-3.
1~95 in 1931.
Note
that not all of these were farmers, because the Act
applied to creditors generally.

33 .
34.

Lan ds, 1930 , p . l.
Lands , 1932, pp . 2-3 . Holdings Cards . CS/RSS data for
the east of the region relate to only a few farms, not
on Crown Land.

-.
"\
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The Commonwealth government also assisted the
fa rmers.

For the 1931/2 se a son it made £950,000 available

to New South Wales for a wheat bounty of 4.5 pence per bushel.

9

The following year the State and Commonwealth governments
toge ther provided bounties worth over £1 million to 21,311
fa rmers on a sliding scale ranging from four shillings per

-',

ac re up to 249 acres, to three shillings for each acre in
excess of 549.

In New South Wales the average farmer

re ceived £65 in 1931/2, and £48 in 1932/3. 35
The next major State government initiative carne
fro m the Stevens-Bruxner coalition in 1932 which had made
li ttle mention of farming during the election campaign.
However, in September 1932, the Assistant Treasurer E . S.
Spooner introduced a Farm Relief Bill ' to in effect
the Bankruptcy of famers'.

36

]4°

avoid

As the Labor opposition pointed

out , there was no need for this because the Moratorium Act
.
b an k ruptcles.
.
37
was preventlng

In 1932 there were only 647

bankruptcies in the State, half the number of the previous
year. 38
Introducing the Bill, Spooner

explained its

35 .

3s 9d per acre from
N.S.W. Yearbook, 1933/4, p.719.
250-349 acres. CP6 56/3, Sydney Evidence p.503.
Riverina farmers average 1571 in 1931/2.

36.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, p.26l.

37.

Ibid. , p.273.

38.

N.S.W. Yearbook, 1933/4, p.142.
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necessity:
No good purpose will be served to the State
if farmers lose their farms and if the State
loses the export value of their produce.
Neither will the State be well advertised if
excessive realisations of farmers induce such
a low value for pastoral, dairying and
agricultural land that foundation values are
shattered and securities are jeopardised.
The loss of farms will also swell the numbers
of unemployed as well as work injustice upon
many farmers who have been unable to sustain
the sucessive effects of bad seasons and
overseas price failure.
39
I n doing so he revealed that the government's main interest
was not the farmer.

The Bill was, as his own words showed,

t o prevent the State losing money and face, to stop
dispossession and the consequent writing down of real estate
values, and lastly, to keep the farmers on the land - off the
streets and off the dole.

To achieve these aims the farmer

h ad to be assisted, not simply because he needed aid, but
because the political and economic interests of the State
demanded it.
Like the Acts operating in Western and South
Australia , and in Victoria, the Bill provided for temporary
protection of the farmer from his creditors, while the working
of the farm was financed by the government .

In New South

Wales a local government-appointed 'receiver ' would control
.
.
th e f armers ' expendlture
an d lncome
. 40

A Farmers ' Relief

39.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, pp . 262-3.

40 .

Re - named ' Supervisors ' by the Legislative Council,
NSWPD , 134, 1932, pp . 1296-7 .

9
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Board would allocate the crop proceeds at the end of the
season t

0

'
"
41
cre d 1' t ors ln
a f'lxe d prlorlty.

old plan.

This was an

Spooner had submitted it to the previous Lang

Government, and offered to administer it for £10 per year.
That it was a receivers ' , and not a farmers' Bill
seems evident not only from the reasons given for introducing
it , but also from the fact that it was not introduced by a
co untry Party member.
speak on it.

The Party's leader, Bruxner, did not

Neither did either of the local members, which

was indeed remarkable, for E .A. Buttenshaw was Minister for

'
Lan d s an d H. Maln

"
f
A
'
1 ture. 42
t h e Mlnlster
or
grlcu

The

le ader of the opposition, J . T. Lang, commented pointedly on
the number of amendments foreshadowed when the Bill was first
in troduced.

He claimed that they showed that

When the Bill was introduced apparently
country members took fright and promptly
expressed their disapproval .
43

41.

Chairman : H. Rogers, (Commissioner, Rural Bank)
1933 1937/ 8; C. R. Lambert, 1938/ 9 - . Members: C.A. Le M.
Walker
(Public Accountant), 1933 - ; W. C. Cambridge
(Secretary , F.S.A.), 1933; A.H . E. McDonald
(Director
of Agriculture), 1933/4; E. Field (President, F.S.A . ),
1934 5. Priori ties.
(1) Harvesting-shearing expenses .
(2) Farmer ' s expenses, (3)
Liens granted with government consent. (4) Hire Purchase payments. (5) Debts
incurred with government consent .
(6)
Rent for one
year; interest, rates, taxes to the Crown.
(7) Finance
for next season.
(8) Pro - rata distribution to creditors .
(NSWPD , 134 , 1932, pp . 270 , 272J

42.

Ibid ., pp . 260 - 290, et seq.

.43.

Ibid. , p.272 .

I

Aitkin, Colonel, p.282 .
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According to Lang, Spooner's Bill would put farms into
receivership, just as his f irm of Hungerford & Spooner had
put receivers into country stores.

44

9

Predictably, the Bill produced anguished protests
from farmers because it involved government control of
fa rming.

It was, according to the Wheatgrowers' Union,
the thin edge of the wedge under which
all farmers would be regimented under
45
the control of a Government Department.

Farmers in the Northern Riverina sent tele g rams of protest
like the one received by the Legislative Council:
Mass meeting Binya wheatgrowers entreat
46
Council members reject Farmers' Relief Bill.
There were also practical and social objections to it.

Farmers

should not have to get approval for all purchases as the Act
re quired.
It would be in the best interests of the
farmer ... to make his purchases where he
pleased, and at the best prices possible,
and at the same time it would help to
restore that feeling of citizenship which
these things help to destroy.
47
The farmers' unease concerning the Act was increased
by the contrast it offered to the earlier forms of aid.

Unlike

the Moratorium Act, protection was conditional upon control.
Assistance under the new Act was less attractive than that

44.

Ibid., p.275.

~ 5.

Previously the Wheatgrowers' Association, Spectator,
7 March 1935.

46.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, p.1135.

47.

Spectator, 15 March 1934.
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offered by the R.I.B.

Although it was criticised for its

alleged interference , the R.I .B. had in fact tended to
accept farmers' promises of loan repayment without inquiring

9

to discover if they had the equipment needed to fulfil the
. s. 48 Th e R .I. B. ' s apparently lax system of control
promlse
passed into local folklore in an expansion of the initials
R.I.B. to 'Rest in Bed'. 49

Farmers' Relief Board super-

vision was more formal and less oonvenient than the farrrers'
former habits.

Although no doubt scoring a point for the

banks as well, the Assistant Chief Inspector of the Bank of
New South Wales was correct when he pointed out:
If a man can walk into the Bank and say
'I want a new part, let me have another
tenner' and can get a reply in five
minutes, that is far more useful than if
he has to apply to a supervisor in town. 50
In the Northern Riverina there were supervisors

J dO

at

only Temora, West Wyalong, Lake Cargelligo, Hillston, and
Griff ith. 51

The prime consideration in selecting them

was accounting experience, because the farmers were 'spending
the taxpayers' money and the Farmers' Relief Board had to be
52
satisfied that it was being spent properly'.
However the
acco untant was also duty-bound to assess the farmers' cropping
program. 53

without farming experience the fate of the

48.

Interview/Anderson.

49.

Interview/Merriwagga C.W.A.

50.
51.

CP656/3, Sydney E vidence, p.1868 .
NSWPP, Farmers ' Relief Board Report on Operations ... ,
1933-1939.
(Here after : F.R.B. Report).

52.

Interview/Anderson. Independent, 12 April 1935.

53.

Interview/Anderson.
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taxpayers ' money depende d in the end on the honesty of the
f armer who 'advised the supe r visor of the necessary expenditure,
or on the further advice of the Department of Agriculture or
Rural Bank experts .

This duplication of effort was belatedly

re cognised in 1934 and provision was made in the Act for the
Rural Bank to gradually take over administration from the
s upervisors.

54

Farmers doubted the supervisors' worth.

They were

no t farmers , yet they controlled farmers, and
Unless he was a man with some interest in
the land he was no good to you at all.
55
Ye t they ' told us how much we could spend, what we could
spend and what we couldn ' t ' .

56

The question of money also contributed to ill
fe eling toward

the supervisors.

Outside control of his

fi nance was an affront to the farmer ' s independence, but there
was more than pride involved in this issue.

In recompense for

the time they spent overseeing the farmers' accounts,
supervisors drew a minimum fee of five guineas from each
f armer's gross income , or three per cent - whichever was the

54 .

I b id .

Advocate 17 April 1934.

55.

Interview/Zacher .

56 .

Ibid .

9
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la rger .

57

On average, a supervisor in New South Wales was

re sponsible for 26 accounts, which guaranteed a minimum income
of f138 - or four - fifths of the S tate adult male basic wage
from this source alone .

9

In the Northern Riverina, where there

were many applicants, the supervisors' minimum incomes were
much higher.

A. Savage

at Griffith had the smallest super-

vision load in the region, 74 farmers, a minimum income of
£38 8 a year.

J.F.J .

(later Sir James) Auswild looked after

163 farmers in 1933/4 .

That commitment g uaranteed him a

min imum income of £855 for the year, over three times the
average farmer ' s income, and nearly f i ve tines the male basic
wage, and put him among the top ten per cent of male income
ea rners in the State .

As he was already in business as an

accountant with offices in Temora and Lake Cargelligo, he was
a rich man. 58

Other supervisors also generally continued in

b usiness as accountants while working as supervisors.

Not

surprisingly the farmers felt that it was unfair that they
s upplied an additional income to these men.

59

Against the Act ' s erosion of the farmer's independ e nce, the inconvenience, and the dislike of supervisors, must
b e set the real advantages of the Act.

5 7.

The farmer received

58 .

Farmers' Relief Act , 1932 (No . 33), Section 13(3) .
In
1933/4 it was £6 lOs Od.
F . R . B . Report , 1934/1939 . Census, 1933 . N. S . W. Yearbook,
1933/4, p . 649 gives State nasic wage as f3 6s 6d in 1933,
and £3 7s 6d the following year.

59.

Spectator,S December 1935 .

- ',
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protection from his creditors and sustenance allowances
f or his family.

Funds were also allocated for the expenses

9

i n curred in running the farm, and for family medical and
clothing expenses.

Farmers in the Northern Riverina appear

on average to have received lower advances than others on
fa rm relief elsewhere in the State.

For the first season

fo r which data are available, they received £220, of which
half was the sustenance allowance for one farmer, his wife,
and (probabl~ two children. 60
In addition to farming expenses and the sustenance
al lowance which had to be repaid from the crop proceeds, the
f armer was granted 7.S per cent of the farm's gross income
fo r family medical and clothing expenses, up to a maximum of
£7 S.

This figure, the Parliament was assured, was 7.S per

ce nt of the average farm gross income in New South Wales. 61
I n 1931/2 and 1932/3 in the Northern Riverina the average
gross income was of the order of £SOO-6S0,noticeably less
t han the £1,000 which Parliament was assured was the norm.

62

After amendment in 1934 the Act specified a new
entitlement calculated on a sliding scale related still to
gross farm income.

Farmers were entitled to ten per cent of

the first £SOO, plus five per cent of the next £SOO, plus 2.S

60.

CS/RSS. Approx. averages for 1930s: Northern Riverina,
£27S;
State, ~340.
Interview/Ellis.

61.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, pp.269, also 138, 1933, p.1S07 et seq,
139, 1934, p.1176, et seq.
CS/RSS.Assuming wheat income 75 % gross income, as is the
case in the later 1930s.

62.
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per cent on all income in excess of £1,000.

Parliament

ho ped that the removal of the £75 barrier would encourage
fa rmers to work harder for a greater reward.

63

9

In 1933/4 the average gross farm income of farmers
under Stay Orders in the Northern Riverina was about £230,
and £290 in the following season.

Under the original Act it

wo uld have provided the farmer with a medical and clothing
al lowance of about £20 .
the Act indicate

The sparse files on f arme rs under

that on average they received £29 .

Had

the new provisions been in force they would ha v e r eceived
about £40 .

That was markedly less than the supposed £75, but

sti ll generous.

64

J . O'Reilly had clothed his wife, himself,

and two boys for £21 per annum in the 1920s . 65

If the free

public hospital was too far away for convenience, £1 would
c over a year ' s subscription for the family to the local Bush
.
Assoclatlon
..
h osplta
. 1 . 66
Nurslng

. 1 a t'lon
Th ere was no s t lpU

that these allowances be spent on clothing and/or medical
a ttention .

Hospital treatment could be made free through the

simple, and widespread, expedient of not payin g .

For example,

i n 1933 the Weethalle B.N.A . Nurse undertook over 600 medical
t reatments , which at a conservative estimate would have been
billed at over L1 0 0 , and conceivably £200 .

The patients '

NS~vPD ,

63.
64.

140, 1934 , p.1665 .
CS/RSS .
Average allowance for remainder of 1930s ,
approx . .545 .

65.
66.

O' Reilly, Diaries .
B.N.A . /K4873l , Weethalle . K487l8 , Erigolia .
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payments that year amounted to L47 13s Od. 67
A sustenance allowance worth about L100 each year,

9
a clothing allowance, a home, free firewood for cooking and
warmth, and sidelines, all meant that the farmer with farm
relief assistance would be better off than the city dweller
on rations worth 19 shillings a week.

*

*

68

*

When the Act became law in February 1933, farmers
i n need of assistance had three options.

They could ignore

it and rely on the Moratorium Act which, despite amendment to
remove its 'perpetual' protection still offered protection
from creditors.

Or they could apply for assistance under the

Act , and obtain a Stay Order from the Farmers' Relief Board
which hindered legal action against them.

Or they could

decide that they had no intention of ever attempting to come
under the protection of the Act, and sign a disclaimer form
to that effect. 69
Farmers' creditors, who were also concerned with
the application of the Farmers' Relief Act, had three options.
One was to allow their farmer clients to seek protection under
the Farmers' Relief Board because that would also protect the
creditors from each other.

The multiplicity of liens on one

~7.

B.N.A./K48731, Weethalle, 1933 report. See also K48729,
Ungarie, 1927 report for similar evidence.

68.

Family of 5.

69.

Farmers' Relief Act, 1932 (No.33), Section 8.

Louis, Depression, p.10l.

-
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crop, had, for example, led to confusion about which one had
priority, and to attempts by some creditors to exploit that
uncertainty to their advantage and their fellow-creditors'
loss.

70

9

The Act, with its established payment priority under

government supervision,protected both past and future creditors,

- ".,

who were assured that no individual creditor could obtain a
court judgement against a shared debtor to their financial
disadvantage.

Government supervision also ensured that

creditors' investments were being used productively to maximise
returns.

Government controlled stability offered advantages

to creditors already growing uneasy about their security.

How-

ever , if creditors did allow their clients to gain protection
under the Act, they sacrificed their own freedom to take legal
proceedings against farmers to recover the debts owing,
subje ct to the Moratorium Act.
If creditors decided to do nothing, they still
retained this limited freedom of legal action, but risked
los ses due to other creditors' actions.
The third alternative was to require their farmer
clients to sign a disclaimer.

In return the creditors would

agree to finance their clients for another season.

In the

eve nt of a farmer failing to repay the advance, the creditor
could then initiate legal action without any fear that the
farmer could obtain a Stay Order to protect himself - he had
already disclaimed that right.

70.

The farmers were held under

See e . g . Agric u lture , Special Files, 7/6462.1 ,
Deputation 2 July 1931.
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their creditors ' control by the still open option of foreclosure.

9
Up to the beginning of March 1934 some 1,349
di sclaimer forms had been lodged
to r eceiving further credit'. 71

~s

a condition precedent

With the requirement for

a s igned disclaimer there was almost certainly a demand by
the creditor that the farmer execute liens in the creditor ' s
favo ur so that the money he provided would 'not go to the
bene fit of some outside creditor'. 72
During the first two years of operation fewer than
2, 000 disclaimers were submitted under the Act, while over
.
.
d . 73
t h e same perlod
over 2 ,000 Stay Orders were lssue

The

number of disclaimers actually required by the creditors was
not apparent in those figures.

Their importance became

cle arer when the Act was amended in 1934 to make them invalid
unless registered with the Farmers' Relief Board within 21
day s of being signed . 74

By 30 June 1939, 3,833 farmers had

applied for Stay Orders, and 15,599 had put in disclaimers. 75
Several conclusions concerning farmers' creditors
c an be drawn from these figures .

One is that creditors were

71.

F . R.B. Repor t , 1934, p . 2.

72.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, p.1903.

73.

F . R. B . Report , 1934, p . 2.

74.

NSWPD , 140 , 1934 , p.1664 .

75.

F . R.B . Report, 1935 , p . 2, 1939, pp . 2,5 .

See p . 43l below .
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not anxious to foreclose on farmers.

A signed disclaimer

held by a creditor was only advantageous if he was the only
creditor.

Then it gave him sole discretion concerning the

9

f a rmer's economic fate, and the strictures of the Farm Relief
Ac t did not apply.

But a farmer with only one creditor was

so rare as to be practically non-existent.

According to

De partment of Lands files , farmers typically had at least
th ree creditors, in addition to various government agencies. 76
In this si tuation the CreditOlS who held the disclaimer had
lit tle control over his client's fate.

If another creditor,

impatient of payment, decided to proceed against the farmer
fo r recovery of debt then the creditor holding a disclaimer
had only two options.

One was to register the disclaimer

whi ch would have no effect on the other creditor's right to
pro ceed .

The other was to conceal the disclaimer.

This too

would have no effect on the other creditor but it would allow
the farmer to once again make a decision about his own fate .
He could refrain from applying for a Stay Order, a decision
which would not alter the situation.

Alternatively he could

a pply for protection under the Farmers' Relief Act - the very
a ction that the creditor holding the disclaimer had sought to
p revent initially.
What then was the point of a creditor demanding a
disclaimer?

It did not prevent other creditors from taking

action possibly deleterious to that creditor's interest,

76.

C§/RSS , also CP656/20 , Analysi s of Indebtedness: Forms

B .

-'..
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whereas allowing a farmer to corne under a Stay Order would
ha ve prevented such actio n s.

However, a disclaimer prevented

a f armer, and thus the creditor's investment, from corning
under government control.

Creditors also retained some

con trol over the disposal of the farmer's income, whereas
under the Act their claims ranked only fifth after the
ha rvesting , shearing , and farmer's expenses had been met,
and government authorised liens and hire - pur chase agreements
had been paid.

This financial fact encouraged creditors to

de ma nd disclaimers, but it also gave the far mers an
opportunity to bargain with their creditors.

If a farmer did

no t take advantage of the Act he was free to offer a helpful
c reditor top priority in the distribution of the crop returns.
Thus the existence of the Farmers' Relief Act gave farmers
an opportunity to bargain with their creditors for continued
a ssistance outside it.
That so many disclaimers were registered, and so
few farmers applied for Stay Orders, is a measure both of
the desire of creditors to keep the government out of its
r e lations with farmers, and of their confidence that their
f ellow creditors would not take precipitate action which
might threaten their own investment in the farmer.

Farmers

were in fact ' forced to take . . . out [disclaimers] so that
.they could not get the benefit of the Act ' , that is, to
keep the government ' s stablilsing influence out of debtor creditor relations . 77
77.

IIad there been widespread fear among

CP56/3 , Sydney Evidence, pp . 497-8 .

9
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creditors of a rash of foreclosures by their colleagues,
they would have best prote cted their interests by allowing
f armers to apply for Stay Orders.

They did not do that.

9

The refore the potential mass bankruptcy envisaged by Spooner
when introducing the Bill was probably not a real threat. 78

- ',
Some farmers had to take refuge in a Stay Order to
avo id eviction or legal proceedings but this was probably a
las t resort.

The Moratorium Act continued in operation

throughout the 1930s offering effective protection without
gove rnment control.

79

The court had to consider whether

ref usal of protection 'would inflict ... hardship' on the
debtor. 80

The number of bankruptcies in the State continued

to fall, from 647 in 1932 to 427 by 1934/5. 81
The large number of disclaimers, an d the few
bankruptcy proceedings, show that despite the collapse in
pri ces and the farmers ' large debts , creditors were willing
to allow their clients to continue on the land.

Creditors'

t rust, if not actual confidence, in the farmers , and in other
c reditors , therefore meant that more farmers were assisted
p rivately without Stay Orders than were given government aid
by the Farmers ' Relief Board.

78.

See footnotes 36, 39, above .

. 79.

CP656/3 , New South Wales Evidence, p.835 . The Act was
re - enacted under the Moratorium (Amendment) Acts, 1932
(No. 57), 1935 (No. 22), 1938 (No.3) , 1939 (No. 28),
which extended it to 1940 and beyond .

80.

Moratorium (Amendment) Act 1932 (No . 57), Section 6 (5)
(d) •

81.

N. S . W. Yearbook, 1933/4, p.142 , 1934/5, p.230.
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Thus the importance of the Act in assisting
farmers cannot be adequately measured by the fact that fewer
than one farmer in four in the State sought a Stay Order in
the 1930s. 82

The impact of the Act was less evident in

the application of its formal provisions to farmers than in
the incentive it provided for farmers and creditors to seek
mutually beneficial arrangements outside direct government
control .
This general conclusion was probably less
applicable to the Northern Riverina than to the State as a
whole .

The Act aimed to provide relief for farmers generally,

but Spooner thought that it would be 'largely availed of by
the wheat farmers'. 83 According to the secretary of the
Farmers ' Assistance Board nearly three-quarters of all
applicants were wheatgrowers.

84

In introducing the Bill in

1932, Spooner had also envisaged that it would be most used
by the farmers in the Northern Riverina. 85

By 30 June 1934,

2,205 applications had been made for Stay Orders in New South
Wales of which 614 were from around the towns of Hillston,
Lake Cargelligo, Griffith, Temora, and West Wyalong.

Of the

~02 Stay Orders in operation, 455 were around these towns. 86

82.

Stat. Register 1930--1939 records more than 16,000 wheat
farmers annually. F.R.B. Report, 1939, 3,833 applications for Stay Orders.

83.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, p.264.

B4.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence , p.491.

85.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, p.264.

86 .

F.R.B. Report, 1934, p.6. Cf. Chapter 10, footnote 28.
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The Northern Riverina therefore accounted for about onethird of all Stay Orders issued in the State.

Bland,

Carrathool, and Narraburra Shires, contained about 18 per
cent of farmers identifying themselves as wheatgrowers in New
south Wales , yet on 30 June 1934 these Shires contained 23
per cent of farmers to whom Stay Orders had been issued.
Thus in these Shires an average of one wheatgrower in ten
was under a Stay Order by mid- 1934, compared with one in 14
in the remainder of the State. 87

The applications from the

region show that the Act was welcome there, and the approvals
indicate that on examination of the applications, the Board
considered that it was also needed there.

*

*

*

Only limited information is available concerning
farmers in the region who carne under Stay Orders.

However,

some tentative conclusions about the characteristics of these
men can be made .

As was to be expected those in financial

difficulties before the crisis were more likely to need
protection .

About one farmer in six in the region who owed

the Department of Lands money carne under a Stay Order in the
1930s, compared with the regional average of about one in
ten. 88

The position of the soldier settlers is less clear .

Of the ex- soldier settlers in the east of the region who
had settled under Closer Settlement Promotion in the early

87.

Based on plots of Gazette listings of Stay Orders is sued .
Stat . Register , 1933/4 , F.R.B . Report, 1934 .

88.

CS/RSS.

9
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1920s, four per cent of those still on the land in 1930
we nt under 'the protection o f a Stay Order.

This figure is

probably an under-estimate because it is based on the
information analysed in Chapter 2. 89
In the west, where the mid-decade settlers had
take n up virgin lands, the proportion was greater than one in
three . 90

The main disadvantage faced by this group, compared

with those who began farming immediately after the war,
appe ars to have been the unfortunate conjunction of two events
in 1930/1.

The beginning of the crisis coincided with the

year in which they had to begin to pay instalments on their
farm.

For five years since 1925 they had been allowed to

mak e improvements in lieu of instalments.

Then, when wheat

pri ces tumbled, they were faced with the problem of finding
cas h .

However, the majority of new farmers in the west of

the region were in that position, and only a minority came
under the Farmers' Relief Act.

So, although a greater

p roportion of the newer settlers carne under the Act than was
the average for the region, there were clearly other factors
ap a rt from duration of farming which influenced their decision
to apply for relief.
As was the case when assessing the characteristics
of eX-soldiers who left the land, the circumstances of

89.

CSP.
The proportion might be much higher if, as is
possible, the number of ex-soldiers leaving was greater
than recorded.

90.

Holdings Cards.
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individuals when they t o ok up the land offered little
indi cation of which of them might eventually require government protection. 91
later

Both the early eastern settlers and the

western settlers who came under the Farmers' Relief

Act we r e only marginally different from

othe~wh o

settled

at the same time and place but were not under the Act.

On

avera ge those under the Act paid slightly less for their
land and had a few more acres.

They had more farming machinery

worth more, but less cash in hand when they took up their
land . 92

Possibly the combination of less cash and more

mach inery when starting to farm indicated that their capital
had been used to buy machinery.

Perhaps, then, their need

for farm relief stemmed from this early depletion of capital
rese rves.

If so, in the west of the region this would have

been more important than in the east, for the former settlers
had fewer,

poore~

years before the crisis in which to

re build their financial reserves.

But, again, this is not

cle a rly a significant factor because most settlers in the
wes t of the region faced this problem, but only a minority
app lied for farm relief.
Other details from the records of farmers in the
west of the region suggest two factors which might have
in f luenced farmers' decisions to apply for government aid.
One was whether they had a family, or not.

91 .

See p. 69 .

92.

Based on Lands Archives.

esp.

Although the

9
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number in the sample is small, there is evidence that single
men were less likely to apply for relief than were married
men.

Among the married farmers those without children were

more likely to apply than those with.

All other circumstances

being equal, this suggests that singl e me n were best able to
cope with financial difficulties, probably by reducing their
standard of living.

Married couples without children were

eithe r less able, or less prepared to do this.

The role o f

chil dren in farmers' decisions to apply for relief
ambig uous .

1S

It is possible that their contribution to the

farm labour force made the farm more e conomicall y viable.
It i s also possible that farmers with children were reluctant
to p ut the farm under government control, because it might
have eroded the farmer's ability to pass on the farm to his
hei rs - an important aim in a farmer's li f e. 93
The other possible indicator of a farmer's need
and preparedness to come under a Stay Order was whether his
farm~ad

been revalued .

In general, a greater proportion of

farmers under Stay Orders had benefited from revaluation
prior to coming under the Act, compared with those not under
it .

In general the farmers under Stay Orders whose farms

had been revalued had the value reduced by more than the
re gional norm. 94

This indicated that the Local Land Board

93 .

E . g ., Lands Archives, LA/R 106260 24/769. See also
p . 334 . Because the settlers in CSP were generally
unmarried when taking up land , this hypothesis could
not be tested for the east of the region .

94.

Holdings Cards . About 30 % of farmers had benefited
from reval uatio n, but over 40% of those who took out
Stay Orders .
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thought that the farm was less productive than the norm.
Therefore the higher proportion of revalued farms, with overall greater reductions in value

9

among those under Stay

Orders is evidence that the past productive value of the farm
was an indication of the farmer's willingness to accept
government assistance.

Some additional support for this view

can be found among the records of the farmers in
who owed the government money.

th~

region

In general the annual crop

yields in the 1920s of those in this group coming under Stay
Orders were below the average of the group as a whole.

95

However, none of these factors was an infallible
guide to whether or not a farmer would apply for farm relief.

A farmer's decision to apply depended on his, and his
creditors' interpretation of his position and prospects.
The farmer's original resources appear to have had no
relationship to his subsequent acceptance of government relief.
Even his family size and the productive valuation of his farm
reveal only tendencies in the aggregate of data.

They do not

show that a given farm condition inevitably led to a Stay
Order.
Two examples of different farmers' approaches to
the question of farm relief must stand for the infinite
variety possible.

vl. Freeman's major source of income, wheat,

brought steadily declining returns throughout the 1930s.

95.

CS/RSS.

At
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the same time his

Depart~ent

but he was reluctant to

of Lands arrears increased,

apply fo r any government assistance at

all, even drought relief.

In addition, his major creditor,

s
:9

the Union Bank , was reluctant to extend credit, but threatened
'
'
96
to f orec 1 ose 1'f h e d'd
1
no t slgn
a d'lSC lalmer.

Freeman
' _ '~

himse lf was confident that
with a good season or two I will be able
to catch up the back Land Payment
97
al though his cropping record until then showed that more
often than not his yields were below the local Police Patrol
Dis trict average. 98

In his case, a combination of confidence

in the future, and creditor's pressure, all combined to keep
him from applying for farm relief.
On the other hand, W. Boadle, whose debt to the
R.I .B. alone amounted to £1,183 in 1933, was able to take out
a Stay Order without any apparent objection from the mortgagee
whom he owed £3,000, or other creditors who were awaiting total
payments of £2,600.

They were more \villing to allow government

supervision and control than was the Union Bank in Freeman's
case, although he owed it only £1,200. 99

From these

examples it may be seen that a farmer's financial position

96 .

CS/RSS, file 5868, memo 2 May 1938, 24 September 1939,
letters 17 March 1936, 19 April 1940.

97.

Ibid., letter 17 March 1936.

98.

Ibid., compared with Stat. Register data for Barellan
Police Patrol District.

99 .

CS/RSS, files 3447, 5868.
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might encourage him to consider applying for a Stay Order,
but his final decision was subject to many other considerations.

s
:9

The effect of such decisions and pressure from
creditors was to minimise the number of applications.

By mid-

1934 only one farmer in eight in the State had applied to the
Farmers ' Relief Board for assistance. 100

In 1933 and again

in 1934 Parliament extended the period during which farmers
might apply from 17 February 1934 to 17 May 1934, and then to
16 February 1935. 101
While the Act was either directly or indirectly
keepi ng farmers on the land in the early 1930s, it was doing
little to restore their economic viability.

Four years had

passed since the crisis of 1930/1 but the wheat market was
stil l depressed.

The average value of an acre of wheat in

the 1933/4 season was £1 lOs 7d, compared with a minimum
1920 s' value of £2 Os lld. 102

In the Northern Riverina, as

Map IV shows, the returns in 1931/2 and 1932/3 had been, on
average , above the cost of production.

However in 1933/4 low

yiel ds produced another season of loss for the average farmer.
Aro und Lake Cargelligo, Hillston, Merriwagga, Rankins Springs,
Tal 1imba, Tullibigea1, Weetha11e, and Wyalong, the average
return from each acre of wheat was further below the cost of
production than it had been in 1930/1. 103

ioo.

See footnote 87 above.

101.

NSWPD, 140, 1934, pp.1663-4.

102 .

Stat. Register .

103.

Ibid ., and Map IV.
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The farmers' position was wors e than the crop
returns indicated, for they had not only to meet their

s
:9

p roduction costs, but also payoff their increased debt
load.

Outside th e region farmers'

prospects were

generally brighter as a result of better yields in the
years after 1929/30 and shorter hauls to market whi ch
kept their costs below those in the Northern Riverina.
The New South Wales Farmers' Relief Act had in it a
clause to
assist the farmer and his creditors to
make their own arr a ngement for ultimate
treatment of surplus liabiliti es l04
by providing for swift a ssessment of assets and debts . 105
But it was not until the Commonwe a lth had intervened
that the debt barrier to farmers'
tackled .

rehabilitation was

In the other wheatgrowing States the effe t

of farm relief l egis lat ion was simila r .

Acts de si gned to

meet an immediate crisis were revived eac h year as
re covery fail ed to occur.

Debt adjustment provisions

existed , but had been of littl e assistcnce to farmers
by the mid 1930s.

104.

NSWPD, 134, 1932, p. 260.

105.

Farmers' Relief Act , 1932 (No . 33), Section 26 (i).

._'"
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THE 1934 ROYAL COMMISSION

s

Th e Commonwealth Royal Commission on the A stralia
wheat industry revealed the extent of the farmers ' debt
load, and recommended that it be alleviated.

Subsequent

Commonwealth and State legislation gave farmers an
opportunity to have their creditors write down some of the
debt owing.

This chapter first outlines the origin of the

Royal Commission and some of its methods of investigation .
Next it discusses the results of these when applied to the
region .
Finally, it considers the outcome of one of the
Commission 's key recommendations and its transla ion into
Federal and State legislation.
By the end of the 1932/3 financi 1 year the
Commonwealth government had granted over £5 milllon to wheat
growers in Australia in the form of bounties in 1931/2 and
1932/3, 1n addition to the funds made available to farmers
by the States.

In late 1932 there had been a suggestion

that a committee of investigation into the \'lheat in ustry
be set up.

1

The suggestion was raised again during

consideration of assistance for another season 1n November
1933.
Federal Parliament felt that the wheat industry ought
to be conducted without this annual, ad hoc , and seemingly
unending injection of the taxpayers' money .

2

Proposals

fo r a flour tax to fund and stabilize the industry had
produced a threat from millers and b kcrs that they would
increase the price of bread.

That claim in turn provoked

renewed queries concerning the industry;

how could it be that

a minor increase in the price of wheat would influence flour

1.

CPO, 138, 1933, p. 396.

2.

Ibid., 143, 1933, p. 5533.
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prices, when drastic lowering of the wheat price had not
had any effect on the price of flour? 3
The Lyons Government created a Royal Commission
into wheat, flour and bread industries, explaining that
questions have arisen with respect to the
payment of bounties ... and ... the effect
of taxation '" upon the industries of 4
growing, handling, and marketing wheat.
The Royal Commission was chaired by Sir Herbert Gepp who
felt that other issues in addition to bounties and the price
of bread

were involved in its creation; that there was
a critical atmosphere within the industry
that may become seriously political at any
5
time, and I am not speaking of party politics.

Possibly Gepp had in mind the political inexpediency of a
more expensive loaf, but 'party politics' played some part
in the creation of the Royal Commission.

According to later

testimony of the Country Party leader, Earle Page, his party
had pressed the Lyons Government to discover a better means
of assisting the industry than through temporary expedients. 6
The way in which the Commission was announced
suggested that Lyons was not enthusiastic about it.

The

,Attorney-General, J.G. Latham, rather than Lyons, mentioned
it in an aside during the debate on the Wheatgrowers' Relief

3.
4.

Ibid., pp.5542, 5622. Argus, 6 December 1933, p.10.
CPP, 1932-34, No. 234.

and Bread Industries-

Royal Commission on Wheat Flour
(H ereafter: Wheat Commission),

First Report, p.3.
5.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, p.1924.

6.

E. Page, Truant Surgeon , Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1956.
(Hereafter:
Page, Truant), p.235.

s
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Bi ll two days before Parl iament rose for a six month recess. 7
So low key 'was the announcement that the Government leader
in the Senate, Sir George Pearce, dismissed the Canberra

s
:9

Ti mes report of the Commission the following day as
' i rresponsible statements made by newspapers'. 8

--'"
In the first half of 1934 Gepp and his four
commissioners interviewed farmers, storekeepers, and other
experts - government , private, and self-appointed - as well
as others connected with the industries concerned.

A

re presentative sample of ten per cent of wheat farmers in
Australia was

sent que_stionnaires.

From their answers the

Commission was able to establish the practices, costs, income
a nd financial position of Australian wheat farmers.

As the

Commission was seeking to establish the truth about the
e conomic position of the nation's farmers, it was keen to
s how that its sample was representative .

It was not as

s uccessful in the Northern Riverina as it was at the national
l evel .

It had ' rather too few ' 9 from the South West Slopes.

I n addition the sample farms had larger acreages planted to
wheat, and lower average yields than were the norm.

The

same was true for the sample farms which lay in the Northern

7.

CPD , 143, 1933, p . 5639 . The reference was so well buried
that the Hansard index does not mention it although the
relevant heading exists for the Opposition queries about
setting up such an inquiry.

,8.

Ibid ., p . 5903 .

9.

CPP, 1934 - 37, No. 83, Wheat Commission, Second Report , pp .
89 - 90 . See also pp . 44-7 , 89-95 .

Rydon, Register , p . 176 .
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Ri verina.

10

Wheat acreage and yield were the only two factors
considered by the Commission in its analysis for reliability.
I t did not investigate others relevant to wheat production,
s uch as the age of the farm.

In the Northern Riverina, this

was an important factor in the west of the region.
·
th e re t 00 k a t 1 eas t f lve
years t

0

Farms

..
11
reac h f u 11 pro d uctlvlty,

bu t according to the Commission's investigations, one-third
ha d been established for less time than that before the
prices fell in 1930/1.

In the east of the region, all the

f arms surveyed had been established before 1926.

According

t o the Commission's investigations, half of the farmers in
th e west of the region had been on their land for less than
ni ne years by 1933/4, compared with a median of 18 years
t o the east around West Wyalong and Temora. 12
Evidence supplied to the Commission established
how farmers had adapted to changing economic circumstances
s ince the wheat prices collapsed in 1930/1.

Along the

Temora to Lake Cargelligo railway line, and the line to
Barellan, farmers had decreased the amount of wheat grown,
replacing it with other grain crops.

In these Police Patrol

Districts which had been settled before the Great War, this
trend was a reversion to the practices prior to 1930/1.

10. Ibid., pp.89-90. Median acres, 400-499 vs 300-399.
Median yields, 12-15 vs 15-18 bushels / acre.
11. Clayton, Mallee, p.753.

12. CP656/17.

In

s
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the west of the region there had been no clear trend. 13
Wheat, however, remained the major farm crop, and the major
source of income, earning the farmers about ~500 each year. 14

s
:9

Dairying, which had expanded in 1931/2 , had retained
its popularity .

In the area between Tullibigeal, Rankins

Springs, Barellan and Temora, each season since 1930/1 had
produced a further increase in the number of cows, but by
1933/4 the trend was slowing.

By then nearly all farms had

a small herd of between five and eight cows .

Few farmers

had diversified into commercial dairying as an adjunct to
wheat farming, and the dairy produce was mainly for farm
use and local sale . 15
By 1933/4, most farms surveyed in the region ran
about 200 head of sheep which augmented the annual farm
income by about ~55 each year.

On average, the farmers in

the west of the region had smaller flocks.

16

The particulars

of diversification show that farmers in the west of the region
made smaller changes to their farming routine, and made them
more slowly .
innovation

This reflected less on their desire for
than on their financial inability to diversify.

13 . See Chapter 6. Stat. Register . Trend for Merriwagga
not clear owing to amalgamation with Gunbar.

14 . CP656/17 i based on 11 bushels/acre on 400 acres at
27 pence/bushel .
15 . Stat . Register. Dairy herds average 20 cows, on 12%
holdings.
CP656/17. Herds, 5- 8 cows, on 84% farms In
region.
16. Ibid . Flocks on 84% farms in region , median size 20 0 .
Stat . Register .

-- ."\
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I n addition, despite the additional sources of income being
exploited, 'the scarcity of good wheat prices after 1930/1
had kept them at a level below that which they had reached
af ter the droughts, and before the prices collapsed.
The Gepp Commission asked the f a rmers a n d their
creditors

how they had fared since 1928.

Over half the

fa rmers said they were worse off financially. 17

Of the 207

re plying to this question from the Riverina Statistical
Division, 70 per cent said that their position had
deteriorated.

In the South West Slopes the proportion was

60 per cent .

They felt that the biggest single problem had

'
18
b e en 1 ow prlces.

Half thought that low prices, or poor

prices coupled with poor seasons made
po sition deteriorate. 19

their financial

The occasional good year since

19 31 had not restored the farmers' finances to their 1920s'
l evel.

In both Riverina and South West Slopes a greater

proportion than for the State generally claimed that their
position was worse , and a greater proportion blamed the low
prices solely.

20

Storekeepers gave the Commission a quantitative
idea of what the ' falling back ' of farmers meant.

In the

17 . Wheat Commission, Second Report, p . 115 .
18. CP656/20.
Riverina 31%, South West Slopes, 40% (of 207
and 133 respondents respectively) . See Appendix IA for
locations .
19. CP656/20 . Riverina 46%, South West Slopes 54%, N.S.W .
50 %, Australia 48 %.
20 . Ibid. , State respondents answering :
to prices alone, 29 %.

worse off, 60%; due

s
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Northern Riverina, the farmers probably owed storekeepers
more than the State average of £133. 21

Local farmers

estimated that their individual debts to storekeepers
averaged £200.

However local storekeepers estimated the

average debt to be £110. 22

The latter figure was derived

from the total amount owed stores by all farmers with
accounts.

The farmers' estimate dealt only with sums owed

by farmers in debt.

It did not, therefore, include those

who had paid their debts, or had them written off.

For

this reason, and because comparative data was not available
for all forms of debt, and because the Commission dealt in
averages derived from all farmers, the storekeepers' figure
will be used. 23
Local storekeepers had the same number of accounts
in early 1934 as they had in 1928, and the average owed them
by each farmer had increased by only £10 to a total of £110,
clearly below the State average.

On that basis, it appears

that credit had not been as readily available to farmers in
the Northern Riverina

as it had been in the State generally.

As Table 10:1 shows, the local storekeepers had
retrieved ten per cent of their debts between 1928 and 1933. 24

21.

CP656/14. Form H, N.S.W.

22.

CP656/20; CP656/22, Form H.

23.

In addition averages are based on 132 farmers, but
2,445 accounts are cited by storekeepers.

24.

One farmer in six had paid off his debt. CP/656/14.

s
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On average each farmer who repaid his advance gave the
storekeeper only t62 - a bit more than an annual wool cheque.

s
:9

Table 10:1
ACTI ON ON FARMERS' STORE ACCOUNTS, 1929-34.

Accounts

Region

State

%

%

Paid

10

10

Sti ll current

62

70

Comp ulsorily closed

13

10

Wri tten off

15

10

So urce:

CP656/14.
Fully paid accounts were a minority.

In general

the storekeepers in the region were more accustomed to unpaid
acc ounts.

Table 10:2 shows a different analysis of the

fa rmers' accounts.
Table 10:2.
PROGRESS OF FARMERS' STORE ACCOUNTS, 1929-34.

Accounts

Region

State

%

%

'P rogressed'

17

24

'Stationary '

19

28

!Worse '

46

31

'Hopeless'

17

17

Source:

CP656/14.
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Nearly half had got worse since 1928, that is the farmers
now owed more because the storekeepers had allowed them
more credit

without receiving repayment.

In the State as

s
:9

a whole, it appears that farmers were able to repay the
advances, as less than one-third of the accounts was
considered 'worse ' .

In the region one account in five had

remained stable , probably because the farmers were restricted
to cash purchases only.

The proportion of 'stationary'

accounts was therefore likely to reflect the farmers'
ineligibility to use or increase them - not their ability to
pay.

The increase in the average farmer's debt to storekeepers

and the Department of Lands was a clear indication that in five
years

he

had made no appreciable progress towards liquidating

hi s debts . 25
The storekeepers considered that one account in six
was ' hopeless ' .

Storekeepers seldom took any security for

their farmers' credit purchases.

For example Meagher's stores'

security on accounts worth £60 , 000 was £6,000. 26

Indeed it

would have been an impracticable task to ask each farmer to
sign another lien every time he purchased something on his
weekly trip to town.

~fuen

farmers

financial position was so

precari ous t h at t h e mortgagees were looking at the position
closely, the equity in the farm

was likely to be so small

that unsecured creditors like storekeepers had to recognise

25 .

CS/RSS .

26 .

CP656/14 .

Average arrears : 1928/9, f295;

1933/4, f465.

.-~
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the money was gone.
As Table 10:1 shows a higher proportion of
storekeepers in the region had recognised this and taken
action than in the State as a whole.

s
:9

One account in seven

had been compulsorily closed, generally those with debts
approaching twice the regional average .

Nearly the same

proportion of accounts had been written off .

These farmers'

ave rage account was L1SO, so the average storekeeper's loss
was L7,000.
Larger stores were more willing or able to write
off accounts than were smaller stores.

The larger chains of

stores could afford to be more generous.

The bigger the

business the larger the amount it could write off without
cutting back the profits too much.

Small shops which often

represented one person's investment of money - and their life could not afford to cut their losses while any hope remained
that they might one day be repaid.

*

*

*

In the areas where the interdependence of the
farmer and small storekeeper was reflected in the latter's
inability or unwillingness to write down debts the farmer was
more likely to find his local purchases restricted to cash. 27

27.

Ibid ., small shops compulsorily clos9d4S% accounts and
wrote off lS% accounts and 19% debts. Average for region :
lS% accounts and 33% debts written off .

._'"
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In the Northern Riverina where new towns and small shops
were typical the need for alternative finance for farmers

s

meant that the State government was more heavily involved

:9

than elsewhere.
The Commission was told that in 1934 some 400
farmers in the area bounded by Griffith, Merriwagga, Hillston,
Lake Cargelligo, West Wyalong, and Barmedman had been granted
Stay Orders, and were under the control of the Farmers' Relief
Board.

Only one "neat farmer in ten in the State was wi thin

that perimeter, but it had generated over-one quarter of
applications for

and approvals of

Stay Orders. 28

The Rural

Bank estimated that over-one quarter of its overdrafts and
l ong-term loans were being administered through its offices at
Griffith, Temora, West Wyalong, and Barellan.

The R.I.B.

claimed that 2,000, or half its debtors, were located in this
region.

At the end of 1933 the Rural Bank's overdrafts and

long-term loans in the region totalled over £2 million,
about £1,200 per client, and the R.I . B. had advanced £860,000
or £420 to each client. 29

Like the storekeepers, but with

firmer security of priority liens on crops, these government
institutions had increased their financial commitment since
1928 .

Like the storekeepers , their commitment was large, and

like them they depended on good seasons and prices to recoup

28.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, p.495.
footnote 86 and Map V.

Cf. also Chapter 9,

29 .

CP656/24, Exhibit N41.
CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, pp . 502 - 3.
In money terms the region had 66% of R.I . B. debts, and
27% Rural Bank dabts.

........ "\
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t heir advances.

*

*

The Commission used

s

*
~se
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data and other estimates

t o calculate the overall indebtedness of the farmers, that
is the scale upon which finance had been made available to
f armers to enable them to continue in their chosen way of
li fe.

According to the farmers' submissions to the Commiss-

io n, the average debt in the Northern Riverin a was £4,500 in
19 33/4.

Bank

and Crown debts each accounted f or 26 per cent

of this, and private mortgagees a further 29 per cent.

The

lo cal stores held three percent, and machinery and other
agents twice that.

Sundry debts accounted for the remaining

te n per cent. 30
The debt load on each acre of wheat was thus £10.
At the government interest rate of four per cent on outstandi ng debts, the interest alone would be over eight shillings
on each acre of wheat. 31

Between 1930/1 and 1933/4 the

maximum average return on one acre of wheat i n any Police
Patrol District in the region had been 45 shillings.
1933/4 the highest average was 30 shillings. 32

In

An average

debt load which took about one-fifth of the crop return in
i nterest was clearly an obstacle to speedy recovery of the

30.

CP656/20.

31.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, p.1882.

32.

Stat. Register, of which about 21 shillings was
absorbed in production costs.
See page 240.
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industry.

Bounties from State and Commonwealth, and

p rotection ·from creditors might stabilize the position.

But

unl ess wheat prices and yields improved to a level where farm
inc ome covered the immediate running costs o f the farm, the
interest bill, and some reduction of the de bt, the farmers
appeared to be likely to need assistance for some time.
Australia had over one million metric tons of wheat stockpiled
in August 1933, andthe world stockpile totalled 16.6 million or
three times the 1933/4 crop.

Given that position, the world

. kl y. 33
·
mar k e t an d prlces
were un 1·1 k e 1 y to recover qU1C
Al ternatively, the wheatgrowers' position mi ght be eased if the
de bt load could be reduced by agreement between the farmer and
hi s creditors, or if the interest charge could be postponed
or waived.
In pursuit of its charge 'to inquire into and report
. posltlon
. .
upon t h e econOffilC

0 f

. d ustrles
.
, , 34 th e
t h e ln

Commission reached the conclusion that the wheat industry
needed some form of debt adjustment.

35

Provision already

existed in the New South Wales Farmers' Relief Act to adjust
debts , so it was not a new idea.

The Commission urged that

f unds be provided to expedite the process of adjustment but

33.

World Agricultural Situation in 1936-37 and 1937 - 38,
International Institute of Agriculture, Rome, 1938,
p . 7. Commonwealth Yearbook, 1937, p.679.

34 .

Wheat Commission, First Report, p . 3.

'35.

Ibid. , Second Report, p.254 . Other recommendation s were
an excise duty on flour and protection of farmers from
dispossession, First Report, pp . 36 - 7 .
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not for payment of the debts themselves.

It envisaged the

f armer trading out of difficulties with the assistance of
'd
capl' t a l I
oansd
an cropplng
avances. 36

Debt adjustment

by this means was not as drastic an alternative as was writing
o f f.

Gepp himself was ' personally opposed to the suggestion

of cancellation ' but could see that some adjustment would
be necessary:
It is no use kicking against the bricks
[sic], It must be done.
It must be done in
in order that some of these people may have
a chance to rehabilitate their position .
37
Following consultation with the New South Wales
Farmers ' Relief Board , Earle Page and Lyons announced a
modification of the Commission's debt adjustment recommendati on during the 1934 Federal election campaign.

Instead of

me rely assisting farmers with loans, the Commonwealth would
advance money to be used to adjust farmers' debts. 38

After

the election the Commonwealth promised to make a total of
£1 2 million available to be distributed by the States to
f armers with ' a reasonable prospect of ultimately
r e habilitating their financial position'. 39

The funds were

t o be a gift, but were not to be used to amortise farmers'

36 .

Ibid . , pp . 238, 242 , 254.

37.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, p . 1886 .

38.

Page , Truant, p.228. CPD, 146 , 1935, p.231 .

39.

CPP 1934 - 37, No . 6 9, Conference of Commonwealth and
state Ministers on Agricultural and Marketing Matters.
(Hereafter: Conference on Agricultural . .. Matters),
pp . 5, 6 , 12 .
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debts to the State governments.

40

The £12 million was to

be split between the States on the basis of relative
ha rdship, but was probably eventually allocated on the basis
'
41
a f popu l atlon.

In order to implement the Commonwealth's electoral
p romise Page introduced the Loan (Farmers' Debt Adjustment)
Bi ll in March 1935 .

He attributed its necessity to 'the

persistence of low values ever since the depression' and
predicte d
i t. 42

that thirty to forty thousand farmers would use

Like the New South Wales Farmers' Relief Act, the

Commonwealth legislation avoided any suggestion of compulsion
in adjustment proceedings.

As the Assistant Chief Inspector

o f the Bank of New South Wales had explained to Gepp,
If adjustment is made by legislation I
think it will be a very bad day for
Australia [because] ... you cannot have
a wholesale writing off o f debts for
merely one section of the community.
43
The Commonwealth Act was not legislation to write off debts,
i t was an Act to provide money to ease the process of
accommodation between creditor and debtor .

The mechanism

in New South Wales certainly needed oiling - in three years to
the middle of 1935, there had not been one voluntary debt
adjustment recorded under the Farmer~ Relief Act. 44

40.

NSWPD, 143 , 1935, p . 6334.

4l.

Advocate, 1 March 1935 .

'42 .

-CPD- , 146 ,

43.

CP656/3 , Syd n ey Evidence, pp.1887 - 9 .

44.

Gazette, 1932 - 1935 .

Interview/ Anderson.

1935 , p.231 .
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In order to u s e the Commonwealth funds, the
States had to introduce complementary legislation .

New

South Wales did this in 1935, and to judge from the number
of times during the passage of the Farmers' Relief (Debt
Adj ustment) Bill that it was necessary to count the members,
the State politicians do not appear to have been particularly
excited by this legislation.

It was the fourth New South

Wa les Farm Relief Bill in as many years - counting amendments
to the original Act - and it involved no State expenditure .
Even better, according to Spooner, it would finally enable
th e affairs of the Farmers ' Relief Board to be wound up
because it would rehabilitate the farmers.

45

Just as the Farmers' Relief Act of 1932 had relied
o n the efforts of the Board to initiate the move to an
a rrangement concerning the farmers ' debts,

46

so too did the

1 935 State Act rely on a voluntary process of mutual agreement
between debtor and creditor to produce a composition of the
debts.

The 1935 Act , however gave the Board a more positive

role than that of assessor of assets and liabilities, since
it was to arrange and oversee the meetings of creditors, and
47
gran t money to as s ist in the adjustment of debts .

45.

NSWPD, 143 , 1935 , p . 5985 et

seq.

46 .

Farmers' Relief Act 1932 (No . 33) , Section 26 (i) .

47 .

Farmers ' Relief Amendment (Debts Adjustment) Act 1935
(No. 17), Section 34.
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In order to be eligible for the Commonwealth funds,
New South Wales farmers had to come under the administration

s

of the Farmers' Relief Board, for the Commonwealth insisted
'
d . 48
t h at f armers b e supervlse

Another provision was that

fa rmers be protected from creditors by a Stay Order while
the Board investigated their plans for debt adjustment. 49
By 1935 over 1,700 farmers were working under the
State Farmers' Relief Act, including nearly 500 in the
,
50
'
Nort h ern Rlverlna.

In addition, 2,000 had signed a

disclaimer and therefore could not benefit from the Debt
Adjustment provisions being written into the Farmers' Relief
Act, because they had foresworn the opportunity of applying
t o use the Act. 51

The Farmers' Relief (Debt Adjustment)

Act of 1935 made it possible for these farmers to revoke
t heir disclaimers, if they could get the permission of their
c redi t ors and the Farmers' Relief Board . 52
As with the original State Farmers' Relief Act,
t he creditors ' interests were paramount.

They were given the

opportunity to allow or prevent their farming clients attempt i ng to get an adjustment of debts .

Once under the Act,

mortgagees could still exercise their rights in regard to
securities, and all creditors retained the right to apply to

48 .

NSWPD,143 , 1935, p . 5981 .
Matters, pp. 6 , 12 .

49 .

Ibid . , p . ll.

50 .

F . R . B. Report , 1935, p . 7 .

51.

NSWPD , 140, 1934, p.166L

52.

NSWPD , 143 , 1935 , p.6014.

Conference on Agricul t ural

--'"
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the Board for the re moval of the farmer's Stay Order. 53
During de b ate on the 1935 Bill, Parliament was assured that
in mo s t instances the creditors will
agree to the removal of the disclaimers
because the position of the farmers ...
54
is worse now than it was when they signed.
They did not .

:9

Between the debate on the Bill in Fe bruary, and

the end of June 1935, an additional 1,600 disclaimers were
lodged with the Board - an 80 per cent increase in just five
55
months.
It would certainly appear, as was alleged in
Parliament , that
immediately the Commonwealth Government
decided to make money available they were
called in to sign disclaimers.
56
Creditors did this because any adjustment of
f armers ' debts would mean a loss to themselves because debts
would not be paid in full.

Their actions in requiring more

disclaimers might indicate that they were more inclined to
believe that time would revive the farmers, than were the
State and Commonwealth governments .

They gambled that

eventually the farmers would be able to repay all their
commitments.

If that did not occur, the creditors still held

the option of allowing the farmers to come under the Act.

The

time limit for applications for Stay Orders had already been
extended twice to April 1936, and although they did not know
it , would be extended again to June 1937 and beyond.
53 .

57

54.

Farmers ' Relief Amendment (Debts Adjustment) Act 1935
(No . 17), Section 2 (1) (e), Farmers ' Relief Act 1932 (No. 33),
Sections 8 , 10 .
NSWPD , 143 , 1935 , p . 6 019 .

55.

Ibid ., p . 5912 .

56.

NSWPD , 143, 1 9 35 , p . 6007.

57 .

Ibid ., 149, 1936, p . 475l , Farmers' Ielief (Arrendrrent) Act 1937
1937 (No . 26) 1938 , (No . 25) .

F . R. B . Report , 1935, p.2 .
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di££iculty,58 in ridding themselves of disclaimers.
As a result of the creditors' reluctance to alloy:

:9

their clients to evade repaying their debts in full only
15 of the 6 ,0 70 farmers who had signed disclaimers had been
permi tted to revoke them by mid-1936.

By mid -1939, when

15 , 599 had been signed, creditors had allowed only 58 of 100
' for revocatlon
, 5. 9
'
app l lcatlons

All creditors had to agree

to the revocation of a disclaimer, so anyone creditor could
block revocation.

Therefore the paltry few revocation

applications which succeeded are not a simple reflection of
the creditors' desire as a class to cling to t e risks of the
marketp lace in preference to the certainties of debt
adjustmen t.
Despite creditors' reluctance to allow farmers to
benef i t 'from the 1935 Act, the provision of Corrunonweal th
fund s to implement the Royal Corrunission ' s re orrunendation of
debt adjustment marked a turning point in the farmers' battle
with prices , seasons, yields , creditors, and debts.

Now the

necessity of writing down debts had been acknowledged and
funds provided with which the creditors might be tempted to
arrange a volunta ry writing down .

58.

F . R.B. Report , 1935 , p. 2.

59.

F . R.B . Report, 1936, p. 2, 1939, p. 2.
Gazette, 1935-39,
for details of applications for revocation.
The
government ' s performance is dealt with more appropriately
in Chapter 12:
Slow Change in the South West, at
pp . 482-3 and detailed in Supplement, Part 5.

--
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And yet this governmental action to improve their
prospe cts appeared to be only indirectly related to their
actua l plight.

Gepp had remarked during the hearings that:

Whatever this Commission may recommend,
the Commonwealth Government will say
'This industry must have some assistance'
... the collective poor are ... a serious
menace to the social and financial system.

60

As with the Farmers' Relief Act of 1932, the motive behind
the Commonwealth's stealthy setting up of a Royal Commission,
and its eventual adoption of debt adjustment as a policy,
appears to have been political expediency, rather than any
great concern for the wheat farmers.

60.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, pp.1888/9-90.
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Chapter 11
THE MID-1930s: A TURNING POINT
The Royal Commission on vfueat, and subsequent
Federal action was one turning point in the inter-war fortunes
of farmers because it created a system to encourage creditors
to ease their clients' debt load.

In the Northern Riverina

investigation of other changes reveals different turning
points for the farmers there.

Objective measures of farm

practices give conflicting dates from which some changes
might be dated.

The behaviour of the local population

indicates that their outlook changed in the mid-1930s, but
there was also significant alteration in the State government's
treatment of the area at about the same time.
Attempting to identify turning points has some
utility because it focuses attention not only on the date of
change, but also how much change there was, where it occurred,
and what it signified.

There are two approaches which can be

made when examining the evidence of the past for any indication of change.

One is to take a retrospective view

of

quantitative records to identify times at which marked changes
in direction appear to have occurred.

The other is to examine

the way in which people responded at the time and to attempt
to reconstruct their interpretation of contemporary events.
In the Northern Riverina the latter approach
,indicates that there was a watershed in the mid-1930s.
Some indicators give evidence of changes occurring at
different times, and in other cases, of no change.

Yet
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For example, in the broad area of health there is
little indi'cation of change.

During the 1930s more

pharmacists and medical practitioners moved into the area.
By 1939 there were 19 doctors and 19 chemists, an increase
of one-third for both since 1930 .

Their arrival did not,

however, improve the availability of health care, because
they generally set up practice in established towns which
al ready had doctors and pharmacists. 1

Similarly, although

by 1939 eight Baby Health Centres had been set up in the
re gion to give advice on pre- and ante- natal care, they
' 1y1 ocate d on t h e marglns
.
.
2
we re maln
0 f t h e regl0n.

Thus

t he increase in the number of medical facilities available
h ad not markedly widened their availability.

Women in the

re gion generally had therefore still to bear their babies
wi thout professional advice, and look after their children
wi th little outside aid, apart from the B.N.A. 3
At the end of the decade the Far West Children's
Health Scheme for sick and handicapped children was still

1.

Gazette, 1939, pp. 1121-1175, 2370 - 2397.

2.

These were maintained by the C.W.A. and staffed by the State
Department of Health . Centres in the region and dates
of opening from C.W.A. Annual Report, 1940, p.49.
Temora:
1930 . Barellan, Griffith, Leeton: 1934. West Wyalong:
1935. Ardlethan, Ariah Park: 1936. Yanco: 1937. Health
Commission of New South Wales, letter to author, 12 Septerrber 1978.
See footnote 38 below.
During the 1930s the number of births in the region
continued to decline, as had been the case in the late
1920s. The absence of any reliable population data makes
it impossible to determine whether this meant that the
birth rate was falling or not . Stat. Register, see
Appendix III.

3.
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treating children from Hillston , Barellan, Merriwagga and
Griffith; and one child in six was suffering from malnutrition.

4

In New South Wales in the early 1930s, malnutrition

was sufficiently serious in between one and ten per cent of
school children to warrant notification. 5

In the west of

the State, where low rainfall restricted vegetable growing
and thus promoted unbalanced diets, about one child in four
received 'unsatisfactory nutrition' in the 1930s. 6
Scattered reports of school health inspections by
B.N .A. nurses show that about half the children in the region
were sufficiently unhealthy to be commented upon. 7

The most

common complaint was decayed or carious teeth, not surprising
when there were no dentists outside Temora and Griffith until
the end of the 1920s.

As late as 1939 there were only twelve

in the district, and these, like the doctors, were clustered
in the larger towns.

8

In sum the health and medical welfare

4.

Advocate, 9 May 1937, 8 May 1939. Far West Children's
Health Scheme, Annual Report. (Hereafter: F.W.C.H.S.
Report), 1937, p.4.

5.

NSWPP, 1935-36, I, pp.233-238.
Statement by Professor
Harvey Sutton on Malnutrition and its Effects on School
Retardation Together with Departmental Report thereon,
p.5.

6.

F.W.C.H.S. Report, 1937, p.4.
'Fourth Report of the
Commonwealth Advisory Council on Nutrition', Health,
XV, 11, 1937, pp.141-147 shows the Australian proportion
was 17%.

7.

B.N.A./K48719, Kikoira; K48726, Rankins Springs;
K48728,Tullibigeal.

B.

tazette, 1940, pp.752-785.
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of people in the region appears to have changed little, if
at all, in 'the 1930s.

Certainly there was no dramatic

i mprovement after the expansion of the 1920s.
The same was probably true of the houses in which
pe ople lived.

At the time of the wheat price crisis one

economy farmers made was to reduce expenditure on their
ho usehold.

They 'made do' with old clothes, restricted diet,

and their basic home.

In the Northern Riverina one house

in three in the region was classified as substandard as late
as 1943.

In Carrathool Shire half the dwellings were sub-

standard,

in Bland Shire, one-quarter, and 18 per cent in

Narraburra Shire.

One house in six in the region was

considered to be fit only for demolition.

In Carrathool,

t he worst Shire in the region, the proportion was one-third. 9
As this was one of the most recently settled Shires, the
h igh proportion of substandard homes appears to indicate
t hat many houses erected in the 1920s had not been improved
since they were erected.
In general the various means of local communi cati on also changed little in the 1930s.

For example, by the

e nd of the decade probably two households in five were
connected to their neighbours by telephone, only a small

'. 9.

New South Wales Premier's Department, Division of
Reconstruction and Development, The Murrumbidgee Region:
A Preliminary Survey of Resources, and The Lachlan Region:
A Pre liminary Surve y of Resource~, Government Printe~,
Sydney, 1950. One problem was that the unseasoned plne
used in fue houses warpe~ shrank&twisted as it dried.
Interview/Zacher.
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increase on the proportion connected in 1930. 10

In the

most recently settled parts of the region some subscribers,
mostly farmers , were disconnected from the service in the
19 30s .

s
:9

However, the majority chose to retain their telephones.

It was after all a more convenient and cheape r means of
ordering supplies or maintaining friendly contacts than using
a horse or car to accomplish the same end.

The continued slow

in crease in the numbers of subscribers, and the fact that the
same proportion of them were farmers in 1930, 1935, and 1939,
indicated that the telephone retained its pre-crisis
popularity in the region among the farming community . 11
The main public medium of communication in the
re gion , the local press , also remained virtually unchanged in
t he 1930s, although in New South Wales generally the depress i on forced newspapers to close or amalgamate.

12

This

p rocess had been going on since the end of the Great War, and
13
.
was accelerated by the rura 1 depresslon.

However, in the

Northern Riverina only one of the region ' s 12 or more papers
c losed in the 1930s .

The Temora Star amalgamated with J.A.

Bradley ' s Independent at the beginning of July 1935.

14

When

10 .

P . M. G. Telephones , 1930 ·-1939. Census , 1933 . P . O.
Guide , 1939 , shows telephone charges and costs remained
virtually the same throughout the 1930s .

11 .

P . M. G. Telephone~ 1930-1939 .

12 .

Shakespeare , 50 Years, pp . 31, 39 . In 1931 and 1932, 12
rural papers in N. S . W. closed, i.e. about one in eight.

13 .

Walker , Newspaper Press , p . 185 .

14 .

I n dependent, 28 May 1935 .

. _ ' "\
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the proprietor of the Lake News died in 1937, his paper
continued in pUblication as one of Bradley's stable of local

.9

papers; part of
the modern trend in the journalistic
world, a consolidation of newspaper
interests.
15
The smaller rural newspapers were entering the last years of
the ir existence.

As the editors who ran them in the 1930s

grew old and retired after the Second World War, their papers
were first taken over, and then
regi onal papers.

s

amal~gamated

into the larger

The 1930s thus saw the beginning of the

demise of the parochial editor and his personal newspaper,
but that does not seem to have been predicted at the time. 16
One of the changes that began to force the closure
of rural papers was a decline in advertising revenue. 17
Al though the three main papers in the region generally maintained the balance between editorial and advertising material
of the 1920s, both the Independent and the Spectator were
re lying increasingly on irregular non-business advertising to
ma intain their revenue.

As Table 11:1 shows the most common

form of advertising was still that inserted by the local
businessman listing his wares and agencies.

Advertising of

brand name products was beginning to alter the appearance of

15 .

Independent, 28 May 1935.

16.

E . g. the papers at Barellan, Coolamon, Ariah Park, and
Lake Cargelligo.

17.

Shakespeare, 50 Years, p.30.
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Table 11:1

S

NEWSPAPER CONTENT* - FIRS T WEEK OF MARCH.

,9

Ternora Independent
1930

1935

West Wyalong Advocate

1939

1930

News:

%

%

%

%

Non-local
Spo rt
Legal
Agricultural
Service
Organisations
Lo cal Poli tics

6
9
7
0

4
12
1
2

10
12
1
2

11
0

9
0

1

To tal Editorial*

57

1935

1939

%

%

12
8
3
0

8
7
6
5

11
9
2
0

3
0

17

0

0

11
0

61

43

37

51

48

25
8
0

20
1
7

16
7
20

34
11
6

39
3
2

28
8
9

43

39

57

63

49

52

.-.

"\

Advertising:
Lo cal Business
Lo cal + 'Brand
'B rand' only

I

Total
Advertising*

Hillston Spectator
1930
News:

%

1935
%

4
7

1939
%

Non-local
Sport
Legal
Agricultural
Service Organisations
Local Politics

2
2
8
2
1
10

4
1
12

4
0
1
4
0

Total Editorial*

51

55

43

Local Business
Local + 'B rand '
'Brand ' Only

13
27
4

27
1
3

18
5
25

Total Advertising*

49

45

57

0

0

l\.dvertising:

*

See Table 5 : 1 ,

p.la9.
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the papers, and change consumer demand, but had not yet made
a great impact on the regional press. 18

s
:9

Although by the end of the 1930s possibly one
f amily in two had a wireless, 19 this new communication
medium appears to have had little impact on the regional
p ress.

The volume of non-local news in the local newspapers

r emained at the same levels it had when the local papers'
main competitor was the metropolitan press,

20

although

wireless penetration of the region expanded dramatically in
the latter half of the decade.

The opening of the 'Voice of

the Murrumbidgee', 2RG Griffith, in September 1936, and of
stations at Parkes and Young in 1937, meant that no wireless
owner in the region was further than 75 miles from a transmitter, and most were within the 50 mile ran ge of the average
21
·
s t atl0n.

In addition, listeners in the region could hope

to pick up other nearby stations at Wagga, Corowa, and Albury.
In the late 1930s there was more likelihood of
being able to find a station that dealt with local regional

18.

19.

20.
21.

The use of local business advertisements to promote a
brand name does not appear to have been as widespread
in the region as in the State. Press Progress, 1938,
p.36.
Broadcasting Business Year Book of Australia, (?)
Sydney, 1939.
(Hereafter: Broadcasting Business) ,
p.12.
See Table 11:1.
Broadcasting Business, p.32.
p.287.

McNair, Radio Advertising,
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in terests, and more pe ople bought or built sets at that
22
ti me.
The improved r adi o services soon produced a noticeabl e impact.

Hotels without a radio to supply racing results

to their bar patrons lost customers to those that did.

Punters

pat ronising the local S.P. bookmaker no lon g er had to wait for
th e arrival of the city papers to find out how their bets had
far ed. 23

*

*

*

Quantitative evidence that there were changes in
ru ral trends in the 1930s can be found in other data.
the most striking occurred in education.

One of

In the 1930s more

ch ildren expected to continue their schooling after primary
le vel, and fewer expected to follow their fathers or mothers
and continue to work on the farm.

By the end of the decade

over 60 per cent of both boys and girls intended to continue
t heir schooling at the end of primary school, compared with
a peak of 47 per cent in the 1920s. 24

The proportion of

boys intending to go straight from school to primary industry
f ell from a maximum of one in five in 1932 to one in ten by
1 939.

Prior to 1930 there was annual variation in the

p roportion of girls going on to further education, and no
discernible trend.

After 1931 the proportion steadily

i ncreased at the same rate as did the proportion of boys.

-22.

Interview/Clark, Ellis, Seymour, Medley, Robinson,
Prince, Griffiths.

23.

Advocate, 15 January 1935.

24.

D.P.I. Report, 1930-1939.
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At t h e same time the proportion of country girls intending
to remain at home fell from one in two at the beginning of
'h
the deca d e to one In
tree at t h e end . 25 Possibly this
gradual change in the 1930s reflected a need for farmers'
daughters to be better educated to compete in the job
26
market.
However the expression of these intentions migh t

v II

S
,9

also have indicated a growing disillusion with [arm llfe.
The la c k of comparable information concerning action (a s
- """ 0",

opposed to intention)

renders evaluation of this new trend

towards mo re edu c ation difficult.

However, the fact that

it cont in ued t h roughout the 1930s , irrespective of seasonal
economi c f l uctuations , indicates that in rural areas ,
pare n ts and children regarded education as worthwhile
whatever the immediate circumstances and whatever vocation
the children mig h t eventually pursue .
In general , the 1930s appear to have been a period
dur i ng wh i ch farmi n g c h anged.

It became more mechanised.

The trac t or increased in popularity in the late 1930s, but
had not replaced the horse team by the end of the decade. 27
About half the farmers in the Northern River'na had a car b
1934, and they were being used for more than a weekly trip
to the l oca l town .

Probably one farmer in three owned a

truck wh ich was used less frequently.

In all , by the mid-1930s

nearly three farmer s in four had some form of motor transport,
'
an d one In
five had both a truc k an d a car. 29 However, t h e
motor vehicle had not yet replaced the horse-dra1,o,11 sulky.
Objective data for farming practices in the 1930s
25 .

I bid.

26 .

Oeser , Social Structure, p. 151, remarks on the job
expectations a s a reason for post-primary schooling.

27 .

Sta t . Register , gives tractor data for only the 1 te
1 930 s.

28 .

CP656/17 .
Average distance from town 10 mil,s, average
weekly distance travelled 63 miles .

29 .

I b i d.
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do

not identify any one year as a turning point, and even

closely

re~ated

indices o ff er contradictory evidence .

For

example statistics relating to rural labour employ ed on
farms show different trends.

Average wages paid to rural

workers rose in the 1920s to a peak in 1929/30 and then
de clined to a minimum between 1934 and 1936.

They then

be g an to rise again and by the end of the decade had just
at tained the minimum levels of the 19205.

The two clear

turning points were at 1929/30 and between 19 34 and 1936.
The proportion of paid labour varied inversely with the
ave rage wage , but not always at the same time.
it s importance declined continuously to 1931/ 2,
the reafter to a new peak in 1937/ 8
we re re - attained.

From 1924 / 5
rising

when the levels of 1924 / 5

Thus two related measures of farming

prosperity reveal different periods of decline and recovery.
They give two different dates for the nadir of farmers'
fo rtunes , 1929/ 30 and 1931/2,

and likewise for the recovery

t o levels comparable with the 1920s. 30
Similarly statistics relating to sh a re- f arming and
s uperphosphate application show changes in the 1930s but at
different times .

In the inter-war period the greatest area

was farmed on shares in 1932/3 in Bland , Carrathool, and
Narraburra Shires .

After that each year's records showed a

general decline in popularity, although the proportion of

30 .

Stat Register .

S
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crops farmed on shares remained higher than in the first
half of the 19205 . 31

The maximum acreage fertilized with

superphosphate per farm occurred between 1928/9

and 1930/1

and the peak inter-war dressing was between 1927/8
1929/30.

and

After those dates average dressing in the region

dec lined until 1932/3 ,
mid-1920s by 1939.

recovering to the levels of the

Statistics for acreage per farm do not

show a clear trend after the peak level in the late 19205. 32
These data for rural labour, share-farming and
superphosphate show that farmers generally began to return
to the practices of the 19205 by the early 19305.

The impact

of the wheat price crisis on these farming practices was
relatively short-lived, but these objective measures do not
clearly identify a turning point.
On the other hand, the behaviour of the people in
the region does indicate a turning point towards the middle
of the 193 0 s.

In his study of the decade, J . Robertson remarks

that
1933 was a turning point in the psychology
of the nation . By then the economy was
obviously improving.
33
This was not true of the wheat economy of the Northern
Riveri n a , but nevertheless the rural society there appears

31.

Ibid .

32.

Ibid .

33 .

Robertson , 1930 - 1939,in Crowley, NpwHistory, p.416 .

9
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to have gone through a short period between 1933 and 1935
when its expectations changed, and remained changed.

9
At the end of 1933 wheat prices had begun to fall
to about 30 pence per bushel, not a poor price when compared
with the recent past.

Durin g 1934 the price rallied to almost

40 pence and then slid down as harvest approached.

Fluctuat-

io ns like these were not unusual in the 1920s, although the
pri ces were higher, but the 1933/4 harvest in the region was
34
poo r.
In the Police Patrol Districts of Cargelligo,
Hil lston, Merriwagga, Rankins Springs, Weethalle, Tallimba,
an d Tullibigeal the average acre of wheat yielded less than
si x bushels .

The maximum average income from each acre was

14 7 pence, less than in 1930/1, and just over half the cost
.
35
o f pro d uctlon.

For the average farmers in all these

di stricts apart from Cargelligo and Weethalle, their returns
from each acre were worse than any year since 1927/8.
At the end of the 1933/ 4

36

season prosperity had not returned,

a nd farmers could see that recovery was not going to be swift
and that farming was still a risky undertaking because prices
had not continued to improve .
Local response to this new slump was unlike that
which had occurred in 1930/ 1.

34.
35.
36.

Rather than restrict expenditure

Stat Register. See Map IV .
. I . e . approx . 25 . 3 pence/ bushel at local sidings .
See Map IV .
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and social activities the response appears to have been to
continue despite the poor harvest returns.

Griffith and

Barellan C.W.A. branches, and probably others, held meetings
in 1934 to inaugurate Baby Health Centres. 3 7

9

By the end

of 1935, after more meetings in the region, there were Baby
He alth Centres at West Wyalong, Griffith, Ariah Park, and
Ar d lethan. 38

The women in these towns had not been

di scouraged by the downturn in wheat farm income in 1933/ 4
and another fall in prices in the latter half of 1934.
Another initiative of the Barellan C.W.A. illustrates
the way in which decisions taken in good years were adhered to
de spite poor seasons.

In 1933 branch members appealed to all

women who used the rest room to join the branch. 39

A year

la ter a set scale of charges for non-members was introduced,
sixpence for each mother,

and threepence for each child. 40

The decision was in line with the State President's advice
in 1933 that the C.W.A. was not a charitable fund, and that
its first duty was to 'its own projects'.

41

Despite poor

s easons they felt they should charge, and that women would
be able to pay.
A similarly optimistic appraisal of the area

37.

Barellan C.W.A. Minutes, 15 June 1934. Griffith C.W.A.
Minutes, 22 March 1934.

38.

C.W.A. Annual Report, 1936, p.39.

39.

Barellan C.W.A. Minutes, 17 November 1933.

40.

Ibid., 19 October 1934.

41.

Ibid., 15 June. 1933.
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moved Weethalle residents to start their own Agricultural
' 19 3'5 , a n d t'ne same h appene d a t G00 1 gOW1.
'
42
Sh ow ln

Like

the 'Back To' celebrations in other years, the show was
al so expected to bring trade to the town.

So the decision

to inaugurate such annual events which would involve a
re gular boost to the district might also have been a symptom
of local beliefs that rural resurrection would arrive sooner
if it was encouraged.

Or, to put it another way, that they

de spaired of any natural revival in the rural economy yet
were prepared to do something permanent to boost their
community.

What is remarkable is that they took this

dec ision in another year of poor returns when they might
eq ually have sat in despair doing nothing.

Once they had

de cided on a courseof action they pursued it whatever the
economic trends.
In other centres ad-hoc arrangements formulated
t o cope with the crisis at the beginning of the decade were
institutionalised.

This indicated that some farmers were

not optimistic about the future.

Ganmain R.S.S.I.L.A., for

example, had been assisting returned men in the district
since at least 1929.

In mid-1935 it formalised the procedure

by setting up a Diggers' Distress Fund, and empowering the
Secretary to make unilateral decisions on its disbursal. 43
The Griffith C.W.A. set up a Citizens' Relief Committee. 44

42.

Advocate, 23 August 1935. Interview/Parsons.

43.

Ganmain R.S.S.I.L. A.
12 June 1935.

44.

Griffith C.W.A.

Minutes, 4 September 1929,

Minutes, 28 June 1934.

9
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Both actions showed an acceptance that the local economy
was not likely to improve in the near future.

9
These local reactions indicated that by the mid
1930s people in the district had begun to accept that
eco nomic recovery would not occur in the near future.

But

ra t her than despair, they appear to have adjusted their
expectations and decided that they were going to continue to
~

live as normal

live~ as

was possible, despite what might

happen to the rural economy.

*

*

*

At a different level, there was a commercial
attempt to stir the farmer's pride in his profession.

The

Ru ral Bank started its 'Man on the Land' radio program in
193 5, 45 and released a film depicting, in the narrator's
wo rds
an epic more powerful in theme than
Homer's Heroic of Ancient Illium ... the
history of human progress and Na tional
expansion . .. the s t ory of industry,
courage, and determination.
46
Stirring words, as befitted the title Conquest, but rather
extravagant as a description of its subject - farming in New

45.

Independent, 24 July 1935.

46.

Conquest, script: R. Waldron for the Rural Bank of New
South Wales . Neither the Rural Bank, nor the Australian
Film Archives has a record of the date of production .
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south Wales.

Both the film and the radio program were

probably part of the Rural Bank's campaign to re-establish
itself in the country, to drive home the importance of 'the
institution which has aided [farmers] in good times and in
bad'. 47

This claim nimbly avoided the fact that one reason

the bank needed to re-establish itself was that it had
closed its doors in 1931 for two years, and had only
reappeare d as an autonomous body in 1933. 48

A bank super-

intendent who spoke on ' Rural Finance' at meetings where the
film was shown in the country, emphasised the Bank's increased
ability to assist the farmer who, as the film put it,
has assets ... knows the land, but
without assistance ... must give up
... must lose all.
49
The film offered encouragement, and expressed confidence in
the farmers' ability to win through.

It gave credit to the

farmer who 'faced life unflinchingly, tasted defeat, and
fough t on to victory'.

50

In 1935, farmers were being told

by the rejuvenated government agent, the Rural Bank, that
they were going to be helped, that their hard work was
appreciated , and applauded.

47.

Ibid.

48.

N.S.~v.

Yearbook, 1933/4, p.117; 1938/9, p.502. At
the beginning of 1935/6 the Bank took over the R.I.B.,
the financial activities of the Farmers' Relief Board
and expanded from one Sydney office in 1933 to 30
branches by 1935. See N.S.W. Yearbook, 1932/3 , p.379;
1933/4, pp.96, 838; 1934/5, p.181.

49.

Conquest.

50.

Ibid.

Advocate, 8 October 1935.

9
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State Parliament also offered farmers encouragement
in 1935.

Its amendment to the Farmers' Relief Act which

allowed the withdrawal of disclaimers showed some recognition
that the farmers'

financial problems were not going to be

solved by the simple elapsing of time.

51

During the first

eight months of this new provision the Board published
notices of its intention to allow the recision of only six
'
lalmers.
'
d lSC

52

Creditors did not all believe that recovery

might be a long time coming.

But what was significant was

that most of the initial cracks in the creditors' determination to retain control of the farmers who owed them money
came in the Northern Riverina. 53

There the creditors were

beginning to despair that maintaining control would lead to
repayment.

At government and creditor level

then, 1935 was

a turning point for the Northern Riverina farmers.

The same

was true at Federal level for, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, 1935 was the year that Commonwealth funds were made
available to entice creditors to waive debts.
In mid-1935 there was another State election which
was significant for the region in two ways.

The voting in

Temora and Lachlan again supported the Country Party

51.

See Chapter 10.

52.

Gazette, 1935, passim.

53.

Ibid. Four of six disclaimers rescinded were in the
region .

9
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cand~'d a

t es . 54

Buttenshaw claimed that

the issue before the electors is precisely
the same as in June 1932 . .. Lang chaos and
disaster ... or justice, fair play and
public honesty .
55
Fear of Lang was still a potent campaign issue, and could be
used to retain Country Party support despite poor seasons.
But there was another factor involved in the election, and it
mark ed a clear political and economic turning point for the
regi on.

During the campaign the unusual problems of the

regio n had been formally recognised by the setting up of a
S tate g overnment

"

,

~nvest~gat~on .

56

As the next chapter

shows, the repercussions of this inquiry were to alter the
poli tics and economics of the western part of the Northern
Rive rina, and make 1935 a clear turning point for farmers
the re.

54.

Votes for Country Party:
63.6% .

55.

Sp ectator , 9 May 1935 .

56.

See Chapter 12 .

Temora, 58.3 %; Lachlan,
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Chapter 12
SLOW CHANGE IN THE SOUTH WEST

S

In 1935 the State government acknowledged that

9

farmers in part of the region faced unusual problems, but
thei r recognition of the fact was not spontaneous.

Subsequent

attempts by farmers to convert government understanding to

. _ ' "\

gove rnment action created new activist groups and new political
alignments.

Government land policy was reversed and farmers'

atti tudes to the land changed.
In 1934 the Royal Commission on wheat had asked
witnesses to identify areas where farmers were most seriously
affected by the rural crisis.

In New South Wales represent-

ati ves of the Rural Bank, the R.I.B., wheat farmers and
marketing companies all picked one region.

The core of the

are a they identified was between Hillston, Lake Cargelligo,
and Griffith, with an outer periphery less well defined, but
stretching no further than Hillston, Lake Cargelligo,
Condobolin, West ~vyalong, Temora, Narrandera, and Carrathool.

1

Th is was a close approximation of the mallee region identified
22 years previously as 'suitable for settlement when provided
with railway communication' 2 and which had been opened up
f or farming in the mid-1920s. 3
Local residents do not appear to have identified
their region as one seriously affected by the rural depression.

1.

See Map V, CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, pp . 139, 495, 502-3,
516 , 520, and also Melbourne Evidence , p.599.

2.

See p.42, footnot e 60. Map VI.

3.

See pp.42-7 and Map VI.
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In their evidence to the Royal Commission they kept to the
commonpla ce rural problems - taxes, weather, transport, tariffs
- and scarcely mentioned problems later identified as

,9

pecul iarly their own. 4
The outside experts' evidence that established the
regio n as one with unusual problems was submitted to the Royal
Commi ssion in March and April of 1934.

On 25 July 1934 a

crowd of over 100 farmers, and several of their wives, gathered
at Me rriwagga Hall to debate the motion 'that the South Western
Area is not suitable for wheatgrowing'.

5

A local farmer and

vociferous politically unaligned activist, A . McIver, was
defe nding the proposition, and H.A. Richards, a farmer and
graz ier of Melbergen was attacking it. 6

Both had been argu-

ing the case in the columns of the Land for the previous two
mon ths.

The debate was the result of that flurry of challenge

and counter-claim, as had been their intention. 7

None of

tho se who spoke on the topic appears to have been prominent
as a political partisan, although all had at some previous
time been active in local agitation for assistance.
Rural debates were not uncommon, nor were the

4.

CP656/3, N.S.W. Country Evidence, pp.850-l059.

5.

Spectator, 26 July, 2 August 1934. Advocate, 7 August
1934.

6.

See Appendix V for these and subsequent personal details .

.7.

See Land, 1934: 4 May, p.19; 25 May, p.25; 8 June, p.14.
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meeting's calls for go vernment aid.
debate was unusual in two ways.

But the Merriwagga

S

The farmers had valid

9

grounds for appealing to the government, and the outcome of
the debate showed that they were beginning to change their
vi ews about farming in the region.

._',

At the end of the Merriwagga debate, 47 voted that
inde ed the South West was unsuitable for wheatgrowing, 39
dis agreed, and about 20 abstained. 8

Farmers were not given

to taking up an assertion that any area of land was unsuitable
for farming, being more inclined to argue that the prices and
cl imate had conspired to create temporary difficulties.

They

were, in short, more prone to argue about the solutions needed
to their problems, than to consider that there might be no
sol ution at all - that the position was hopeless.
During the debate they raised the usual farmers'
complaints - climate, finance, and government inactivity.

As

Ch apter 9 showed, their complaint of government neglect was
an exaggeration, but by 1934 there were special local factors
to be considered.

The farmers had firm evidence that the

State government had tricked or misled them, and then
apparently abandoned them.
Their case was clear.

In the early 1920s the

Nationalist-Progressive Coalition State Government had
,advertised land in the region as suitable for wheatgrowing

8.

Spectator, 25 July 1934.
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and agriculture, with an annual rainfall of at least 14
' h es. 9
l.nc

'By 1934 it was clear to the farmers that the rain-

fal l was less than promised and was low in the April-October
growing season, as well as being unreliable. 10

These facts

mean t that the land they had purchased was other than as it
was described.

If the rain fell at the wrong time for

whe atgrowing, then the area was manifestly not suitable for
tha t form of agriculture, despite the Gazette's claims.
They had, they said, been misled by the government,
and therefore the government should take special action to
rec tify this. 11

Although the government which had misled

them in the mid-1920s was not the same government that was
all egedly neglecting them a decade later, in their view 'the
government', of whatever hue or age had a responsibility to
the governed to make good its predecessor's policies. 12

9.

See Gazette, 1923: pp.42l7-8, HFA 1508, 14 inches;
p.3059, HFA 1485, 15 inches; pp.5759-60, HFA 1530, 14
inches. 1924: pp.2506-7, HFA 1560, 17 inches~ p.4762,
HFA 1591, 14 .5 inches, HFA 1592, 17 inches.

1 0.

Along the Hillston- Griffith railway the rainfall was
less than 14 inches
(HFAs 1485, 1508, 1530, 1591).
Weethalle received 15 inches or less, not the promised
17 inches (HFA 1560). Rainfall data from R.N. Medley,
A Review of the South West Area of New South Wales,
Rural Bank , Sydney, 1944.
(H e reafter:
Medley, Review),
p.14.
Blandford, Rainfall , p.93, Map VII
For
variability see Spectator, 4 April, 26 July, 22 November
1934; Advocate 7 August 1934, 26 March 1937. See Land
1934: 8 June, p.14, 15 June, p.24.

11.

Ibid . Advocate, 7 August 1935. Land 8 June 1934, p.14,
4 May 1934, p . 19.
Spectator , 4 April 1935, See also p.386, at footnote 20 .

12.

S
9
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The farmers' case was strengthened by the fact that
E.S . Spooner, the Assistant State Treasurer, and E.A.
9

Buttenshaw, the local member and Minister for Lands, had
promised to support a request to the government for an investiga tion of the South West in November 1933.

In popular

poli tical terms this had been translated locally into a promise
to i nvestigate the South West.

13

Seven months had passed

without any action, which the government excused on the grounds
that it would not be sensible to duplicate the work of the
Royal Commission on the wheat industry. 14
In November 1934, with a State e lection looming, and
the first Royal Commission r .eport submitted, the StevensBruxner Government announced its intention to proceed with the
investigation that had been 'promised' a year earlier.

One

member of the investigating committee was to be a settlers'
rep resentative, elected by the settlers.

15

Many existing

gr o ups could claim that one of their number would, and should,
be the best settlers'representative:

the R.S.S.I.L.A. because

of the number of returned men in the region; the F.S.A.
because it claimed to represent both town and farm settlers;
and the Wheatgrowers' Association because it was devoted
wholly to the wheat industry which dominated the region.

i 3.
14.
15.
16.

16

Advocate, 27 March 1934. Land,17 November 1933 p.lS,
15 June 1934, p.26.
lb·1.d., p.ll.
Spectator, 22 November 1934.
Census, 1933. 10 per cent breadwinners in Carrathool
Shire were r e turn e rl soldiers. Se e T bl e 3:1.
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The local press urged that the representative be a practical
f armer, and strong enough to avoid being a 'rubber stamp'.

17

The latter characteristic virtually eliminated the F.S.A. from
consideration, as it closely and proudly identified itself
with the Country Party and the Stevens-Bruxner Government. 18
It was therefore irrelevant that probably most of the F.S. A.
and

its executive were in fact practising f armers.

The

Whea tgrowers' Association was however probably better placed
as only about one in 13 was a non-farmer.

19

All told, the local meetings and organisations
submitted about thirty names to Buttenshaw.

He referred them

back , suggesting that the final selection be made by joint
mee tings of the F.S.A., Wheatgrowers' Association and the
R. S .S.I.L.A.

This recommendation ignored the growing number

of new groups interested in the region.
by this time.

At least two existed

At Hillston there was an 'Executive of the

South West Riverina Area' 21 and at Rankins Springs an
organisation had been formed to arrange for submissions to
t he inquiry. 22

1 7.
1 8.

Spectator, 31 January 1935, 22 November 1934, respectively.
See e.g. Advocate 13 April 1934, 29 March 1935 on its
'important part' in elections, and the portfolios of
'our party', respectively.

19.

Appendix V.

20.

Spectator, 14 February 1935.

-21.
22.

Ibid.
Ibid., 31 January 1935,

Independent, 1 February 1935.
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At the end of March, 74 delegates assembled at
Rankins Springs to see and hear four candidates speak ', and
to vote for a representative.

All four had been on . a panel

nominated at Rankins Springs, and three were, or had been
members of the Wheatgrowers' Association. 23

One of these

ran 'dead ', advising his supporters to divert their vote to
Major J.C. Chanter.

victorian-born Major John Courtney

Chanter , D.S.O., was a prominent local activist, and the son
of a former Federal Member for Riverina.
43 votes . 24

He won easily with

Both of the remaining candidates were already

under the protection of the government 's Stay

Orde~

One

received 17 votes, and the sole F.S.A. member carne last with
12. 25

Chanter, F.J. Peake, a Land Board Chairman, and D.V.

Dunlop , an instructor from the Department of Agriculture,
made up the 'South Western \fueat Conuni ttee' .26
During the State election campaign, and beyond
the May polling day to August, various local conunittees
called meetings to arrange witnesses for the South Western
Wheat Committee and to encourage farmers to complete its
questionnaire and not sit back

'leaving it to the "other

23.
24.

Spectator, 14 February 1935.
Ibid., 4 April 1935. Chanter, aged 54, was a veteran
of South Africa and Gallipoli and had been involved in
the N.S.W. Settlers' League, the Settlers Defence
League, the united Country Movement and was President
of the Wheatgrowers' Union of N.S.W.

25.

The candidate running 'dead' scored one vote, and the
remaining vote was not accounted for.
Stay Order
data from Gazette s.v.

26.

South West Conunittee, p.7.

S
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to do all the work' .

27
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They succeeded, for over

470 farmers appeared befo re the South Western Wheat Committee
28

and they, and a further 183 completed its questionnaire.

,9

The Committee's well-publicised report to
Parliament defined the South West as a re gion bounded on the
north-west by the Lachlan River e x tending from mi d -way
betwe en Euabalong and Condobolin to east of Ungarie, southwest to Griffith and west to the Lachlan at Booligal. Within
this area one farmer in six was in a hopeless position,

29

with debts of between £3 5s Od and £4 14s Od per acre
comp ared with the average debt in the South West of £1 16s Od
per acre.

30

The Committee's report emphasised that
the position is far worse than the ...
figures indicate. The majority o f settlers
have no cash or credit, and ... there is likely
to be a total crop failure this year,
31
and proposed four complementary remedies.

First, a reasonable

pri c e for wheat via State go vernment legislation; next, debt
adj ustment; third, home maintenance areas which meant farm
are as capable of producing sufficient income to support a
.
,
32
f armer and his family; and finally, 'better f arIDlng .

2 7.
28 .

Spectator, 27 June 1935.
South West Committee, pp. 1,4. Of about 2000 settlers.

29.
30.

Spectator, 12 December 1936. Land,
December 1935,
p.4. Map VI.
South Hest Committee, p.4, - an average debt of £2803.

31.

Ibid., p. 4.

32.

Ibid., p.6.

?
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Steering a middle way, the Committee agreed that
the ga zetted rainfall h ad been an over-estimate ,

but that

settle rs had also been at fault in over-confident appraisal
of the land in good seasons.

And where land had been

adver tised in the Gazette as 16 or 17 bushel country, the
Commi ttee found that while this was untrue ,
this statement appe ared in only a few
publications ... it is thought that
few settlers were deceived thereby.

33

Despi te this equivocation the r eport contained all the points
that had been made at the farmers' meetings in the South

~vest,

but i t did not include all of them in its recommendations.
Most of the Committee's recommendations dealt with
means by which debts might be adjusted, the remainder with
waiving of rents, improved water supplies, revision of
leases, 'and better transport.

No mention was made in the

recommendations of two remedies the r eport mentioned as
'ne cessary' - better farming, and the increase of farm areas.
It d id not place any responsibility on the farmers for their
own rehabilitation, despite its view that they needed to
practice better farming.

It did not atte mpt to solve the

divi sive issue of whose land was to be taken to give others
the increased area.

It specifically rejected as

'costly'

any deliberate scheme of buildin g-up farm areas through
compulsory land acquisition.

Instead the Committee was

c ontent for the process to occur piecemeal through Rural
Bank repossessions . 34

33.

Ibid., p.2.

34.

Ibid . , p . 5 .

However, farmers intent on winning

vII
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'an imperishable heritage' 35 for their sons were reluctant
to face the possibility that their work would not benefit
their heirs.

implic~tion

Nor were they impressed by the

that

farmer s already well off would be able to benefit from their
neighbours' misfortune of being less viable and therefore
more likely to be dispossessed.

36

The government had little reason to welcome the
repor t.

Most of the recommendations involved government

expenditure, both in writing down farm debts,
farme rs' debts to discharge them.

But the

and in funding

~eport,

on its

own evidence , also showed the government that these funds
woul d be wasted .

One essential was that the farm areas be

increased sufficiently to allow sheep grazing as well as
cropp ing to enable farms to become viable.

But the

~eport

refused to recommend how this could be brought about.
Essen tially the government was being asked to find more funds
to allow farming in the region to continue in the manner that
had reduced i t to its current position.

Government inaction

fol lowed. 37
The government remained impassive through the next

35 .

Conquest, see p . 450.

36.
37 .

Advocate, 5 March 1937.
A special investigator was sent to the region some time
after the ~eport was tabled. His findings had some
influence on the Cabinet scheme mentioned below, but
were, as far as can be determined, hot published.
Advocate, 2 February, 12 March 1937. Spectator 27 May
1937.
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year, ignoring an indignation meeting in the region in the
middl e of 1936. 38

s

In e ar ly 1937 a further rally was held

at Ra nkins Springs by a committee appointed at the 1936
meeti ng.

:9

It expressed
indignation and disgust that no action
had been taken by the Government to
rehabilitate the South West on the basis
of the South West Committee's Report.
39

A smaller meeting of 33 people at Hillston later in February
that year formed itself into a South vlest Farmers' Defence
League to cooperate with other similar groups
with a view to forcing the Government to
immediately do something to rehabilitate
this part of the state.
40
The outcome of these

and similar meetings

was a

convo cation of delegates from the R.S.S.I.L.A., Wheatgrowers'
Association, Agricultural Bureau, and the F . S .A. at Rankins Springs.
The delegates accused the Premier's Department of 'evasive
and unsatisfactory' attempts to shelve their problems by
refe rring inquiries to and fro between it and the Rural Bank.
They complained that they had yet to benefit from the
Commonwealth funds for debt adjustment which had been made
avai lable in 1935, and demanded that the Rural Bank be

38 .

Ibid., 2 February 1937.

39 .
40.

Ibid.
Minute Book of South West Farmers' Defence League,
13 February 1937.

41 .

Advocate, 5 March 1937, also 2 February 1937.

41
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.
d own de b ts. 42
allowed to wrlte
Next they attacked a Cabinet sub-committee scheme
for the region which had been devised in early 1937 ' by
Buttenshaw , Spooner and Bruxner. 43

It offered no improvement

to existing means of debt adjustment and continued to rely on
the Farmers' Relief Board for administration, although the
south west Committee's 1935 report had said that the Board
was too remote from the region to be effective. 44

Worse,

the Cabinet scheme proposed to offer money to farmers to
leave.

It was
nothing short of a bribe to farmers ...
to assist in the dispossession of the
less fortunate.
45

In their view, no scheme would be satisfactory
that does not provide means for the
rehabilitation of all genuine settlers.

46

What the League proposed was not repossession and
eviction , but repatriation of some to other parts of the State
to continue farming, and subsequent splitting of their
'

.,

P roper t les among those remalnlng.

42.

47

Ordinarily the proposal

Ibid., 5 March 1937. By September 1937, 4463
applications for Debts Adjustment had been made and
233 approved. Applications from the region were
(approx.): Hillston, 138; Lake Cargelligo-Rankins
Springs, 215; West Wyalong, 112; Temora, 134.
It
is unlikely that any Debts Adjustment schemes applied
to the South West (F.R.B. Report, 1937, pp. 2, 4, 7,
10),

43.
44 .

See foot note 37, above.
Advocate, 12 March 1937. See also South West Committee,
p.6.

45.

Advocate, 5 March 1937.

46.
47.

Ibid.
Spectator, 25 March 1937.
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to solve land settlement problems with further land settlement might have been dismissed.

However in January 1937 the

Stevens -Bruxner Government had announced that it intended to
promo te new closer settlement schemes in the State, so the
League , s

. d ea cOlncl
. . d e d wlt
. h government POllCY.
.
48

1

In an attempt to force the hand of the government
the Rankins Springs meeting made two political decisions.
To tress for government action they formed the South West
Farme rs' League under the chairmanship of J.C. Chanter with
an annual subscription of five shillings.

The other decision

was to hold the local member, E.A. Buttenshaw, personally
49
responsible for any government failure to act.
Buttenshaw attended a subsequent meeting in the
region

to hear himself attacked by Chanter for being more

loyal to his colleagues in the Country Party than to the
peop le who put him in power.

Chanter's dry comment that

something might be done in the region 'with in the next 15 or
20 years ' 50 brought forth gales of derisive laughter.
Buttenshaw's response was to excuse himself with the
expl anation that he had 14 other Ministers to contend with,
'some of whom were not the slightest interested in the South
West '

51

But, he reminded them, playing his best card, he

48.

Advocate,S January 1937.

49.

Ibid ., 5 March 1937, 2 February

50 .

Spectator , 27 May 1937.

51.

Ibid .
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could do more as a Minister than from the backbench.

This

gave the meeting 'very little satisfaction'. 52
Whatever was said publicly by advocates of a better
deal for the South West, the Cabinet sub-cornrni ttee1s scheme
involving vacation payments was an attractive option for
some farmer s in the region.

About one-fifth of the settlers

there lodged applications for consideration between May and
June 1937. 53

In that month G. Stewart of the Department

of Lands was appointed Special Investigating Officer to
consi der the 398 applications.

54

He found his task extremely

diffic ult as there was no simple solution:
'in investigatin g ... 40 farms he found
that there were at least 40 different
problems'.
55
56
By October he had reported on only 140 farms.
In December 1937 discontent flared again as a poor
harvest loomed. 57

Six hundred farmers, according to the

Spectator (or three hundred, according to the more remote
Advo cate), met at Lake Cargelligo to criticise the government

52.

Ibid .

53.
54.

Lands, 1937, p.9.
Ibid. Spectator 17 March 1938 . Cunningham, Economics,
p.143.

55.

Advocate, 12 October 1937.

56.

Ibid.

57.

Around Naradhan 216 farmers reaped less than 3 bushels/
acre t Advocate, 24 December 1937). Barellan' s yield
- the hiqhest in the region - was 6.3 / bushels/acr~
(Stat. Register).
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for years of muddling and inadequate action'. 58

To ensure

ilII

that their message was heard a deputation was sent to Sydney
to demand immediate assistance to carryon farming,.a
moratorium for the district until its position had improved,
a special board to oversee it, and a bounty of five shillings
per acre.

59

In addition, the old demands for security of

tenure, debt adjustment, resettlement of those forced to
60
leave, and advances for the next season's crop were repeated.
It so happened that when the deputation led by J.C.
Chanter saw the Premier, he announced that he had been given
a new government plan based on the 1935 Committee's report
'just before the deputation arrived'. 61

A sum of L25,000

would be made available for immediate relief.

The Department

of Lands was to be empowered to write off debts under Farm
Relief schemes, and reduction of interest would be investigated.

The Federal government was to be asked to amend its

debt adjustment legislation to allow funds to be used by the
Rural Bank to write off debts, for as a government agency it
was prohibited from participating in the Federal grant to
speed debt adjustment. 62

58.
59.
60.

Spectator , 23 December 1937.
Ibid.
Ibid., 20 January 1938. By September 1938, a total of
2611 farmers had applied for Debts Adjustment and 431
schemes had been arranged. Approximate applications
for the region now totalled: Hillston , 144; Lake
Cargelligo-Rankins Springs, 220; We~t Wyalong, 118;
Temora, 135. As in 1937, it seems unlikely that any
Debt Adjustment schemes applied in the South ,.vest
(F.R.B. Report, 1938, pp. 2, 4, 7, 10 J.

61.

Spectator, 20 January 1938.

62.

Ibid.

See p.428, footnote 40.
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Buttenshaw, who had introduced the deputation to
the Premier said that h e would like to see the South West
s ettlers rehabilitated before retiring from office . . 63
Given the government's past record in the region, he was
unlik ely to be granted his wish, as he had already announced
his i ntention to retire at the next election
in ea rly 1938.

which was due

64

For the South West farmers a problem inherent in
the n ew scheme was that it would be administered through the
Farme rs' Relief Board.

By mid-1937 a total of about 400

farme rs in the region had been granted Stay Orders, which
mean t that for the vast majority remaining, assistance
coul d only be gained by doin g something that they had
avoided for four years, corning under the Board. 65

Between

150 and 200 of those already granted Stay Orders were no
longer under their protection because the Orders had been
lifted.

Of these farmers practically all had been denied

fur ther protection by the Board itself, and were therefore
unl ikely to be considered for further relie f .

Thus for them

the new scheme would be irrelevant, just as it would be for

63 .

Spectator, 20 January 1938.

64 .

Land, 10 December 1937 p.2. No r ea sons g iven there or
in C.P. Archives.
Local antagonism might have been a
factor, e.g . footnotes 49, 50 above; 87 below.

65 .

Gazette 1933-37 passim. See Map VI I f or locations in
F. R .B. Report,1937, p.5 shows 85 %
Stay Orders removed on Board's instructions.

Norther~ Riverina.

s

..

the l arge number who had signed disclaimers. 66
The government p ressed ahead with its new scheme.
with in a month the Special Investigator received an - assistant~7
A spe cial government group visited the area t o meet the farmers
1 new measures. 6 8
·
and t o d lSCUSS
tle
As .ln 1935, this flurry
- d e d Wlt
. h a State electlon.
.
69
.
o f concern COlnCl

*

*

*

Before considering the electors' assessment of the
coal ition members in the region on 26 March 1937 it is
worthwhile to move back in time and look again at the people
who had been criticising the government.

The most common

att ribute of the activists was some previous involvement in
rur al political or para-political groups, which was not
surprising considering the number of such groups which had

66 .

On the basis of State f igures in F. R.B. Report, 1937,
pp.2, 5, there were about four disclaimers signed for
every Stay Order granted.
If this proportion was
applicable to the South West, about 1,600 farmers would
have rendered themselves ineli g ible, i.e. all those who
had not received stay Orders.

67 .
68 .

Spectator, 17 February 1938.
Consisting of the head of the Rural Industries Agency,
an officer from Department of Social Services, and a
member of the Premier's staff (Spect a tor, 17 February
1938). (The R.I.B. was taken o ver in mid-1935 by the
Rural Bank and rename d the Rural Industries Agency
(Agriculture, 1936, p. 5,. The initials R.I.B. will be
retained hereafter in conformity with local usage ).

69.

Spectator, 17 February 1938.
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sprung up in addition to those already existing in 1930/1. 70
As those groups had by 1935 failed to solve the farmers'
problems, the members were likely to have given up, . and/or
be looking for an alternative - a group that offered, in the
words of a 'disappointed wheatgrower',

'an effective simple

and quick plan of action' .71
Within the various South west movements the most
prominent group was the Wheatgrowers' Association which
provide d one member in three.

At least two-thirds of the

membe rs described themselves on the Federal electoral roll
as 'f armers ' , making it a more clearly grass-roots farmers'
organisation than the Riverina Movement, the Country Party, the
Wheatgrowers' Defence League, and the Settlers' Defence
League, and probably as representative as the F.S.A. and the
Wheatg rowers' Association.

72

All but the latter two had but

a bare majority of farmers among their members.
Like the Riverina Movement, one member in six of
the groups agitating for South west rehabilitation had been
or was still a member of the F.S.A.

This was significant

beca use , unlike the Riverina Movement, the government they

70.

71.
72.

See Chapter 7. Only about one·-third of those reported
as active in the South west movements had not
previously been involved in local agitation . See
Appendix V .
Land, 22 June 1934, p.27.
See Appendix V. Farmers made up 70% of F.S . A. , 62 %
of Wheatgrowers ' Association.
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VII
were opposing was a Country Party coalition, not a Labor
regime.

But now, in the late 1930s, a group castigating the

coalition could attract support from the Country Party's own
associates, the F.S.A.

73

There is evidence as early as 1932 that F.S.A.
members were becoming less enthusiastic about the association
with the Country Party.

At West Wyalong the F.S.A. faced

declining interest, and the prime reason advanced for the
falling-off in local activity was that
many farmers were under the impression that
the Association was used to further the
political aspirations of certain men.
74
Eleven months later only a dozen people attended the well
advertised talk by the F.S.A. President. 75
The role in South West agitation of returned soldiers,
whether members of the R.S.S.I.L.A. or not, is less clear.
In Carrathool Shire, which lay largely within the South West,
about half the returned soldiers were R.S.S.I.L.A. members
compared with about one-quarter in Bland Shire, and one in

73.
74.
75.

See footnote 18.
Advocate, 18 March 1932, my emphasis.
Ibid.,24 February 1932. Another bureaucratic factor
which might have influenced the decline was the change
in subscription collection. After 1928 farmers subscribed by signing a bank order for annual deductions
from their accounts.
In 1933 the F.S.A. opened its
account with the re-established Rural Bank, a move
which necessitated farmers changing their bank order
instructions.
They might not have taken the trouble.
Bayley, F.S.A., p.174.
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five on a State basis. 76

About ten per cent of the South

west activists were R.S.S.I . L.A. members, compared with up
to four per cent in the Country

and Labor Parties, . the F.S.A.
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and the Riverina Movement, and up to eight per cent in the
Wheatgrowers' Association.

If these data are representative

of actual membership, then the larger proportions in the newer
South West groups

and. Wheatgrowers' Association might be

). symptorrs of rural R. S. S. I . L.A. disillusion with their organis'
77
a t lon.

The R.S.S.I.L.A. sub-branches appear to have been
quiescent in the region, running perhaps an annual ball
most importantly, organising Anzac Day.

78

and

Unlike the F.S.A.

branches they do not appear to have been involved in local
agitation for improvements.

79

At a State and national level,

the R.S.S.I.L.A. was more concerned with non-rural problems
because most of the State's returned men lived in the

76.

Census, 1933. Reveille. 1934, G.L. Kristianson, The
Politics of Patriotism:
The Pressure Group ActiVIties
of the Returned Servicemen's League, A.N.U. Press,
Canberra, 1966.
(Hereafter: Kristianson, RSL), pp.
233-4.

77.

Appendix V. NB the proportion of R.S.S.I.L.A. members
might be exaggerated for two reasons:
(1) the groups
in the South West were encouraged by the government to
involve R.S.S.I.L.A. members;
(2) their importance in
the Wheatgrowers' Association which was the dominant
organisation in the agitation would also serve to
inflate their numbers.
E.g. R.S.S.I.L.A. Minute Books, Ungarie, Ganmain.

78.
79.

E.g. Bland Shire Council Minutes record about one F.S.A.
petition every month, but almost never mention the local
R.S.S.I.L.A. branches.

..
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At State level the R .S.S.I.L.A. held separate
Soldier Settler Annual Conferences in the 1930s, but their
a gendas were only one-quarter of the total business transa cted at the State Annual Conference.

At the regional level,

a ny local R.S.S.I.L.A. sub-branch motions had to compete
with those from the rest of the State.

At the 1936 State

,Soldier Settlers Conference, for example, only two subb ranches from the South West put items on the agenda, neither
on topics specific to the South West.

The same had been

t rue the previous year, and in 1937 the pattern was again
similar. 81
If, as a result of this urban preoccupation the
local returned servicemen felt that they could make no
political impression through the R.S.S.I.L.A., then the
South West protests offered an avenue to government that was
not overburdened with urban concerns.

The appearance of the

South West organisations when there were already two other
pnEsure groups, the F.S.A. and the Wheatg rowers' Association,

80.
81.

Census, 1933.
Based on New South Wales Branch Conference Agenda incomplete series in RSL, and Australian War Memorial
Library. At the national level RSL Bound Circulars
1922-28 show 3% motions at Federal Conferences deal
with land settlement - the same proportion as the
correspondence files in RSL.Kristianson, RSL, makes
few references to soldier settlement in his study
of it as a pressure group.
'
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also suggests that these were failing to meet the local

VII

farmers' expectations.

s

The failure of the F. S .A. to ·r egain

its pre-1930 membership, and the dramatic fall of membership
of the Wheatgrowers' Association after 1935 seem

to support

this supposition, particularly as the latter had grown out
of local conditions

with local leaders. 82

Another factor

in the process might have been, as D. Aitken suggests, a
drift from the established political (and in this case parapolitical)

83
'
groups b y th e younger genera t lon.
Activists with political ambition might also be

attracted to a new organisation offering positions of status
and power denied to them in the established groups by
entrenched executives.

Thwarted ambition might thus help to

explain why half of the executive in the South West movements
were or had been

Wheatgrowers' Association members, and

another quarter from the F.S.A.

*

*

84

*

82.

Smith, Organise, p.58.

83.

D. Aitkin, Stability and Change in Australian Politics,
ANU Press, Canberra, 1977. (Hereafter: Aitkin, Stability),
p.96.
However in the South West the idea of a
generational divergence of views in politics is probably
less applicable.
The persons involved were mostly new
to the area, and in that chronological sense the 'first'
generation. He also claims that transmission of
parental allegiance occurs best in times of political
stability. After the removal of Lang in 1932, and reelection of the coalition in 1935 political stability
existed, yet farmers still actively pursued new
political directions.
'
In v~st Wyalong, for example, by 1935 both the President
and Treasurer of the F.S.A. had been in office 12
years. Appendix V.

84.

See alsopp.278-9, above.
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The Country Party itself was beset by difficulties

s

which indicated that it was being taken less seriously than
before by the local farmers.

The collaboration with the

39

Riverina and United Country Movements by the Country Party
had not apparently encouraged members to remain in the party.
Less than one-third of Riverina Movement members continued

:~:.-

to be politically active in the Country Party after 1932.
Nearly half of the men involved in the Movement appear to
have lost interest in political agitation with the removal
of Lang in that year.

85

At the time of the 1935 State clection the Temora
electoral council of the party noted that the ' attendance at
meetings was 'not nearly as large as that of former years'.

86

In Buttenshaw's own electorate, Lachlan, there appears to have
been dissatisfaction, for it was strongly rumoured that the
local party President was about to contest the seat against
Buttenshaw. 87

That a relative nonentity could be believed

to be about to challenge a Cabinet member, who had been
returned at every election since 1919, indicated that the
popularity of Buttenshaw and his party had eroded considerably.
Coinciding with these manifestations of declining popularity
was what the Country Party's State organising secretary called
'a certain amount of apathy', brought about by 'the return to

85.

Table 7:1.

86.
87.

Independent, 18 January 1935.
Advocate, 13 April 1934. He publicly denied the rumour.

..

·
,
88
better tlmes.

Party strength was further reduced by
89 "
the collapse of its decentralised power structure.
Thus, for the 1938 State election the Country
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Party in the electorate of Lachlan had to contend with
organised criticism of its role in the government's inactivity
in relation to the South West which lay in the electorate.
The party itself was no longer as strong as it had been in the
' early 1930s, and its position in Lachlan and Temora was further
weakened by the need to introduce new candidates to replace
Buttenshaw and Main.
In Lachlan, where the South West agitation was
concentrated, assessment of the electoral impact of these
problems is made more difficult by the presence of one
'Independent Country' and three Country Party candidates in
1938.

The latter three men were well known locally.

One was

C.J.M. Thomas, whose candidature against Buttenshaw had been
rumoured.

He polled 10.5 per cent of the primary votes, from

fifth place on the ballot slip. 90
editor of the Advocate.
of the total.

Above him was J.W. Parker,

His primary vote was 11.9 per cent

The most popular candidate, placed second on

the ballot paper, was G.P. Ev~ns who, as the most favourably
placed Country Party candidate, received 29 per cent of the

88.
89.
90.

C.P. Archives, Minutes of Central Council Vol. 8, 31
December 1935.
Aitkin, Colonel, pp.161-2, 214; C.P. in N.S.W., p.33.
NSWPP, General Election ... 1938 ... Statistical
Returns.
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primary vetes.

He was 69, and less active in public affairs;

but his werk as a seliciter fer farmers seeking revaluatien
.Of their preperties had apparently made him well knewn. 91
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One feature .Of his campaign was that he relied .On
veluntary labeur te assist him, rather than the party

machine~2

Given that Buttenshaw had been criticised in his heme territer~
and had net apparently endersed any .One .Of the three candidates,
.and that the

Independent Ceuntry

candidate warned his

' ty Mac h'lne Pe 1l 'tlCS
"
'
, 93 then Evans mlght
e 1 ec t ers t .0 'Avel' dCl

have theught it expedient te distance himself frem the Ceuntry
Party.

In additien, the lecal party machinery that had

assisted Buttenshaw previeusly was likely te have been less a
creature .Of the party than .Of E.A. Buttenshaw.

If se, then

Buttenshaw's absence frem the ballet paper weuld have further
weakened the party erganisatien because there was ne incentive
fer Buttenshaw's persenal supperters te take up the cause .Of
,

any .Of the new candidates. 94

91.

Ibid. Appendix V.
As revaluatiens generally halved the
land value and annual rent, farmers might be expected
te censider him faveurably.

92
93.

Spectater, 24 March 1938.
Spectater, 17 March 1938. This candidate pelled 7.4
per cent .Of the primary vete - abeut deuble the 'denkey
vete'. Based .On preferences given te the secend
candidate, als.OJ. Ryden, 'The Electeral System'. (He:r: e after:
Ryden, Electeral), p.277 in H. Mayer, H. Nelsen
(Eds.), Australian Pelitics: A Third Reader, Cheshire,
Melbeurne, 1973.
In this case the less .Of werkers leyal te the ex-member
and net the party weuld be mere likely te affect the
final result than the disappearance .Of the ex-member's
'persenal vete' estimated (by Mackerras) as .One per
cent in metrepelitan areas, and which 'icing [.On] ...
the cake' ceuld be as high as 10 per cent in a rural
electera te (Aitkin, S"tabili ty, p. 260 ).

94.
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In previous elections Buttenshaw had gained at
l east 55 per cent of the vote and his Labor Party opponents
a maximum of 41 per cent.

95

In 1938 the Country Party

candidates received 51.8 per cent of the primary vote.

39
J.

Grace, the Labor candidate received 38.6 per cent of first
preferences, from third position on the paper.

Although he

achieved the largest first preference vote, Evans only won
the seat after preferences were distributed.

His final total

was 54.7 per cent of votes, the worst Country Party result
since the boundary change in 1927.

With 44 per cent, Labor
96
gained its best result for the same period.
The record

Labor vote in the electorate owed something to the dislocation
of the Country Party organisation, the inaction of the
government of which it was part, and to the fact that their
candidate was well known as the Honorary Secretary of the
,
97
South west Farmers League.
By 1938 the South West had become an issue of
political importance in the electorate.

The Country Party

had pushed responsibility for action on to the Federal government and stressed that it had done a careful survey to

95.
96.

97.

s

NSWPP, General Election ... Statistical Returns, 1927,
1930, 1932, 1935, 1938.
Ibid. Hughes, Handbook, p.452 cites this as the only
electorate where preferences altered the outcome of
the ballot from what would have been the result with
'first past the post' in 1938.
In adjacent Temora, Main
did not re-contest his seat, and the Country Party vote
fell to 53 per cent, the second lowest since 1927.
NSWPP, General Election ... 1938 ... Statistical Returns.
Spectator, 27 March 1938.

determine the needs of the area. 98
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The Labor candidate

had promised to promote closer settleme n 4 debt adjustment,
rural water, power, and medicine, and oppose communism.

More

pertinently he reminded the voters that after three years of
investigation of the South West there had been no action. 99
Significantly, ten of the 15 polling booths that Labor won
outright were in the subdivisions of Hillston and Cargelligo
which corresponded to the area defined as the South West.
Of these booths Labor had won only one previously in the past
10 years.
Following Evans' narrow election victory, the
Stevens-Bruxner Government again considered the problem of
the South West and again decided to appoint a committee, the
Rural Coordination Committee. 100

It met with South West

Farmers' League liaison officer, Chanter, and Labor candidate
Grace.

At the end of the year the Committee reported

apologetically that although
there may not have been any visible
progress as regards individual cases a
great deal of ground work has been done.

98.
99.
100.

101.

101

Ibid., 17, 24 March 1~8.
Ibid., 17 March 1938. For Debts Adjustment see
footnotes 42, 60, above.
Consisting of Minister for Lands, Assistant Under
Secretary for Lands, a Treasury representative, and
the Deputy Director of the Farmers' Assistance Board
(Lands, 1938, p.3
Spectator, 1 December 1938, 17 February 1938.
Cunningham, Economics, p.145.
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This had been the position at the time of the
ele ction, and it was now three and a half years since the
fi rst investigation of the South ~vest.

By the midd~e of 1938,

.s
39

650 farmers had applied for consideration under the Cabinet
s cheme then in operation, and 50 under Stay Orders had been
referred to the Farmers' Relief Board for further investigation
of their financial position.

A few had taken the offered

'golden handshake' to leave their properties, and their debts
102
behind, at a total cost to the government of £3,200.
In
the next six months a further 208 applied, and by the end of
June 1939, some two years after the scheme's original closing
date, ~23, or some 60 per cent of the farmers in the South
103
. .
.d
.
West were awaltlng conSl eratlon.
The rapid increase in applications submitted
appears to have been the result of official encouragement, and
the widely propagated but erroneous belief that any 'settler
required to vacate would be transferred to some other district,
. bl e b aS1S
. ,104
or compensated on an equlta
.
Cards for the South west show

Da t a f rom H0 ld'lngs

that the offer of cash and

freedom from debt encouraged farmers to leave the area.

Of

the 191 farmers for whom records survive, only five left
between 1930 and the introduction of the first payments in

102.

103.
104.

Lands,1938, p.3. Minimum payment £100, maximum £300
(Spectator 25 March 1937, 20 January 1938) mean at most
32 farmers had been paid off. They were probably not
re-settled by the government.
Spectator, 1 December 1938. Advocate, 3 May 1939.
Lands, 1939 p.14.
Advocate, 3 May 1935.
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1935.

Between 1935 and the end of 1939 a further 39 departed,

one-third taking a governmen t payment.

105

.S

The 1,123 awaiting government decision on their
position in 1939

39

were still waiting because the Rural

Coordination Committee was impotent.

It had brought itself

closer to the settlers by appointing Chanter as a consultant
and opening an office in West Wyalong, but it did not get
' closer to solving their problems.

106

Originally the

government intended that the Committee coordinate the work
of various government departments in the work of rehabilitating some farmers.

VIr

In other cases it was to rely on government

departments to hasten the departure of settlers by refusing
.
.
107
t h em asslstance or conceSSlons.
In practice this did not happen.
statement the Department of Lands

In a terse under-

Annual Report drew attention

to the Coordination Committee stating that it was 'hampered
108
owing to the absence of any statutory authority'.
without
power the Committee had no way of fighting for a farmer against
the Rural Bank, the Departments of Lands

and Agriculture, and

the Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission if any of
them decided that its interests would be best served by
proceeding against any farmer to cover advances, or keeping

105.
106.

Holdings Cards. CS/RSS.
Lands, 1939, p.14. Spectator, 1 December 1938.

107.

Cunningham, Economics, p.154.

108.

Lands 1939, p.14.
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them on for the same reason .

or had it any power to

adjudicate whe n the various authorities were at odds over
which cour s e to pursue , even if its members could set aside
t h eir loyalties to their respective authorities - Treas ry,
Lands, and the Farmers' Relief Board .
The delay occasioned by these bureaucratic problems
wa s clear by the end of 1939.

The New South Wales Board had

approved 29 per cent of applications for debt adjustment.
In all other States the equivalent Boards using the same
funds , had made more progress .

The next slowest, Vlctoria,

had approved 32 per cent of applications.

The problem of

government reluctance to abandon any claims is evident from
the fact that in New South Wales only one per cent of the
value of concessions obtained from creditors by each farmer
was garnered from the government .
was 30

p~r

cen t .

The Australian average

108a

This position improved slightly after 1939 when the
Board was given the authority to adjust Cro\m debts rather
than having to rely on agreement between the Dep rtments
involved . 109

In debt adjustment to mid 1939 the Cro\m in

New South Wales had written off an average of £14 in each
scheme . 109a

Despite slow progress in debt adjustment during

108a.

S.W . Dyer , 'Adjusting Primary Producers' Debts:
South Australia in the 1930s', Australian Economic
History Review, XV : 2, September 1976, p. 169.
-

109 .

F . R. B. and Rural Reconstruction Board Report.
(Hereafter:
R. R. B. Report), 1940 , p. 3.

109a.

Ibid .

I

p. 4 .
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482a
the Second World War, the average Crown debt written off
up to mid 1946 was £ 87 .

110

However, by the end of the period under consideration
progress in debt adjustment in New South Wales had been slow .
At this stage, therefore, the belief that the majority of
farmers who left
settlers

110a

ith cash assistance were the better

was probably correct.

Farmers temporarily in

debt decided t o leave, and were encouraged to do so by
government agencies hap py enough to write off farmers'
debts, provided they were sma ll .
Inevitabl y , as d ela y and inaction continued so
did criticism of Evans , the local member. III

A new Bill

to assist settl ers promised in Jan uary 1939 had not
. 1·lse d wh e n Par 1·lame nt rose In
. Marc h . lIla
mate rla

Evans

I

urgency motion calling for protection of farmers from legal
proceedings until such time as the promised Rural
Reconstruction Bill came before Parl i ament brought some
government response .

The Treasurer, Mair, argued that

the probl em o f rural re construction is
so fundamental . .. that it cannot be
rushed . 112
settlers and government could agree that indeed it had not
been .

The matter remained unresol ved since the urgency motion

.
..
1·
t 113
ended with the exp iry of th e avallabl e tlme In Par lamen .
110 .

Ibid. , 1946, p . 4.
Interview/Anderson .
Part 5 for more details of the scheme.

110a . Interview/Anderson , I\lales.
Ill.

Advocat e ,

24 Mar ch 1939.

Ilia . Ibid., 14 April 1939.
112 .

NS WP 0 , 158, 19 3 9 , p. 4266.

113 .

Ibid., pp.

4259-4272.

See Supplement
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A deputation was sent to Sydney to seek an
assurance similar to that requested by Evans. 114

The

VII

delegates were promised that all settlers whose Stay Orders

.S

ha d been lifted would be assisted to put in one more crop by

39

th e R.I.B. and that a Bill would be introduced 'at once' .115
The Rural Reconstruction Bill was introduced on
7 June and the Act came into force in November 1939. 116
·According to the explanatory note attached to the Bill, its
aim was to simplify the system of assistance offered under
the existing Farmers' Relief Act, and to increase the availability of debt adjustment by empowering the Rural Bank to write
down debts

owed to it. 117

To facilitate this the Bill

allowed farmers to apply for debt adjustment without the
118
necessity of coming under a Stay Order.
In the past this
had been a major obstacle, because farmers had formally
disbarred themselves from the protection of a Stay Order by

114.

Advocate, 28 April 1939.

115.
116.

Ibid.
Spectator, 22 June 1939. Rural Reconstruction Act 1939
(No.45). (Hereafter:
RR Act).

117.

By June 1939, ~706 farmers had applied for Debts
Adjustme nt, including approximately 144 from Hillston~
Lake Cargelligo-Rankins Springs, 220; west wyalong, 123;
Temora, 137 (F.R.B. Report, 1939, p.10). The next report
shows that none of the debt adjustment applications from
farmers ~ill in the South west had been finalised by
January 1941 (F.R.B. and Rural Reconstruction Board
Report.
(Hereafter: R.R.B. Report), 1940, p.51. See
also footnotes 42, 60, and Supplement, Part 5.

118.

RR Act, Sections 34A, N.

signing disclaimers, and only a few had been allowed to
' hd raw tern.
h
119

w~t

In order to facilitate building ' up of

farms, the Board was also empowered to recommend forfeiture
of Crown holdings 'in the best interests of ' the State and for
'
, 120
rura 1 reconstruct1on.
During the passage of the Bill, Opposition Leader
Lang voiced an objection that it would be of little real
. help to the South west farmers, for it was a general Bill
applicable to all of the State,
Farmers' Relief Acts.

121

as were the previous

But Lang missed the point that

two provisions were more applicable to the South West than
to the remainder of the State.
The power given to the Rural Bank to write down
debts was of particular relevance to the South West

because

the R.I.B., now administered by the Bank, had two thirds of
its debts, and one half of its debtors in the area. 122 The
recommendation concerning forfeiture was also important.
Department of Lands policy was that any farmer in arrears
with payments, as most certainly was the case in the South
West, was liable to forfeiture.
take that step. 123

But they were reluctant to

Under the new Act, the recommendation

119.

See p.432.

120.

Spectator, 22 June 1939, RR Act Section 34M.

121.

NSWPD, 159, 1939, p.5239.

122.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, pp.502-3.
above.

123.

See pp.381-2.

See footnote 68
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of an outside authority would be an important factor in
al lowing the Department of Lands to proceed
fear of political backlash.

without much

Therefore the Department was now

VII
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more able to remove farmers from farms which were thought to
be too small. 124
The structure of the Committee which was to take
up the divisive issue of who should leave remained the same,
Chanter, and one representative from each of the Departments
. 1 ture an d Lan d s. 125
o f Agrlcu

Its recommendations were to

be considered by the new Rural Reconstruction Board which
replaced the Farmers' Relief Board.
By now the settlers had been agitating for assistance related to the special problems of the South West for
over five years, or one-third of their period in the region,
and had been aware of the difficulties of wheatgrowing in
the region since the beginning of the 1930s. 126
Since the first rumblings in the district, the
Parliament had displayed a great reluctance to intervene,
and the government's sporadic activity at election time lacked
any aura of permanence.

Farmers had been fobbed off with

ineffectual ad hoc reactions.

124 .

CS/ RS S, f i 1 e s

125.

NSWPD, 160, 1939, p.6304.

126.

E.g.

The irrelevance of the farmers'

5 8 5 3, 5 85 6 ,

81 7 7 .

Advocate, 25 December 1931.

486

problems to the essential business of the government had been
apparent since the announcement of the first investigating
committee at the end of 1934.

It only received its.

instructions four months after its formation was announced,

VII
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and nearly one month after Chanter had been selected as
settlers' representative. 127

Such a low priority had been

given to the desultory ' government investigations thereafter
that as late as 1939 the basic assessment of the extent of
the needy area had yet to be done, nor had the 'essential ...
,128
129
baslc data'
been collected.

And the Premier had said

on introducing the Rural Reconstruction Bill in 1939 that he
hoped that it would not be used! 130
The government's unwillingness to make any move
not forced upon it was replicated in the government departments which under the Rural Reconstruction Act became part
of the administration.

Conflicts of interest visible

previously when the Department

of Lands, and the Treasury

fulfilled an advisory function now became central to the
'f
'd
operatlon
0
the Rura 1 Reconstructlon
Boar . 131

By mid-

1942 the Board reported to the recently elected Labor
Government that it was deadlocked over revaluation of Crown
Lands, and without that reconstruction could not proceed, or
even be planned.

132

127.

South West Commission, p.l. Spectator. 22 November 1934.

128.

F.R.B. Report, 1940, p.2.

129.

Proctor, Marginal Land, p.18.

130.

NSWPD, 160, 1939, p.6295.

13l.
132.

See footnotes 100, 109.
R.R.B. Report, 1942, p.2.
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The wartime experience of the settlers, and the
government activities during that time are outside the scope
of . this study, but one detail is worth following
shows how the South West changed politically. 133
the 1941 State election.

fo~

it

Labor won

Evans narrowly retained Lachlan

with only 53.2 per cent of the vote, a drop of 1.5 percentage
points.

When faced with a choice between two candidates more

electors gave their first preference to Labor than at the
.
'
134
prevlous
el
ectlon.

The Country Party lost Lachlan in a by-election
caused by Evans ' death in 1943.

A party report on the loss

of a seat that had been theirs for nearly 25 years emphasised
that even so soon after the 1940 Federal election there was
no party organisation:

'we were beaten before we started'

It also blamed Federal government inactivity, and Labor's
successful attempts to portray the Country Party as 'under
th e t hurnb

0

f lnanCla
'
. 1 lnterests
.
, . 135
·
f b 19

That was but half the story, for it neglected the
strengths of Labor.

It was in power and could use the

government's strength.

133 .

134 .
135.

Labor advertisements made the point

Some work on debt adjustment and rehabilitation
appears in Cunningham, Economics, and appears to have
been written with access to Board documents that is
now denied researchers .
NSWPP , General Election .. . 1941 ... Statistical
Returns.
C . P . Archives , Minutes of Finance Executive ... Vol . II,
29 September 1943 .
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unequivocally.

In the South West the Country Party

VII

coalition had investigated 423 farms and spent £24,00D in
seven years.

In two years Labor had investigated the position

of 974 farmers and spent nearly ten times as much. 136

It

wa s also increasingly choosing rural candidates who at first
137
sight appeared to be archetypal Country Party men.
The successful Labor candidate, whose election
.writes a neat coda to the struggle in the South West, was
Major J.C. Chanter.

His activities in the region since before

1930 had kept him before the public.

His involvement with the

South West agitation from 1935 had made him well known in the
electorate.

He was not a school teacher, or a railway man,

the sort of person frequently chosen by Labor for rural seats.
He was more the Country Party type of candidate, a farmer
active in public affairs. 138
Chanter's odd qualifications as a Labor candidate
do not detract from his election as a South West, rather than
simply a rural, MP.

136.
137.

138.

His election was the end result of the

Advocate, 13 September 1943.
Aitkin, Colonel, p.242. V. Kelly, A Man of the People:
From Boilermaker to Governor-General. The Career of
the Rt. Hon. Sir William McKell, Alpha, Sydne~ 1971.
(Hereafter:
Kelly, McKell), p.76.
In fact he had been closer to the Country Party in the
early 1930s. In addition to his involvement in the
Riverina Movement which was not mentioned in 1942, he
had been previously endorsed as a Country Party
candidate for Riverina, if he wished to run. C.P.
Archives, Central Council Minutes, Vol. 7, 1 December
1931.
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process begun in the mid-1930s when a local ginger group
decided that there was a problem.

They made the government

aware of it, and when nothing practical was done created the
political problem of the South West.
totalled only about
at anyone time.

60

This group collectively
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of which perhaps a dozen were active

Had they not persevered with their activism

..,.

'.'-',

it is unlikely that the government would have done anything
at all after the 1935 investigation.

Its slow reaction to

continual prodding seems to show that.

By keeping the South

West issue alive, they assisted the erosion of local cornrnitment to the Country Party and assisted Labor to gain the
seat by its astute choice of candidate.
But Chanter's election was also symbolic, for it
represented

the absorption of a local para-political body

into the mainstream of political activity.
it a victory for the South West farmers.

In no sense was
Their activity in

the 1930s had not produced specific government action that
was effective. 139

Their prodding in electorally sensitive

regions could keep the government stirred, but failed to get
it moving in any useful direction.

The government that did

most to promote rehabilitation in the early 1940s was not
Country Party, but Labor and the changes were one of the
issues that eventually won the seat for Labor.

Arguably,

139. An offer of money to depart was hardly a solution
to the problems of the South West . . For the lack of
progress with Debts Adjustment schemes see above,
paiticularly footnotes 42, 60, 117.

Labor's minor adjustments to get the existing South West
schemes working properly were evidence that it thought it
co u ld win the seat; that is, it exploited the South West

VIr
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as a political issue.
Although much smaller, and with more limited aims,
the South West agitation of the late 1930s was similar to
t h e Riverina Movement at the beginning of the decade.
found an issue that could sway votes

It

and, like the Riverina

Movement before it, was absorbed by established political
party

politics when it appeared to be likely to divert

support away from conventional political channels.
The final acceptance by the government of the need
to take farmers off the land meant a reversal of land
settlement policy in the Northern Riverina within just two
decades.

In 1919

being closed down.

farms were opened up.

By 1939 they were

The later endorsement of Chanter as

the local member can be seen as farmers' endorsement of the
South West scheme .
In addition their acceptance symbolises both
consistency

and change in many farmers , outlook.

until 1937

farmers in the South West had wanted to continue to farm,
and demanded that the government resettle them if they were
to be removed from the region.

After that date applications

for assistance showed farmers were prepared to sacrifice
their years of work .

No longer was the ownership of land

integral to their sense of personal fulfilment. 140

But

VII

tlne' fact that sone fanrers dec i ded to accept money to leave

showed that, as in the past, they depended on and expected
139

government largesse.

140. See footnotes 35, 36 above. For a contemporary
fictional study of the passion to possess land see
Mann, Mountain Flat. For contemporary expression
of the same view see ' e.g. CS/RSS,
file 11754,
letter 27 August 1936.
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Chapter 13
CONCLUSION

l

In the early and mid 1920s the settlers who took
up new or established farms in the Northern Riverina were
generally men from New South Wales with previous farming
experience.

Their arrival does not appear to have changed

the economic structure of the region.
predominantly wheat farming community.

It remained a
Politically the

area remained aligned to the Country Party despite the coming
of many new voters, indicating that the party was considered
to be best for rural interests.
The ex-soldiers who constituted most of the
settlers studied in the east of the region did not fit the
popular image of partially incapacitated city-bred warriors
fleeing to rural life.

They were mainly local men encouraged

by Closer Settlement schemes to take up farms in the settled
areas where they had been raised.

Possibly one in three of

these men left the land before the end of the 1920s.

Neither

their earlier experience and qualifications, nor the size
of their farms, nor their capital, appear to have been
clear predictors of the so-called failure of these soldier
settlers.
In the west of the region new settlement took place
along recently laid government railways and was accompanied
by the establishment of towns.

The farmers demanded and

received schools and set up their own facilities like the
1.

This follows the seq~ence of questions raised on pp.
15-16.

.S
139

C.W . A. rest rooms and the small hospitals.

By 1930 the

farms were not as developed as those in the east of the
Northern Riverina, but the farmers had access to a~enities
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similar to those in that older settled area.
Hard and monotonous work was necessary to set up
a farm and to run it when established.

The monetary rewards

at the end of each season were unpredictable and outside
the farmers' control.

In the typical family of six

work

was generally divided according to sex - females worked
inside the home, males outside.

This division also applied

to children, who were expected to help on the farm during
and after their school years.
Farmers were preoccupied with their farms and with
local events.

The farm had first priority; women and

children were required to assist at busy times.

In the

wider context farmers considered themselves the backbone
of the country , deserving and expecting government aid, but
s omehow independent of it.
Their vision of the local society was also
continually influenced by the image of homogeneity and
consensus created by the local press.

That image was a

reflection of the recognised need for people in small
communities to get along with each other, and the operations
of the police, the F.S.A . , and the school revealed a
prevailing acceptance of consensus.

But there was local

disunity, and often the question of money was at its root.

-."I~ •

........ "\

._

The communi t y's
parochial issues.

attention was focussed on

Weekly shopping trips, regular c'hurch

services, the local paper, and telephone, sport and local

VII
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shows all reduced the isolation of individual farmers while
reinforcing the idea of rural independence from the rest of
the State.
When the economic crisis occurred in 1930/1 it
impinged on a society which valued its independence yet
expected State assistance as a matter of course.

Farmers,

preoccupied with prices, saw the crisis as a season where
their PlEv:bus experience and promised prices were both
negated.

In reaction they attempted to reduce the gap

between costs and income by cutting expenditure.

In the

seasons immediately following 1930/1 they put their children
to work and denied them further education to save the
expense of hired labour.

They also put in few e r acres of

crop with less fertiliser and in general 'made do'.
Although many were unable to meet their commitments there
were few bankruptcies, and few farmers walked off their farms.
Rather than leave the land farmers accepted a reduced standard
of living which was probably better than that of the unemployed.

To supplement their income they turned to sideline~

but farmers in newer areas had less opportunity to do this and
still had to rely on wheat.
'Making do', reducing costs, and failing to meet
financial commitments led to restriction of local and
government credit and to some business failures.

Creditors'

attempts to foreclose were resisted but were probably not
widespread.

Creditors re alised that a farmer kept ·on his

VII

farm by their forebearance and additional credit was more

.S

likely to be able to repay them than one forced to leave the

139

land.

Businessmen also attempted to stimulate the local

economy with promotions and forced optimism.
.... -

r':~,

The lack of cash briefly reduced membership of local
organisations, but they continued to function if they could,
despite the increased bickering within the remaining
membership.
Electorally the bogey of Lang's 'socialism'
appears to have helped local members to retain their seats
between 1930 and 1932.

But farmers tried other means of

political protest with the aim of obtaining economic assistance.

Their ephemeral protest groups were a definite break

with previous political quiescence in the region and with
the rural tradition of consensus,

2

although they generally

retained the habit of asking for governme nt aid.

Even the

most popular of these, the Riverina Movement, depended on
government action to achieve its radical aim of secession.
None of these groups succeeded in its aims. 3

2.

Elkin, Opinions, p.74. Oeser, Social Structure, pp.20,
32. Craig, Rural N.S.W., p.55.

3.

Probably the 'intensity and boldness' of the victorian
mallee groups was equalled by the Riverina Movement.
See Senyard, Mallee, p.70.

."\

Quantitative measures provide little help in
establishing when the rural depression ended.

However,

government investigations in 1934 and 1935 marked

turning

pointsin legislative attitudes and an acceptance of debt
adjustment.

Both were necessary preconditions for rural

rehabilitation.

At the same time another poor season appears

to have caused farmers to abandon their expectations of a
swift rural recovery.
The legislative changes did not restore the
conditions of the 1920s.
remained low.

Housing and health standards

Heavy debt loads on farms in the west of the

region hampered rehabilitation.

New pressure sroups

appeared there to demand more government aid for the 'South
West', continuing a pattern established between 1930 and
1932.

They too managed to keep the government aware of

their problems, and their continued agitation helped to
change the political allegiance of their region in the early
1940s.
By the end of the 1930s important changes were
beginning to occur in farming in the South West, mainly as
a result of government initiatives.

Farmers were encouraged

to leave the land and allow their neighbours adequate areas.
The family farm was being turned into an economic unit of
production.
Government opinion of the region had been reversed
in less than two decades.

In 1924 a government district

VII
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surveyor had warned that in the South West 'the holdings

VII

are too large to be succe ssfully worked by one man ". ' 4
By 1940 the Farmers' Relief Board considered 'the inadequate

139

area of existing farms ... was ... militating against
.
, 5
success f u 1 occupatlon .

~S

From a policy of land settlement

in the 1920s the government now advocated depopulation of
r.':, .

the same area.

" '- ',\

The effect of this was more apparent than real.

In

the Hillston and Cargelligo electoral subdivisions most
affected by this new policy the overall rate of out-migration
was virtually the same in the latter half of the decade as
it had been between 1930 and 193+.
virtually no in-migration. 6

However there was now

Because for the first time

those leaving were not replaced, their departure was more
noticeable than previously.

When a farmer in the past had

lost a neighbour, the departure was normally balanced by a
new arrival.

\fuen newcomers ceased to arrive, the

departure of old neighbours was dramatised by deserted farms.
Farmers in the South West who considered leaving
their farms in the late 1930s faced a decision requiring
courage and confidence.

To leave meant abandoning 15 years

4.

Lands

Archives, LAIR 106260, letter 31 December 1924.

5.
6.

F.R.B. Report, 1940, p.2.
1935-1939: in-migration, 1.1 % per year; out-migration
7.1 % per year. C.f. p.377 above. ~his out-migration
rate was higher than that indicated by Holdings Cards
data in Chapter 12.

hard work to begin again .

To stay meant more hard work

with no guarantee of succes s.

VII

One farmer who discussed

these alternatives said it took 'guts' to stay - and that
139

perhaps farmers stayed because they 'didn't have enough to
get off' .

7

The dry data of official files ~re of little
assistance in determining whether a farmer would be one who
stayed, or struggled, or left in the 1930s.

As farming in

general changed but little how was it that some farmers
stayed and others moved?

One answer lay in the farmer's

ability to turn his hand to alternative work.
were one example of this.
were more inventive.

But some farmers who remained

One ran sheep as an adjunct to his

farm but they were virtually never on it.
them on the roads. B

Sidelines

Instead he kept

Others drew on their talents to go

beyond ordinary sidelines like sheep, cows, pigs and fowls.
J. Parsors who had previously bred mice as a hobby in

England took up horse breeding. 9

When prices fell, F.

Prince called on his earlier experiences as a woolclasser
and set up a three-stand shearing shed to serve local
farmers. 10

A. Henderson was a more divergent innovator.

From a home-built welding machine on his farm he progressed
to a machine shop and then a generating plant and gave away

7.

Interview/Merriwagga C.W.A.

B.

Interview/Corbett.

9.

Interview/Parsons.

10.

Interview/Prince.
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farming entirely in 1938. 11
One recurring reason that those who remained
offered as a reason for their survival was the importance
of economy,

the

old question of money.

spent a deener ... I was pretty lousy'. 12
survival down to 'being a tight-wad'. 13

One farmer 'never
Another put his
The necessity for

economy was expressed in various ways:
what you couldn't grow you used to go without, 14
we never bought anything that wasn't necessary
unless we had the money to pay for it,
15
don't spend money on something that's not
going to bring something in.
16
In these reasons criticism of others who did not cut back
is only implied,and is further evidence of the pervasiveness
of the rural ideal of a smooth running society.

These were

essentially negative reactions to the crisis, often forced
on people who had insufficient capital or credit to diversify
in the way Parsons, Prince, and Henderson had.
There was more to survival than drawing in the
belt, or trying a new line of work and the farmers who spoke
of their own actions hid this.

In the final analysis they

acted as they did because they believed that the preservation
of their farm was worthwhile.

11.

Interview/Henderson.

12.

Interview/Zacher.

13.

Interview/Primrose.

14.

Interview/Wales.

15.

Interview/Primrose.

16.

Interview/Zacher.

Perhaps they chose from

~S
139

~uu

limited options - a poor farm and a home, or the dole
queue.

17

Yet when the South West farmers were offe-red

VII

£300 and the opportunity to walk away from their debts some

~S

elected to stay.

139

I should like to inform you that a
mistake must have been made with regard
to my vacating this block and accepting
£300.
I assure you that I have definitely
refused under any circumstances to
voluntarily accept the ~300.
18
Instead they wished 'to consider a proposal to accept other
d ' . 19
1an

.
.
Some f armers ' tenaclty
owed lts
strength to the

promise of more land (because others were leaving), which
again was evidence of a firm decision to continue farming
20
despite the experience of the recent years.
It was
also an extension of the belief that a farmer had a
right to assistance since farmers felt that all those years
of work entitled them to stay on land they had yet to pay
for. 21

Farmers who decided to leave had therefore to make

a fundamental reassessment of their belief that they were
the backbone of the country, for they were being taken from

17.

This rural dread of unemployment is also recorded in
W. Lowenstein, Weevils in the Flour: An Oral Record
of the 1930's Depression in Australia, Hyland House,
Melbourne, 1978, p.362.

18.
19.

CS/RSS,file 11927, letter 2 July 1943.
Ibid. Because the Rural Reconstruction files are
closed to researchers the proportion who took this
stand is not known.
For perpetuation of this view see e.g., J. Barnett (?)
(Ed?) Small Farmers in Trouble, Australian Broadcasting
Commission, Sydney, 1969, p.14.

20.

21.

E.g., Spectator, 27 May 1937.
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their livelihood .

Their sons would not inherit their work .

VIr

The decision to depart that some made was however, not
t he decision to s ett l e , largely dependent on government

~S

encouragement .

139

directly a result of the de p ression .

Rather it was, like

Farmers' responses to the crisis were difficult to
predi ct as these different attitudes to leaving the land
.-."'r,.

illustrate .

However stud ies of rural communities facing

e conomic stress in Australia and elsewhere have shown that
thei r range of reactions was similar to those found in the
.
.
22
Nort h ern Rlverlna.

.
But emp h aSlS
on the specific econom l. C

crisis tended to de-emphasise long term chanqes, earlier
experience s of poss ibl y comparable problems in the
23
and the local attempts to respond to them .

regio~,

The nature of the crisis imposed further limitations .
The econom ic disaster required a closer examination of
economic aspects . The form of the crisis, the collapse of
wheat prices , put the wheat farmer at the focus of the study.
Therefore other members of the rural society In whi h the
farmer moved - such as teachers, railwaymen, policemen,
businessmen , politicians, travelling contr ctors , and
salesmen, pastoralists, shearers, etc. - generally received
Although
attention because of their relations with farmers.
studies of disasters provided a helpful background to the
investigation of the region, they were of llmited use.
There were three main differences between the wheat crisis
and the events th t generally form the basis of disaster
investigation .
One issue is that of the impact of a calamity on

22

See Supplement, Part 4 , especially pp. 57-60.

23

E.g. changing assessments of desirability of further
education in the former case and how they rationalised
their individual approaches to droughts in the latter.

-.. ~ . "\
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peoples' expectations.
Disaster studies regard this as an
24
important factor.
But the expe tations crushed in the wheat
crisis were different - they had been raised as a result of
government promises of guaranteed pr ic es .

The failure of

these guarantees meant that the crisis was a greater blow
25
than the collapse of prices would otherwise have been.

V II
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The importance of artifically raised expectations to the
perce ived severity of disaster has apparently not been an
issue in disaster research to date .
The second aspect of the crisis which differed from
those incorporated in existing studies was the diffusion
of its impact , and hence the responses of its victims .
Re searcher s in this field emphasise that responses to phases
of a crisis , and indeed the various p ha ses t emselves
26
can overlap.
However the collapse of the wheat market
was diffuse in both time and impact.

Farmers ' practical

experience of it occurred when they began to sell their
wheat - which was any time within about a year of the
co ll apse.

Individual farmers therefore felt the impact

at different times for diverse reasons, and some may have
been able-to take more precautionary actions than others.
Although the collapse of the market was su den and readily
.
.
27
observe d , ltS lTIlpact was not .
Thus the community reaction was less coherent than
might have been observed in the case of a more readily defi ed
24

E.g . Raphael, ,Preventive, pp. 332-5, 337-8.

25

See above, pp . 257-8.

26

Only recently has the corollary of this been recognised;
the need to study individuals as well as society.
See
I. Douglas ' Flooding in Australia:
A Review', Heathcote,
Hazards, p. 158 .

27

The collapse became effective in Australi a upon the
announcement of the failure of legislation to guarantee
prices , p . 253 above .

34°
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crisis such as a bushfire .

VII

Again this study did not

conform to the frameworks of existing research .

Even

Barton's generalised appro ch does not adequately cover
this aspect, although he admits that the period of immediate
. l
. long-term lmpacts.
.
28
response lS
ess'lmportant In

~S

A third aspect limiting the applicability of crisis
research is

its

virtually unchallenged emphasis on the

unique event , the cyclone, the earthquake, rather than a
29
series of , say, floods.
However, as is suggested in this
study, another subsequent, crisis was of importance in long
term adjustment .

Specifically the poor returns of 1933/4

appear to have been an important turning point in adjustment
.
. . . 30 In a dd ltlon,
. .
to the a f termat h 0 f t h e prlce
crlSlS
a more
detailed approach to the price crisis itself might possibly
have disclosed three crises.

The first was the initial

fail ure of Federal legislation to guarantee a price;
second, Lang's failure to pay 7s 6d a bushel;
31
Federal failure to guarantee prices again .

the

the last,

These three aspects heightened expectations, diffused
impact, possibly multiple crises, and a fourth - the intrinsic
difference between historical investigation and first hand
sociological observation - served to lessen the utility of
disaster research for this study.
In 1939 another depression loomed as wheat prices
32
fell but rural society had not changed much.
Prob bly the
28
29

30

Barton , Communities, p. 49.
Burchill , Response , p. 299.
R.J. Payne, J.J.J. Pigram,
Modelling Human Responses to Natural Hazard : A Theoretical
Investigation , Geographical society of ~ .S.W., Armidale,
1973, p. 54.
See above, pp . 446 - 7 .

31

See above, pp . 250-2, 262.

32

E.g ., Spectator, 9 March 1939, reporting that local
unemployed exceeded the registered number.
Compare with
p . 374 above.
Advocate, 25 April 1939.

.-.'1, .
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Second Worl d War produced a more lasting impact on it.

VII

The shortage of labour spurred the process of departure and
whic h h ad been assessed by the Rural Reconstruction Board

~S

had been vacated . 33

)39

amalgamat ion.

By mid-194 5 half the farms in the South West
The immediate impact of this on the

l ocal towns was softened by wartime petrol rationing which
keptfarmers t ied to the closest town by limiting the us · they
co ul d make of their motor vehicles.
.:~",.

- - ' '''''0",

The absence of any dramatic change in the individual
far m economy as a result of the crisis of the early 1930s is
not surprising.

The instability of prices and weather ~n

the past had probably induced farmers to change only slowly,
because any possible financial gain could be thw3rted by
34
accidents of nature or of international markets.
In a
period of restricted credit, like the 1930s, further
development of farms and diversifi cation was even harder,
particularly if creditors were reluctant to do more th n
refrain from legal proceedings .
Government assistance, expected as the norm during
the inter7war period , continued to be accepted as a matter
of cou rs e.

And, because it was assumed to be a just reward,

farmers could still retain their illusion of independence.
They could therefore hold and espouse contradlctory
claims without noticing the contradiction.
We never took none of those Government schemes.
We did get .. , bounties and things llke that. 35
This myth of independence was less true after the
Second World War than before it.

But it continued to be

33

R. R.B . Report, 1946, p . 3 .

34

See two articles in Economic Record, 20, ' 1944: K.S. Isles,
A. M. Ramsay ' Lack of Adaptability in Agricultur:
An
Economic Survey', p . 21,
nd K. O. Campbe ll, 'Australian
Agricultural production in the Depression:
Explanations
of its beh viour ', p. 73.

35

Interview/Irvin.

S02a

espoused because it was a boost to farmers'

self - esteem.
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But it was more than that to the one-quarter of the farmers
in the South West in the 1960s who had been there since the
19205. 36 For them it was an integral purL of their iJenlity

~S

which had survived intact to the end of their lives.

.39

36

Based on proportion of 1920s settlers in region after
reconstruction of farms.
(Holdings Cards I data not
available for 19705).
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Riverina Federal Electorate : Subdivisions
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State Electorates, 1927-1938
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Appendix II.
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Transport Speeds.
Speed
m.p.h.

Mode

Wagon with load
of wheat.
3,5.

Distance in one ho u r.*

~S
)39

2.5
,; .. 'l....

.. . _

Horse. 3 ,8,10.

Horse and Sulky.l,4,7.

Pushbike.

6

•

car. 2 ,3,5,6,9

*

8

10

15

25-30

Drawn to same scale as maps at end of volume.

Source:
1.

Coelli, Tallimba, p. 143.

7.

Interview/corbett.

2.

Interview/Seymour.

8•

Interview/Rose.

3.

Interview/Ellis.

9.

Interview/ Robinson.

4.

Interview/Ungarie C.W.A.

5.

Interview/Parsons.

6.

Interview/O'Reilly.

10.

Swan Hill pioneer
Settlement Display.

' '"\
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Appendix I I I
POPULATION SOURCES AND METHODS

~S

Annual population Estimates:
The State Statistical Register published annual
estimates of the end of year population for Shires and
municipalities for the inter-war period.

The original Police

Patrol District estimates on which these were based are no
longer available. 1

Details of births and deaths for shires

and municipalities were published annually in the inter-war
period, but births were only attributed to the mother's normal
residence after 1927. 2
t1et migration over a period for a given region
such as a Shire can be calculated by taking the population at
the beginning of the period, subtracting from it the numb e r
adding bi rths,

of deaths during the period" and comparing the total (the
predicted population) at the end of the period with the actual
numbers recorded.

If there are more people than predicted

then there has been a net in-migration, if fewer, net outmigration has occurred.
This process cannot be applied to the population
and birth and death data recorded in the Statistical Register
before 1927 because births were not attributed to their
correct. region before then.

However the main problem is

that the population estimates are unreliable.

For example,

1.

Australian Bureau of Statistics, N.S.W. Office, to
author, 7 July 1977.

2.

Stat. Register, 1938/9, p.609.

)39
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according to the Statistical Register, the population of
Carrathool Shire grew by 34 per cent between December 1931
and the Commonwealth Census enumeration 18 months later,
although it had only grown by six per cent in the previous
year.

Similar dramatic changes between the 1931 estimate

and the 1933 enumeration occurred in Hillston and Narraburra
and Bland Shires. 3
Evidently the estimates of local populations made
in the 1920s suffered from a cumulative error each year
which produced the observed absurd jumps in population.
Further evidence of the unreliability of the annual estimates
is seen in the changes that they record.

According to the

Statistical Register populations regularly change by multiples
of ten - a most unlikely occurrence since birth, death and
migration do not conform to a simple decimal rhythm.

Less

frequently, but still noticeably, this decimal change
continues for several years.

Hillston's population, for

example, increases by ten annually between 1935 and 1938.
Clearly these figures are estimates, and equally clearly they
are misleading as a basis for analysis.
Nor can they be adjusted readily as was done
retrospectively to the State population after the 1933
Commonwealth Census, for that process assumed a relatively
constant change between censuses in 1921 and 1933.

3.

Ibid., 1919/20 -1939/40.

In the

VII

~S
l39
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Northern Riverina other contemporary evidence points to

VII

periodic surges in population which nullify that assumption
and method.

)39

Holdings, Land Alienated, Land Occupied:
Data for holdings larger than one acre in police
Patrol Districts were published annually in the statistical
Register.

Over the period 1920 to 1940 some of these

Districts were amalgamated, others subdivided, and some new
ones created, but often these changes can be accommodated
by combining the statistics for several police Patrol
Districts in the region.

4

The numbers of holdings do not provide an exact
measure of population shifts, but they can be used as a guide.
Whether a rise in the number recorded was due to fragmentation
of old farms, or new alienation, the resultant increase is
prima facie evidence of a rising population.
On the other hand the interpretation of declining
numbers is more difficult.

Land could have changed hands and

been amalgamated into existing properties, with a possible
decline in population.

Similarly, no change in the number of

holdings might conceal changes of ownership bringing with
them changes in population.

4.

See Appendix Ie.
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There is no precise relation between population
changes and the rise or f all in the number of holdings.

For

example, in A Riding of Bland Shire the number of ratepayers
)39

increased by 11 per cent between 1921 and 1925, but at the
latter date 25 per cent of the ratepayers were new to the
'
'
5
d lstrlct.

' Census Data 1921, 1933:
The figures published in the Commonwealth Census
show the population that was in a specific locality overnight
on the night of the Census.

The life tables show the numbers

of people surviving at each age from 0 to 104 years for each
sex, of each (notional) 100,000 born.

From these data the

number of people of any given age surviving to reach a later
specified age can be calculated.
Such demographic analysis can be used to investigate
net migration.

The Census population of a region is 'aged'

by the number of years to the next Census to give an estimated
population at that later date.

The difference between the

calculated population and the actual population recorded in
the same age groupS is the net in- or out- migration.
Similarly the reverse process can be applied to the
later CensuS data to determine what earlier population would

5.

Bland Shire Council, Rate Books.
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have been necessary to have produced the observed one.

This

VII

process of 'reverse survival' will also indicate the net
migration of a given age group.

The average of the , forward

l39
and reverse survival gives a measure of the scale of net
migration.
When applying the Census data to the Shires of the
Northern Riverina it was assumed that:
The mortality of the various ages between the
censuses of 1921 and 1933 was the same as the mortality
calculated by the Commonwealth Statistician for the
years 1920 to 1922 and 1932 to 1934.

In 1921 the

Statistician abandoned calculation of survival based on
inter-censal figures because the Great War had
disrupted the normal death rates.

In 1933 this procedure

was duplicated. 6

b)

The average of the 1920/22, and 1932/34 life
table data is a realistic indicator of the ageing process
between the censuses.

c)

The mortality data applicable to all of Australia
is also applicable to much smaller areas, such as Shires.

d)

That net migration calculated by these means is
related to the changes that actually occurred.

For

example a net in-migration of 50 people could result from
50 people moving into tbe district and remaining, another
25 people moving in and leaving, and all the original
population remaining.

6. Census, 1933,

The net figure in this situation

Statistician's Report, p.408.

.... -

...-.~

_
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fails t6 show that 75 new faces had appeared in the region

VII

between the censuses.
The regional population's age distribution was the

e)

same as that which was recorded for the State population.
In addition there are practical problems associated
with the application of this methodology to small regions.
Because the two relevant censuses were held 12 years apart,
rather than the normal ten years, it was necessary to
calculate the number of individuals of each age by applying
the proportions recorded at State level to the local population.

Where this calculation produced a single digit value

the potential error in that value was in excess of five
per cent.

When attempting to apportion the 586 males in

Hillston to all ages between one and 104 for example, this
source of error obviously became important because there were
less than ten people in many individual age categories.

Had

the censuses been ten years apart the standard demographic
practice of ageing the total population within given fiveyear age groupS

(20-24, 25-29, etc) could have been used, and

the larger numbers involved would have minimised this
problem.
Another problem also arose from the small numbers
in each age group because any error was compounded at each
stage of the process of forward or reverse survival.

For

example in 1933 there were calculated to be three women aged
98 in rural New South Wales.

Reverse survival of this number

indicated that these were the survivors of 182 women aged 86,

)39
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twelve years previously.

However, forward survival of the

VII

would still
1 0 8 women aged 86 in 19 21 revealed that two
from a small
have been living in 1933. Reverse survival

'~ S
}3 9

in 60 aged 86
number thus indicated that only one woman
survival showed the
would live to be 98 whereas forward
proportion was most likely to be much higher, one in 43.
For these reasons the Shire data cited in Chapter
"3 has been restricted to people aged 60 or less to provide
more credible results, but even so a record of net
migration of less than five per cent may not be really
significant.
A further limitation was the absence of any birth
and data before 1927 for the Shires, and the lack of
published details of age at death.

This meant it was

impossible to check net in- or out- migration by comparing
the 1933 Census population with that of 1921 less actual
deaths , plus actual births for the period 1921 to 1933.

For

the same reason it was not possible to estimate the
population born after 1921 and still alive in 1933 to compare
with the Census figures.

Therefore the tables dealing with

migration exclude those below the age of 12.

Electors in Federal Electoral subdivisions:
For those wishing to look at the dynamics of local
migration frequent listings of individuals, rather than
enumerations of total populations, are the most useful source.
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In Australia the most comprehensive collections of names
are the electoral rolls. 7
Because enrollment was compulsory, and

in~olved

)39

those aged over 21, the electoral lists provide a good
guide to the arrival and departure of people whose age
would indicate that they were likely to be closely involved
in a decision to stay or depart. 8
The rolls are not an infallible guide.

One study

in New South \-vales in 1954 revealed that there were 2.5 %
fewer people on the electoral roll than were eligible. 9 In
the 1920s and 1930s the surge in registrations recorded in
the supplementary rolls prior to elections shows that
electors were not registering promptly.

The decrease in

enrollment between the supplementary roll and the next one
published indicated that some of those on the supplementary
rolls had been excluded.

In this study the supplementary

rolls were not used on the grounds that the next roll would
contain those newly registered, but would have been purged
of those ineligible.

For example, Cargelligo had

~278

electors enrolled in 1930, the supplementary roll the
following year showed

3~50,

but the next consolidated roll

7.

Ward, Electoral Rolls, p.95.

8.
9.

Hughes, Handbook, p.282.
D.N. Jeans, M.I. Logan, 'Reconnaissance Survey of
population Change in the Sydney Metropolitan Area 1955
to 1959', Australian Geographer, Vlll, 3, 1961, p.121.

~
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d only 2fi35 names. 10
·
con t alne
In the electoral sub-divisions in the Northern
Riverina the problem of revised boundaries is largely absent.
In 1934 west Wyalong was altered considerably.

}39

In 1930

Cargelligo became Cargelligo and Hillston, but as these were
.,:-.").,

11
comparisons could still be made for the period 1922 to 1939.
A 20 per cent sample of the names on the rolls was
taken as the basis for investigation of in- and out- migration.
For the years 1922, 1930, and 1934 the names numbered 8
through 27, 108 through 127 etc., were compared with the same
name range in the rolls for 1925, 1934, and 1939, respectively.
This revealed the number of names that appeared, or disappeared between the end names on the original samples.

~fuen

the

net proportion of migration was calculated from these samples
it closely agreed with the net migration as revealed in the
total number of electors, indicating that the 20 per cent
sample was reliable.
A further refinement was to discount departures
revealed by this method by six per cent every five years to
account for deaths of people over 21 which could be predicted
from the CensuS life tables.

Similarly the arrivals were

discounted by 13 per cent over the same time span to allow
for people already in the district appearing on the rolls

10.

Electoral Rolls, 1930/32.

11 .

See Appendix IE.

.

. ....

virtually a simple subdivision of the earlier Cargelligo

-.'"
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because they had reached the age of 21. 12

~s

In Cargelligo, where the relatively stable
boundaries made tracing of long-term trends possible, the 20

)39

per cent sample was further analysed to yield information
about the differing migratory behaviour of various occupational groups.

The results of this exercise should be treated

cautiously.
The alphabetic listing of electors meant that while
the movement of individuals can be traced, voters dependent
on a given breadwinner are difficult to identify.

Arthur

Swanson, share-farmer of Tabbita who appears on the roll
might be the father, brother, son or no relation at all of
James Swanson, share-farmer of Tabbita listed on the roll.
Knowledge of their relationship would not reveal if the
departure of one would also entail the departure of the other.
If it did, then the one decision would eliminate two sharefarmers from the roll and make it appear that two sharefarmers had independently decided to depart.
The proportion of farmers or share-farmers arriving
or leaving might also be overstated because sons dependent
on their father were likely to appear on the roll as a 'farmer'
or 'share-farmer' while a policeman's son would not call
himself a policeman.

Again the decision of one farmer to move

could make it appear that two farmers had decided to change

12 .

CensuS, 1921, 1933.

..-."J....

.

~.-."\
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their residence.
The women on the electoral roll \"ere overwhelmingly
recorded as 'home duties', but Eloise Smith of Ungarie who

)39

was really the wife of Albert Smith of Ungarie, could appear
on the roll next to Edgar Smith who was no relation.

In

order to facilitate the investigation it was assumed that
the established practice was that men made decisions, not
women.

Therefore they were assigned pro-rata to the male

occupational groupS being investigated.

In view of these

difficulties the conclusions reached are tentative, and have
been used sparingly.

. ",.

'.'- ',
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Appendix IV
BUSINESS DIRECTORIES:
In a recent article W.A. Doyle tested a current
business directory in the field, and checked earlier editions
against archival information.

He also tested the directories

for internal consistency (or inertia) over some decades to
check the possible frequency of revision.
these tests of accuracy was 'gloomy'. 1
be up to nine years out of date.

The prognosis from
School listings could

Earlier studies by others

had indicated that in 1966 the directory in question was '80
per cent reliable', and that its advantages outweighed its
defects. 2
In choosing business directories for research two
tests were applied to those in the National Library.

The

first was accuracy, the second was whether they covered the
two inter-war decades.

The directories considered were

Cooks, Moore's, Sands' and Wise's.
In 1933, 189 people lived in Goolgowi.
Wise's and Moore's had no entry for it.

Cooks,

Cooks, and Moore's

failed to record Erigolia with a population of 126.

All

four directories included details of Merriwagga with 325
inhabitants. 3

On this crude, but hardly unreasonable test

of accuFacy, Sands' was the best directory.

1.

W.A. Doyle 'Universal Business Direc~ories: A Data
Source for Historical Geography?', Australian Geographical Studies, 15, 1977, p.85.

2.

Ibid., p.72.

3.

Census, 1933.
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The failure of the others to record existing
towns points up one of the failings of directories in their
main field of commerce.

If the compilers did not notice

~39

the existence of a town then the accuracy of their record of
the number of shops or the changes of ownership must also be
questioned.
Some indication of their accuracy in details that
' they did record can be gained by comparing their entries for
certain towns with other descriptions of those same towns.
In 1932 J. Andrews made a geographic survey of the region and
published details of the services available in Erigol
Goolgowi, and Merriwagga.

ia

,

His town descriptions are not

complete; for example he does not record any schools, and
4
omits the B.N.A. and the C.W.A.
However his observations
do serve as a test of the accuracy of the directories in one
year, for the one town that they all describe, Merriwagga.
Moore's omits the carrier and the saddler, Cooks
the same businesses and the garage.
saddler and the garage.

Sands' omits the

But all directories show services

that Andrews omitted, a boarding house, a picture theatre
proprietor, a carpenter/sawmiller, another garage and an
auctioneer.

No source is infallible, but the best for

Merriwagg a are Sands' and Wise's.
Because Wise's was available for all the inter-war

4.

Andrews, pioneer Farming, p.45.

~s
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period it was used in this study, together with Moore 's for
the same reason.

In addition both gave some details of

social, as well as commercial, organisations.

VIr
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Appendix V
CARD INDEX OF LOCAL ACTIVISTS :
Between 1920 and 1939 the Advocate, Spectator, and
Independent, all carried reports of a great range of meetings.
Activists were identified from reports of meetings of the
F.S.A., R.S.S.I.L.A., the Wheatgrowers' Association, political
parties, local councils, the Agricultural Bureau, the Show
Societies, the C.W.A. and the various para-political groupS
mentioned in Chapters 7 and 9.

This did not give a full

listing of all involved, but it did establish the leadership
of the groupS because the names of committee-men were more
often printed than those of the rank and file.
Each person mentioned was recorded on a card, and
each mention of that person was noted on the same card.
Although this method generated about 1000 cards it was not
an exhaustive examination of all reports of all meetings.
However, given the nature of the press reports, a more
thorough search would have provided more names, but not
necessarily increased the accuracy of the survey.
The people thus recorded were sought on the Federal
Electoral Rolls, which confirmed their initials and addresses,
and listed the occupation they had stated on enrollment in
their

~lectoral

subdivision.

checked in any other source.

Occupations could rarely be
The card index was also

compared with the lists of farmers under ,Stay Orders in the
Gazette, and the cards again annotated.

~s
339
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From this card index it was possible to establish
the occupational compos ition of the membership of various
local organisations, the multiple membership of some
individuals, and also gain an indication of their financial
position in the late 1930s.

VII
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Appendix VI:
HOUSEHOLD FAMILY SIZE:
The following is based on summary totals for Bland,

~s
339

Carrathool, Coolamon, Yanco,and Narraburra Shires, which
'1

individually differ little from the composite structure.

'<''?'.:. - .

Calculation
In these Shires there are:
6106 married men
5605 married women
4358 men

with . dependent children under 16

150 women

In Australia:
0.45 % men

with children never married.

9 .0 % women
Applying these proportions to the Shire totals:
4338 men

with dependent children under 16
are married.

137 women
As women with dependent children are enumerated
if they do_ ~t live with their spouse,
Assume that the 137 women with dependent children under 16
do not live with their spouse
Therefore

5605 _ 137

=

5468 married women mayor may not

have children.
If all these remaining married women live. with their spouse:
Total Number of married couples living together is:

5468

.
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Therefore

6106 - 5468

from spouse.

=

638 married males living apart

(10% compare d with State average 12%)

and there are 4338 married men with a spouse and children,
and the women with children living apart from their spouse
have been accounted for,
then there are possibly:

=

1130

couples living together without dependent children.

*

*

*

Summarizing the above:
4338 couples with children under 16 years
137 married women with children under 16 years
living apart from spouse.
20 single men

with children under 16 years.

13 single women
638 married men living apart from spouse.

*

*

*

In addition there are over 16 years:
5204 single males, less estimated 20 single
males with children

~s
939

If there are 5468 married couples

5468 - 4338

VII

=

5184 solitary males

2692 single females, less estimated 13 single
females with children

=

2679 solitary females.

1167 widowed/divorced men and women, who, if they
have no children are also 1167 individuals.

527

Total Number of additional individuals

=

9030.

VII

In addition there are 638 married men with no children living

~s

apart from their spouse. i.e.

939

Grand Total of 9668 individual people in addition to the
family groups postulated above.

*

*

*

All these individuals and families are assumed to be housed
in 7162 private dwellings.
Of these 890 are occupied by one person:

assuming that only

non-dependents over 16 live on their own)
Therefore

9668 - 890

=

8778 individuals live with others.

The 935 dwellings with two inhabitants cannot contain any
married couples with any dependents, be they children under
16 or adult.
Assuming only married couples live in these dwellings, and
ignoring the unknown numbers of single parents with one
dependent child, there are:
1130 - 935

=

195

married couples without
dependents living together to be
housed elsewhere.

Thus there are 8778 single adults and 195 married couples, or
390 adults to be housed in the remaining dwellings.
7162 - 890 - 935

=

5337

which contain three or more people alreadY·
I . e. ,

9168 adults to be placed in 5337 dwellings.
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An average of 1.7 adul ts per dwelling.
These dwellings already a re assumed to house the
4338 couples with children under 16 years
137 married men with children under 16 living
apart from spouse.
20 single men

with children under 16 years.

13 single women
A total of 4508 domestic units with dependent children.
The total number of dependent children is:
12221
An average of 2.7 children under 16 in each family unit.
Thus the average number of people in a dwelling containing
more than two people in the region (i.e. 75 % of dwellings)
is

2

adults.

2.7

children aged under 16.

1.7

adults/older children.

or approximately 6 people.

*

*

*

Confirmation of aspects of this structure is found in D.P.I.
files which show an average of 2.48 children aged under 14
in rural families.

Scattered datd in CS/ RSS indicates that

the average married farmer had 4 children of all ages living
on the farm.

*

*

* .

~s
939
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A similar series of c a lculations based on the 1921 Census
shows a family of 2 adults , 2.7 children and 1.3 other
persons, over 14, i.e., 6 persons, occupy 69% of dw~llings

VII

~s
939

in the region.

*

*
Sources:

Census, 1933.

*

Data for relevant local government

areas.
pp.

34-43, Dependent Children

pp.1962-4,
pp.

Dwellings

24-33, 1128, Conjugal Condition.
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Appendix VII.
GAINING A SCHOOL:
The standard procedure was for the local citizens
with children of school age to sign a petition for a school,

~s
939

listing their children, their ages, and the distance from
the proposed school. 1

In response, the Department of Public
,.,:-.":,.

Instruction sent an inspector to the district to report on
the potential development of the locality, and check the
enrolment prospects.

At Goolgowi, for example, residents

estimated that 42 children would attend a local school, the
inspector thought 13.
school opened.

Enrolments were in fact 20 when the

2

If the inspectors found 20 children within the
'compulsory' distance of the school site, which was two miles,
a public school would be recommended.

If between 10 and 20

children of school age were within the radius, the school
would be a provisional one.

If there were fewer than that

but more than four, as at Bunda Hall, the inspectors would
recommend a subsidised school,

3

at which a teacher engaged

by the parents would be paid an annual subsidy of £5 per
pupil up to £70.

I.

2.
3.
4.

4

letter 30 June 1930.
D.P.I./P3381, Kikoira, 1933/4,
1926/7, memo: 29 June 1927.
D.P.I. P2924, Goolgowi,
1928/9, report 23 August
D.P.I./P2996, Bunda Hall,
1926.
pp.476-7.
N.S.W. Yearbook, 1929/30,

'

. . """,,\
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RETAINING A SCHOOL:
Just as a minimum· enrolment was necessary to gain
a government school, so it was also essential that enrol-

~s
939

ment was maintained, or else the school could be closed.
When this was threatened an inspector was sent to check the
enrolment

and attendance against that claimed by the local

community wishing to keep their school.

Low attendances at

Bygalorie school in 1926 and 1927 encouraged a rumour that
it would be closed.

The School Committee's letter to their

member, E .J::.. Buttenshaw, assured him that '16 or 17' were
enrolled - well over the requirements of a provisional
school. The inspector reported that enrollments were twelve,
,
5
the attendances eleven.
The Department recommended that
in order to conserve their interests, parents
should put forth their best efforts to
maintain the standard of attendance at the
school at an average of ten or over. 6
Evidently the parents took heed of this, because Bygalorie
school remained open during the 1920s and 1930s. 7

5.

126 D.P.I./P2890, Bygalorie, 1926/7:
1927, report 5 September 1927.

6.

127 Ibid., letter 14, December 1927.

7.

Fletcher, Schools.

letter 31 October
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Appendix VIII.
WHEAT POOL VOTING 1930, 1931:

~s

In September 1930, the State Minister for
Agriculture, H.V. Thorby, and H.K. Nock, the president of
the F.S.A., both advised wheatgrowers to vote for a compulsory
pool in the forthcoming referendum because it would 'prevent
the glutting of the market and the inevitable worse collapse':
and give a chance of reasonable prices.

Opponents of the

scheme, described as wheat merchants and others 'battening
on the wheat industry' 2 raised the bogey of 'Government
Control'. 3
polled.

The proposal was lost by 630 votes out of

1~983

4
The requisite two-thirds majority was achieved in

only four electorates, Ashburnh~ Lachlan, Temora, and Wagga,
the main wheatgrowing areas of the State.

In two adjacent
S
wheatgrowing electorates the pool was narrowly defeated.
The following year the question was put again, this
time requiring only a simple majority of wheatgrowers, and
this time under the Labor State Government.
cast a vote than before. 6

More wheatgrowers

Again farmers in Ashburnham, Wagga,

1.

~,12 september 1930, p.13.

2.
3.

Ibid.
Sydney Morning Herald, 24 September 1930, p.ll.

4.

Ibid., 22 September 1930, p.9.

5.
6.

Young,6S.8 %; AlburY,63.4 %.
Sydney Morning Herald, 24 July 1931, p.7.

939
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and Lachlan voted for the pool, but with less conviction than
the previous year.

The h ighest 'Yes' vote, in Wagga, was

only 57 per cent.

In Temora,600 fewer farmers voteq for a

pool than had in the previous year.

In that electorate the

'No' vote won, as it did in the State as a whole. 7
The combination of Labor Government and the old
bogey of government control, were, it seems, sufficient to
' ensure that the cries of 'Socialised State' 8 would be
effective.

During the campaign the anti-pool forces appear

to have exploited this fear quite cynically by publicising
an alleged Communist circular which urged a pro-pool vote.
It was believed at the time that this caused some farmers to
vote 'No' in an unthinking reaction against anything 'red,.9
The final vote was ~302 affirmative, ~844 negative,
and 181 informal.
by ~051. 10

In ten months the 'Yes' vote had fallen

Even in electorates in favour of the pool the

proportion of 'No' votes had increased.

The Land attributed

this 'heavy decline' to 'a direct vote of no confidence in
· ·
, I 11 s t emmlng
' f rom a f ear th a t un d er
t h e Lang La b or Mlnlstry
Labor farmers would not be allowed to control the management
of the pool.

7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.

The Land was adamant that this was not so, the

Ibiel.
Ibid. , 7 July 1931, p. 8.
p.8.
10 July, p.15, 14 July,
Ibid. , 1931, 23 July, p. 7,
Ibid. , 24 July 1931, p.7.
Land, 24 July 1931, p.4.
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VII

Act was so sound it could be a Country Party Act. 12
The results of the two polls are difficult to
interpret unless a distinction is made between farmers who
grew wheat, and wheatfarmers.

Any farmer who grew 50 or more

acres of wheat was a 'wheatfarmer' for the purposes of the
poll. 13

But 50 acres was hardly a crop which denoted

economic dependence on wheat.
without a breakdown of voting compared to crop
area for each voter further analysis is difficult.

The

presence of many acres of wheat in a region need not reflect
economic dependence on that crop - it could show that a lot
of farmers grew small plots.

Conversely a small total

acreage might result from a handful of growers with large
areas of crop on which they were dependent.
police Patrol District data offers a means of
further investigation.

They record the number of holdings

over one acre and the total area of crop.
holders need grow a particular crop.

Not all land-

However in general it

would be logical to assume that the larger the average area
of crop per holding, the more important the wheat industry
would be to that district.
On that basis, the voting pattern in both 1930 and

12.
13.

Ibid.
Ibid., 15 August 1930, p.6.
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1931 shows that districts with an average of 200 acres of
wheat per holding voted fo r the pool.

Districts where the

average was less either voted 'No' in both polls or . reduced
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their simple (but ineffective) majority for 'Yes' in 1930
to a rejection in 1931.
Several conclusions stand out from these results.
First;

all farmers growing wheat did not see their interests

identically.

Farmers - even those with the same crop - were

not an homogeneous group, and even generalisations about
wheatfarmers must therefore be cautious.

Given that,

the

second conclusion that might be drawn is that wheat dependent
farmers did, in the main vote to secure their economic
interest _ a stable market.

Third, in doing that, they were

prepared to sacrifice their treasured independence to the
government.

Fourth, the fluctuation in the less-dependent

areas indicates that there was a large group of voters
whose decision was more swayed by the threat of 'socialism'
under an allegedly doctrinal Labor government, than by the
immediate economic interest in wheat.

They were more willing

to accept socialism without doctrine under a Country Party
coalition government.
The fall in the 'Yes' vote in the apparently wheat
dependent regions suggests that the same fear of a 'Socialised
State' was present, but that fewer farmers considered their
political impulses more important than their economic ones.
However, the broad trend was that wheat-dependent farmers

536

voted for the pool.
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Others did not, and at both polls they

~s

defeated the voters in th e wheatgrowing districts.

939

Possibly that aspect of the pool vote had some
impact on the popularity of the Riverina Movement.

If the

wheat farmers took to heart Page's claim that the Lang
... ' ~"" .

Government had no right to control rural areas because the

..

country had not voted for him, they could apply it to their
own case.

14

Wheatgrowers had voted for a pool and therefore

the government should introduce one, whatever the democratic
majority said.

The F.S.A., for example,claimed that the
15

Pool vote did not reflect the real views of wheatgrowers.
The fact that the will of the State's granary, the Riverina, '
had been thwarted by others might have moti v ated some support
for Riverina seccession, although the Riverina Movement did
not apparently take up this issue.

14.
15.

See p. 290.
Sydney Morning Herald, 23 July 1931, p.7.

'- ',
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Appendix IX.
MAP SOURCES.

*

~s
Sources

Map
I.

II.

As on map
Fletcher, Schools.
Gazette.
N.S.W. Yearbook.
P.M.G. Telephones.
Reveille.
Stat. Register.
Wise's.

III.

As for II, plus
C.W.A. Annual Report.
RSL

IV.

CP656/24,Exhibit N80.
Stat. Register.

V.
VI.

CP656/3, Sydney Evidence, pp.l39,495,502-3,520.
Lands, 1912, map.
Medley, Review.
South West Committee, map

VII.

Gazette, 1932-39.

population overlay:

*

Census, 1921,1933.

Maps can be found inside back cover.

For location of region see p.4.
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